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Abstract

This thesis is devoted to three interrelated problems in representation theory. The first problem

concerns the combinatorial aspects of the connection between rational Cherednik algebras at t = 0

and Hilbert schemes. The second problem concerns the critical-level limit of the Suzuki functor, which

connects the representation theory of affine Lie algebras to that of rational Cherednik algebras. The

third problem concerns the properties of certain generalizations of Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier algebras,

called quiver Schur algebras, and their relationship to cohomological Hall algebras. Let us describe

our results in more detail.

In chapter 3, we study the combinatorial consequences of the relationship between rational Chered-

nik algebras of type G(l, 1, n), cyclic quiver varieties and Hilbert schemes. We classify and explicitly

construct C∗-fixed points in cyclic quiver varieties and calculate the corresponding characters of tauto-

logical bundles. We give a combinatorial description of the bijections between C∗-fixed points induced

by the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism and Nakajima reflection functors. We apply our results to ob-

tain a new proof as well as a generalization of a well known combinatorial identity, called the q-hook

formula. We also explain the connection between our results and Bezrukavnikov and Finkelberg’s, as

well as Losev’s, proofs of Haiman’s wreath Macdonald positivity conjecture.

In chapter 4, we define and study a critical-level generalization of the Suzuki functor, relating the

affine general linear Lie algebra to the rational Cherednik algebra of type A. Our main result states that

this functor induces a surjective algebra homomorphism from the centre of the completed universal

enveloping algebra at the critical level to the centre of the rational Cherednik algebra at t = 0. We use

this homomorphism to obtain several results about the functor. We compute it on Verma modules,

Weyl modules, and their restricted versions. We describe the maps between endomorphism rings

induced by the functor and deduce that every simple module over the rational Cherednik algebra lies

in its image. Our homomorphism between the two centres gives rise to a closed embedding of the

Calogero-Moser space into the space of opers on the punctured disc. We give a partial geometric

description of this embedding.

In chapter 5, we establish a connection between a generalization of KLR algebras, called quiver

Schur algebras, and the cohomological Hall algebras of Kontsevich and Soibelman. More specifically,

we realize quiver Schur algebras as algebras of multiplication and comultiplication operators on the

CoHA, and reinterpret the shuffle description of the CoHA in terms of Demazure operators. We

introduce “mixed quiver Schur algebras” associated to quivers with a contravariant involution, and

show that they are related, in an analogous way, to the cohomological Hall modules defined by Young.

Furthermore, we obtain a geometric realization of the modified quiver Schur algebra, which appeared

in a version of the Brundan-Kleshchev-Rouquier isomorphism for the affine q-Schur algebra due to

Miemietz and Stroppel.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Below we sketch the background and the principal motivations behind the problems considered

in this thesis. A more precise, and technical, summary of our main results can be found in the

introductions to the three main chapters: §3.1, §4.1 and §5.1.

General overview. In this thesis we consider three distinct but interrelated problems in representa-

tion theory. The first one revolves around an affine algebraic variety called the Calogero-Moser space.

This variety was introduced in [142] as the completed phase space of the Calogero-Moser (CM) inte-

grable system, and was used to relate the collisions of the Calogero-Moser particles to solutions of the

Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy. It later turned out that the Calogero-Moser space admits a

more algebraic construction, which can be generalized to any complex reflection group. Etingof and

Ginzburg [48] associated to any such group an algebra, called the rational Cherednik algebra (RCA),

whose centre, in the symmetric group case, is isomorphic to the ring of functions on the Calogero-Moser

space. Rational Cherednik algebras play an important role in symplectic geometry, representation the-

ory, and combinatorics. For example, they have been instrumental in classifying symplectic resolutions

of orbifold singularities, and generalizing the famous Macdonald positivity conjecture. They also have

fascinating links to other objects such as Hecke algebras, Schur algebras and affine Lie algebras, some

of which we explore in this thesis.

Affine Lie

algebras

Calogero-Moser

system

Nakajima quiver

varieties

Hecke, Schur

algebras

Rational Cherednik

algebras

Resolutions of

orbifold

singularities

Double affine

Hecke algebras
Combinatorics Hilbert scheme
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The Calogero-Moser space associated to the complex reflection group G(l, 1, n), i.e., the semi-direct

product Snn(Z/lZ)n, admits yet another, more geometric, construction, as a Nakajima quiver variety.

The interplay between the algebraic and geometric constructions of the Calogero-Moser space is the

main topic of chapter 3. The rational Cherednik algebra is naturally graded, and this grading induces

a C∗-action on the Calogero-Moser space, which corresponds to the scaling action on the quiver variety.

By studying the fixed points of these actions, we obtain a new combinatorial formula, which can be seen

as a generalization and a quantization of the classical hook-length formula, expressing the dimension

of a simple module over the symmetric group in terms of hooks in a Young diagram.

Hook-length formula q-hook formula
Higher level

q-hook formula

quantization replace Sn by

Snn(Z/lZ)n

The main topic of chapter 4 is a variation on another classical theme, namely, Schur-Weyl duality.

It was a great insight, which has, in different guises, guided the development of representation theory

to this day, that the general linear group controls the representation theory of the symmetric group.

We study an affine analogue of this relationship, with the general linear group replaced by the cor-

responding affine Lie algebra, and the symmetric group replaced by the rational Cherednik algebra.

More specifically, we study the classical limit of a functor defined by Suzuki [132], and realize the centre

of the rational Cherednik algebra as a quotient of the centre of the completed universal enveloping

algebra of the affine Lie algebra at the critical level. This allows us to exhibit the Calogero-Moser

space as an explicit closed subset inside a certain moduli space of G-bundles called opers.

Schur-Weyl duality

GLn! Sn

Suzuki functor

ĝln  RCA
CM space ↪→ Opers

affinization classical limit

Chapter 5 is devoted to a somewhat different problem, which is not directly related to rational

Cherednik algebras. As our main result, we establish a connection between two well known alge-

bras, which, historically, appeared in very different mathematical contexts and were introduced with

rather different motivations in mind, namely: quiver Schur algebras and cohomological Hall algebras

(CoHA’s). The former are a generalization of Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier (KLR) algebras, which play

an important role in the categorification of quantum groups. We study them from a geometric point

of view, focussing on their realization as convolution algebras associated to a certain Steinberg-type

variety. This construction generalizes the well known geometric construction of the (degenerate) affine

Hecke algebra. Our second main player, the CoHA, is, on the other hand, motivated by questions

from physics, including string theory and Donaldson-Thomas invariants. The CoHA can be seen as a

variation on the famous Ringel-Hall algebra, with a finite field replaced by the field of complex numbers

and convolution of functions replaced by convolution of cohomology classes. Our main result gives,

roughly speaking, an action of the quiver Schur algebra on the CoHA, which allows us to realize the

quiver Schur algebra as an algebra of certain explicit operators on the CoHA.
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Diagrammatic

algebra
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of quantum
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Donaldson-

Thomas

invariants

Yangians,

elliptic Hall

algebra

KLR & Quiver

Schur algebras

Cohomological

Hall algebras

Convolution

algebras

Graded

representation

theory

String theory
Ringel-Hall

algebra

Rational Cherednik algebras. We will now describe the main ideas of the thesis in more detail.

We start by defining rational Cherednik algebras, and explaining the main motivations behind them.

Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space with an action of a finite group G ⊂ GL(V ). The

well known Shephard Todd theorem (see, e.g., [24]) says that the variety V/G = SpecC[V ]G is smooth

if and only if G is a complex reflection group. In general, the space V/G is singular. For example, if

V = C2 and G is a finite subgroup of SL2(C) then the space C2/G is called a Kleinian (or Du Val)

singularity. The finite subgroups of SL2(C) are classified, via McKay correspondence, by ADE Dynkin

diagrams, and belong to a large class of groups called symplectic reflection groups.

Suppose that (V, ω) is a symplectic vector space and G ⊂ Sp(V ) is a finite subgroup. One may

ask whether the quotient singularity V/G can be resolved via a symplectic resolution. A symplectic

resolution is a birational morphism π : X → V/G from a smooth symplectic variety X, projective over

V/G, such that the restriction of π to the preimage of the smooth locus of V/G is an isomorphism

of symplectic varieties. Verbitsky [140] showed that if such a resolution exists then G is a symplectic

reflection group, i.e., it is generated by elements s satisfying rk(1− s) = 2.

From now on assume that G is a symplectic reflection group. Namikawa [105] showed that V/G

admits a symplectic resolution if and only if it admits a smooth Poisson deformation. To study such

deformations, it is convenient to pass to noncommutative geometry, i.e., replace the coordinate ring

C[V/G] = C[V ]G with the noncommutative skew group ring C[V ] o G. The two algebras are Morita

equivalent and C[V ]G is equal to the centre of C[V ]oG. The Poisson structure on C[V ]oG comes from

its natural quantization, namely the skew group ring At(V )oG associated to the Weyl algebra At(V ).

Explicitly, At(V ) oG is the quotient of T (V ∗) oG by the relation [u, v] = tω(u, v) (for u, v ∈ V ∗).
A Poisson deformation of the algebra C[V ] oG, depending on an extra parameter c associated to

conjugacy classes of symplectic reflections, was defined by Etingof and Ginzburg [48]. This Poisson

deformation is known as the symplectic reflection algebra Ht,c(G) associated to G. It is the quotient of

T (V ∗) oG by the relation

[u, v] = tω(u, v)− 2
∑
s∈S

c(s)ωs(u, v) · s,

where S is the set of symplectic reflections and ωs is the 2-form which equals ω on Im(1 − s) and is

trivial on ker(1−s). We see directly that Ht,c(G) specializes to At(V )oG when c = 0, and to C[V ]oG
if, additionally, t = 0. As we have already mentioned, the existence of a symplectic resolution of V/G

is equivalent to the existence of a smooth Poisson deformation of V/G. It was proven by Ginzburg
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and Kaledin [62] that such a Poisson deformation exists if and only if SpecZ(H0,c(G)) is smooth for

generic c. This result was used in, e.g., [10,62,63] to classify quotient singularities admitting symplectic

resolutions.

We are interested in a special class of symplectic reflection algebras, associated to symplectic re-

flection groups constructed from complex reflection groups. Suppose that G ⊂ GL(h) is a complex

reflection group. If we endow V = h ⊕ h∗ with the natural symplectic structure and the diagonal

G-action, then G, considered as a subgroup of Sp(V ), becomes a symplectic reflection group. The

corresponding symplectic reflection algebra Ht,c(G) is called a rational Cherednik algebra. This termi-

nology is motivated by the fact that, when G is a Weyl group associated to a (finite) root system,

Ht,c(G) is a degeneration of Cherednik’s double affine Hecke algebra.

Quiver varieties. The rational Cherednik algebras associated to complex reflection groups of type

G(l, 1, n), i.e., G = Sn n (Z/lZ)n, are especially interesting. As we have already mentioned, the affine

variety defined by the centre of H0,c(G) plays an important role in the study of symplectic resolutions.

It turns out that when G is of type G(l, 1, n), the variety SpecZ(H0,c(G)) can be realized as a Nakajima

quiver variety [48, Theorem 11.16]. When G is the symmetric group, this quiver variety coincides with

a well known object from the theory of integrable systems, namely the Calogero-Moser space [142]. Let

us consider this example in more detail. We take the double of the framed Jordan quiver, as pictured

below:

0∞

I

J

X

Y

(1.1)

The space Rep(Q,d) of representations of this quiver with dimension vector d = (d0 = n, d∞ = 1)

is isomorphic to Matn×n(C)⊕2 ⊕Matn×1(C)⊕Mat1×n(C) and carries a natural action of GLn(C) by

conjugation. Since Rep(Q,d) is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle on the space of representations of

the (non-doubled) framed Jordan quiver, it carries a natural symplectic structure. The GLn-action is

Hamiltonian and the corresponding moment map is given by the formula

µ : Rep(Q,d)→ gln, (X,Y, I, J) 7→ [X,Y ] + JI.

The Calogero-Moser space is the quotient

X (d) = µ−1(− id) �GLn = SpecC[µ−1(− id)]GLn . (1.2)

To the same quiver, but different parameters, one can associate another well known variety, namely

the Hilbert scheme of n points in the plane. We take the fibre of the moment map at 0 (rather than

− id), and replace the naive quotient (1.2) with the GIT quotient

Hilbn = µ−1(0) �−1 GLn.

The Hilbert scheme is a smooth irreducible variety parametrizing ideals in C[x, y] of colength n. Even

though the Calogero-Moser space and the Hilbert scheme are very different as algebraic varieties, they
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are diffeomorphic if we consider them as hyper-Kähler manifolds.

The connection between rational Cherednik algebras, quiver varieties and Hilbert schemes has been

generalized by Etingof and Ginzburg [48] as well as Gordon [64] to complex reflection groups of type

G(l, 1, n). The quiver (1.1) gets replaced by the following quiver

2

3

l − 2

0

l − 1

1

∞

Consider the space of representations of this quiver with dimension vector d = (d0 = n, . . . , dl−1 =

n, d∞ = 1), equipped with the conjugation action of G(d) =
∏l−1
i=0GLdi . This action is Hamiltonian

and gives rise to the moment map

µ : Rep(Q,d)→ LieG(d).

Given a parameter θ ∈ Ql, we obtain two quiver varieties

Xθ(d) = µ−1(θ) �G(d), Mθ(d) = µ−1(0) �θ G(d).

We will always assume that the parameter θ is chosen in such a way that these quiver varieties are

smooth. Etingof and Ginzburg (and later Martino, in the non-smooth case) showed that there is a

natural isomorphism of algebraic varieties

SpecZ(H0,c(G)) ∼= Xθc(d),

where θc is a parameter depending on c. In view of this isomorphism, the spectrum of the centre of

a rational Cherednik algebra is often called a generalized Calogero-Moser space. The variety Xθ(d)

turns out to be diffeomorphic to the GIT quotient M2θ(d). Moreover, by simultaneously changing

the dimension vector d and the parameter θ in an appropriate way, one obtains diffeomorphisms

Mθ(d) ∼= Mθ′(d
′) called Nakajima reflection functors. Gordon combined these diffeomorphisms to

produce a map from SpecZ(H0,c(G)) to a certain closed subvariety of the Hilbert scheme of K = nl+m

points in the plane, where m depends on the parameter c. To summarize, we have maps

SpecZ(H0,c(G))→ Xθc(d) −→M2θc(d)→ Xθ′(d′) ↪→ HilbK . (1.3)

Combinatorics. We are interested in the combinatorial applications of the connection between ratio-

nal Cherednik algebras and Hilbert schemes. We pass from geometry to combinatorics by considering

the fixed points of certain C∗-actions: the action on SpecZ(H0,c(G)) induced by the grading on the

rational Cherednik algebra, and the natural scaling action on the quiver varieties. The fixed points
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in SpecZ(H0,c(G)) are parametrized by l-multipartitions of n, while the fixed points in HilbK are

parametrized by partitions of K. Since all the maps in (1.3) are equivariant, we obtain an injective

map

P(l, n) ↪→ P(K). (1.4)

The image of this map consists of partitions with a certain fixed l-core, depending on the param-

eter c. We remark that an l-core is a partition from which one cannot remove any hooks of length l.

The main goal of chapter 3 is to give an explicit combinatorial description of (1.4). Our main result

(Theorem D and Corollary E in §3.1) says that (the inverse of) (1.4) can be characterized as a twist of

a well known map from combinatorics, which assigns to each partition its l-quotient. Since this notion

is somewhat technical, we refer the reader to §3.3.5 for a precise definition.

Theorem 1. The bijection

P(l, n)←→ Pν(K) (1.5)

from the set of l-multipartitions of n to the set of partitions of K with l-core ν (depending on c),

induced by (1.3), is given by a twist of the classical l-quotient bijection.

Our result has several interesting applications. The first one has to do with the q-analogue of the

well known hook length formula

dµ =
n!∏

�∈µ hµ(�)
, (1.6)

which expresses the dimension of the Specht module corresponding to the Young diagram of shape µ

in terms of the product of the lengths of all the hooks in this diagram. The q-analogue of this formula,

known as the q-hook formula, relates a certain polynomial depending on the contents of cells in the

Young diagram to so-called fake degree polynomials (which can also be expressed in terms of hook

polynomials): ∑
�∈µ

qc(�) = [n]q
∑
λ↑µ

fλ(q)

fµ(q)
. (1.7)

As an application of Theorem 1, we obtain a new geometric proof and a “higher level” generalization

of the q-hook formula (Theorem G in §3.1):

∑
�∈µ

qc(�) = [nl]t
∑

λ↑Quot(µ)[

fλ(q)

fQuot(µ)[(q)
. (1.8)

Theorem 1 is also an important ingredient in the proofs [16, 95] of Haiman’s wreath Macdonald

positivity conjecture, which is a generalization of the original conjecture concerning the coefficients of

Kostka-Macdonald polynomials, with the ring of symmetric functions replaced by the space of virtual

characters of the complex reflection group of type G(l, 1, n). The role our result plays in these proofs

is described in more detail in §3.1.6.

Category O. So far we have focussed mainly on rational Cherednik algebras at t = 0. In order to

explain our next set of results, we also need to mention a few facts about rational Cherednik algebras at

t = 1. Their representation theory has a somewhat Lie-theoretic flavour. The triangular decomposition

H1,c(G) ∼= C[h]⊗ C[G]⊗ C[h∗]

was used in [61] to define a category O for rational Cherednik algebras, reminiscent of the Bernstein-

Gelfand-Gelfand category O for semisimple Lie algebras. It is the full subcategory of H1,c(G)-mod
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consisting of finitely generated modules such that the action of h ⊂ C[h∗] is locally nilpotent.

Category O is a highest weight category with standard objects given by certain Verma modules,

constructed by induction from representations of the subalgebra C[h∗] o G ⊂ H1,c(G). The standard

objects are in one-to-one correspondence with irreducible representations of the group G. In particular,

if G is of type G(l, 1, n), they are labelled by l-multipartitions of n. In order to define a highest weight

category, one also needs to specify a partial order on the labelling set of standard modules. One such

partial order is given by the so-called c-function. When G is of type G(l, 1, n), the c-function admits

an explicit combinatorial description, see (3.59). One may ask whether there exist finer partial orders

which still make category O into a highest weight category. This question was answered positively by

Dunkl and Griffeth [42], who showed that O is a highest weight category with respect to a certain

“combinatorial” order ≺com
c . This partial order is induced by the dominance order on partitions via the

bijection (1.5). Theorem 1 implies that the combinatorial order has a (partial) geometric interpretation

(Corollary F in §3.1), i.e., it can be related to the “geometric” order ≺geo
c on P(l, n) defined by the

closure relations between the attracting sets of C∗-fixed points in M2θ(d). More precisely, given

µ, λ ∈ P(l, n), we have

µ ≺geo
c λ ⇒ µ ≺com

c λ.

Suzuki functor. Important information about the structure of a highest weight category is con-

tained in the so-called decomposition numbers, which express the multiplicities with which simple

modules occur in standard modules. This information can, for example, be used to calculate the

characters of simple modules. In the case of semisimple Lie algebras, this problem was the subject

of the famous Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures, proven by Beilinson-Bernstein and Brylinski-Kashiwara,

using D-modules and perverse sheaves techniques (see, e.g., [74]). In the context of rational Cherednik

algebras, there are several approaches to the multiplicity problem. When G is the symmetric group, it

was proven by Rouquier [115] that category O is equivalent to the category of modules over a certain

q-Schur algebra. Multiplicities in the latter category can, by the work of Varagnolo and Vasserot [139],

be described in terms of the q-Fock space.

There is another approach to the multiplicity problem, via a certain coinvariants functor defined by

Suzuki [132]. This functor can be seen as a generalization of the classical Schur-Weyl duality relating

the representation theory of gln to the representation theory of the symmetric group Sn. According

to Schur-Weyl duality, the natural actions

gln y (Cn)⊗n x Sn, (1.9)

centralize each other. Let us abbreviate V = Cn. Tensoring with (V∗)⊗n and taking coinvariants gives

rise to a functor

M 7→ H0(gln, (V
∗)⊗n ⊗M) = (V∗)⊗n ⊗M/(gln · ((V∗)⊗n ⊗M))

from the category of gln-modules to the category of Sn-modules, sending the simple module of highest

weight λ to the Specht module labelled by the corresponding partition.

We are interested in the affine analogue of this functor. One can replace V with the space V[z] of

polynomials with coefficients in V, and replace gln with the current Lie algebra gln[z]. It was shown

in [132] that, for each smooth ĝln-module M of level κ, there are actions

gln[z] y (V∗[z])⊗n ⊗M x Hn+κ,1(Sn).
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These actions no longer centralize each other, but the Hn+κ,1(Sn)-action normalizes the gln[z]-action,

and induces an action on the space of coinvariants. Therefore, we get a functor (called the Suzuki

functor)

Fκ : ĝln-modκ,sm → Hn+κ,1(Sn)-mod, M 7→ H0(gln[z], (V∗[z])⊗n ⊗M)

from the category of smooth modules over the affine Lie algebra ĝln of level κ to the category of

modules for the rational Cherednik algebra Hn+κ,1(Sn). It was shown in [138] that, under some

mild assumptions, Suzuki’s functor restricts to an equivalence of highest weight categories between

category O for ĝln and category O for Hn+κ,1(Sn).

Suzuki made a crucial restriction on the value of the parameter κ - he assumed that κ is not critical,

i.e., that it is different from −n, which implies that the parameter t for the rational Cherednik algebra

is different from 0. The main purpose of chapter 4 is to define a limit of the Suzuki functor as

κ→ c = −n, t→ 0

and study its properties.

The representation theory of the rational Cherednik algebra at t = 0 differs radically from its

representation theory at t 6= 0, mainly due to the fact that H0,1(Sn) has a large centre Z. An analogous

pattern occurs in the representation theory of ĝln - the centre of the completed universal enveloping

algebra Ûκ of ĝln is trivial unless the level is critical. In the latter case, the centre Z of Ûc is a

completion of a polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables, and, by a theorem of Feigin and

Frenkel [50], it can be identified with the algebra of functions on a certain moduli space of G-bundles

on the punctured disc (decorated with some additional data), called opers.

In general, a functor of abelian categories does not induce a homomorphism between their centres.

In §4.7, we propose various ways to circumvent this problem. The following theorem (Theorems D

and E in §4.1) is the main result of chapter 4.

Theorem 2. There exists a surjective algebra homomorphism

Θ: Z −→ Z (1.10)

and a “reasonably big” subcategory C of Ûc-mod such that the diagram

Z Z

EndÛc
(M) EndH0,1(Sn)(Fc(M))

Θ

can can

Fc

(1.11)

commutes for all M ∈ C.

The above theorem has many applications. For example, it allows us to compute the maps between

endomorphism rings of certain Verma-type modules induced by the Suzuki functor (Corollary A in

§4.1.3). We deduce that every simple module over the rational Cherednik algebra H0,1(Sn) is in the

image of the functor (Corollary B in §4.1.3). We remark that these modules are parametrized by

the Calogero-Moser space - in particular, there are uncountably many of them. We also describe

the behaviour of the functor on Arakawa and Fiebig’s restricted category O (Corollary C in §4.1.3).

Finally, we use (1.10) to construct an embedding of the Calogero-Moser space into the moduli space

of opers on the punctured disc, and give a geometric description of this embedding (Corollary D in

§4.1.3). Since the precise statements of some of the above mentioned results are rather technical, we
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refer the reader to §4.1 for details.

Convolution algebras. The main topic of chapter 5 is somewhat different from, though not unre-

lated to, the problems we have discussed so far. Rational Cherednik algebras arise as Poisson deforma-

tions of quotient singularities. The algebras to which we now turn our attention are a generalization of

the convolution algebras associated to another famous singularity, the nilpotent cone, and the Springer

resolution.

Let N ⊂ gln be the variety of nilpotent n × n matrices, and let G/B be the variety of complete

flags in Cn. The Springer resolution is the proper map

T ∗(G/B)→ N .

To this map one can associate a certain variety of triples

Z = T ∗(G/B)×N T ∗(G/B)

called the Steinberg variety. The G-equivariant Borel-Moore homology HG
• (Z) of the Steinberg variety

can be endowed with a convolution product, which turns it into an associative algebra, isomorphic to

the degenerate affine Hecke algebra. It has a faithful representation on the equivariant Borel-Moore

homology of the cotangent bundle to the flag variety, which is isomorphic to the polynomial ring

C[x1, . . . , xn]. The degenerate affine Hecke algebra is generated by elements which act by polynomial

multiplication as well as certain divided difference operators called Demazure-Lusztig operators.

It turns out that the geometric construction of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra can be gener-

alized in the context of quiver representations, so that the construction sketched above is the special

case corresponding to the Jordan quiver. More precisely, given a quiver Q and a dimension vector d,

we replace the nilpotent cone N with the space Rep(Q,d) of representations of the quiver, and the

cotangent bundle T ∗(G/B) with the space Qd of complete flags of quiver representations. The forgetful

map

Qd → Rep(Q,d) (1.12)

plays the role of the Springer resolution. The G(d)-equivariant Borel-Moore homology H
G(d)
• (Zd) of

the corresponding Steinberg-type variety

Zd = Qd ×Rep(Q,d) Qd

is an associative algebra with respect to the convolution product, and has a faithful representation

on H
G(d)
• (Qd), isomorphic to a direct sum of polynomial rings. The convolution algebra H

G(d)
• (Zd)

is generated by elements which act by polynomial multiplication, “crossings” resembling Demazure

operators, and certain idempotents parametrizing the types of complete quiver flags. The algebra

H
G(d)
• (Zd) is also isomorphic to the extension algebra of the pushforward of the constant sheaf on Qd

along (1.12), and hence comes equipped with a natural grading.

It was shown by Varagnolo and Vasserot [137] that H
G(d)
• (Zd) gives a geometric realization of

the KLR, or quiver Hecke, algebras Rd introduced independently by Khovanov and Lauda [88] and

Rouquier [114]. These algebras play an important role in the categorification of quantum groups. For
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example, it was shown in [88,137] that there is an isomorphism

⊕
dK0(Rd-modgp) ∼= U+

q (gQ)

{indecomposable projectives} ←→ {Canonical basis}

between the direct sum of the Grothendieck groups of the categories of finitely generated graded

projective modules over Rd, ranging over all the possible dimension vectors, and Lusztig’s integral

form of the positive half of the quantum group associated to the underlying graph of the quiver Q.

Multiplication and comultiplication on U+
q (gQ) corresponds to induction and restriction functors for

KLR algebras.

Quiver Schur algebras and cohomological Hall algebras. If we replace the space Qd of com-

plete flags of quiver representations with the bigger space of all partial flags, we obtain a convolution

algebra Zd, called the quiver Schur algebra. These algebras were introduced by Stroppel and Web-

ster [131] and later studied in [99]. Quiver Schur algebras, just like KLR algebras, play an important

role in categorification. For example, it was shown in [131] that the quiver Schur algebra associated to

the cyclic quiver categorifies the generic nilpotent Hall algebra, and its higher level version categorifies

the higher level q-Fock space. It was also shown in [99] that a certain completion of the quiver Schur

algebra is isomorphic to a completion of the q-Schur algebra, appearing naturally in the representation

theory of p-adic general linear groups.

The first goal of chapter 5 is to study the basic structural properties of quiver Schur algebras. We

construct an explicit “Bott-Samelson” basis of Zd, consisting of pushforwards of fundamental classes of

certain vector bundles on diagonal Bott-Samelson varieties, and show that fundamental classes called

merges and splits, together with certain invariant polynomials, form generators of Zd (Theorem A in

§5.1). We also explicitly describe the faithful polynomial representation of the quiver Schur algebra

(Theorem 5.4.7) and relate it to Demazure operators.

Our second goal is to establish a connection between quiver Schur algebras and cohomological Hall

algebras (CoHA’s). The latter were introduced by Kontsevich and Soibelman [90] as a categorification

of Donaldson-Thomas invariants of three dimensional Calabi-Yau categories. Roughly speaking, the

CoHA can be seen as a generalization of the Ringel-Hall algebra of the category of quiver representations

over finite fields. Multiplication in the Ringel-Hall algebra is defined as convolution of conjugation-

invariant functions via pullback and pushforward along the following diagram

Fl2(RepFq (Q))

RepFq (Q)× RepFq (Q) RepFq (Q)

where Fl2(RepFq (Q)) denotes the space of flags of length two. If we replace the field Fq by the field of

complex numbers, and invariant functions by equivariant cohomology, we obtain the CoHA. A precise

definition can be found in §5.6.1. CoHA’s and their generalizations have found numerous applications

in representation theory, including a new proof of the Kac positivity conjecture [36], as well as new

realizations of the elliptic Hall algebra [124] and Yangians [38,125,144].

The Kontsevich-Soibelman CoHA is not a bialgebra, but it carries incompatible algebra and coal-

gebra structures. Our main result (Theorem B in §5.1) shows that the relations between multiplication

and comultiplication in the CoHA are controlled by the quiver Schur algebra. This is quite remarkable,
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since quiver Schur algebras and CoHA’s have very different mathematical origins. As an application,

we interpret the description of the CoHA as a shuffle algebra from [90] in terms of Demazure operators

(Proposition 5.6.8).

The third goal of chapter 5 is to define a generalization of quiver Schur algebras associated to quivers

with a contravariant involution. As we have already mentioned, KLR and quiver Schur algebras can be

realized as convolution algebras, or, equivalently, extension algebras of a certain semisimple complex

of sheaves on the moduli stack of representations of a quiver. If the quiver admits a contravariant

involution θ, this construction can be generalized by replacing the stack of representations of the

quiver with the stack of its self-dual representations. We refer to the resulting Ext-algebra as the

mixed quiver Schur algebra. The mixed quiver Schur algebra has similar structural properties to

the ordinary quiver Schur algebra: it has a Bott-Samelson basis (Theorem 5.5.21) and is generated

by elementary merges, elementary splits and polynomials (Corollary 5.5.22). Our main result about

mixed quiver Schur algebras (Theorem D in §5.1) establishes a connection between them and a certain

module over the CoHA, called the cohomological Hall module (CoHM), introduced by Young [146]. As

an application, we obtain an explicit description of the faithful polynomial representation of the mixed

quiver Schur algebra, and reinterpret the action of the CoHA on the CoHM in terms of Demazure

operators of type A-D.
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Quiver Schur
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Chapter 2

Rational Cherednik algebras

2.1 Summary of key definitions and facts

In this section we recall the relevent definitions and facts concerning rational Cherednik algebras.

For an exhaustive treatment of rational Cherednik algebras, we refer the reader to, e.g., [9, 49]. We

work over the field of complex numbers throughout.

2.1.1. Definition of rational Cherednik algebras. We start by recalling the definition of com-

plex reflection groups.

Definition 2.1.1. Let h be a finite dimensional complex vector space. An element s ∈ GL(h) is called

a complex reflection if ker(s − Idh) has codimension one in h. A complex reflection group is a finite

subgroup of GL(h) generated by complex reflections.

Complex reflections groups were classified into one infinite family G(l, p, n) and 34 exceptional cases

by Shephard and Todd. For more information about complex reflection groups, we refer the reader to,

e.g., [24].

Given a complex reflection group G ⊂ GL(h), let S be the set of complex reflections in G and let

C[S]G be the set of functions c : S → C invariant under conjugation, i.e.,

c(gsg−1) = c(s)

for all s ∈ S and g ∈ G. Let G act diagonally on h × h∗. For each s ∈ S, fix non-zero elements

αs ∈ Im(s− 1)|h∗ and α∨s ∈ Im(s− 1)|h satisfying αs(α
∨
s ) = 2.

Definition 2.1.2 ( [48]). The rational Cherednik algebra Ht,c(G), associated to the complex reflection

group G and parameters t ∈ C, c ∈ C[S], is the quotient of the cross-product T (h⊕ h∗) oC[G] by the

relations

[x, x′] = 0, [y, y′] = 0, [y, x] = t · x(y)−
∑
s∈S

c(s)(y, αs)(α
∨
s , x)s,

for all x, x′ ∈ h∗ and y, y′ ∈ h.

2.1.2. Main properties of rational Cherednik algebras. We will now recall a number of

fundamental results about the structure of rational Cherednik algebras.
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We start with the so-called PBW theorem. Setting

deg x = deg y = 1, deg g = 0

for each x ∈ h∗, y ∈ h and g ∈ G defines a filtration on Ht,c(G). Let gr Ht,c(G) be the associated graded

algebra.

Theorem 2.1.3. The tautological embedding h⊕ h∗ ↪→ gr Ht,c(G) extends to a graded algebra isomor-

phism

C[h⊕ h∗] oC[G]
∼−→ gr Ht,c(G) (2.1)

called the PBW isomorphism.

Proof. See [48, Theorem 1.3].

The behaviour of rational Cherednik algebras depends crucially on the parameter t, which controls

the centre of Ht,c(G). The following theorem collects the most important results about Z(Ht,c(G)).

Theorem 2.1.4. The following hold.

a) We have: Z(Ht,c(G)) = C if and only if t 6= 0.

b) There is an inclusion C[h]G ⊗ C[h∗]G ⊂ Z(H0,c(G)). The algebra Z(H0,c(G)) is a free

C[h]G ⊗ C[h∗]G-module of rank |G|.
c) The PBW isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism

C[h⊕ h∗]G
∼−→ grZ(H0,c(G)).

d) There is an algebra isomorphism, called the Satake isomorphism,

Z(H0,c(G))
∼−→ eH0,c(G)e, z 7→ z · e, (2.2)

where e = 1
|G|
∑
g∈G g is the trivial (or symmetrizing) idempotent.

e) If SpecZ(H0,c(G)) is smooth then the functor

H0,c(G)-mod→ eH0,c(G)e-mod, M 7→ e ·M, (2.3)

is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. Part a) is [23, Proposition 7.2], part b) is [48, Proposition 4.15], part c) is [48, Theorem 3.3],

and part d) is [48, Theorem 3.1]. For part e), see the proof of [48, Proposition 3.8] and the remark

following it.

2.2 Rational Cherednik algebras of type G(l, 1, n)

In this thesis we are primarily interested in rational Cherednik algebras associated to complex

reflection groups of type G(l, 1, n) at t = 0. Below we recall their main properties.

2.2.1. Partitions and multipartitions. We must first introduce some combinatorics. Let k be a

non-negative integer. A partition λ of k is an infinite non-increasing sequence (λ1, λ2, λ3, . . . ) of non-

negative integers such that
∑∞
i=1 λi = k. We write |λ| = k and denote the set of all partitions of k by

P(k). Let `(λ) be the positive integer i such that λi 6= 0 but λi+1 = 0. We say that µ = (µ1, µ2, µ3, . . .)
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is a subpartition of λ if µ is a partition of some positive integer m ≤ k and µi ≤ λi for all i = 1, 2, . . . .

A subpartition µ of λ is called a restriction of λ, denoted µ ↑ λ, if |µ| = k − 1. Let ∅ = (0, 0, . . .)

denote the empty partition.

An l-composition α of k is an l-tuple (α0, . . . , αl−1) of non-negative integers such that
∑l−1
i=0 αi = k.

An l-multipartition λ of k is an l-tuple (λ0, . . . , λl−1) such that each λi is a partition and
∑l−1
i=0 |λi| = k.

We consider the upper indices modulo l. Let P(l, k) denote the set of l-multipartitions of k. We say

that µ = (µ0, . . . , µl−1) is a submultipartition of λ if each µi is a subpartition of λi. We call a

submultipartition µ of λ a restriction of λ, denoted µ ↑ λ, if
∑l−1
i=0 |µi| = k − 1.

If λ is a partition we denote its transpose by λt. If λ = (λ0, . . . , λl−1) ∈ P(l, k), we call

λt = ((λ0)t, . . . , (λl−1)t) the transpose multipartition and λ[ := (λl−1, λl−2, . . . , λ0) the reverse multi-

partition. Finally, we set

P :=
⊔

k∈Z≥0

P(k), P :=
⊔

k∈Z≥0

P(l, k).

2.2.2. Wreath products. Let us fix once and for all two positive integers n, l. We regard the

symmetric group Sn as the group of permutations of the set {1, . . . , n}. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n let si,j

denote the transposition swapping numbers i and j. We abbreviate si = si,i+1 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1.

Let Cl := Z/lZ = 〈ε〉 and set

Γn := Cl o Sn = (Cl)
n o Sn,

the wreath product of Cl and Sn. It is a complex reflection group of type G(l, 1, n). For 1 ≤ i ≤ n

and 1 ≤ j ≤ l − 1 let εji denote the element (1, . . . , 1, εj , 1, . . . , 1) ∈ (Cl)
n which is non-trivial only in

the i-th coordinate. Let

en := (lnn!)−1
∑
g∈Γn

g

be the symmetrizing idempotent and let triv denote the trivial Γn-module.

We regard Sn−1 as the subgroup of Sn generated by the transpositions s2, . . . , sn−1. We also

regard (Cl)
n−1 as a subgroup of (Cl)

n consisting of elements whose first coordinate is equal to one.

This determines an embedding Γn−1 ↪→ Γn. Note that (CΓn)Γn−1 = en−1CΓn and |(CΓn)Γn−1 | = nl.

Isomorphism classes of irreducible Γn-modules are naturally parametrized by P(l, n). We use the

parametrization given in [115, §6.1.1]. Let S(λ) denote the irreducible Γn-module corresponding to

the l-multipartition λ. We will later need the following branching rule [108, Theorem 10].

Proposition 2.2.1. Let λ ∈ P(l, n). Then

S(λ)|Γn−1
:= ResΓn

Γn−1
S(λ) =

⊕
µ↑λ

S(µ).

2.2.3. Rational Cherednik algebras of type G(l, 1, n). We recall an explicit definition of the

rational Cherednik algebra of type G(l, 1, n). Set η := e2πi/l. Let h be the n-dimensional representation

of Γn with basis y1, . . . , yn such that εiσ.yj = η−δi,σ(j)yσ(j) for any σ ∈ Sn. Let x1, . . . , xn be the dual

basis of h∗.

Definition 2.2.2. Let G = Γn. We will use a different parametrization of the rational Cherednik

algebra from the standard one introduced in Definition 2.1.1. Since there are l conjugacy classes of
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reflections in S, we identify the parameter space with Cl via the rule:

Cl ∼−→ C[S]Γn , h 7→ ch, ch(εk) =

l−1∑
m=0

η−mkHm, ch(s1) = h,

where h = (h,H1, . . . ,Hl−1) ∈ Ql and H0 = −(H1 + . . .+Hl−1). The rational Cherednik algebra Ht,h

associated to Γn is the quotient of the cross-product T (h⊕ h∗) oCΓn by the relations

• [xi, xj ] = [yi, yj ] = 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,

• [xi, yj ] = −h
∑l−1
k=0 η

ksi,jε
k
i ε
−k
j for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n,

• [xi, yi] = t+ h
∑
j 6=i
∑l−1
k=0 si,jε

k
i ε
−k
j +

∑l−1
k=0(

∑l−1
m=0 η

−mkHm)εki for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We abbreviate Hh := H0,h and Zh = Z(Hh).

Example 2.2.3. When G = Sn, the relations simplify to:

• [xi, xj ] = [yi, yj ] = 0 (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n),

• [xi, yj ] = −hsi,j (1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n),

• [xi, yi] = −t+ h
∑
j 6=i si,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

2.2.4. The restricted rational Cherednik algebra. From now on we set t = 0. There is a

C∗-action on Hh defined by the rule

z.xi = zxi, z.yi = z−1yi, z.g = g,

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, g ∈ Γn and z ∈ C∗. This action defines a Z-grading on Hh such that deg xi = 1,

deg yi = −1 and deg g = 0. The action restricts to actions on enHhen and Zh, with respect to which

(2.2) is equivariant.

Notation 1. Given a Z-graded vector space V with finite-dimensional homogeneous components, let

chq V ∈ Z[[q, q−1]] denote its Poincaré series (or, equivalently, its C∗-character).

Definition 2.2.4. Let C[h]Γn+ (resp. C[h∗]Γn− ) denote the ideal of C[h]Γn (resp. C[h∗]Γn) generated

by homogeneous elements of positive (resp. negative) degree, in the grading defined by the C∗-action

on Hh. The quotient

Hh := Hh/〈C[h]Γn+ + C[h∗]Γn− 〉

is called the restricted rational Cherednik algebra. It is a finite-dimensional algebra.

Let C[h]coΓn := C[h]/C[h].C[h]Γn+ be the algebra of coinvariants with respect to the Γn-action. It

follows from the PBW theorem for rational Cherednik algebras [48, Theorem 1.3] that there is an

isomorphism of graded vector spaces Hh ∼= C[h]coΓn ⊗ C[h∗]coΓn ⊗ CΓn. Moreover, C[h∗]coΓn o CΓn is

a subalgebra of Hh.

Definition 2.2.5. Let λ ∈ P(l, n). The irreducible CΓn-module S(λ) becomes a module over

C[h∗]coΓn o CΓn by means of the projection C[h∗]coΓn o CΓn → CΓn. The baby Verma module

associated to λ is the induced module

∆̄(λ) := Hh ⊗C[h∗]coΓnoCΓn S(λ).

We consider ∆̄(λ) as a graded Hh-module with 1⊗ S(λ) in degree 0.
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Proposition 2.2.6. Let λ ∈ P(l, n). The baby Verma module ∆̄(λ) is indecomposable with simple

head L(λ). Moreover, {L(λ) | λ ∈ P(l, n)} form a complete and irredundant set of representatives of

isomorphism classes of graded simple Hh-modules, up to a grading shift.

Proof. See [63, Proposition 4.3].

2.2.5. The variety Yh. Let

Yh := Spec Zh.

We will always assume that the parameter h is chosen so that the variety Yh is smooth. A criterion

for smoothness can be found in e.g. [64, Lemma 4.3].

Let Irrep(Hh) denote the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of Hh. If [M ] ∈
Irrep(Hh), let χM : Zh → C denote the character by which Zh acts on M . By [48, Theorem 1.7], there

is a bijection

Irrep(Hh)←→ MaxSpec Zh, [M ] 7→ kerχM . (2.4)

We are now going to recall another description of Yh.

Definition 2.2.7. Let RepCΓn(Hh) be the variety of all algebra homomorphisms Hh → EndC(CΓn)

whose restriction to CΓn ⊂ Hh is the CΓn-action by left multiplication, i.e., the regular representation.

This is an affine algebraic variety.

Let φ ∈ RepCΓn(Hh). The one-dimensional vector space enCΓn is stable under all the endomor-

phisms in φ(enHhen). Therefore, φ|enHhen composed with the Satake isomorphism (see Theorem 2.1.4.d)

yields an algebra homomorphism χφ : Zh ∼= enHhen → EndC(enCΓn) ∼= C. We obtain in this way a

morphism of algebraic varieties

π : RepCΓn(Hh)→ Yh, φ 7→ kerχφ. (2.5)

The C∗-action on Hh induces C∗-actions on the varieties RepCΓn(Hh) and Yh, with respect to which π

is equivariant.

Let AutΓn(CΓn) be the group of C-linear Γn-equivariant automorphisms of CΓn. The group

AutΓn(CΓn) acts naturally on RepCΓn(Hh): if g ∈ AutΓn(CΓn) and φ ∈ RepCΓn(Hh) then (g.φ)(z) =

gφ(z)g−1, for all z ∈ Hh. By [48, Theorem 3.7], there exists an irreducible component RepoCΓn(Hh) of

RepCΓn(Hh) such that (2.5) induces a C∗-equivariant isomorphism of algebraic varieties

RepoCΓn(Hh) �AutΓn(CΓn)
∼−→ Yh. (2.6)

Next, consider the (Hh, enHhen)-bimodule Hhen together with the C∗-action inherited from Hh. The

bimodule Hhen defines a C∗-equivariant coherent sheaf H̃hen on Spec enHhen ∼= Yh. Since we are

assuming that Yh is smooth, [48, Theorem 1.7] implies that this sheaf is locally free.

Definition 2.2.8. Let Rh denote the C∗-equivariant vector bundle whose sheaf of sections is H̃hen.

The group Γn acts naturally on every fibre of Rh from the left. Let RΓn−1

h = en−1Rh be the

subbundle of Rh consisting of Γn−1-invariants and let (RΓn−1

h )λ denote its fibre at χλ.

2.2.6. C∗-fixed points. Let us recall from [63] the classification of C∗-fixed points in Yh in terms

of l-multipartitions of n. By [48, Proposition 4.15], the subalgebra C[h]Γn ⊗C[h∗]Γn of Hh is contained

in Zh and Zh is a free C[h]Γn ⊗ C[h∗]Γn-module of rank |Γn|. The inclusion C[h]Γn ⊗ C[h∗]Γn ↪→ Zh
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induces a C∗-equivariant morphism of algebraic varieties

Υ: Yh → h/Γn × h∗/Γn.

The only C∗-fixed point in h/Γn× h∗/Γn is 0. Since the group C∗ is connected and the fibre Υ−1(0) is

finite, YC∗
h = Υ−1(0). By Theorem 5.6 in [63], there is a bijection between the closed points of Υ−1(0)

and isomorphism classes of simple modules over the restricted rational Cherednik algebra Hh. Hence

there is a bijection

P(l, n)←→ (MaxSpec Zh)C
∗
, λ 7→ kerχL(λ).

We will also write χλ for χL(λ).



Chapter 3

Rational Cherednik algebras and

Hilbert schemes

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider rational Cherednik algebras Hh := Ht=0,h(Γn) associated to complex

reflection groups Γn := (Z/lZ) o Sn of type G(l, 1, n) at t = 0.

3.1.1. Rational Cherednik algebras and quiver varieties. As we explained in the general

introduction to this thesis, the rational Cherednik algebra Hh has a large centre, which can be realized

as the coordinate ring of a certain Nakajima quiver variety. This fact was used by Gordon [64] to

establish a connection between generalized Calogero-Moser spaces and Hilbert schemes of points in the

plane. We will now look at this connection in more detail.

Assume that the variety Yh = SpecZ(Hh) is smooth. Etingof and Ginzburg showed in [48] that

Yh is isomorphic to a cyclic quiver variety Xθ(nδ) (see §3.2.2) generalizing Wilson’s construction of

the Calogero-Moser space in [142]. Considering Xθ(nδ) as a hyper-Kähler manifold, one can use

reflection functors, defined by Nakajima in [103], to construct a hyper-Kähler isometry Xθ(nδ) →
X− 1

2
(γ) between quiver varieties associated to different parameters. Furthermore, rotation of complex

structure yields a diffeomorphism between X− 1
2
(γ) and a certain GIT quotient M−1(γ) (see §3.2.2).

The latter is isomorphic to an irreducible component HilbνK of Hilb
Z/lZ
K , where HilbK denotes the

Hilbert scheme of K points in C2. The following diagram summarizes all the maps involved:

Yh
EG−−→ Xθ(nδ)

Refl.Fun.−−−−−→ X− 1
2
(γ)

Rotation−−−−−→M−1(γ) ↪→ Hilb
Z/lZ
K . (3.1)

Let us explain the parameters. The affine symmetric group S̃l acts on dimension vectors and the

parameter space associated to the cyclic quiver with l vertices (see §3.3.8, §3.3.9). We apply this action

to the dimension vector nδ and the parameter −1
2 := − 1

2l (1, . . . , 1). Fix w ∈ S̃l and set θ := w−1 ·(−1
2 )

and γ := w∗nδ. Then γ = nδ+γ0, where γ0 is the l-residue of a uniquely determined l-core partition ν.

Set K := nl + |ν|. The relation between the parameters h and θ is explained in §3.2.3.

Both Yh and HilbK carry natural U(1)-actions with respect to which (3.1) is equivariant. As we

saw in §2.2.6, the closed C∗-fixed points in Yh are labelled by l-multipartitions of n. On the other hand,

the C∗-fixed points in HilbK correspond to monomial ideals in C[x, y] of colength K and are therefore

labelled by partitions of K. In particular, the C∗-fixed points in HilbνK are labelled by partitions of K
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with l-core ν. Since (3.1) is equivariant, it induces a bijection

P(l, n)←→ Pν(K), (3.2)

where Pν(K) denotes the set of partitions of K with l-core ν and P(l, n) the set of l-multipartitions

of n.

3.1.2. Quick summary of the main results and applications. Our main result is an explicit

combinatorial description of (3.2). We note that such a description already appeared in [64], but its

proof in loc. cit. is incorrect (see Remark 3.9.5). Our result has a number of interesting applications.

For example, we use it to establish a higher-level version of the q-hook formula. Our result has

also recently been used by Bonnafé and Maksimau [18] in their study of fixed-point subvarieties in

Calogero-Moser spaces. Moreover, as we explain in §3.1.6, the combinatorial description of (3.2)

is a key ingredient in several older results, such as Bezrukavnikov and Finkelberg’s [16], as well as

Losev’s [95], proofs of Haiman’s wreath Macdonald positivity conjecture.

3.1.3. Main results. Our first result gives a classification as well as an explicit description of C∗-
fixed points in quiver varieties associated to the cyclic quiver. We also consider tautological bundles

on these varieties and calculate the characters of their fibres at the C∗-fixed points.

Theorem A. Let u ∈ S̃l, ξ := u ∗ nδ = nδ + ξ0 and let ω be the transpose of the l-core corresponding

to ξ0. Set L := nl + |ω|. Let α ∈ Ql be any parameter such that Xα(ξ) is smooth. Let Vα(ξ) denote

the tautological bundle on Xα(ξ) (see §3.2.2). Then:

a) The C∗-fixed points in Xα(ξ) are naturally labelled by Pω(L). We construct them explicitly as

equivalence classes of quiver representations.

b) Let µ ∈ Pω(L). Then the C∗-character of the fibre of Vα(ξ) at µ is given by

chq Vα(ξ)µ = Resµ(q) :=
∑
�∈µ

qc(�).

This theorem combines the results of Theorem 3.4.14, Proposition 3.4.15 and Corollary 3.4.16

below. Let us briefly explain our description of the C∗-fixed points. To each partition µ ∈ Pω(L) we

associate a quadruple of matrices depending on α, ξ and the Frobenius form of µ. Our construction

can be regarded as a generalization of Wilson’s description of the C∗-fixed points in the (classical)

Calogero-Moser space [142, Proposition 6.11]. We also expect that, using an appropriate functor from

the category of representations of the infinite linear quiver to that of the cyclic quiver, one can relate

our constructions to earlier work on quiver varieties of type A∞ [58,118].

Our second result describes the bijection between the C∗-fixed points induced by the Etingof-

Ginzburg isomorphism.

Theorem B (Theorem 3.6.18). The map Yh
EG−−→ Xθ(nδ) induces a bijection

P(l, n)→ P∅(nl), Quot(µ)[ 7→ µ,

where Quot(µ)[ denotes the reverse of the l-quotient of µ (see §2.2.1, §3.3.5) and ∅ is the empty

partition.

The proof of Theorem B occupies sections 3.5 and 3.6. We use the Dunkl-Opdam subalgebra of Hh
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to construct a commutative diagram

Yh Xθ(nδ)

Cn/Sn

EG

ρ1 ρ2

where ρ1 sends a fixed point labelled by λ to its residue and ρ2 sends a quiver representation to a

certain subset of its eigenvalues. Given a partition µ, we use our description of the corresponding fixed

point from Theorem A to obtain an explicit formula for ρ2(µ) in terms of the Frobenius form of µ. We

then use a combinatorial argument to show that this formula describes the residue of Quot(µ)[.

We next consider reflection functors, which were introduced by Nakajima [103] and also studied

by Maffei [96] and Crawley-Boevey and Holland [28,29]. Assuming smoothness, reflection functors are

U(1)-equivariant hyper-Kähler isometries between quiver varieties associated to different parameters.

They satisfy Weyl group relations and have been used by Nakajima to define Weyl group representations

on homology groups of quiver varieties.

Let us explain the role reflection functors play in our setting. To each simple reflection σi ∈ S̃l,
we associate a reflection functor Ri : Xα(ξ)→ Xσi·α(σi ∗ ξ). One can show that σi ∗ ξ = nδ + σi ∗ ξ0,

where σi ∗ ξ0 is the l-residue of a uniquely determined l-core ω′. Then the reflection functor Ri induces

a bijection between the labelling sets of C∗-fixed points

Ri : Pω(L)→ P(ω′)t(L
′), (3.3)

where L′ := nl + |ω′|.
Our third result gives a combinatorial description of this bijection. We use the action of S̃l on the set

of all partitions defined by Van Leeuwen in [94]. This action involves combinatorial ideas reminiscent

of those describing the ŝll-action on the Fock space. More precisely, if µ is a partition then σi ∗ µ is

the partition obtained by simultaneously removing and adding all the removable (resp. addable) cells

of content i mod l from (to) the Young diagram of µ. It is noteworthy that this action also plays a

role in the combinatorics describing the Schubert calculus of the affine Grassmannian [92,93].

Theorem C (Theorem 3.8.11). Let µ ∈ Pω(L). Then

Ri(µ) = (σi ∗ µt)t.

Combining Theorem B with (iterated applications of) Theorem C allows us to give an explicit

combinatorial description of bijection (3.2).

Theorem D (Theorem 3.9.3). The map (3.1) induces the following bijections

YC∗
h −→ Xθ(nδ)C

∗ −→ X− 1
2
(γ)C

∗ −→ (HilbνK)C
∗

P(l, n) −→ P∅(nl) −→ Pνt(K) −→ Pν(K)

Quot(µ)[ 7−→ µ 7−→ (w ∗ µt)t 7−→ w ∗ µt.

Moreover, ν = w ∗∅.

Let us rephrase our result slightly. Given w ∈ S̃l, we define the w-twisted l-quotient bijection to be

the map

τw : P(l, n)→ Pν(K), Quot(µ) 7→ w ∗ µ.
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Corollary E (Corollary 3.9.4). Bijection (3.2) is given by

λ 7→ τw(λt).

3.1.4. Orderings on category O. One of Gordon’s motivations in [64] was to give a geometric

interpretation of highest weight structures on category Oh for rational Cherednik algebras Ht=1,h(Γn)

at t = 1. Consider the combinatorial ordering ≺com
h on P(l, n) defined by

µ �com
h λ ⇐⇒ τw(λt) E τw(µt),

where E denotes the dominance ordering on partitions. It was shown by Dunkl and Griffeth [42,

Theorem 1.2] that Oh is a highest weight category with respect to this ordering. There is also a

geometric ordering ≺geo
h on P(l, n), defined by the closure relations between the attracting sets of

C∗-fixed points in M2θ(nδ). Using Corollary E and the results of Nakajima from [104] we deduce the

following partial geometric interpretation of the combinatorial ordering.

Corollary F (Corollary 3.9.6). Let µ, λ ∈ P(l, n). Then µ �geo
h λ ⇒ µ �com

h λ.

We remark that the statements of Corollaries E and F first appeared in [64] (see Proposition 7.10

and its proof). However, the proof of Proposition 7.10 in [64] is incorrect - see Remark 3.9.5 for an

explanation.

3.1.5. The higher level q-hook formula. Our results have several interesting applications. One

of them is a new proof as well as a generalization of the q-hook formula, which we now recall.

Given a partition µ ∈ P(n), let dµ be the number of standard Young tableaux of shape µ. It is equal

to the dimension of the Specht module S(µ). The hook length formula (1.6) states that dµ is related

to the product of the lengths of all hooks in the corresponding Young diagram. Let us abbreviate

hµ =
∏
�∈µ hµ(�). The branching rule from Proposition 2.2.1 implies that dµ =

∑
λ↑µ dλ, i.e., dµ

is equal to the sum of dimensions of Specht modules associated to all the Young diagrams obtained

from µ by deleting a single cell. Applying (1.6) to each dλ, we get

∑
λ↑µ

(n− 1)!

hλ
=
n!

hµ
.

After dividing both sides by (n− 1)! and rearranging the formula we obtain the formula:

n =
∑
λ↑µ

hµ
hλ
. (3.4)

This formula admits the following q-analogue:

∑
�∈µ

qc(�) = [n]q
∑
λ↑µ

fλ(q)

fµ(q)
, (3.5)

called the q-hook formula. Here c(�) is the content of � and fµ(q) is the fake degree polynomial

associated to µ. The RHS of (3.5) can also be reformulated in terms of Schur functions and hook

length polynomials. The q-hook formula has been proven by Kerov [86], Garsia and Haiman [60] and

Chen and Stanley [33] using probabilistic, combinatorial and algebraic methods, respectively. We prove

the following generalization.
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Theorem G (Theorem 3.7.1). Let µ ∈ P∅(nl). Then:

∑
�∈µ

qc(�) = [nl]t
∑

λ↑Quot(µ)[

fλ(q)

fQuot(µ)[(q)
. (3.6)

We call (3.6) the higher-level q-hook formula. Setting l = 1 we recover the classical q-hook formula.

Our proof of Theorem G is geometric in nature. Let us briefly explain the main idea behind it. Let en

denote the symmetrizing idempotent in Γn. The right enHhen-module Hhen defines a coherent sheaf

on Yh. Since we are assuming that the variety Yh is smooth, this sheaf is also locally free. Let Rh

denote the corresponding vector bundle. It was shown in [48] that there exists an isomorphism of vector

bundles RΓn−1

h
∼−→ Vθ(nδ) lifting the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism Yh

∼−→ Xθ(nδ). Let µ ∈ P∅(nl).

By Theorem B, the Etingof-Ginzburg map sends the fixed point labelled by Quot(µ)[ to the fixed point

labelled by µ. We obtain the higher level q-hook formula (3.6) by comparing the C∗-characters of the

corresponding fibres (RΓn−1

h )Quot(µ)[ and Vθ(nδ)µ.

3.1.6. Wreath Macdonald polynomials. Let us mention a few other applications of our re-

sults. The first is related to Haiman’s wreath Macdonald positivity conjecture. The original positivity

conjecture, proven by Haiman in [69], asserts that Kostka-Macdonald polynomials, which express the

change of basis between transformed Macdonald functions and Schur functions, have non-negative

coefficients. Haiman [68] later proposed a generalized conjecture, known as the wreath Macdonald pos-

itivity conjecture, in which the ring of symmetric functions is replaced by the space of virtual characters

Ξq,t(Γn) of the group Γn with coefficients in Q(q, t). This conjecture was proven by Finkelberg and

Bezrukavnikov [16] and Losev [95].

Theorem 3.1.1 ( [16, 68, 95]). Fix an l-core ν. Let K = nl + |ν|. There exists a basis {Hµ(q, t)} of

Ξq,t(Γn) indexed by partitions µ ∈ Pν(K), characterized by the following properties:

a) Hµ(q, t)⊗
∑
i(−q)i Char(∧ih) ∈ Q(q, t){χQuot(λ) | λ ≥ µ, λ ∈ Pν(K)},

b) Hµ(q, t)⊗
∑
i(−t)−i Char(∧ih) ∈ Q(q, t){χQuot(λ) | λ ≤ µ, λ ∈ Pν(K)},

c) 〈Hµ(q, t), 1Γn〉 = 1.

Moreover, the characters Hµ(q, t) have coefficients in N[q±1, t±1] and are the graded characters of the

fibers of the Procesi bundle on HilbνK at the C∗-fixed points.

We will now explain the role the description of the bijection (3.2) from Corollary E plays in the

above-mentioned proofs of the wreath Macdonald positivity conjecture. The key step in Bezrukavnikov

and Finkelberg’s proof is a characterization of the support of certain Verma modules in positive char-

acteristic [16, Proposition 2.6]. Losev’s proof also relies on a calculation of the supports of certain

quotients of Procesi bundles [95, Proposition 5.3]. The proofs of these two statements invoke [16,

Lemma 3.8]. But the latter implicitly uses Corollary E (see also [16, §2.3]).

3.1.7. Other applications. We mention two other applications of ours results. Gordon and Mar-

tino [65] gave a combinatorial description of the blocks of the restricted rational Cherednik algebra of

type G(l, 1, n) (also for parameters h for which the corresponding Calogero-Moser space Yh is singular)

in terms of J-classes of partitions. Corollary E is an important ingredient in their proof.

More recently, Bonnafé and Maksimau [18] studied the irreducible components of the fixed point

subvariety under the action of a finite cyclic group on a smooth Calogero-Moser space. They use

Theorem B to give an explicit description of these components for Calogero-Moser spaces of type

G(l, 1, n).
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3.1.8. Structure of the chapter. Let us summarize the contents of the chapter. In sections 2 and

3 we recall some standard material about Nakajima quiver varieties and combinatorics, respectively.

In section 4 we explicitly construct the C∗-fixed points in cyclic quiver varieties, and prove Theorem A.

Sections 5 and 6 are devoted to proving Theorem B. In section 7 we prove the higher-level version of the

q-hook formula (Theorem G). In section 8 we study the bijections between C∗-fixed points induced by

reflection functors, and prove Theorem C. In section 9 we make the connection to the Hilbert scheme

and prove Theorem D as well as Corollaries E and F.

3.2 Quiver varieties

In this section we recall the connection between rational Cherednik algebras and cyclic quiver

varieties via the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism.

3.2.1. The cyclic quiver. Let Q be the cyclic quiver with l vertices and a cyclic orientation.

We label the vertices as 0, 1, . . . , l − 1 (considered as elements of Z/lZ) in such a way that there is a

(unique) arrow i→ j if and only if j = i+ 1. Let Q be the double of Q, i.e., the quiver obtained from

Q by adding, for each arrow a in Q, an arrow a∗ going in the opposite direction. Moreover, let Q∞ be

the quiver obtained from Q by adding an extra vertex, denoted ∞, and an extra arrow a∞ : ∞ → 0.

We write Q∞ for the double of Q∞.

Let d = (d0, . . . , dl−1) ∈ (Z≥0)l. We interpret d as the dimension vector for Q so that the

dimension associated to the vertex i is di. For each i = 0, . . . , l− 1 let Vi be a complex vector space of

dimension di. Set V̂ :=
⊕l−1

i=0 Vi. Moreover, let V∞ be a one-dimensional complex vector space and

set V := V∞ ⊕ V̂. Define

Rep(Q∞,d) :=

l−1⊕
i=0

Hom(Vi,Vi+1)⊕
l−1⊕
i=0

Hom(Vi,Vi−1)⊕Hom(V0,V∞)⊕Hom(V∞,V0).

We denote an element of Rep(Q∞,d) as (X,Y, I, J) = (X0, . . . , Xl−1, Y0, . . . , Yl−1, I, J) accordingly.

There is a natural isomorphism of varieties Rep(Q∞,d) ∼= T ∗Rep(Q∞,d), through which we can

equip Rep(Q∞,d) with a symplectic structure.

2

3

l − 2

0

l − 1

1

I

J

∞

X2

X0

X1

Xl−1

Xl−2

Y2

Y0

Y1

Yl−1

Y3

The algebraic group G(d) :=
∏l−1
i=0 GL(Vi) acts on Rep(Q∞,d) by change of basis. If g =

(g0, . . . , gl−1) ∈ G(d) and (X,Y, I, J) ∈ Rep(Q∞,d) then

g.(X,Y, I, J) = (g1X0g
−1
0 , . . . , g0Xl−1g

−1
l−1, gl−1Y0g

−1
0 , . . . , gl−2Yl−1g

−1
l−1, Ig

−1
0 , g0J).
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The action of G(d) on Rep(Q∞,d) is Hamiltonian. The moment map for this action is given by

µd : Rep(Q∞,d)→ g(d)∗ ∼= g(d) := LieG(d), (X,Y, I, J) 7→ [X,Y] + JI.

3.2.2. Quiver varieties. If d ∈ (Z≥0)l and θ = (θ0, . . . , θl−1) ∈ Ql, we will also write θ =

(θ0 id0, θ1 id1, . . . , θl−1 idl−1) ∈ g(d), where idi = idVi
(i = 0, . . . , l − 1). Define

Xθ(d) := µ−1
d (θ) �G(d) := SpecC[µ−1

d (θ)]G(d).

We will always assume that the parameter θ is chosen in such a way that the variety Xθ(d) is smooth.

Moreover, define the GIT quotient

Mθ(d) := µ−1
d (0) �θ G(d) = Proj

⊕
i≥0

C[µ−1
d (0)]χ

i
θ ,

where χθ : G(d)→ C∗ is the character sending g to
∏

(det gi)
θi and C[µ−1

d (0)]χ
i
θ denotes the space of

semi-invariant functions on µ−1
d (0), i.e., those functions f satisfying g.f = χiθ(g)f . By definition, the

space C[µ−1
d (0)]χ

i
θ is zero unless iθ ∈ Zl.

Example 3.2.1. Let l = 1 so that d = d is just a non-negative integer. Then the variety M−1(d)

is naturally isomorphic to the Hilbert scheme of d points in the plane (see §3.9.1 for more details),

and the natural mapM−1(d)→M0(d) = X0(d) = Symd(C2) can be identified with the Hilbert-Chow

morphism. On the other hand, the variety X1(d) is isomorphic to the classical Calogero-Moser space.

The varieties Xθ(d) and Mθ(d) can be endowed with hyper-Kähler structures (see e.g. [64, §3.6]).

Moreover, the group C∗ acts on Rep(Q∞,d) by the rule t.(X,Y, I, J) = (t−1X, tY, I, J) for t ∈ C∗.
This action descends to actions on Xθ(d) andMθ(d). By Xθ(d)C

∗
andMθ(d)C

∗
we will always mean

the sets of closed C∗-fixed points.

Let us recall the definition of the tautological bundle on a quiver variety. Assume that the group

G(d) acts freely on the fibre µ−1
d (θ) and consider the trivial vector bundle V̂θ(d) := µ−1

d (θ) × V̂ on

µ−1
d (θ). We regard V̂θ(d) as a C∗-equivariant vector bundle by letting C∗ act trivially on V̂. Let G(d)

act diagonally on V̂θ(d). The vector bundle V̂θ(d) descends to a C∗-equivariant vector bundle

Vθ(d) := µ−1
d (θ)×G(d) V̂ = (µ−1

d (θ)× V̂) �G(d)

on Xθ(d), which is called the tautological bundle.

Notation 2. We will always consider the subscript i in the expressions di,Vi, gi, Xi, Yi, θi modulo l

(unless i =∞).

3.2.3. The Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism. Throughout this subsection we assume d = nδ,

where δ := (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zl. Given h as in Definition 2.2.2, set

θh = (θ0, . . . , θl−1) = (−h+H0, H1, . . . ,Hl−1). (3.7)

Since we are assuming that the parameter h is generic, the group G(nδ) acts freely on the fibre µ−1
nδ (θh)

(see [48, Proposition 11.11]). We abbreviate

Ch := Xθh(nδ), Vh := Vθh(nδ).
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Example 3.2.2. If l = 1 and h = 1, then

Ch = {(X,Y, u, v) ∈ Matn×n(C)⊕2 × Cn × (Cn)∗ | [X,Y ] + JI = − id} �GLn(C).

This variety is the classical Calogero-Moser space from [142].

Consider (CΓn)Γn−1 as a module over 〈ε1〉 = Z/lZ. It decomposes as a direct sum of n-dimensional

isotypic components (CΓn)
Γn−1
χi , where χi is the character χi : ε1 7→ ηi. Fix a linear isomorphism

(CΓn)Γn−1 → V̂ (3.8)

mapping each (CΓn)
Γn−1
χi onto Vi. It induces an isomorphism of endomorphism algebras

$ : EndC
(
(CΓn)Γn−1

)
→ EndC(V̂). (3.9)

Definition 3.2.3. Recall RepCΓn(Hh) from Definition 2.2.7. Each φ ∈ RepCΓn(Hh) defines endomor-

phisms φ(x1), φ(y1) : CΓn → CΓn, where x1, y1 ∈ Hh are as in Definition 2.2.2. Set

X(φ) := $
(
φ(x1)|(CΓn)Γn−1

)
, Y(φ) := $

(
φ(y1)|(CΓn)Γn−1

)
.

Consider the maps

Ψ: RepoCΓn(Hh)→ Rep(Q, nδ), φ 7→ (X(φ),Y(φ)), (3.10)

p : Rep(Q∞, nδ)→ Rep(Q, nδ), (X,Y, I, J) 7→ (X,Y) (3.11)

Lemma 3.2.4. The maps Ψ and p are C∗-equivariant.

Proof. The equivariance of p is obvious. Let t ∈ C∗, φ ∈ RepCΓn(Hh) and z ∈ Hh. We have (t.φ)(z) =

φ(t−1.z), so (t.φ)(x1) = t−1φ(x1) and (t.φ)(y1) = tφ(y1). Hence

Ψ(t.φ) =
(
$
(
t−1φ(x1)|(CΓn)Γn−1

)
, $
(
tφ(y1)|(CΓn)Γn−1

))
=(t−1X(φ), tY(φ)) = t.(X(φ),Y(φ)).

The proof of [48, Proposition 11.24] carries over directly to yield the following generalization.

Theorem 3.2.5. Maps (3.10) and (3.11) induce a C∗-equivariant isomorphism of varieties

EG : Yh
∼−→ Ch (3.12)

and vector bundles

RΓn−1

h
∼−→ Vh. (3.13)

We call (3.12) the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism.

3.3 Combinatorics

We recall several combinatorial notions which will be used throughout this chapter.
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3.3.1. Young diagrams. If µ is a partition of k, set n(µ) :=
∑
i≥1 i·µi+1. If λ is an l-multipartition

of k, define r(λ) =
∑l−1
i=1 i · |λi|. Recall the notations

[n]t =
1− tn

1− t
= 1 + . . .+ tn−1, (t)n = (1− t)(1− t2) . . . (1− tn).

Let µ = (µ1, . . . , µm, 0, . . .) be a partition of k, where µ1, . . . , µm are non-zero. Let Y(µ) := {(i, j) |
1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ λi} denote the Young diagram of µ. We will always display Young diagrams

according to the English convention. We call each pair (i, j) ∈ Y(µ) a cell. We will often use the

symbol � to refer to cells. Sometimes we will also abuse notation and write µ instead of Y(µ) where

no confusion can arise, e.g., � ∈ µ instead of � ∈ Y(µ). If � = (i, j) ∈ Y(µ) is a cell, let c(�) := j − i
be the content of �. We call

Resµ(t) :=
∑
�∈µ

tc(�)

the residue of µ. We also call c(�) mod l the l-content of � and
∑
�∈µ t

c(�) mod l the l-residue of µ. It

is clear that a partition is determined uniquely by its residue.

Now suppose that λ is an l-multipartition of k. By the Young diagram of λ we mean the l-tuple

Y(λ) := (Y(λ0), . . . ,Y(λl−1)). By a cell � ∈ Y(λ) we mean a cell in any of the Young diagrams Y(λi).

Let e = (e0, . . . , el−1) ∈ Ql. We define the e-residue of λ to be

Reseλ(t) :=

l−1∑
i=0

tei Resλi(t).

For sufficiently generic e, an l-multipartition is determined uniquely by its e-residue.

3.3.2. Hook length polynomials. Let µ be a partition and fix a cell (i, j) ∈ Y(µ). By the hook

associated to the cell (i, j) we mean the set {(i, j)} ∪ {(i′, j) ∈ Y(µ) | i′ > i} ∪ {(i, j′) ∈ Y(µ) | j′ > j}.
We call (i, j) the root of the hook, {(i′, j) ∈ Y(µ) | i′ > i} the leg of the hook and {(i, j′) ∈ Y(µ) | j′ > j}
the arm of the hook. The cell in the leg of the hook with the largest first coordinate is called the foot

of the hook, and the cell in the arm of the hook with the largest second coordinate is called the hand

of the hook.

By a hook in Y(µ) we mean a hook associated to some cell � ∈ Y(µ). If H is a hook, let arm(H)

denote its arm and let leg(H) denote its leg. If � is the root of H, let aµ(�) := |arm(H)| and

lµ(�) := |leg(H)|. Set hµ(�) := 1 + aµ(�) + lµ(�). The hook length polynomial of the partition µ is

Hµ(t) :=
∏
�∈µ

(1− thµ(�)).

Hook length polynomials are related to Schur functions by the following equality

sµ(1, t, t2, . . .) =
tn(µ)

Hµ(t)
.

3.3.3. Frobenius form of a partition. By a Frobenius hook in Y(µ) we mean a hook whose root

is a cell of content zero. Clearly Y(µ) is the disjoint union of all its Frobenius hooks. Suppose that

(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (k, k) are the cells of content zero in Y(µ). Let Fi denote the Frobenius hook with root

(i, i). We endow the set of Frobenius hooks with the natural ordering F1 < F2 < . . . < Fk. We call F1

the innermost or first Frobenius hook and Fk the outermost or last Frobenius hook. Let ai = aµ(i, i)
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and bi = lµ(i, i). We call (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) the Frobenius form of µ.

3.3.4. Bead diagrams. Let us recall the notion of a bead diagram (see e.g. [76, §2.7]). We call

an element (i, j) of Z≤−1 × {0, . . . , l − 1} a point. We say that the point (i, j) lies to the left of (i, j′)

if j < j′, and that (i, j) lies above (i′, j) if i′ < i.

A bead diagram is a function f : Z≤−1×{0, . . . , l− 1} → {0, 1} which takes value 1 for only finitely

many points. If f(i, j) = 1 we say that the point (i, j) is occupied by a bead. If f(i, j) = 0 we say that

the point (i, j) is empty. Suppose that a point (i, j) is empty and that there exists an i′ < i such that

the point (i′, j) is occupied by a bead. Then we call the point (i, j) a gap.

We say that a point (i, j) ∈ Z≤−1×{0, . . . , l−1} is in the (−i)-th row and j-th column (or runner)

of the bead diagram. We call the i-th row full (empty) if every point (i, k) for k = 0, . . . , l − 1 is

occupied by a bead (is empty). A row is called redundant if it is a full row and if all the rows above

it are full. A graphical interpretation of the notion of a bead diagram can be found in Example 3.3.6.

We only display the rows containing at least one bead or gap.

Definition 3.3.1. Let µ ∈ P and p ≥ `(µ). Set

βpi = µi + p− i (1 ≤ i ≤ p).

We call {βpi | 1 ≤ i ≤ p} a set of β-numbers for µ. Note that |{βpi | 1 ≤ i ≤ p}| = p. From each set of

β-numbers one can uniquely recover the corresponding partition µ.

Definition 3.3.2. Given a set of β-numbers {βpi | 1 ≤ i ≤ p} we can naturally associate to it a bead

diagram by the rule

f(i, j) = 1 ⇐⇒ −(i+ 1) · l + j ∈ {βpi | 1 ≤ i ≤ p}.

Let µ be as in Definition 3.3.1. If p is the smallest multiple of l satisfying p ≥ `(µ) we denote the

resulting bead diagram by B(µ). The diagram B(µ) has no redundant rows and the number of beads

in B(µ) is a multiple of l.

Remark 3.3.3. Conversely, if we are given a bead diagram f , the set {−(i + 1) · l + j | f(i, j) = 1}
is a set of β-numbers for some partition. The relationship between bead diagrams, sets of β-numbers

and partitions can therefore be illustrated as follows

{bead diagrams} ←→ {sets of β-numbers}� {partitions},

where the set of partitions contains partitions of an arbitrary integer.

3.3.5. Cores and quotients. Let f : Z≤−1 × {0, . . . , l− 1} → {0, 1} be a bead diagram. Suppose

that the point (i, j) with i < −1 is occupied by a bead, i.e., f(i, j) = 1, and that f(i + 1, j) = 0. To

slide or move the bead in position (i, j) upward means to modify the function f by setting f ′(i, j) =

0, f ′(i+ 1, j) = 1 and f ′ = f otherwise.

Definition 3.3.4. Let µ be a partition. Take any bead diagram f corresponding to µ. We obtain a new

bead diagram f ′ by sliding beads upward as long as it is possible. We call the partition corresponding

to the bead diagram f ′ the l-core of µ, denoted Core(µ). Let ♥(l) denote the set of all l-cores. We set

Pν(k) := {µ ∈ P(k) | Core(µ) = ν}.

Definition 3.3.5. Consider the bead diagram B(µ). Each column of B(µ) can itself be considered as
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a bead diagram for l = 1. Let Qi(µ) denote the partition corresponding to the i-th column. We call

the l-multipartition Quot(µ) := (Q0(µ), Q1(µ), . . . , Ql−1(µ)) the l-quotient of µ.

A partition is determined uniquely by its l-core and l-quotient [76, Theorem 2.7.30]. In particular,

there is a bijection

P∅(nl)→ P(l, n), µ 7→ Quot(µ).

Example 3.3.6. Consider the partition µ = (6, 5, 3, 3, 1, 1) and take l = 3. The first-column hook-

lengths are 11, 9, 6, 5, 2, 1. They form a set of β-numbers. The bead diagram below on the left illustrates

B(µ) while the diagram on the right illustrates the effect of sliding all the beads upward.

#   

# #  

 # #

 #  

   

 #  

# #  

Let us read off the 3-core of µ from the diagram on the right. We can ignore all the beads before

the first empty point, which we label as zero. We carry on counting. The remaining two beads get

labels 1 and 4. These form a set of β-numbers, which we can interpret as the first-column hook-lengths

corresponding to the partition (3, 1). It follows that Core(µ) = (3, 1). To determine the 3-quotient of

µ we divide the diagram on the left into three columns and consider each separately. We read off the

β-numbers as before - they are 2, 3 for the first column, 0 for the second column and 1 for the third

column. It follows that Quot(µ) = ((2, 2),∅, (1)).

3.3.6. Rim-hooks. The rim of Y(µ) is the subset of Y(µ) consisting of the cells (i, j) such that

(i+1, j+1) does not lie in Y(µ). Fix a cell (i, j) ∈ Y(µ). Recall that by the hook associated to (i, j) we

mean the subset of Y(µ) consisting of all the cells (i, k) with k ≥ j and all the cells (k, j) with k ≥ i. We

define the rim-hook associated to the cell (i, j) to be the intersection of the set {(i′, j′) | i′ ≥ i, j′ ≥ j}
with the rim of Y(µ). We call a rim-hook an l-rim-hook if it contains l cells. The l-core of µ can also

be characterised as the subpartition µ′ of µ obtained from µ by a successive removal of l-rim-hooks, in

whichever order (see [76, Theorem 2.7.16]).

Lemma 3.3.7 ( [76, Lemma 2.7.13]). Let R be an l-rim-hook in µ and set µ′ := µ − R. Then

Quot(µ′) = Quot(µ)−� for some � ∈ Quot(µ).

3.3.7. The S̃l-action on partitions. Assume for the rest of this section that l > 1. All subscripts

should be regarded modulo l. Let S̃l denote the affine symmetric group. It has a Coxeter presentation

with generators σ0, . . . , σl−1 and relations

σ2
i = 1, σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1).

Let us recall the S̃l-action on the set P of all partitions from [94, §4]. We will later use this action

to describe the behaviour of the C∗-fixed points under reflection functors. We need the following

definition, reminiscent of the combinatorics of the Fock space.

Definition 3.3.8. Let k ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. Consider the Young diagram Y(µ) as a subset of the

Z>0 ×Z>0 space. We say that a cell (i, j) ∈ Y(µ) is removable if Y(µ)−{(i, j)} is the Young diagram

of a partition. We say that it is k-removable if additionally c(i, j) = j − i = k mod l. We call a cell

(i, j) /∈ Y(µ) addable if Y(µ) ∪ {(i, j)} is the Young diagram of a partition. We call it k-addable if
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additionally c(i, j) = j − i = k mod l.

We discuss the combinatorics of removability and addability in more detail in §3.8.5. We will, in

particular, require Lemma 3.8.10 proven there.

Definition 3.3.9. Suppose that µ ∈ P and k ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. Define Tk(µ) to be the partition such

that

Y(Tk(µ)) = Y(µ) ∪ {� is k-addable} − {� is k-removable}. (3.14)

The group S̃l acts on P by the rule

σi ∗ µ = Ti(µ) (µ ∈ P, i ∈ Z/lZ).

This action also plays a role in the combinatorics of the Schubert calculus of the affine Grassman-

nian, see [92, §8.2] and [93, §11]. By [93, Proposition 22], we have S̃l ∗ ∅ = ♥(l). Let us recall how

the S̃l-action behaves with respect to cores and quotients. Consider the finite symmetric group Sl as

the group of permutations of the set {0, . . . , l − 1}. Let si ∈ Sl (i = 1, . . . , l − 1) be the transposition

swapping i− 1 and i. Let s0 be the transposition swapping 0 and l− 1. Note that our conventions for

Sl differ from those for Sn introduced in §2.2.2. The finite symmetric group Sl acts on the set P of all

l-multipartitions by the rule

w · λ = (λw
−1(0), . . . , λw

−1(l−1)), w ∈ Sl.

Consider the group homomorphism

pr : S̃l � Sl, σi 7→ si (i = 0, . . . , l − 1).

Proposition 3.3.10 ( [94, Proposition 4.13]). Let µ ∈ P and σ ∈ S̃l. Then

Core(σ ∗ µ) = σ ∗ Core(µ), Quot(σ ∗ µ) = pr(σ) · Quot(µ).

3.3.8. Partitions and the cyclic quiver. Let Ni(λ) be the number of cells of l-content i in Y(λ).

Using this notation, the l-residue of λ equals
∑l−1
i=0Ni(λ)ti. Consider the map

d : P → Zl, λ 7→ dλ := (N0(λ), . . . , Nl−1(λ)). (3.15)

We interpret this map as assigning to every partition a dimension vector for the cyclic quiver with l

vertices. Let

Z♥ = {d ∈ (Z≥0)l | d = dν for some ν ∈ ♥(l)}

be the set of all dimension vectors corresponding to l-cores. By [76, Theorem 2.7.41] an l-core is

determined uniquely by its l-residue. Hence (3.15) restricts to a bijection

d : ♥(l)←→ Z♥, ν 7→ dν .

There is an S̃l-action on Zl defined as follows. Let d ∈ Zl. Then σi ∗ d = d′ with d′j = dj (j 6= i)

and

d′i = di+1 + di−1 − di (i 6= 0), d′0 = d1 + dl−1 − d0 + 1 (i = 0).

The following proposition follows by an elementary calculation from Lemma 3.8.10.
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Proposition 3.3.11. The following diagram is S̃l-equivariant

P d // Zl

♥(l)
∼
d

//
?�

OO

Z♥
?�

OO

Let σi ∈ S̃l and ν ∈ ♥(l). Then σi∗(nδ+dν) = nδ+σi∗dν and σi∗dν = d(σi∗ν). By [76, Theorem

2.7.41] any partition λ of nl + |σi ∗ ν| such that d(λ) = nδ + σi ∗ dν has l-core σi ∗ ν. Hence

Pσi∗ν(nl + |σi ∗ ν|) = d−1(nδ + σi ∗ dν).

3.3.9. Reflection functors. The group S̃l also acts on the parameter space Ql for the quiver Q∞

by the rule σi · θ = θ′ with

θ′i = −θi, θ′i−1 = θi−1 + θi, θ′i+1 = θi+1 + θi, θ′j = θj (j /∈ {i− 1, i, i+ 1})

Fix i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. Let θ ∈ Ql be such that θi 6= 0. Choose ν ∈ ♥(l). Let

Ri : Xθ(nδ + dν)→ Xσi·θ(nδ + σi ∗ dν) (3.16)

be the reflection functor associated to the simple reflection σi ∈ S̃l. These functors were defined by

Nakajima [103, §3] and Crawley-Boevey and Holland [28, §2], [29, §5]. One can endow the varieties

Xθ(nδ + dν), Xσi·θ(nδ + σi ∗ dν) with hyper-Kähler structures with respect to which the reflection

functor Ri is a U(1)-equivariant hyper-Kähler isometry.

3.4 C∗-fixed points in quiver varieties

Assuming smoothness, in this section we explicitly construct the C∗-fixed points in the quiver

varieties Xθ(nδ+dν) as conjugacy classes of quadruples of certain matrices. Our description generalizes

the work of Wilson, who classified the C∗-fixed points in the special case l = 1 in [142, Proposition

6.11]. Our construction depends on the Frobenius form of a partition. In §3.4.1 we define the matrices

representing the fixed points in the special case when a partition consists of a single Frobenius hook.

In §3.4.2 we define more general matrices for arbitrary partitions. In §3.4.3 we interpret our matrices

as quiver representations and show that the corresponding orbits are in fact fixed under the C∗-action.

We finish by computing the character of the fibre of the tautological bundle at each fixed point.

3.4.1. The matrix A(m, r). Fix θ ∈ Ql. The subscript in θi should always be considered modulo

l. Suppose that M is a matrix. Let Mij denote the entry of M in the i-th row and j-th column.

Definition 3.4.1. Let m ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ m. We let Λ(m) denote the m ×m matrix with 1’s on

the first diagonal and all other entries equal to 0. Let A(m, r) denote the m ×m matrix whose only
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nonzero entries lie on the (−1)-st diagonal and satisfy

A(m, r)j+1,j =



j∑
i=1

θr−i if 1 ≤ j < r

−
m−j−1∑
i=0

θ−m+r+i if r ≤ j ≤ m− 1.

Lemma 3.4.2. The matrix [Λ(m), A(m, r)] is diagonal with eigenvalues

[Λ(m), A(m, r)]j,j =


θr−j if 1 ≤ j 6= r ≤ m

−
r−1∑
i=1

θr−i −
m−r−1∑
i=0

θ−m+r+i if j = r.

Proof. Let αj := A(m, r)j+1,j . We have Λ(m)A(m, r) = diag(α1, α2, . . . , αm−1, 0) and A(m, r)Λ(m) =

diag(0, α1, α2, . . . , αm−1). Hence [Λ(m), A(m, r)] = diag(α1, α2 − α1, . . . , αm−1 − αm−2,−αm−1).

Example 3.4.3. Let l = 3,m = 8, r = 5. Then A(m, r) is the following matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

θ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 θ1 + θ0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 θ2 + θ1 + θ0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 θ2 + 2θ1 + θ0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −θ2 − θ1 − θ0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −θ1 − θ0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 −θ0 0



3.4.2. The matrix A(µ). Let ν ∈ ♥(l) and µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Let us write it in Frobenius form

µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) (see §3.3.3). For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let ri = bi + 1, mi = ai + bi + 1 and

βi = θ0 +
∑ri−1
i=1 θri−i +

∑m−ri−1
i=0 θ−m+ri+i.

Definition 3.4.4. We define A(µ) to be the matrix with diagonal blocks A(µ)ii = A(mi, ri) and

off-diagonal blocks A(µ)ij , where A(µ)ij is the unique mi ×mj matrix with nonzero entries only on

the (rj − ri − 1)-th diagonal satisfying

Λ(mi)A(µ)ij −A(µ)ijΛ(mj) = −βiE(ri, rj), (3.17)

where E(ri, rj) is the mi ×mj matrix with E(ri, rj)s,t = 0 unless s = ri, t = rj and E(ri, rj)ri,rj = 1.

Explicitly, if i > j then the non-zero diagonal of A(µ)ij has ri entries equal to βi followed by mi−ri
entries equal to zero. If i < j then the non-zero diagonal of A(µ)ij has rj−1 entries equal to 0 followed

by nj − rj + 1 entries equal to −βi.

Example 3.4.5. Let l = 3 and µ = (3, 1 | 2, 1). Then m1 = 6,m2 = 3 and r1 = 3, r2 = 2. Set
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h = θ2 + θ1 + θ0. Then A(µ) is the matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

θ2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 θ2 + θ1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −θ2 − θ1 − θ0 0 0 0 0 −2h 0

0 0 0 −θ1 − θ0 0 0 0 0 −2h

0 0 0 0 −θ0 0 0 0 0

h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 h 0 0 0 0 θ1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −θ2 0


Definition 3.4.6. Let Λ(µ) =

⊕k
i=1 Λ(mi). Setting qi =

∑i−1
s=1ms + ri, let J(µ) be the nl× 1 matrix

with entry βi in the qi-th row (for 1 ≤ i ≤ k) and all other entries zero. Furthermore, let I(µ) be the

1 × nl matrix with entry 1 in the qi-th column (for 1 ≤ i ≤ k) and all other entries zero. Finally, we

set

A(µ) := (Λ(µ), A(µ), I(µ), J(µ)).

3.4.3. The fixed points. Let us fix an l-core ν and a parameter θ ∈ Ql such that the variety

Xθ(nδ+ dτ ) is smooth, where τ = νt. Let dτ := (d0, . . . , dl−1) and d = nδ+ dτ . Fix a complex vector

space Vτ
i of dimension n+di for each i = 0, . . . , l− 1. Additionally, let V∞ be a complex vector space

of dimension one. Set V̂τ =
⊕l−1

i=0 Vτ
i and Vτ = V̂τ ⊕V∞.

We are now going to interpret A(µ) as a quiver representation. With this goal in mind we choose

a suitable ordered basis of the vector space Vτ . We show that the endomorphisms of Vτ defined by

A(µ) with regard to this basis respect the quiver grading and thus constitute a quiver representation.

We next show that this quiver representation lies in the fibre of the moment map at θ. This allows

us to conclude that the conjugacy class of A(µ) is a point in the quiver variety Xθ(d). We finish by

showing that this point is fixed under the C∗-action.

Definition 3.4.7. Consider the sequence Seq := (1, . . . ,m1, 1, . . . ,m2, . . . ., 1, . . . ,mk). We call each

increasing subsequence of the form (1, . . . ,mi) the p-th block of Seq and denote it by Seqp. Let uj be

the j-th element in Seq. Let ζ : {1, . . . , nl + |ν|} → {1, . . . , k} be the function given by the rule

ζ(j) = p ⇐⇒ uj ∈ Seqp.

For each 1 ≤ j ≤ nl + |ν| let

ψ(j) = (rζ(j) − uj) mod l.

If p, p′ ∈ N, let δ(p, p′) = 1 if p = p′ and δ(p, p′) = 0 otherwise. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and

0 ≤ j ≤ nl + |ν|, let ωi(j) be defined recursively by the formula

ωi(0) = 0, ωi(j) = ωi(j − 1) + δ(ψ(j), i).

For each 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, fix a basis {v1
i , . . . , v

n+di
i } of Vτ

i . We define a function

Bas : {1, . . . , nl + |ν|} → {veii | 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, 1 ≤ ei ≤ n+ di}, j 7→ v
ωψ(j)(j)

ψ(j) .

We also define a function Cell : {1, . . . , nl + |ν|} → Y(µt) associating to a natural number j a cell in

the Young diagram of µ. We define Cell(j) to be the uj-th cell in the ζ(j)-th Frobenius hook of µt,
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counting from the hand of the hook, moving to the left towards the root of the hook and then down

towards the foot.

Lemma 3.4.8. The functions Cell and Bas are bijections.

Proof. The fact that Cell is a bijection follows directly from the definitions. Observe that ψ(j) equals

the l-content of Cell(j). We thus have a commutative diagram

{1, . . . , nl + |ν|} Bas //

Cell

��

{vji | 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, 1 ≤ ei ≤ n+ di}

vei 7→i
��

Y(µt)
l-content

// {0, . . . , l − 1}.

By [76, Theorem 2.7.41], the l-residue of µt equals
∑l−1
i=0(n+ di)t

i because the l-core of µt is τ . Hence

for each 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 there are exactly n + di elements j ∈ {1, . . . , nl + |ν|} such that the l-content

of Cell(j) equals i. By the commutativity of our diagram, we conclude that there are exactly n + di

elements j ∈ {1, . . . , nl + |ν|} such that Bas(j) ∈ Vτ
i .

Now suppose that j < j′ and Bas(j),Bas(j′) ∈ Vτ
i . Then ψ(j) = ψ(j′). Since j < j′ and the

function ωψ(j′)(−) is non-decreasing we have ωψ(j′)(j
′) = ωψ(j′)(j

′− 1) + 1 > ωψ(j′)(j
′− 1) ≥ ωψ(j)(j).

Hence Bas(j) 6= Bas(j′). We conclude that the function Bas is injective. Since the domain and

codomain have the same cardinality, Bas is also bijective.

Definition 3.4.9. Let B := (Bas(1),Bas(2), . . . ,Bas(nl+ |τ |)). By Lemma 3.4.8, B is an ordered basis

of V̂τ . From now on we consider the matrices Λ(µ) and A(µ) as linear endomorphisms of V̂τ relative

to the ordered basis B. Let us choose a nonzero vector v∞ ∈ V∞. We consider the matrix I(µ) as

a linear transformation V̂τ → V∞ relative to the ordered bases {v∞} and B. We also consider the

matrix J(µ) as a linear transformation V∞ → V̂τ relative to the ordered bases B and {v∞}.

Let µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Suppose that µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) is the Frobenius form of µ. As

before, set ri = bi + 1, mi = ai + bi + 1 and qi =
∑
j<imj + ri.

Lemma 3.4.10. Suppose that 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then:

• If 0 ≤ j < ai then A(µ)(Bas(qi + j)) =
∑i
p=1 cpBas(qp + j + 1),

• if 0 ≤ j = ai then A(µ)(Bas(qi + j)) =
∑i−1
p=1 cpBas(qp + j + 1),

• if 0 > j ≥ −bi then A(µ)(Bas(qi + j)) =
∑k
p=1 cp1−j≤bp+1Bas(qp + j + 1)

for some coefficients cm ∈ C, where 1−j≤bp+1 is the indicator function taking value one if −j ≤ bp + 1

and zero otherwise. Moreover, for a generic parameter θ the coefficients cp are all non-zero.

Proof. This is immediate from Definition 3.4.4.

Lemma 3.4.10 has a very intuitive diagrammatic interpretation. We explain it using the following

example.

Example 3.4.11. Consider the partition µ = (5, 5, 4, 2). Its Frobenius form is (4, 3, 1 | 3, 2, 0). We

have q1 = 4, q2 = 11 and q3 = 15. The diagram below should be interpreted in the following way:

A(µ)(Bas(j)) is a linear combination of those vectors Bas(j′) for which there is an arrow Bas(j) →
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Bas(j′).

−4 Bas(8)

−3 Bas(7)

OO

Bas(14)

dd

−2 Bas(6)

OO

Bas(13)

OOdd

−1 Bas(5)

OO

Bas(12)

OOdd

Bas(16)

eejj

0 Bas(4)

OO

Bas(11)

OOdd

Bas(15)

OOeejj

1 Bas(3)

OO :: 44

Bas(10)

OO 99

2 Bas(2)

OO ::

Bas(9)

OO

3 Bas(1)

OO ::

We have also introduced a numbering of the rows of the diagram. It is easy to see that Bas(j) ∈ Vτ
i

if and only if Bas(j) lies in a row whose label is congruent to i mod l.

Lemma 3.4.12. Let µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Then A(µ) ∈ Rep(Q∞,d).

Proof. We need to check that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 the following holds:

Im(A(µ)|Vτ
i
) ⊆ Vτ

i−1, Im
(
Λ(τ)|Vτ

i

)
⊆ Vτ

i+1, Im(J(µ)) ⊆ Vτ
0 ,

l−1⊕
i=1

Vτ
i ⊆ ker(I(µ)).

Let us first show the first statement. We can draw a diagram as in Example 3.4.11. The subspace Vτ
i

has a basis consisting of vectors Bas(j) in rows labelled by numbers congruent to i mod l. The diagram

shows that A(µ)(Bas(j)) is a linear combination of basis vectors in the row above Bas(j). But that

row is labelled by a number congruent to i− 1 mod l. Hence A(µ)(Bas(j)) ∈ Vτ
i−1. The argument for

Λ(µ) is analogous.

Let us prove the last claim. Let j ∈ {1, . . . , nl+ |ν|} and suppose that Bas(j) /∈ Vτ
0 . Let 1 ≤ p ≤ k

and set qp =
∑p−1
s=1 ms + rp. Since ψ(qp) = rp− rp = 0 we conclude that p /∈ {q1, . . . , qk}. But the only

non-zero entries of I(µ) are those in columns numbered qp, for 1 ≤ p ≤ k. Hence Bas(j) ∈ ker I(µ).

The calculation for J(µ) is similar.

Proposition 3.4.13. Let µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Then A(µ) ∈ µ−1
d (θ).

Proof. By the previous lemma, we know that A(µ) ∈ Rep(Q∞,d). Lemma 3.4.2 together with (3.17)

implies that [Λ(µ), A(µ)] + J(µ)I(µ) = θ, so A(µ) ∈ µ−1
d (θ).

Theorem 3.4.14. Let µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Then [A(µ)] := G(d).A(µ) is a C∗-fixed point in the quiver

variety Xθ(d).

Proof. Let t ∈ C∗. We have t.A(µ) = (t−1Λ(µ), tA(µ), I(µ), J(µ)). We need to find a matrix N in

G(d) such that Nt.A(µ)N−1 = A(µ).
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For every t ∈ C∗, let Q(t) = diag(1, t−1, . . . , t−nl−|ν|+1). Conjugating an (nl+|ν|)×(nl+|ν|) matrix

by Q(t) multiplies the j-th diagonal by tj . In particular, we have Q(t)(
⊕k

i=1 tA(mi, ri))Q(t)−1 =⊕k
i=1A(mi, ri) and Q(t)t−1Λ(µ)Q(t)−1 = Λ(µ).

Now consider the effect of conjugating A(µ) by Q(t) on the off-diagonal block A(µ)ij (i 6= j).

This block contains only one nonzero diagonal. Counting within the block, it is the diagonal labelled

rj − ri − 1. Counting inside the entire matrix A(µ), it is the diagonal labelled qj − qi − 1. It follows

that conjugation by Q(t) multiplies the block A(µ)ij by tqj−qi−1. Hence we have

Q(t)

 ⊕
1≤i 6=j≤k

tA(µ)ij

Q(t)−1 =
⊕

1≤i6=j≤k

tqj−qiA(µ)ij .

Let P (t) =
⊕k

i=1 t
qi Idmi . Conjugating A(µ) by P (t) doesn’t change the diagonal blocks but

multiplies each off-diagonal block A(µ)ij by tqi−qj . We conclude that

P (t)Q(t)tA(µ)Q(t)−1P (t)−1 = A(µ).

Since the matrix Λ(µ) contains only diagonal blocks, conjugating by P (t) doesn’t have any impact.

Hence

P (t)Q(t)t−1Λ(µ)Q(t)−1P (t)−1 = Λ(µ).

The nonzero rows of J(µ) are precisely rows number q1, q2, . . . , qk. But the qi-th entry of P (t) is tqi and

the qi-th entry of Q(t) is t1−qi . Hence P (t)Q(t)J(µ) = tJ(µ). Similarly, I(µ)q(t)−1P (t)−1 = t−1I(µ).

Let D(t) = t−1 Idnl+|ν|. Since D(t) is a scalar matrix, conjugating by D(t) doesn’t change A(µ) or

Λ(µ). On the other hand, D(t)P (t)Q(t)J(µ) = J(µ) and I(µ)q(t)−1P (t)−1D(t)−1 = I(µ).

The matrices D(t), Q(t), P (t) are diagonal, so they represent linear automorphisms in G(d). Hence

A(µ) and t.A(µ) lie in the same G(d)-orbit, which is equivalent to saying that A(µ) is a C∗-fixed point

in Xθ(d).

3.4.4. Characters of the fibres of V at the fixed points. Recall the tautological bundle Vθ(d)

on Xθ(d) from §3.2.2. Let us abbreviate V := Vθ(d). Let Vµ denote the fibre of V at the fixed point

[A(µ)] := G(d).A(µ).

Proposition 3.4.15. Let µ ∈ Pν(nl + |ν|). Then

cht Vµ = Resµ(t) :=
∑
�∈µ

tc(�).

Proof. Consider [(A(µ), v)] := G(d).(A(µ), v) ∈ µ−1
d (θ)×G(d) V̂τ = V. We have

t.(A(µ), v) = (t.A(µ), v) ∼ (D(t)P (t)Q(t)(t.A(µ))(D(t)P (t)Q(t))−1, (D(t)P (t)Q(t))−1v)

= (A(µ), Q(t)−1P (t)−1D(t)−1v).

The basis vectors {Bas(1),Bas(2), . . . ,Bas(nl + |ν|)} are eigenvectors of (D(t)P (t)Q(t))−1 with corre-

sponding eigenvalues

{t1−r1 , t2−r1 , . . . , tm1−r1 ; t1−r2 , t2−r2 , . . . , tm2−r2 ; . . . ; t1−rk , t2−rk , . . . , tmk−rk}.

Moreover, these eigenvalues are precisely the contents of the cells in the Young diagram of µ, count-
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ing from the foot of the innermost Frobenius hook upward and later to the right, before passing to

subsequent Frobenius hooks. Hence cht Vµ =
∑
�∈µ t

c(�).

Recall that we have assumed that the parameter θ is chosen so that the variety Xθ(d) is smooth.

By [93, Proposition 22] there exists w ∈ S̃l such that w ∗ dτ = 0. Let w = σi1 · · ·σim be a reduced

expression for w in S̃l. Furthermore, let w · θ = (ϑ0, . . . , ϑl−1) and H1 = ϑ1, . . . ,Hl−1 = ϑl−1,

h = −
∑l−1
i=0 ϑi, h = (h,H1, . . . ,Hl−1). Composing the Etingof-Ginzburg map with reflection functors

we obtain a C∗-equivariant isomorphism

Yh
EG−−→ Ch = Xw·θ(nδ)

Rim◦···◦Ri1−−−−−−−−→ Xθ(d).

Corollary 3.4.16. The map

Pν(nl + |ν|)→ Xθ(d)C
∗
, µ 7→ [A(µ)] := G(d).A(µ) (3.18)

is a bijection.

Proof. The C∗-fixed points in MaxSpec Zh are in bijection with l-multipartitions of n, which are them-

selves in bijection with partitions of nl + |ν| with l-core ν. But Yh is C∗-equivariantly isomorphic to

Xθ(d), so |Xθ(d)C
∗ | = |(MaxSpec Zh)C

∗ | = |P(l, n)| = |Pν(nl + |ν|)|.
Since a partition is uniquely determined by its residue, µ 6= µ′ implies cht Vµ 6= cht Vµ′ , which

in turn implies that [A(µ)] 6= [A(µ′)]. It follows that (3.18) is a bijection because it is an injective

function between sets of the same cardinality.

3.5 Degenerate affine Hecke algebras

In this section we use degenerate affine Hecke algebras and a version of the Chevalley restriction

map to associate to each C∗-fixed point in Yh and Ch a distinct point in Cn/Sn in a manner which is

compatible with the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism.

3.5.1. Degenerate affine Hecke algebras. Degenerate affine Hecke algebras associated to com-

plex reflection groups of type G(l, 1, n) were defined in [109]. Let us recall their definition and basic

properties.

Definition 3.5.1. Let κ ∈ C. The degenerate affine Hecke algebra associated to Γn is the C-algebra

Hκ generated by Γn and pairwise commuting elements z1, . . . , zn satisfying the following relations:

εjzi = ziεj (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), sizj = zjsi (j 6= i, i+ 1),

sizi+1 = zisi + κ

l−1∑
k=0

ε−ki εki+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

Let Zκ denote the centre of Hκ.

Proposition 3.5.2. The algebra Hκ has the following properties.

a) As a vector space, Hκ is canonically isomorphic to C[z1, . . . , zn]⊗ CΓn.

b) There is an injective algebra homomorphism C[z1, . . . , zn]Sn ↪→ Zκ.
c) The algebra Hκ has a maximal commutative subalgebra Cκ which is isomorphic

to C[z1, . . . , zn] ⊗ C(Z/lZ)n.
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d) Suppose that h = (h,H1, . . . ,Hl−1) ∈ Ql satisfies h = κ. Then there exists an injective algebra

homomorphism Hκ ↪→ Hh defined by

g 7→ g (g ∈ Γn), zi 7→ yixi + κ
∑

1≤j<i

l−1∑
k=0

si,jε
k
i ε
−k
j +

l−1∑
k=1

ck

l−1∑
m=0

η−mkεmi , (3.19)

where the ck’s are the parameters obtained from h as in [64, §2.7]. This homomorphism restricts

to a homomorphism

C[z1, . . . , zn]Sn ↪→ Zh. (3.20)

Proof. See Propositions 1.1, 2.1, 2.3 and §3.1 in [40] as well as Proposition 10.1 and Corollary 10.1

in [67].

Let us recall the construction of some irreducible Hκ-modules.

Definition 3.5.3. Let a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn and b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ (Z/lZ)n. Let Ca,b be the

one-dimensional representation of the commutative algebra Cκ = C[z1, . . . , zn]⊗ C(Z/lZ)n defined by

zi.v = aiv, εi.v = ηbiv for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n and v ∈ Ca,b. Define

M(a, b) := Hκ ⊗Cκ Ca,b.

Proposition 3.5.4 ( [40, Theorem 4.9]). Let a ∈ Cn and b ∈ (Z/lZ)n. If ai − aj 6= 0,±lκ for all

1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n then the Hκ-module M(a, b) is irreducible.

3.5.2. Restricting Hh-modules to Hh-modules. Fix h ∈ Ql such that Yh is smooth and set

κ = h. We are going to consider the generic behaviour of simple modules over Hh under the restriction

functor to Hh-modules.

Definition 3.5.5. Set

D := {a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn | ai − aj 6= 0,±lκ for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n}.

Observe that D is a dense open subset of Cn. Proposition 3.5.4 implies that for all a ∈ D and

b ∈ (Z/lZ)n the module M(a, b) is irreducible. Consider the diagram

Cn φ−→ Cn/Sn
ρ1←− Yh,

where φ is the canonical map and ρ1 is the dominant morphism induced by (3.20). Set

U := ρ−1
1 (φ(D)). (3.21)

Lemma 3.5.6. The subset U is open and dense in Yh.

Proof. The set U is open because φ is a quotient map and ρ1 is continuous. Since the morphism ρ1 is

dominant, ρ1(Yh) is dense in Cn/Sn. Therefore, since φ(D) is open in Cn/Sn, we have φ(D)∩ρ1(Yh) 6=
∅. Hence U is nonempty. The fact that the variety Yh is irreducible (see e.g. [49, Corollary 3.9]) now

implies that U is dense.

Let ê = 1
(n−1)!

∑
g∈Sn−1⊂Γn

g and 0 = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ (Z/lZ)n. For the rest of this subsection fix an

irreducible Hh-module L whose support is contained in U (i.e. χL ∈ U). Consider L as an Hh-module

using the embedding (3.19).
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Lemma 3.5.7. There exists an injective homomorphism of Hh-modules M(a,0) ↪→ L for some a ∈ D.

Proof. We have a (Z/lZ)n-module decomposition L =
⊕

b∈(Z/lZ)n L(b), where L(b) is the subspace of

L such that εi.w = ηbiw for all w ∈ L(b). Since the zi’s commute with the εj ’s, each subspace L(b) is

preserved under the action of the zi’s. In particular, z1, . . . , zn define commuting linear operators on

L(0), so they have some common eigenvector v ∈ L(0). Let a1, . . . , an be the respective eigenvalues of

the zi’s. Since the support of L is contained in U , we have a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ D.

Let va,0 ∈ Ca,0. Then the map 1 ⊗ va,0 7→ v defines a non-zero Hh-module homomorphism

M(a,0)→ L. Since a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ D, the module M(a,0) is simple and so this homomorphism is

injective.

Recall that LΓn−1 is a module over 〈ε1〉 ∼= Z/lZ. Let L
Γn−1
χ0 denote the isotypic component corre-

sponding to the trivial character.

Lemma 3.5.8. We have êM(a,0) = L
Γn−1
χ0 . Moreover, êM(a,0) is stable under the action of z1 and

the eigenvalues of z1 on êM(a,0) are a1, . . . , an.

Proof. The action of ε1 on M(a,0) is trivial by definition. We have a vector space isomorphism

M(a,0) ∼= CSn ⊗ Ca,0. Therefore {ês1,j ⊗ va,0 | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} form a basis of êM(a,0) for any nonzero

va,0 ∈ Ca,0. In particular, dim êM(a,0) = n. Let us show that each of the basis elements we defined

is fixed under the action of Γn−1. We first note that since for each g ∈ Sn−1 ⊂ Γn we have gê = ê,

the subgroup Sn−1 fixes each ês1,j ⊗ va,0. Now consider εi.ês1,j ⊗ va,0 with 2 ≤ i ≤ n. We have

εi.ês1,j ⊗ va,0 =
∑
g∈Sn−1

gs1,jεi(g) ⊗ va,0, where i(g) is an index depending on g. But each εi(g) acts

on va,0 by the identity, so we conclude that εi fixes ês1,j ⊗ va,0. The stability of êM(a,0) under the

action of z1 follows from the fact that z1 commutes with ê. The calculation of the eigenvalues is similar

to the calculation in the proof of [8, Lemma 4.7].

3.5.3. Connection to the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism. Suppose that L is an irreducible

Hh-module whose support is contained in U . Let M(a,0) be as in Lemma 3.5.7. Using Lemma 3.5.8

and (3.8) we can identify êM(a,0) = L
Γn−1
χ0

∼= (CΓn)Γn−1 ∼= V0. Suppose that EG(χL) = [(X,Y, I, J)].

The embedding (3.19) sends

z1 7→ x1y1 +

l−1∑
k=1

ck

l−1∑
m=0

η−mkεm1 .

Since ε1 acts trivially on M(a,0), the action of z1 on êM(a,0) can be identified with the action of y1x1

on L
Γn−1
χ0 . Using the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism, the latter can be identified, up to conjugation,

with the matrix Y1X0.

Definition 3.5.9. Let ρ2 : Ch → Cn/Sn be the morphism sending [(X,Y, I, J)] to the multiset of the

generalized eigenvalues of the matrix Y1X0.

Proposition 3.5.10. The following diagram commutes.

Yh Xθ(nδ)

Cn/Sn

EG

ρ1 ρ2

Proof. Since EG is an isomorphism, it suffices to show there exists a dense open subset of Yh for which

the diagram commutes. Consider the dense open subset U from (3.21). Since Yh is smooth, for each
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χ ∈ U , there exists a unique simple Hh-module L such that χ = χL. Moreover, there is an injective Hh-

module homomorphism M(a,0) ↪→ L for some a ∈ D, by Lemma 3.5.7. Set [(X,Y, I, J)] := EG(χL).

The remarks at the beginning of this subsection imply that the matrix Y1X0 describes the action of z1

on êM(a,0). Hence the eigenvalues of Y1X0 are the same as the eigenvalues of the operator z1|êM(a,0).

By Lemma 3.5.8, these eigenvalues are a1, . . . , an. Hence ρ2 ◦ EG(χL) = φ(a) ∈ Cn/Sn.

On the other hand, consider the composition

C[z1, . . . , zn]Sn ↪→ Zh
χL−−→ C. (3.22)

By the definition of M(a,0), a symmetric polynomial f(z1, . . . , zn) acts on 1 ⊗ Ca,0 by the scalar

f(a1, . . . , an). Since f(z1, . . . , zn) is central in Hh, it acts by this scalar on all of L. Therefore, the

kernel of (3.22) equals the maximal ideal in C[z1, . . . , zn]Sn consisting of those symmetric polynomials

f which satisfy f(a1, . . . , an) = 0, which is the vanishing ideal of φ(a).

3.5.4. The images of the C∗-fixed points in Cn/Sn. We are now going to identify the images

of the C∗-fixed points under ρ1 and ρ2. Set e = (e0, . . . , el−1) ∈ Ql, where e0 = 0 and ei =
∑i
j=1Hj

for i = 1, . . . , l − 1. Set θ := θh as in (3.7). For the rest of this section fix µ ∈ P∅(nl). Let us identify

a point (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Cn/Sn with the “polynomial”
∑n
i=1 t

ai .

Lemma 3.5.11 ( [98, §5.4]). Let λ ∈ P(l, n). Then ρ1(χλ) = Reseλ(th).

Definition 3.5.12. Let µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) be the Frobenius form of µ. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

let ri = bi + 1 and mi = ai + bi + 1. Recall the matrices Λ(mi) and A(mi, ri) from Definition 3.4.1. If

Λ(mi)A(mi, ri) = diag(α1, α2, . . . , αmi−1, αmi), then we define

Eig(µ, i) =
∑

1≤j≤mi,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj , Eig(µ) =

k∑
i=1

Eig(µ, i).

Lemma 3.5.13. We have ρ2([A(µ)]) = Eig(µ).

Proof. The polynomial Eig(µ) picks out exactly the eigenvalues of the restricted endomorphism

Λ(µ)A(µ)|V1 from all the eigenvalues of Λ(µ)A(µ). But these are the same as the eigenvalues of

A(µ)Λ(µ)|V0 . The fact that ρ2([A(µ)]) = Eig(µ) now follows immediately from the definition of ρ2.

By Proposition 3.5.10, Lemma 3.5.11, Lemma 3.5.13 and the fact that a multipartition is uniquely

determined by its e-residue for generic e, we have

Eig(µ) = ρ2([A(µ)]) = ρ1(χλ) = Reseλ(th) (3.23)

for unique λ ∈ P(l, n).

Definition 3.5.14. Define Eig(µ) :=
(
Eig(µ)0,Eig(µ)1, . . . ,Eig(µ)l−1

)
∈ P(l, n) by the equation

ReseEig(µ)(t
h) = Eig(µ).

We thus have a bijection

Eig : P∅(nl)→ P(l, n), µ 7→ Eig(µ).
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Proposition 3.5.15. Let µ ∈ P∅(nl). The inverse of the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism sends the

C∗-fixed point [A(µ)] in Ch to the C∗-fixed point χEig(µ) in Yh.

Proof. This follows directly from (3.23).

3.5.5. Calculation of Eig(µ). Set e′ = (e′0, e
′
1, . . . , e

′
l−1) and e′′ = (e′′0 , e

′′
1 . . . , e

′′
l−1) with e′0 = −h,

e′′l−1 = 0 and

e′i = ei (i = 1, . . . , l − 1), e′′i = h+

l−i−1∑
j=1

Hj (i = 0, . . . , l − 2).

In these notations all the lower indices are to be considered mod l.

Lemma 3.5.16. Let µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) ∈ P∅(nl). Then

Eig(µ) =

k∑
i=1

te′bi dbi/le∑
j=1

t−(j−1)h

+

te′′ai b(ai+1)/lc∑
j=1

t(j−1)h

 . (3.24)

Proof. It suffices to show that for each i = 1, . . . , k we have

Eig(µ, i) =

te′bi dbi/le∑
j=1

t−(j−1)h

+

te′′ai b(ai+1)/lc∑
j=1

t(j−1)h

 . (3.25)

We can write

Eig(µ, i) :=
∑

1≤j≤mi,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj =
∑

1≤j≤ri−1,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj +
∑

ri≤j≤mi,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj . (3.26)

Note that ri−1 = bi = l ·(dbi/le−1)+di, where di is an integer such that 1 ≤ di ≤ l. The j′s satisfying

1 ≤ j ≤ ri − 1 and j = ri − 1 mod l are therefore precisely bi, bi − l, bi − 2l, . . . , bi − (dbi/le − 1) · l = di.

Recall that θ0 + θ1 + . . .+ θl−1 = −h. Hence αdi+pl = αdi − ph for p = 0, . . . , dbi/le − 1, by Definition

3.4.1. Therefore ∑
1≤j≤ri−1,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj = tαdi
dbi/le∑
j=1

t−(j−1)h.

Observe that di = bi mod l if 1 ≤ di < l. Hence αdi =
∑di
j=1 θbi+1−j =

∑di
j=1 θdi+1−j =

∑di
j=1 θj =

e′di = e′bi . If di = l then αdi = αl =
∑l
j=1 θbi+1−j =

∑l
j=1 θj = −h = e′0. This shows that

∑
1≤j≤ri−1,
j=ri−1 mod l

tαj = te
′
bi

dbi/le∑
j=1

t−(j−1)h.

Let us now consider the second sum on the RHS os (3.26). We have mi − ri + 1 = ai + 1 =

l · b(ai + 1)/lc+ ci with 0 ≤ ci < l. The j′s satisfying ri ≤ j ≤ mi and j = ri − 1 mod l are therefore

precisely bi + l, bi + 2l, . . . , bi + b(ai + 1)/lc · l. Note that bi + b(ai + 1)/lc · l = mi − ci. Hence

αmi−ci−pl = αmi−ci + ph for p = 0, . . . , b(ai + 1)/lc − 1. One computes, in a similar fashion as above,
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that αmi−ci = e′′ai . This shows that

∑
ri≤j≤mi,

j=ri−1 mod l

tαj = te
′′
ai

b(ai+1)/lc∑
j=1

t(j−1)h.

3.6 C∗-fixed points under the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism

We will now identify the multipartition Eig(µ) and thereby establish the correspondence between

the C∗-fixed points under the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism.

3.6.1. The strategy. Our next goal is to show that Eig(µ) = Quot(µ)[. We will use the following

strategy. Recall Lemma 3.3.7. We first prove that an analogous statement holds for the multipartition

Eig(µ). This will allow us to argue by induction on n. We then prove that Eig(µ) = Quot(µ)[ for

partitions µ with the special property that only a unique l-rim-hook can be removed from µ. We then

deduce the result for arbitrary µ ∈ P∅(nl).

3.6.2. Types and contributions of Frobenius hooks. We need to introduce some notation to

break down formula (3.24) into simpler pieces. Throughout this section fix µ ∈ P∅(nl).

Definition 3.6.1. Let µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) be the Frobenius form of µ. Let F1, . . . , Fk be the

Frobenius hooks in Y(µ) so that (i, i) is the root of Fi. Let

typeµ(L, i) := bi mod l, typeµ(A, i) := −(ai + 1) mod l (i = 1, . . . , k).

We call the number typeµ(L, i) the type of leg(Fi) and the number typeµ(A, i) the type of arm(Fi). Let

e, e′ and e′′ be as in §3.5.4 and §3.5.5. Define

Ξµ(L, i) := te
′
bi

dbi/le∑
j=1

t−(j−1)h, Ξµ(A, i) := te
′′
ai

b(ai+1)/lc∑
j=1

t(j−1)h.

We call Ξµ(L, i) the contribution of leg(Fi) and Ξµ(A, i) the contribution of arm(Fi).

By (3.25) we have

Eig(µ, i) = Ξµ(L, i) + Ξµ(A, i). (3.27)

Lemma 3.6.2. We have

tej ResEig(µ)j (t
h) =

∑
1≤i≤k,

typeµ(A,i)=j

Ξµ(A, i) +
∑

1≤i≤k,
typeµ(L,i)=j

Ξµ(L, i). (3.28)

Proof. Each summand td on the RHS of (3.24) corresponds (non-canonically) to a cell in the multi-

partition Eig(µ) in the sense that it describes that cell’s e-shifted content. For generic e we can write

td = teitc for unique i = 0, . . . , l− 1 and c ∈ Z. The summand td corresponds to a cell in the partition

Eig(µ)j if and only if i = j, i.e., td = tej tc. Since Eig(µ) =
∑k
p=1 Eig(µ, p), formula (3.27) implies

that there exists an 1 ≤ p ≤ k such that td is a summand in Ξµ(L, p) or Ξµ(A, p). In the former

case td = tej tc if and only if j = bp mod l = typeµ(L, p). In the latter case td = tej tc if and only if

e′′ap = h+ ej , which is the case if and only if j = −(ap + 1) mod l = typeµ(A, p).
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3.6.3. Removal of rim-hooks. We will now investigate the effect of removing a rim-hook from

µ on the multipartition Eig(µ). Let Y+/−/0(µ) denote the subset of Y(µ) consisting of cells of posi-

tive/negative/zero content.

Lemma 3.6.3. Let R be an l-rim-hook in Y(µ) and suppose that R ⊂ (Y0(µ) ∪Y+(µ)). Suppose that

R intersects r Frobenius hooks, labelled Fp+1, . . . , Fp+r so that (i, i) is the root of Fi. Let µ′ := µ−R.

Then

typeµ′(A, j) = typeµ(A, j + 1), Ξµ′(A, j) = Ξµ(A, j + 1) (j = p+ 1, . . . , p+ r − 1),

typeµ′(A, p+ r) = typeµ(A, p+ 1), Ξµ′(A, p+ r) = Ξµ(A, p+ 1)−M,

where M is the (monic) monomial in Ξµ(A, p) of highest degree.

Proof. It is clear that R must intersect adjacent Frobenius hooks. Recall that the residue of R is of

the form ResR(t) =
∑i=i0+l−1
i=i0

ti with i0 ≥ 0. Moreover, we have

ResR∩Fj (t) =

ir+p−j+1−1∑
i=ir+p−j

ti (3.29)

for some integers i0 < i1 < . . . < ir = i0 + l. One can easily see that these integers satisfy

ir+p−j+1 − 1 = aj , (3.30)

where aj = |arm(Fj)| = max�∈Fj c(�). Set dj := max�∈Fj−R c(�). If Fj −R = ∅ set dj = −1. From

(3.29) and (3.30) we easily deduce that

dj = aj+1 (j = p+ 1, . . . , p+ r − 1), dp+r = ap+1 − l. (3.31)

By definition, the type and contribution of arm(Fj) resp. arm(Fj −R) depend only on the numbers

aj and dj . The lemma now follows immediately from the definitions.

One can easily formulate a version of Lemma 3.6.3 for R ⊂ (Y0(µ)∪Y−(µ)). The proof is completely

analogous. Lemma 3.6.3 admits the following graphical interpretation.

Example 3.6.4. The figure on the left shows the Young diagram of the partition (5, 5, 4, 3, 3). The

cells of content zero are marked as green. The blue cells form a 4-rim-hook. The figure on the right

shows the same Young diagram rearranged so that cells of the same content occupy the same row.

Using this visual representation we can easily determine the impact of removing the blue rim-hook.

The length of the first arm after the removal equals the length of the second arm before the removal.

Similarly, the length of the second arm after the removal equals the length of the third arm before the
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removal. Finally, the length of the third arm after the removal equals the length of the first arm before

the removal minus four. This is precisely the content of Lemma 3.6.3.

Proposition 3.6.5. Let R be a rim-hook in µ and set µ′ := µ − R. Then Eig(µ′) = Eig(µ) − � for

some � ∈ Eig(µ).

Proof. There are three possibilities: R ⊂ Y0(µ) ∪ Y+(µ), R ⊂ Y0(µ) ∪ Y−(µ) or R ∩ Y+(µ) 6= ∅, R ∩
Y−(µ) 6= ∅. Consider the first case. Lemma 3.6.3 and Lemma 3.6.2 imply that there exists a j ∈
{0, . . . , l − 1} such that Eig(µ′)i = Eig(µ)i if i 6= j and tej ResEig(µ′)j (t

h) = tej ResEig(µ)j (t
h) − tsjM

for some monic monomial M = tqh ∈ Z[th]. Hence Eig(µ′) = Eig(µ) − � for some � ∈ Eig(µ) with

c(�) = q.

The second case is analogous. Now consider the third case. We claim that Ξµ(A, i) = 0 for

every Frobenius hook Fi whose arm intersects R nontrivially. Indeed, by definition Ξµ(A, i) 6= 0

only if |arm(Fi)| + 1 ≥ l. We have |arm(Fi)| = max�∈arm(Fi) c(�) = max�∈arm(Fi)∩R c(�). Hence

|arm(Fi)| ≤ max�∈R c(�). However, since R ∩ Y−(µ) 6= ∅, the rim-hook R must contain a cell of

content −1. The fact that ResR(t) = tq
∑l−1
p=0 t

p for some q ∈ Z implies that max�∈R c(�) ≤ l − 2.

Hence |arm(Fi)| + 1 ≤ l − 1 and so Ξ(A, i) = 0. Therefore the removal of R does not affect the

contribution of the arm of any Frobenius hook.

Now set R′ := R∩ (Y0(µ)∪Y−(µ)). We have reduced the third case back to the second case, with

the modification that R′ is now a truncated rim-hook. We can still apply Lemma 3.6.3 with minor

adjustments. In particular, equations (3.31) are still true with the exception that the final equation

becomes dp+r = 0. Let j be the smallest integer such that leg(Fj)∩R 6= ∅. Using the same argument

as before, we conclude that tej ResEig(µ′)j (t
h) = tej ResEig(µ)j (t

h) − tej−h and Eig(µ′)i = Eig(µ)i if

i 6= j.

3.6.4. Partitions with a unique removable rim-hook. In this section we show that Eig(µ) =

Quot(µ)[ for a certain class of partitions which we call l-special.

Definition 3.6.6. We say that a partition µ is l-special if the rim of Y(µ) contains a unique l-rim-hook

R. We call R the unique removable l-rim-hook in Y(µ). Let Psp∅ (k) denote the set of partitions of k

which are l-special and have a trivial l-core.

Our goal now is to describe partitions of nl which are l-special and have a trivial l-core. Throughout

this subsection we assume that µ ∈ Psp∅ (nl). We let R denote the unique removable l-rim-hook in Y(µ)

and set µ′ := µ − R. Sometimes, for the sake of brevity, we will just write ”rim-hook” instead of

l-rim-hook.

Lemma 3.6.7. Let µ ∈ Psp∅ (nl). Then:

a) Every column of B(µ) contains the same number of beads.

b) Sliding distinct beads up results in the removal of distinct l-rim-hooks from Y(µ).

c) The bead diagram B(µ) contains l−1 columns with no gaps and one column with a unique string

of adjacent gaps.

Proof. (a) The empty bead diagram describes the trivial partition. But bead diagrams which describe

the trivial partition and have the property that the number of beads in the diagram is divisible by

l are unique up to adding or deleting full rows at the top of the diagram. Hence any such diagram

consists of consecutive full rows at the top. Since µ has a trivial l-core, the process of sliding beads

upward in B(µ) must result in a bead diagram of this shape. But this is only possible if every column

of B(µ) contains the same number of beads.
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(b) We can see this by considering the quotients of partitions corresponding to the bead diagrams

obtained by moving up distinct beads. If the beads moved are on distinct runners, then a box is

removed from distinct partitions in Quot(µ), so distinct multipartitions arise. If the beads are on the

same runner, sliding upward distinct beads implies changing the first-column hook lengths in different

ways in the same partition, so different multipartitions arise as well. But a trivial-core partition is

uniquely determined by its quotient, so these distinct multipartitions are quotients of distinct partitions

of l(n− 1).

(c) Since only one rim-hook can be removed from µ, only one bead in our bead diagram can be moved

upward. This implies that l − 1 runners contain no gaps (i.e. they contain a consecutive string of

beads counting from the top). The remaining runner must contain a unique gap or a unique string of

gaps.

Lemma 3.6.8. The bead diagram B(µ) can be decomposed into three blocks A, B and C, counting

from the top. Each block consists of identical rows. Rows in block A are full except for one bead. Let’s

say that the gap due to the absent bead is on runner k. Rows in block B are either all full or all empty.

Rows in block C are empty except for one bead on runner k. Moreover, the number of rows in block A

equals the number of rows in block C.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.6.7.

Example 3.6.9. Let l = 3. According to Lemma 3.6.8 the following bead diagrams correspond to

3-special partitions:

 #  

 #  

 #  

   

   

#  #

#  #

#  #

A

BC

 #  

 #  

 #  

# # #

# # #

#  #

#  #

#  #

A

BC

The bead diagram on the left describes the partition (8, 6, 4, 37, 22, 12) while the bead diagram on the

right describes the partition (14, 12, 10, 3, 22, 12).

In the sequel we will only consider the case where all the rows in block B are full. All the following

claims can easily be adapted to the case of empty rows.

Lemma 3.6.10. Suppose that block A of B(µ) has m rows and block B of B(µ) has p rows. Then

Y(µ) can be decomposed into four blocks Â, B̂, Ĉ, D̂:

• Â is the Young diagram of the partition corresponding to the bead diagram A.

• B̂ is a rectangle consisting of m columns and l · p rows.

• If k 6= 0 block Ĉ is the Young diagram of the partition corresponding to the bead diagram C.

If k = 0 block Ĉ is the the Young diagram of the partition corresponding to the bead diagram

obtained from C by inserting an extra row at the top, which is full except for the empty point in

column l − 1.

• Block D̂ is a square with m rows and columns.
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We recover Y(µ) from these blocks by placing Â at the bottom, stacking B̂ on top, then stacking D̂ on

top and finally placing Ĉ on the right hand side of D̂.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.6.8 by a routine calculation - one merely has to recover the first

column hook lengths from the positions of the beads.

Example 3.6.11. Consider the first bead diagram from Example 3.6.9. Below we illustrate the block

decomposition of the corresponding Young diagram as in Lemma 3.6.10.

Block Â Block B̂ Block Ĉ Block D̂

We are now ready to investigate the effect of removing the rim-hook R.

Lemma 3.6.12. The partition µ can be decomposed into m Frobenius hooks. The unique removable

rim-hook lies on the outermost Frobenius hook.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6.10, the 0-th diagonal of the Young diagram of µ is contained in D̂ and contains m

boxes. Hence there are m Frobenius hooks. It follows easily from Lemma 3.6.8 and Lemma 3.6.10 that

the outermost Frobenius hook Fm in µ is the partition of the form (k+ 1, 1l·p+l−k−1). In particular, it

contains l · (p+ 1) ≥ l cells. Let us first consider Fm as a partition in its own right and check whether

it contains an l-rim-hook. If p = 0 then Fm is itself a rim-hook. If p > 1 then the subset 1l·p+l−k−1

of Fm contains a rim-hook. Hence, in either case, Fm contains a rim-hook. But a rim-hook of the

outermost Frobenius hook Fm is also a rim-hook of µ (because the outermost Frobenius hook is part

of the rim).

Proposition 3.6.13. We have Eig(µ′) = Eig(µ)−�, where � is the unique removable cell in Eig(µ)l−k−1

with content −p.

Proof. The outermost Frobenius hook Fm in µ is the partition of the form (k + 1, 1l·p+l−k−1). By

removing the rim-hook R we obtain the partition (k + 1, 1l·p−k−1) if p ≥ 1 or the trivial partition if

p = 0. Since the rim-hook R is contained in the outermost Frobenius hook, its removal does not affect

the type and contribution of the arms and legs of the other Frobenius hooks.

There are several cases to be considered. Let am = |arm(Fm)| and bm = |leg(Fm)|. If k 6= l−1, then

Ξµ(L,m) = te
′
bm mod l

∑p
i=0 t

−ih and typeµ(L,m) = bm = l − k − 1 (while Ξµ(A,m) = 0). If k = l − 1

and p > 0 then Ξµ(L,m) =
∑p
i=1 t

−ih and typeµ(L,m) = 0 (while Ξµ(A,m) = 1). If k = l − 1, p = 0

then Ξµ(A,m) = 1 and typeµ(A,m) = 0 (while Ξµ(L,m) = 0).

Upon removing the rim-hook the polynomials listed above change as follows. We have Ξµ′(L,m)

= te
′
bm mod l

∑p−1
i=0 t

−ih in the first case, Ξµ′(L,m) =
∑p−1
i=1 t

−ih in the second case and Ξµ′(A,m) = 0

in third case. The types do not change. We observe that in each case a monomial of degree t−ph (up

to a shift) is subtracted, which corresponds to removing a cell of content −p in Eig(µ)l−k−1.
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We obtain an analogous result for the multipartition Quot(µ).

Lemma 3.6.14. The following hold:

a) Quot(µ) = (Q0(µ), . . . , Ql−1(µ)) is a multipartition consisting of l− 1 trivial partitions and one

non-trivial partition.

b) Suppose that the k-th column in B(µ) is the unique column which contains gaps. Then Qk(µ)

is the unique non-trivial partition in Quot(µ). If that column has a string of m gaps followed

by a string of q = m+ p beads then the Young diagram of Qk(µ) is a rectangle consisting of m

columns and q rows.

Proof. The l-quotient of µ can be deduced directly from the bead diagram B(µ). The description of

the latter in Lemma 3.6.8 immediately implies the present lemma.

Recall that µ′ := µ−R, where R is the unique rim-hook which can be removed from µ.

Lemma 3.6.15. We have Quot(µ′) = Quot(µ)−�, where � is the box in the bottom right corner of

the rectangle described in Lemma 3.6.14. That box has content −p.

Proof. This is the only cell which can be removed from Quot(µ) by Lemma 3.6.14, so the claim now

follows from Lemma 3.3.7.

The lemma implies in particular that Quot(µ′)[ = Quot(µ)[ − �, where � is a box of content −p
in the (l − k − 1)-th partition in Quot(µ)[.

3.6.5. Induction. We will now use induction on n to show that Quot(µ)[ = Eig(µ). There are two

cases to be considered: µ ∈ Psp∅ (nl) and µ /∈ Psp∅ (nl).

Proposition 3.6.16. Suppose that Quot(λ)[ = Eig(λ) for any partition λ ` l(n−1) with trivial l-core.

Let µ ∈ Psp∅ (nl). Then Quot(µ)[ = Eig(µ).

Proof. By induction, Quot(µ′)[ = Eig(µ′). But by Proposition 3.6.13 and Lemma 3.6.15 both Quot(µ)[

and Eig(µ) arise from Quot(µ′)[ = Eig(µ′) by adding a box of content −p to the (l−k−1)-th partition.

Hence Quot(µ)[ = Eig(µ).

Proposition 3.6.17. Suppose that Quot(λ)[ = Eig(λ) for any partition λ ` l(n−1) with trivial l-core.

Let µ /∈ Psp∅ (nl). Then Quot(µ)[ = Eig(µ).

Proof. Since µ /∈ Psp∅ (µ) we can remove two distinct (but possibly overlapping) rim-hooks R′ and R′′

from µ. Let µ′ = µ − R′ and µ′′ = µ − R′′. Then µ′ 6= µ′′ and so Quot(µ′) 6= Quot(µ′′) (because the

quotient of a partition with trivial core determines that partition uniquely). By Lemma 3.3.7 we have

Quot(µ′)[ = Quot(µ)[ −�, Quot(µ′′)[ = Quot(µ)[ − �̂

with � 6= �̂ ∈ Quot(µ)[. By Proposition 3.6.5 we have

Eig(µ′) = Eig(µ)−�, Eig(µ′′) = Eig(µ)− �̂

for some �, �̂ ∈ Eig(µ). We know that Eig establishes a bijection between l-partitions of n − 1 and

partitions of l(n− 1) with a trivial l-core. Hence � 6= �̂. By the inductive hypothesis in our lemma,

Quot(µ′)[ = Eig(µ′), Quot(µ′′)[ = Eig(µ′′).
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Hence

Quot(µ)[ −� = Eig(µ)−�, Quot(µ)[ − �̂ = Eig(µ)− �̂

and so

Eig(µ) = Quot(µ)[ −�+� = Quot(µ)[ − �̂+ �̂.

Since � 6= �̂ and � 6= �̂ we conclude that � = � and �̂ = �̂. Therefore Eig(µ) = Quot(µ)[.

Theorem 3.6.18. Let µ ∈ P∅(nl). Then Quot(µ)[ = Eig(µ). The bijection between the labelling sets

of C∗-fixed points induced by the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism is given by

P(l, n)→ P∅(nl), Quot(µ)[ 7→ µ.

Proof. The first claim follows directly from Propositions 3.6.16 and 3.6.17. The second claim follows

from Proposition 3.5.15.

Remark 3.6.19. As a corollary, we also obtain the following explicit formula for the residue of the

l-quotient of a partition µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) ∈ P∅(nl). Let us write Quot(µ) = (Q0, . . . , Ql−1).

Then

ResQl−j−1(t) =
∑

1≤i≤k,
−(ai+1)=jmod l

tpai
b(ai+1)/lc∑
m=1

t(m−1) +
∑

1≤i≤k,
bi=jmod l

tp
′
bi

dbi/le∑
m=1

t−(m−1),

where pi = 1 for i = 0, . . . , l−2 and pl−1 = 0 while p′0 = −1 and p′i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l−1. Indeed, the

RHS of the formula above equals ResEig(µ)j (t) by (3.28). But Eig(µ)j = Ql−j−1 by Theorem 3.6.18.

3.7 The higher level q-hook formula

We will now use Theorem 3.6.18 to obtain the following “higher level” generalization of the q-hook

formula.

Theorem 3.7.1. Let µ ∈ P∅(nl). Then

∑
�∈µ

tc(�) = [nl]t
∑

λ↑Quot(µ)[

fλ(t)

fQuot(µ)[(t)
. (3.32)

Our proof is based on comparing the C∗-characters of the vector bundles Vh and RΓn−1

h , and

uses Proposition 3.4.15, Theorem 3.6.18 as well as the Etingof-Ginzburg isomorphism. The remaining

ingredient is a calculation of the C∗-characters of the fibres (RΓn−1

h )λ (see §2.2.5). We carry out this

calculation below. We first identify (RΓn−1

h )λ with a graded shift of en−1L(λ). We next recall the

graded multiplicity with which L(λ) occurs in ∆̄(λ) and calculate the character of en−1∆̄(λ). Finally,

we use the equation

cht en−1L(λ) =
cht en−1∆̄(λ)

[∆̄(λ) : L(λ)]gr
.

Note that, setting l = 1 in (3.32), we recover the usual q-hook formula, so our result also gives a

new geometric proof of this well-known combinatorial identity.

Remark 3.7.2. As explained in the introduction, (3.32) can be regarded as a quantization of the

classical hook-length formula (1.6) or its corollary (3.4). These formulas generalize easily to the wreath

product case. Since irreducible modules over Sn o Zl are defined by induction from modules over
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parabolic subgroups of Sn, we have

dµ =
n!∏l−1

i=0 |µi|!

l−1∏
i=0

dµi =
n!∏l−1

i=0 |µi|!

l−1∏
i=0

|µi|!
hµi

= n!

l−1∏
i=0

1

hµi
.

Moreover,

n =
∑
λ↑µ,
λi 6=µi

hµi
hλi

. (3.33)

We can regard (3.32) as a quantization of (3.33). However, there is a crucial difference between the

classical and quantized formulas. While the classical wreath product formula is derived from the

corresponding formula for the symmetric group, we were not able to derive the higher level q-hook

formula from the ordinary q-hook formula purely by algebraic manipulations.

3.7.1. Coinvariant algebras and fake degree polynomials. The algebra C[h]coΓn is a graded

Γn-module. It is well known that C[h]coΓn is isomorphic to the regular representation CΓn as an

ungraded Γn-module.

Let C[h]coΓn |Γn−1
denote the restriction of C[h]coΓn to a Γn−1-module. Let h′ ⊂ h denote the

subspace spanned by y2, . . . , yn. We choose a splitting h � h′ with kernel spanned by y1. This

splitting induces an inclusion C[h′] ⊂ C[h].

Lemma 3.7.3. We have an isomorphism of graded Γn−1-modules

C[h]coΓn |Γn−1
∼= C[h′]coΓn−1 ⊗ U,

where U is a graded vector space with Poincaré polynomial cht U = [nl]t.

Proof. We have a sequence of inclusions of graded Γn−1-modules

C[h]Γn ↪→ C[h]Γn−1 ↪→ C[h]

such that each ring is a free graded module over the previous ring. Hence there is an isomorphism of

graded Γn−1-modules

C[h]/〈C[h]Γn+ 〉 ∼= C[h]/〈C[h]
Γn−1

+ 〉 ⊗ C[h]Γn−1/〈C[h]Γn+ 〉.

Observe that there is also an isomorphism of graded Γn−1-modules

C[h]/〈C[h]
Γn−1

+ 〉 ∼= C[h′]/〈C[h′]
Γn−1

+ 〉 = C[h′]coΓn−1 .

To prove the lemma it now suffices to find the Poincaré polynomial of the graded vector space

C[h]Γn−1/〈C[h]Γn+ 〉. We know that C[h]Γn−1 is a polynomial algebra with generators in degrees

l, 2l, . . . , (n−1)l and an additional generator in degree 1. The ring C[h]Γn is a polynomial algebra with

generators in degrees l, 2l, . . . , nl. Hence

chtC[h]Γn−1 =
1

1− t

n−1∏
i=1

1

1− til
, C[h]Γn =

n∏
i=1

1

1− til
.

It follows that chtC[h]Γn−1/〈C[h]Γn+ 〉 = cht C[h]Γn−1

cht C[h]Γn = 1−tnl
1−t = [nl]t.
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Definition 3.7.4. Suppose that we are given an l-multipartition λ ∈ P(l, n) and the corresponding

irreducible representation S(λ) of Γn. We regard S(λ) as a graded Γn-module concentrated in degree

zero. The fake degree polynomial associated to λ is defined as

fλ(t) :=
∑
k∈Z

[C[h]coΓn : S(λ)∗[k]]tk.

Theorem 3.7.5 ( [130, Theorem 5.3]). Let λ ∈ P(l, n). We have

fλ(t) = tr(λ)(tl)n

l−1∏
i=0

tl·n(λi)

Hλi(tl)
= tr(λ)(tl)n

l−1∏
i=0

sλi(1, t
l, t2l, . . .).

In particular, if λ is a partition of n then fλ = (t)n
tn(λ)

Hλ(t) = (t)nsλ(1, t, t2, . . .).

3.7.2. Auxiliary calculations. Fix λ ∈ P(l, n). Let q(λ) denote the degree in which the trivial

Γn-module triv occurs in L(λ).

Lemma 3.7.6. We have a graded Hh-module isomorphism

Rh,λ = Hhen ⊗enHhen enLλ ∼= L(λ)[−q(λ)]

and hence a graded vector space isomorphism

(RΓn−1

h )λ = en−1Rh,λ
∼= en−1L(λ)[−q(λ)].

Proof. As ungraded Hh-modules, Rh,λ and L(λ) are clearly isomorphic. Since they are simple, one is

a graded shift of the other. The trivial Γn-representation triv occurs in L(λ) in degree q(λ). On the

other hand, we can identify triv with the subspace en ⊗enHhen enLλ of Rh,λ, so triv occurs in Rh,λ in

degree zero.

Let us calculate the graded multiplicity of L(λ) in ∆̄(λ).

Lemma 3.7.7. Let λ ∈ P(l, n). The simple Hh-module L(λ) occurs in ∆̄(λ) with graded multiplicity∑
k∈Z

[∆̄(λ) : L(λ)[k]]tk = t−q(λ)fλ(t).

Proof. By [10, Lemma 3.3], we have

cht L(λ) =
tq(λ) cht ∆̄(λ)

fλ(t)
.

Hence ∑
k∈Z

[∆̄(λ) : L(λ)[k]]tk =
cht ∆̄(λ)

cht L(λ)
= t−q(λ)fλ(t).

Let us calculate the character of en−1∆̄(λ).

Lemma 3.7.8. We have

cht en−1∆̄(λ) = [ln]t
∑
µ↑λ

fµ(t). (3.34)
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7.3 and Proposition 2.2.1, we have isomorphisms of graded Γn−1-modules

∆̄(λ)|Γn−1
∼= C[h]coΓn |Γn−1

⊗ S(λ)|Γn−1

∼=
(
C[h′]coΓn−1 ⊗ U

)
⊗
⊕
µ↑λ

S(µ) ∼=
⊕
µ↑λ

∆̄(µ)⊗ U,

where U is a graded vector space with character cht U = [ln]t. Hence

en−1∆̄(λ) ∼=
⊕
µ↑λ

en−1∆̄(µ)⊗ U (3.35)

as graded Γn−1-modules. For each µ ↑ λ, we have

cht en−1∆̄
(
µ
)

=
∑
k∈Z

[∆̄(µ) : triv[k]]tk = fµ(t). (3.36)

The first equality above is obvious, for the second see, e.g., the proof of [63, Theorem 5.6]. Combining

(3.35) with (3.36) we obtain (3.34).

3.7.3. The character of the fibre. We can now put our calculations together to obtain the

character of (RΓn−1

h )λ.

Theorem 3.7.9. Let λ ∈ P(l, n). Then

cht(RΓn−1

h )λ = [ln]t
∑
µ↑λ

fµ(t)

fλ(t)
.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.7.6, 3.7.7 and 3.7.8, we have

cht(RΓn−1

h )λ = t−q(λ) · cht en−1L(λ) = (t−q(λ) · cht en−1∆̄(λ))/(t−q(λ)fλ(t))

= cht en−1∆̄(λ)/fλ(t) = [ln]t
∑
µ↑λ

fµ(t)

fλ(t)
.

Corollary 3.7.10. We have

cht(RΓn−1

h )λ =
1

1− t

l−1∑
i=0

t−i
∑
µ↑λ,
µi 6=λi

sµi(1, t
l, t2l, . . .)

sλi(1, tl, t2l, . . .)
=

1

1− t

l−1∑
i=0

t−i
∑
µ↑λ,
µi 6=λi

tl·n(µi)Hλi(t
l)

tl·n(λi)Hµi(tl)
. (3.37)

In particular, if l = 1 then cht(RΓn−1

h )λ = 1
1−t

∑
µ↑λ

sµ(1,t,t2,...)
sλ(1,t,t2,...) = 1

1−t
∑
µ↑λ

tn(µ)

tn(λ)

Hλ(t)
Hµ(t) .

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3.7.5 and 3.7.9.

We can now prove Theorem 3.7.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.7.1. Choose any parameter h ∈ Ql such that Spec Zh is smooth. By Theorem

3.2.5 the Etingof-Ginzburg map induces an isomorphism of vector bundles RΓn−1

h
∼= Vh. Since the

Etingof-Ginzburg map is C∗-equivariant, we have

cht(Vh)µ = cht(RΓn−1

h )Quot(µ)[ , (3.38)
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by Theorem 3.6.18. Proposition 3.4.15 yields the formula for the LHS of (3.38) while Theorem 3.7.9

yields the formula for the RHS.

3.7.4. Example. We would like to illustrate the higher level q-hook formula by means of an explicit

example. Set l = 3 and consider the following partition

µ =

of 21. We see directly that∑
�∈µ

tc(�) = (t−4 + t−3 + t6 + t7) + 2(t−2 + t−1 + t+ t2 + t3 + t4 + t5) + 3. (3.39)

The reverse of the quotient of µ is

λ = Quot(µ)[ =

(
, ,

)
.

The corresponding hook polynomials are given by

Hλ0(t3) = (1− t3)(1− t6), Hλ1(t3) = (1− t12)(1− t6)(1− t3)2, Hλ2(t3) = (1− t3).

The multipartition Quot(µ)[ has four submultipartitions, namely:

ν =

(
, ,

)
, ξ =

(
, ,

)
,

ζ = ( , , ) , γ =

(
, , ∅

)
.

We need the following hook polynomials:

Hν0(t3) = (1− t3), Hξ1(t3) = (1− t9)(1− t3)2, Hζ1(t3) = (1− t3)(1− t6)(1− t9), Hγ2(t3) = 1.

The relevant ratios of the hook polynomials entering the formula (3.37) are:

Hλ0(t3)

Hν0(t3)
= (1− t6),

Hλ1(t3)

Hξ1(t3) + tl·n(λ1)Hζ1(t3)
=

1− t12

t3
,

Hλ2(t3)

Hν2(t3)
= (1− t3).

Putting these into (3.37), we get the equality

[21]t
∑
µ↑λ

fµ(t)

fλ(t)
=

(1− t6) + (1− t3)t−2 + (1− t12)t−4

1− t
= [6]t + [3]tt

−2 + [12]tt
−4,

which, after an easy calculation, turns out to be equal to (3.39).
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3.8 C∗-fixed points under reflection functors

Assume from now on that l > 1. In this section we compute the bijections between C∗-fixed points

induced by reflection functors (see §3.3.9).

Fix ν ∈ ♥(l) and let dν = (d0, . . . , dl−1) be the corresponding dimension vector (see §3.3.7). Assume

that θ ∈ Ql is chosen so that θi 6= 0 and the quiver variety Xθ(nδ + dν) is smooth. The reflection

functor

Ri : Xθ(nδ + dν)→ Xσi·θ(nδ + dσi∗ν) (3.40)

is a C∗-equivariant isomorphism and hence induces a bijection Xθ(nδ+ dν)C
∗ ←→ Xσi·θ(nδ+ dσi∗ν)C

∗

between the C∗-fixed points. Composing it with the bijections from Corollary 3.4.16, we obtain a

bijection

Ri : Pνt(nl + |νt|)→ P(σi∗ν)t(nl + |(σi ∗ ν)t|). (3.41)

Fix µ ∈ Pνt(nl + |νt|). We are going to show that

Ri(µ) = (Ti(µ
t))t,

where Ti(µ
t) is the partition obtained from µt by adding all i-addable and removing all i-removable

cells relative to µt, as in Definition 3.3.9.

3.8.1. The strategy. Our goal is to describe the action of reflection functors on the C∗-fixed

points combinatorially. In §3.8.2 we endow the vector space V̂ν with a Z-grading, which we call

the “µ-grading”. A C∗-fixed point is characterized uniquely by this grading. In §3.8.4 we compute

the Ri(µ)-grading on the vector space V̂σi∗ν . In §3.8.5 and §3.8.6 we use this calculation to give a

combinatorial description of the partition Ri(µ).

3.8.2. The µ-grading. Fix a Z/lZ-graded complex vector space V̂ν :=
⊕l−1

i=0 Vν
i with dim Vν

i =

n + di. Set Vν = V̂ν ⊕V∞ with dim V∞ = 1. We are now going to introduce a Z-grading on V̂ν

which “lifts” the Z/lZ-grading.

Definition 3.8.1. We call a Z-grading V̂ν =
⊕

i∈Z Wi a µ-grading if it satisfies the following condi-

tion:

(C) for each i ∈ Z we have

A(µ)(Wi) ⊆Wi−1, Λ(µ)(Wi) ⊆Wi+1, J(µ)(V∞) ⊆W0, I(µ)(W0) = V∞

where A(µ),Λ(µ), J(µ) and I(µ) are as in Definition 3.4.6.

Proposition 3.8.2. A µ-grading on V̂ν exists and is unique.

Proof. We first prove existence. Let µ = (a1, . . . , ak | b1, . . . , bk) be the Frobenius form of µ. Set

ri = bi + 1, mi = ai + bi + 1 and qi =
∑
j<imj + ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Recall the ordered basis

{Bas(i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ nl + |ν|} of V̂ν from §3.4.3. We now define Wj by the rule that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k:

Bas(qi − j) ∈Wj (0 ≤ j ≤ bi), Bas(qi + j) ∈W−j (1 ≤ j ≤ ai). (3.42)

It follows directly from the construction of the matrices A(µ),Λ(µ), J(µ) and I(µ) that this grading

satisfies condition (C) in Definition 3.8.1. Hence it is a µ-grading. Finally we observe that the definition
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of Λ(µ) and Lemma 3.4.10 imply that

Wj = (A(µ))j(W0) (j < 0), Wj = (Λ(µ))j(W0) (j > 0). (3.43)

We now prove uniqueness. Let V̂ν =
⊕

i∈Z W′
i be a µ-grading. Choose 0 6= v∞ ∈ V∞. Then by

the definition of J(µ) for a generic parameter θ there exist c1, . . . , ck ∈ C∗ such that u1 := c1Bas(q1) +

. . .+ckBas(qk) = J(µ)(v∞) ∈W′
0. Lemma 3.4.10 together with the fact that the parameter θ is generic

implies that 0 6= (A(µ))a1(Bas(q1)) = t(A(µ))a1(u1) for some scalar t ∈ C∗. Since u1 ∈ W′
0 and the

operator A(µ) lowers degree by one, we have 0 6= (A(µ))a1(Bas(q1)) ∈W′
−a1

. It now follows from the

definition of the matrices A(µ) and Λ(µ) and the genericity of θ that (Λ(µ))a1◦(A(µ))a1(u1) = t′Bas(q1)

for some scalar t′ ∈ C∗. Since the operator Λ(µ) raises degree by one, we have Bas(q1), c2Bas(q2) +

. . .+ ckBas(qk) ∈W′
0.

We can now apply an analogous argument to the vectors Bas(q2) and u2 := c2Bas(q2) + . . . +

ckBas(qk). By Lemma 3.4.10 we have 0 6= (A(µ))a2(Bas(q2)) = t(A(µ))a2(u2) + t′(A(µ))a2(Bas(q1))

for some scalars t, t′ ∈ C∗. Since u2 and Bas(q1) are homogeneous elements of degree zero and A(µ)

lowers degree by one, we get 0 6= (A(µ))a2(Bas(q2)) ∈ W′
−a2

. Moreover, Lemma 3.4.10 implies that

(A(µ))a2(Bas(q2)) is a linear combination of Bas(q1 + a2) and Bas(q2 + a2). But Bas(q1 + a2) =

(A(µ))a2(Bas(q1)) up to multiplication by a non-zero scalar, so Bas(q1 + a2) ∈W′
−a2

. Hence Bas(q2 +

a2) ∈ W′
−a2

and so Bas(q2) = (Λ(µ))a2(Bas(q2 + a2)) ∈ W′
0. We conclude that Bas(q2), u3 :=

c3Bas(q3) + . . . + ckBas(qk) ∈ W′
0. Repeating this argument sufficiently many times shows that

Bas(q1), . . . ,Bas(qk) ∈ W′
0. It follows that W′

0 = W0. Condition (C) and (3.43) now imply that

W′
i = Wi for all i ∈ Z.

Thanks to Proposition 3.8.2, we can talk about the µ-grading on V̂ν . Let us denote it by V̂ν =⊕
i∈Z Wµ

i . We write degµ v = i if v ∈Wµ
i . Moreover, let Pµ :=

∑
i∈Z dim Wµ

i t
i denote the Poincaré

polynomial of Vν with respect to the µ-grading. Consider the function

Xθ(nδ + dν)C
∗
→ Z[t, t−1], [A(µ)] 7→ Pµ. (3.44)

Proposition 3.8.3. We have Pµ = Resµt(t). Moreover, the function (3.44) is injective.

Proof. Fix j ≥ 0. By (3.42), Bas(qi − j) ∈ Wµ
j if and only if j ≤ bi, for i = 1, . . . , k. Moreover,

{Bas(qi − j) | j ≤ bi} form a basis of Wµ
j . Hence dim Wµ

j =
∑k
i=1 1j≤bi , where 1j≤bi is the indicator

function taking value 1 if j ≤ bi and 0 otherwise. But
∑k
i=1 1j≤bi is precisely the number of cells of

content −j in µ, which is the same as the number of cells of content j in µt. The argument for j < 0

is analogous. This proves the first claim. The second claim follows immediately from the fact that

partitions are determined uniquely by their residues.

Suppose that we are given a C∗-fixed point and want to find out which partition it is labelled by.

Proposition 3.8.3 implies that to do so we only need to compute the Z-grading on V̂ν associated to

the fixed point and the corresponding Poincaré polynomial.

Lemma 3.8.4. The following hold:

a) The restricted maps

A(µ) : Wµ
i →Wµ

i−1 (i ≤ 0), Λ(µ) : Wµ
i →Wµ

i+1, (i ≥ 0)

are surjective.
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b) The restricted maps

A(µ) : Wµ
i →Wµ

i−1 (i > 0), Λ(µ) : Wµ
i →Wµ

i+1 (i < 0)

are injective.

c) We have Vν
j =

⊕
i∈Z Wµ

j+il for each j = 0, . . . , l − 1.

Proof. The first claim is just a restatement of (3.43). The second claim follows directly from Lemma

3.4.10. The third claim follows from (3.43) and the fact that A(µ) (resp. Λ(µ)) is a homogeneous

operator of degree −1 (resp. 1) with respect to the Z/lZ-grading on V̂ν .

Remark 3.8.5. We may interpret Lemma 3.8.4(c) as saying that the µ-grading on V̂ν is a lift of the

Z/lZ-grading. Furthermore, we may think of the µ-grading as the grading on the representation of the

A∞-quiver corresponding to the fixed point [A(µ)]. More details about the connection between quiver

varieties of type A∞ and the C∗-fixed points in cyclic quiver varieties can be found in [118, §4].

3.8.3. Explicit definition of reflection functors. Let us recall the explicit definition of reflection

functors from [103, Proposition 3.19] and [29, §5]. Fix a Z/lZ-graded complex vector space V̂σi∗ν :=⊕l−1
j=0 Vσi∗ν

j with dim Vσi∗ν
j = n + d′j . Set Vσi∗ν := V̂σi∗ν ⊕V∞. To simplify notation, set d := dν

and d′ := σi ∗ dν .

Let us first define a map µ−1
nδ+d(θ)→ µ−1

nδ+d′(σ · θ) lifting (3.40), which we also denote by Ri. Let

ρ = (X,Y, I, J) ∈ µ−1
nδ+d(θ). The reflected quiver representation

Ri(ρ) =: (X′,Y′, I ′, J ′)

is defined as follows. Suppose that i 6= 0. We have maps

Vν
i
Yi−Xi−−−−→ Vν

i−1 ⊕Vν
i+1

Xi−1+Yi+1−−−−−−−→ Vν
i . (3.45)

Set ψi := Yi −Xi and φi := Xi−1 + Yi+1 (the indices should be considered mod l). The preprojective

relations (i.e. the relations defining the fibre µ−1
nδ+d(θ)) ensure that we have a splitting Vν

i−1⊕Vν
i+1 =

Imψi⊕ kerφi. The underlying vector space of the quiver representation Ri(ρ) is obtained from Vν by

replacing Vν
i with kerφi. We have an isomorphism of vector spaces Vσi∗ν ∼= kerφi ⊕

⊕
j 6=i V

ν
j ⊕V∞

preserving the quiver grading. Let us define Ri(ρ). We have X ′j = Xj unless j ∈ {i − 1, i}. We also

have Y ′j = Yj unless j ∈ {i, i + 1}. Set I ′ = I and J ′ = J . The maps X ′i and Y ′i are defined as the

composite maps

X ′i : kerφi ↪→ kerφi ⊕ Imψi = Vν
i−1 ⊕Vν

i+1 � Vν
i+1,

Y ′i : kerφi ↪→ kerφi ⊕ Imψi = Vν
i−1 ⊕Vν

i+1 � Vν
i−1.

The maps X ′i−1 and Y ′i+1 are defined as the composite maps

X ′i−1 : Vν
i−1

·(−θi)−−−−→ Vν
i−1 ↪→ Vν

i−1 ⊕Vν
i+1 = kerφi ⊕ Imψi � kerφi, (3.46)

Y ′i+1 : Vν
i+1

·(−θi)−−−−→ Vν
i+1 ↪→ Vν

i−1 ⊕Vν
i+1 = kerφi ⊕ Imψi � kerφi

·(−1)−−−→ kerφi. (3.47)

The minus signs before Xi in (3.45) as well as in the last arrow above come from the fact that our

quiver does not have a sink at the vertex i as in [29, §5] - hence the need for these adjustments. If
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i = 0 one defines Ri(ρ) analogously using maps

Vν
0
ψ0−−→ Vν

l−1 ⊕Vν
1 ⊕V∞

φ0−→ Vν
0 (3.48)

with ψ0 = Y0 −X0 + I and φ0 = Xl−1 + Y1 + J .

3.8.4. The reflected grading. Let us apply the definitions from §3.8.3 to ρ = A(µ). More

specifically, for i = 0, . . . , l − 1, we set Xi = Λ(µ)|Vν
i
, Yi = A(µ)|Vν

i
, I = I(µ) and J = J(µ). The

reflected quiver representation Ri(A(µ)) ∈ µ−1
nδ+d′(σ · θ) is conjugate under the G(nδ + d′)-action to

A(Ri(µ)). We now compute the Ri(µ)-grading on V̂σi∗ν .

We have direct sum decompositions

ψi :=
⊕
j∈Z

ψji , φi :=
⊕
j∈Z

φji , (3.49)

with ψji = ψi|Wµ
jl+i

and φji = φi|Wµ
jl+i−1⊕W

µ
jl+i+1

(i 6= 0 or j 6= 0) and ψ0
0 := ψ0|Wµ

0
. Hence Vσi∗ν

i =

kerφi =
⊕

j∈Z kerφji . Moreover, (3.45) and (3.48) decompose as direct sums of maps

Wµ
jl+i

ψji−−→Wµ
jl+i−1 ⊕Wµ

jl+i+1

φji−→Wµ
jl+i (j 6= 0 or i 6= 0).

Wµ
0

ψ0
0−−→Wµ

−1 ⊕Wµ
1 ⊕V∞

φ0
0−→Wµ

0 .

These direct sum decompositions together with the preprojective relations imply the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8.6. Let i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} and j ∈ Z. If i = 0 and j = 0 then Imψ0
0 ⊕ kerφ0

0 = Wµ
−1 ⊕

Wµ
1 ⊕V∞. Otherwise Imψji ⊕ kerφji = Wµ

jl+i−1 ⊕Wµ
jl+i+1.

Define

Uj := Wµ
j (j 6= imod l), Ulj+i := kerφji (j ∈ Z).

Proposition 3.8.7. The Z-grading V̂σi∗ν =
⊕

j∈Z Uj is the Ri(µ)-grading on V̂σi∗ν .

Proof. It suffices to show that V̂σi∗ν =
⊕

j∈Z Uj satisfies condition (C) in Definition 3.8.1. Suppose

i 6= 0. Then for each j ∈ Z we need to check that

A(Ri(µ))(Ujl+i+1) ⊆ Ujl+i, Λ(Ri(µ))(Ujl+i−1) ⊆ Ujl+i,

A(Ri(µ))(Ujl+i) ⊆ Ujl+i−1, Λ(Ri(µ))(Ujl+i) ⊆ Ujl+i+1.

If i = 0 we additionally need to check that I(Ri(µ))(U0) = V∞ and J(Ri(µ))(V∞) ⊆ U0.

All of the inclusions above follow directly from Lemma 3.8.6 and the definition of reflection functors.

For example, let us assume that i 6= 0 or j 6= 0 and consider the inclusion A(Ri(µ))(Ujl+i+1) ⊆
Ujl+i := kerφji . The map A(Ri(µ)) : Vσi∗ν

i+1 = Vν
i+1 → Vσi∗ν

i = kerφi is given by (3.47). Consider

its restriction to the subspace Ujl+i+1 = Wµ
jl+i+1 ⊆ Vν

i+1. By Lemma 3.8.6, we have Wµ
jl+i+1 ⊆

Wµ
jl+i−1 ⊕Wµ

jl+i+1 = kerφji ⊕ Imψji . Hence A(Ri(µ)), restricted to Wµ
jl+i+1, is the composition

Wµ
jl+i+1

·(−θi)−−−−→Wµ
jl+i+1 ↪→Wµ

jl+i−1 ⊕Wµ
jl+i+1 = kerφji ⊕ Imψji � kerφji

·(−1)−−−→ kerφji .

In particular, A(Ri(µ))(Wµ
jl+i+1) ⊆ kerφji , as desired. The other inclusions are proven analogously.
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We have described the Ri(µ)-grading on V̂σi∗ν . We are now going to compute the corresponding

Poincaré polynomial PRi(µ).

Lemma 3.8.8. Let V̂ν =
⊕

i∈Z Wµ
i be the µ-grading on V̂ν . Then

dim kerφji = dim Wµ
lj+i+1 + dim Wµ

lj+i−1 − dim Wµ
lj+i

if j 6= 0 or i 6= 0. Otherwise

dim kerφ0
0 = dim Wµ

1 + dim Wµ
−1 − dim Wµ

0 + 1.

Proof. Assume that j 6= 0 or i 6= 0. Recall that ψji = A(µ)|Wµ
jl+i
− Λ(µ)|Wµ

jl+i
. Lemma 3.8.4

implies that either A(µ)|Wµ
jl+i

or Λ(µ)|Wµ
jl+i

is injective. Hence ψji is injective. Therefore we have

dim Imψji = dim Wµ
lj+i. The equality dim kerφji = dim Wµ

lj+i+1 + dim Wµ
lj+i−1 − dim Imψji now

implies the lemma. The case i = j = 0 is similar.

Write Pµ =
∑
j∈Z a

µ
j t
j with aµj = dim Wµ

j and PRi(µ) =
∑
j∈Z a

Ri(µ)
j tj with a

Ri(µ)
j = dim W

Ri(µ)
j .

Proposition 3.8.7 and Lemma 3.8.8 directly imply the following.

Corollary 3.8.9. We have aµj = a
Ri(µ)
j for j 6= imod l. Moreover a

Ri(µ)
lj+i = aµlj+i+1 + aµlj+i−1 − a

µ
lj+i

if j 6= 0 or i 6= 0 and a
R0(µ)
0 = aµ1 + aµ−1 − a

µ
0 + 1 otherwise.

3.8.5. Removable and addable cells. Throughout this subsection let µ be an arbitrary partition.

Recall the partition Tk(µ) from Definition 3.3.9 obtained from µ by adding all k-addable cells and

removing all k-removable cells. We will now interpret addability and removability in terms of the

residue of µ.

Lemma 3.8.10. Let us write Resµ(t) =
∑
j∈Z bjt

j. Let k ∈ Z.

a) The following are equivalent: (1) a cell of content k is removable; (2) bk−1 = bk, bk+1 = bk − 1

(k > 0) or bk+1 = bk, bk−1 = bk − 1 (k < 0) or b−1 = b1, b0 = b1 + 1 (k = 0).

b) The following are equivalent: (1) a cell of content k is addable; (2) bk+1 = bk, bk−1 = bk + 1

(k > 0) or bk−1 = bk, bk+1 = bk + 1 (k < 0) or b−1 = b0 = b1 (k = 0).

c) The following are equivalent: (1) no cell of content k is addable or removable; (2) [bk+1 = bk =

bk−1 or bk+1 = bk − 1 = bk−1 − 2 (k > 0)], or [bk+1 = bk = bk−1 or bk+1 = bk + 1 = bk−1 + 2

(k < 0)], or [b−1 = b0 = b1 + 1 or b1 = b0 = b−1 + 1 (k = 0)].

Proof. Let k > 0. Suppose that the cell (i, j) is removable from Y(µ) and has content k. Then j−i = k

and (1, k+1), (2, k+2), . . . , (i, j) are precisely the cells of content k in Y(µ). Since Y(µ) has a corner at

k, the cells of content k− 1 in Y(µ) are precisely (1, k), (2, k+ 1), . . . , (i, j − 1) and the cells of content

k + 1 in Y(µ) are precisely (1, k + 2), (2, k + 3), . . . , (i − 1, j). Hence bk = i, bk−1 = i, bk+1 = i − 1,

which yields the desired equalities. Conversely, suppose that bk−1 = bk, bk+1 = bk − 1. Then the cell

(bk, bk + k) is removable. Indeed, bk−1 = bk implies that (bk + 1, bk + k) /∈ Y(µ) and bk+1 = bk − 1

implies that (bk, bk + k + 1) /∈ Y(µ). The proofs of the remaining cases are analogous.

3.8.6. Combinatorial interpretation of reflection functors. We can now interpret the effect

of applying reflection functors to the fixed points combinatorially.

Theorem 3.8.11. Let µ ∈ Pνt(nl + |νt|) and 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 1. We have Rk(µ) = (Tk(µt))t.
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Proof. It suffices to show that the residue of Tk(µt) equals PRk(µ). Let us write

ResTk(µt)(t) =:
∑
i∈Z

ait
i, Resµt(t) =:

∑
i∈Z

bit
i, PRk(µ) =:

∑
i∈Z

cit
i, Pµ =:

∑
i∈Z

dit
i.

By Lemma 3.8.3, we have bi = di. Suppose that i 6= kmod l. Then ai = bi = di = ci. The first equality

follows from the fact that no cells of content i are added to or removed from µt when we transform µt

into Tk(µt). The third equality follows from Corollary 3.8.9.

Now suppose that i = kmod l and i > 0. Then ci = di+1 + di−1 − di by Corollary 3.8.9. Hence

ci = bi+1 + bi−1− bi. We now argue that bi+1 + bi−1− bi = ai. There are three possibilities: ai = bi+ 1

and one cell of content i is addable to µt, or ai = bi − 1 and one cell of content i is removable from

µt, or ai = bi and no cell of content i is addable to or removable from µt. In the first case we have

bi = bi+1 and bi−1 = bi + 1. In the second case we have bi = bi−1 and bi+1 = bi − 1. In the third case

we have bi−1 = bi = bi+1 or bi = bi+1 + 1 = bi−1− 1. These equalities follow immediately from Lemma

3.8.10. In each of the three cases we see that the equality bi+1 + bi−1 − bi = ai holds. Hence ai = ci.

The proof for i ≤ 0 is analogous.

Recall that if λ ∈ P then

Quot(λt) = (Quot(λ)t)[. (3.50)

Corollary 3.8.12. Let µ ∈ Pνt(nl + |νt|) and i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}. Then Ri(µ) = (σi ∗ µt)t. Moreover,

Core(Ri(µ)) = (σi ∗ ν)t = (Ti(ν))t, Quot(Ri(µ)) = sl−i · Quot(µ).

Proof. The first claim follows directly from Proposition 3.8.11 and the definition of the S̃l-action on

partitions in §3.3.7. The formula for Core(Ri(µ)) follows directly from Proposition 3.3.10. The formula

for Quot(Ri(µ)) follows from Proposition 3.3.10 and (3.50). Indeed,

Quot(Ri(µ)) = Quot((σi ∗ µt)t) = ((Quot(σi ∗ µt))t)[

= ((si · Quot(µt))t)[

= (si · (Quot(µ))[)[ = sl−i · Quot(µ).

Note that, by Proposition 3.3.10, we also have:

Core((Ri(µ))t) = σi ∗ ν = Ti(ν), Quot((Ri(µ))t) = pr(σi) · Quot(µ) = si · Quot(µ). (3.51)

3.9 Connection to the Hilbert scheme

3.9.1. The Hilbert scheme. Let K be a positive integer. We let HilbK denote the Hilbert scheme

of K points in C2. The underlying set of the scheme HilbK consists of ideals of C[z1, z2] of colength

K, i.e., ideals I ⊂ C[z1, z2] such that dimC[z1, z2]/I = K.

We let C∗ act on C[z1, z2] by the rule t.z1 = tz1, t.z2 = t−1z2. This action induces an action on

HilbK . The C∗-fixed points in HilbK are precisely the monomial ideals in C[z1, z2]. Let λ ∈ P(K).

Let Iλ be the C-span of the monomials {zi1z
j
2 | (i+ 1, j + 1) /∈ Y(λ)}. We have a bijection

P(K)←→ HilbC∗
K , λ 7→ Iλ.
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Let TK denote the tautological bundle on HilbK . Its fibre (TK)I at I is isomorphic to C[z1, z2]/I. The

following lemma follows immediately from the definitions.

Lemma 3.9.1. Let λ ∈ P(K). We have cht(TK)Iλ = Resλt(t).

There is also a Z/lZ-action on HilbK induced by the Z/lZ-action on C[z1, z2] given by ε.z1 =

η−1z1, ε.z2 = ηz2.

3.9.2. Connection to rational Cherednik algebras. Set −1 := − 1
l (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Ql and −1

2 :=

− 1
2l (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Ql. Let w ∈ S̃l and set θ := w−1 · (−1

2 ) ∈ Ql as well as γ := w ∗ nδ ∈ Zl. We have

γ = nδ + γ0, where γ0 = w ∗∅. Let ν := d−1(γ0) be the l-core corresponding to γ0. By [64, Lemmas

4.3, 7.2], the quiver variety Xθ(nδ) is smooth. Set h := (h,H1, . . . ,Hl−1) with Hj = θj (1 ≤ j ≤ l− 1)

and h = −θ0 −
∑l−1
j=1Hj . Let us fix a reduced expression w = σi1 · · ·σim for w in S̃l. Composing

reflection functors yields a U(1)-equivariant hyper-Kähler isometry

Ri1 ◦ · · · ◦Rim : Xθ(nδ)
∼−→ X− 1

2
(γ). (3.52)

By [64, §3.7] there exists a U(1)-equivariant diffeomorphism

X− 1
2
(γ)

∼−→M−1(γ). (3.53)

Set K = nl + |ν|. By [64, Lemma 7.8], there is a C∗-equivariant embedding

M−1(γ) ↪→ HilbK . (3.54)

Its image is the component HilbνK of Hilb
Z/lZ
K whose generic points have the form V (Iν)∪O, where O

is a union of n distinct free Z/lZ-orbits in C2. Moreover, (HilbνK)C
∗

= {Iλ | λ ∈ Pν(K)}. Let

Φ : X− 1
2
(γ)→M−1(γ)→ HilbνK (3.55)

be the composition of (3.53) and (3.54). It induces a bijection between the C∗-fixed points and hence

also a bijection between their labelling sets

Ψ : Pνt(K)→ Pν(K), µ 7→ λ,

where the partition λ is defined by the equation Iλ = Φ([A(µ)]).

Lemma 3.9.2. Let µ ∈ Pνt(K). We have Ψ(µ) = µt.

Proof. Let V− 1
2
(γ) := µ−1

γ (−1
2 ) ×G(γ) V̂ν denote the tautological bundle on X− 1

2
(γ). The diffeomor-

phism (3.55) lifts to a U(1)-equivariant isomorphism of tautological vector bundles

V− 1
2
(γ)

∼=−→ T νK , (3.56)

where T νK denotes the restriction of TK to the subscheme HilbνK . Proposition 3.4.15 implies that

cht V− 1
2
(γ)[A(µ)] = Resµ(t). Hence the C∗-characters of the fibres of V− 1

2
(γ) at any two distinct C∗-

fixed points are distinct. By Lemma 3.9.1, we have cht(T νK)Iµ = Resµt(t). The U(1)-equivariance of

(3.56) implies that Φ([A(µ)]) = Iµt and so Ψ(µ) = µt.

We are now ready to collect all our results about the C∗-fixed points. We have a sequence of
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equivariant isomorphisms (of varieties or manifolds):

Yh
EG−−→ Xθ(nδ)

Ri1◦···◦Rim−−−−−−−−→ X− 1
2
(γ)

Φ−→ HilbνK . (3.57)

They induce bijections between the labelling sets of C∗-fixed points.

Theorem 3.9.3. The map (3.57) induces the following bijections

P(l, n) −→ P∅(nl) −→ Pνt(K) −→ Pν(K)

Quot(µ)[ 7−→ µ 7−→ (w ∗ µt)t 7−→ w ∗ µt.

Moreover,

ν = w ∗∅ = Ti1 ◦ . . . ◦Tim(∅), Quot(w ∗ µt) = pr(w) · Quot(µt).

Proof. The theorem just collects the results of Theorem 3.6.18, Corollary 3.8.12, Lemma 3.9.2 and

(3.51).

Let us rephrase our result slightly. Given w ∈ S̃l, we define the w-twisted l-quotient bijection to be

the map

τw : P(l, n)→ Pν(K), Quot(µ) 7→ w ∗ µ.

Corollary 3.9.4. The bijection P(l, n)→ Pν(K) induced by (3.57) is given by

λ 7→ τw(λt). (3.58)

Proof. Suppose that λ = Quot(µ)[. Then Theorem 3.9.3 implies that λ is sent to w ∗µt. On the other

hand, λt = (Quot(µ)[)t = Quot(µt) by (3.50). Hence τw(λt) = w ∗ µt.

Remark 3.9.5. The statement of Corollary 3.9.4 appears in the proof of [64, Proposition 7.10]. How-

ever, the proof of this statement in [64] is incorrect. The problem lies in an incorrect assumption about

the function ch : P(l, n)×Ql → Q, defined by:

ch(λ) = l

l−1∑
i=1

|λi|(H1 + . . .+Hi)− l

(
n(n− 1)

2
+

l−1∑
i=0

n(λi)− n((λi)t)

)
h. (3.59)

Given h ∈ Ql, the function ch induces an ordering on P(l, n), called the c-order, given by the rule

µ <h λ ⇐⇒ ch(µ) < ch(λ).

Dependence of this order on h decomposes the parameter space Ql into a finite number of so-called

c-chambers. It is stated in [64, §2.5] that the c-order is a total order inside c-chambers. This, however,

is not true. Let us consider counterexamples in which the c-order is not total for all values of h. For

example, take l = 1. Then

ch(λ) = −
(
n(n− 1)

2
+ n(λ)− n(λt)

)
h. (3.60)

It follows immediately from (3.60) that ch(λ) = ch(µ) for all values of h if λ and µ are two symmetric

partitions in P(n). There are other examples. Take µ = (6, 3, 2, 2, 2). Then n(µ) = 3 + 4 + 6 + 8 = 21.

Since µt = (5, 5, 2, 1, 1, 1) we have n(µt) = 5 + 4 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 21. It follows that µ and µt are

incomparable in the c-order for all values of h.
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Gordon’s proof of (3.58) relies on comparing the values of some Morse functions on the quiver

variety M2θ(nδ) and the Hilbert scheme at the C∗-fixed points. This approach would work if the

Morse functions assigned distinct values to each fixed point. However, this isn’t the case because the

Morse function on M2θ(nδ), evaluated at the fixed points, is given by ch.

3.9.3. The combinatorial and geometric orderings. In [64, §5.4] Gordon defines a geometric

ordering �geo
w on P(l, n) using the closure relations between the attracting sets of C∗-fixed points in

M2θ(nδ) (Gordon uses the notation �h). We also have a combinatorial ordering on P(l, n) given by:

µ �com
w λ ⇐⇒ τw(λt) E τw(µt),

where E denotes the dominance ordering on partitions.

Corollary 3.9.6. Let w ∈ S̃l and µ, λ ∈ P(l, n). Then µ �geo
w λ ⇒ µ �com

w λ.

Proof. Using the closure relations between the attracting sets of C∗-fixed points in HilbνK , one can also

define a geometric ordering �geo on Pν(K). By construction, the isomorphism M2θ(nδ)
∼−→ HilbνK

intertwines the two geometric orderings. Hence, by Corollary 3.9.4, µ �geo
w λ ⇐⇒ τw(µt) �geo τw(λt).

But, by [104, (4.13)], the ordering �geo is refined by the anti-dominance ordering on Pν(K).
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Chapter 4

The Suzuki functor

In this chapter we will work with rational Cherednik algebras associated to the symmetric group Sm

at parameters t ∈ C and h = 1. We abbreviate Ht := Ht,1(Sm) and Z := Z(H0).

4.1 Introduction

Arakawa and Suzuki [3] introduced a family of functors from the category O for sln to the category

of finite-dimensional representations of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra associated to the symmetric

group Sm. These functors have been generalized in many different ways, connecting the representation

theory of various Lie algebras with the representation theory of various degenerations of affine and

double affine Hecke algebras.

Lie algebra “Hecke” algebra
sln degenerate affine Hecke algebra Arakawa-Suzuki [3]

ŝln trigonometric DAHA Arakawa-Suzuki-Tsuchiya [4]

ĝln rational DAHA (t 6= 0) Suzuki [132]

ĝln cyclotomic rational DAHA (t 6= 0) Varagnolo-Vasserot [138]

Figure 4.1: Functors relating Lie algebras and “Hecke” algebras in type A

Other generalizations of the Arakawa-Suzuki functor may be found in, e.g., [26,30,44,47,77,78,106].

Here we are concerned with the third functor in the table above, introduced by Suzuki, and later studied

by Varagnolo and Vasserot [138], under the assumption that t 6= 0, and the level κ is not critical. It is

a functor

Fκ : Cκ → Hκ+n-mod (4.1)

from the category Cκ of smooth ĝln-modules of level κ to the category of modules over the rational

Cherednik algebra Hκ+n associated to Sm and parameters t = κ + n, h = 1. It assigns to each

ĝln-module a certain space of coinvariants:

M 7→ H0(gln[z],C[x1, . . . , xm]⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M).

We study the limit of the functor Fκ as

κ→ c = −n, t→ 0.
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As we saw in Theorems 2.1.4 and 3.2.5, Ht has a non-trivial centre if and only if t = 0, and

Z = Z(H0) can be identified with the algebra of functions on the classical Calogero-Moser space. An

analogous pattern occurs in the representation theory of ĝ := ĝln - the centre of the completed universal

enveloping algebra Ûκ of ĝ is trivial unless the level κ is critical. In the latter case, the centre Z of Ûc

is a completion of a polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables, and, by a theorem of Feigin and

Frenkel [50], it can be identified with the algebra of functions on the space of opers on the punctured

disc.

The existence of an interesting connection between the two centres Z and Z, or, equivalently, between

the Calogero-Moser space and opers, is suggested by the close relationship between the Calogero-

Moser integrable system and the KP hierarchy. For example, Ben-Zvi and Nevins [14] investigated this

relationship from the perspective of noncommutative geometry, identifying the Calogero-Moser space

with a certain moduli space of sheaves, called micro-opers, on quantized cotangent bundles. There is

also a more direct connection between Z and Z via the Bethe algebra of the Gaudin model associated

to g. By the work of Chervov and Talalaev [34], the Bethe algebra can be obtained as the image of Z

under the canonical projection from Ûc to U(g[t−1]). A surjective homomorphism from the Bethe

algebra to the centre of the rational Cherednik algebra was later constructed by Mukhin, Tarasov and

Varchenko [101].

Inspired by these intriguing connections, we study the relationship between the two centres from a

more algebraic point of view. We consider Z and Z as centres of the respective categories of modules

and show that the functor Fc induces (in a sense which will be made precise below) a surjective algebra

homomorphism Θ: Z � Z. This homomorphism encodes a lot of information about the functor,

allowing us to deduce a number of interesting results (see Corollaries A-E). For example, we are able to

prove that every simple H0-module is in the image of Fc, describe the maps between endomorphism rings

induced by Fc, and compute the functor on Arakawa and Fiebig’s restricted category O. Furthermore,

we interpret Θ as an embedding of the Calogero-Moser space into the space of opers on the punctured

disc and provide a partial geometric description of this embedding. We expect that there is a connection

between our approach and the work of Mukhin, Tarasov and Varchenko, but we do not understand

this connection precisely.

4.1.1. Generalization of the Suzuki functor. Our first theorem, which collects the results of

Corollary 4.4.12 and §4.5.2 below, yields a generalization of the functor (4.1) originally defined by

Suzuki.

Theorem A. For all κ ∈ C, there is a colimit preserving functor

Fκ : Ûκ-mod→ Hκ+n-mod.

When κ 6= c, the restriction of this functor to Cκ coincides with (4.1).

Our next result describes the images of some important Ûκ-modules under the functor Fκ. Let us

briefly explain the motivation for studying these modules. It comes from the representation theory of

the rational Cherednik algebra.

It was proven in [48] that isomorphism classes of simple H0-modules are in bijection with maximal

ideals in Z := Z(H0). Moreover, every simple H0-module occurs as a quotient of a generalized Verma

module ∆0(a, λ), introduced in [7]. These modules can be defined for any t ∈ C, and depend on a

vector a ∈ Cm, together with an irreducible representation λ of a parabolic subgroup of Sm. When

a = 0, they are the usual Verma modules for Ht. The following theorem shows that generalized Verma
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modules as well as the regular module are in the image of the functor Fκ.

Theorem B (Theorems 4.6.11-4.6.13). Let κ ∈ C. There exist Ûκ-modules Hκ and Wκ(a, λ) such

that

Fκ(Hκ) = Hκ+n, Fκ(Wκ(a, λ)) = ∆κ+n(a, λ).

Moreover,

Fκ(Mκ(λ)) = ∆κ+n(λ).

Here Mκ(λ) denotes the Verma module for ĝ. When a = 0, the modules Wκ(λ) := Wκ(0, λ)

coincide with the Weyl modules from [84]. Therefore, we call Wκ(a, λ) “generalized Weyl modules”.

4.1.2. Suzuki functor and the centres. From now on assume that n = m. One of our main goals

is to understand how the centres of the categories Ûc-mod and H0-mod behave under the functor Fc.

This is of vital importance because the centres, to a large extent, control morphisms in these categories.

For example, it was shown in [56] that the endomorphism rings of Verma and Weyl modules for Uc(ĝ)

are quotients of Z.

In general, a functor of additive categories does not induce a homomorphism between their centres.

We circumvent this problem by introducing the notions of an F -centre of a category and an F -central

subcategory. More precisely, we consider the canonical maps

Z ∼= Z(Ûc-mod)
α−→ End(Fc)

β←− Z(H0-mod) ∼= Z.

from the two centres to the endomorphism ring of the functor Fc. Since H0 lies in the image of Fc,

the map β is injective and Z can be identified with the subring Imβ of End(Fc). We call ZFc(Ûc) :=

α−1(Z) ⊂ Z the Fc-centre of Ûc-mod. Restricting α to ZFc(Ûc) gives a natural algebra homomorphism

Z(Fc) := α|ZFc (Ûc)
: ZFc(Ûc) −→ Z

making the diagram

ZFc(Ûc) Z

EndÛc
(M) EndH0(Fc(M))

Z(Fc)

can can

Fc

(4.2)

commute for all Ûc-modules M . The homomorphism Z(Fc) contains partial information about all the

maps between endomorphism rings induced by the functor Fc.

Our next result gives a partial description of ZFc(Ûc). We consider the subalgebra

Lc := C[id[r], cLr+1]r≤0 ⊂ Z

consisting of certain first- and second-order Segal-Sugawara operators (see §4.3.5 for a precise defini-

tion).

Theorem C (Theorem 4.7.5). The algebra Lc lies in the Fc-centre of Ûc-mod, i.e.,

Lc ⊆ ZFc(Ûc).
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We give an explicit description of the associated homomorphism

Z(Fc)|Lc
: Lc → Z (4.3)

in (4.74)-(4.75).

It is natural to ask whether ZFc(Ûc) coincides with Z. Unfortunately, this is far from being the

case. Our solution to this problem is to relax the condition that the diagram (4.2) should commute for

all Ûc-modules M . We introduce the notion of a subcategory A of Ûc-mod being Fc-central (see Defi-

nition 4.7.2 for details), which has the consequence that there exists a unique algebra homomorphism

ZA(Fc) : Z→ Z making the diagram

Z Z

EndÛc
(M) EndH0(Fc(M))

ZA(Fc)

can can

Fc

(4.4)

commute for all M ∈ A. Our next result identifies an important Fc-central subcategory of Ûc-mod.

Theorem D (Theorem 4.7.9). The full subcategory CH of Ûc-mod projectively generated by Hc is

Fc-central.

The category CH contains all the Verma and generalized Weyl modules which are not annihilated

by Fc. The associated homomorphism

Θ = ZCH(Fc) : Z −→ Z

plays a key role in our study of the functor Fc. The following theorem, whose representation theoretic

and geometric consequences are discussed in the next subsection, is the main result of this chapter.

Theorem E (Theorem 4.9.6). The homomorphism Θ: Z→ Z is surjective.

Let us briefly comment on the proof of Theorem E. We first show that Θ factors through Z62(ĝ)

(see §4.10.4 for the definition), and that the homomorphism Θ: Z62(ĝ) → Z is filtered with respect

to the standard filtration on Z and a certain “height” filtration on Z62(ĝ) (see §4.8.2 and §4.9.1) We

compute the associated graded homomorphism grΘ and use it to deduce the surjectivity of Θ. In our

calculations, we rely heavily on the explicit construction of Segal-Sugawara operators due to Chervov

and Molev [32].

We also consider the Poisson algebra structures on Z and Z given by the Hayashi bracket [71]. The

map Θ is not a Poisson homomorphism. However, the following is true.

Theorem F (Theorem 4.10.9). The restriction of Θ to Lc is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras.

The partial compatibility of the Poisson structures on Z and Z is a shadow of the fact that the

functor Fκ is defined for all levels κ. We remark that the Poisson subalgebra Lc ⊂ Z can be described

quite explicitly. It is isomorphic to a certain subalgebra of S(HeisoVir), the symmetric algebra on the

semi-direct product of the Heisenberg and the Virasoro Lie algebras.

4.1.3. Applications. Our main result (Theorem E) has several applications. First of all, we can

use it to gain more information about the homomorphisms between endomorphism rings induced by Fc.
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Corollary A (Corollary 4.10.1). The ring homomorphisms

EndÛc
(Wc(a, λ))� EndH0

(∆0(a, λ)), EndÛc
(Mc(λ))� EndH0

(∆0(λ)).

induced by Fc are surjective.

Secondly, we are able to deduce from Corollary A that every simple H0-module lies in the image

of Fc. This result is, on the one hand, analogous to similar results [132, 138] in the κ 6= c case. On

the other hand, the situation at the critical level is very different because there are uncountably many

non-isomorphic simple H0-modules. This is reflected by the fact that our proof relies on completely

different techniques from those used in [132,138].

Corollary B (Corollary 4.10.3). Every simple H0-module is in the image of the functor Fc.

We next connect the functor Fc with the work of Arakawa and Fiebig. In [1, 2], they studied a

restricted version of category O, obtained by“killing” the action of the centre Z. This category contains

restricted Verma modules Mc(λ) as well as, analogously defined, restricted versions of Weyl modules

Wc(λ). In our third corollary, we describe the image of these modules under Fc.

Corollary C (Corollaries 4.10.6-4.10.7). We have

Fc(Mc(λ)) = Fc(Wc(λ)) = Fc(L(λ)) = Lλ,

where L(λ) (resp. Lλ) is the unique graded simple quotient of Mc(λ) (resp. ∆0(λ)).

Fourthly, we give a partial geometric description of the homomorphism Θ: Z → Z in terms of

opers. By a theorem of Feigin and Frenkel [50], Z is canonically isomorphic to the algebra of functions

on the space OpǦ(D×) of opers on the punctured disc. Therefore, Θ induces a closed embedding

Θ∗ : Spec Z ↪→ OpǦ(D×). We show that the image of this embedding lies in the space OpǦ(D)≤2 of

opers with singularities of order at most two.

We are also able to obtain some information about the residue and monodromy of the opers in the

image of Θ∗. To state our results, we first need to recall some facts about the affine variety Spec Z and a

canonical map π : Spec Z→ Cn/Sn (see (4.48)). Bellamy showed in [7,8] that each fibre of π decomposes

as a disjoint union of subvarieties Ωa,λ, which can be identified with supports of the generalized

Verma modules ∆0(a, λ). Moreover, Z surjects onto the endomorphism rings EndH0
(∆0(a, λ)), and

Spec EndH0
(∆0(a, λ)) ∼= Ωa,λ.

Endomorphism rings of the Weyl modules Wc(λ) also admit a geometric interpretation. Frenkel and

Gaitsgory [56] showed that Z surjects onto EndÛc
(Wc(λ)), and identified the latter with the algebra

of functions on the space OpλǦ(D) of opers with residue $(−λ− ρ) and trivial monodromy.

Using the results of [51], we show that the image of Ωa,λ under Θ∗ is contained in the space

Op62

Ǧ
(D)a of opers with singularities of order at most two and 2-residue a. Moreover, we show that

the image of Ωλ is contained in OpλǦ(D).

Corollary D (Corollary 4.10.14). The following hold.

a) The map Θ: Z→ Z induces a closed embedding

Θ∗ : Spec Z ↪→ OpǦ(D)62.

b) We have

Θ∗(Ωa,λ) ⊆ Op62

Ǧ
(D)a.
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Hence the following diagram commutes:

Spec Z OpǦ(D)62

Cn/Sn t∗/Sn

π

Θ∗

Res2

∼

c) If a = 0 then

Θ∗(Ωλ) ⊆ OpλǦ(D).

Finally, we study the behaviour of self-extensions under Fc.

Corollary E. Suppose that M is a Ûc-module with a filtration by Weyl modules. Then Fc induces a

linear map

Ext1
Ûc

(M,M)→ Ext1
H0

(Fc(M),Fc(M)). (4.5)

We conjecture (see Conjecture 4.10.17) that (4.5) extends to a surjective homomorphism between

extension algebras, and that it admits an interpretation in terms of differential forms on opers and the

Calogero-Moser space.

4.1.4. Structure of the chapter. Let us summarize the contents of the chapter. In sections 2-3

we recall the relevant definitions and facts concerning affine Lie algebras and vertex algebras. These

sections contain no new results. In Section 4 we recall Suzuki’s construction of the functor Fκ and

generalize it to the critical level. In section 5 we further generalize the functor Fκ to the category of

all Ûκ-modules, proving Theorem A. Section 6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem B. In Section 7

we study the relationship between the two centres Z and Z via the functor Fc. Section 7 contains the

proofs of Theorems C-D. In Section 8 we define graded and filtered analogues of the Suzuki functor,

which are later used in Section 9 to set up our “associated graded” argument. All of section 9 is devoted

to the proof of Theorem E. In Section 10 we study the applications of Theorem E, proving Corollaries

A-E.

4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1. General conventions. Fix once and for all two positive integers n and m. The parameter n

refers to the Lie algebra g = gln while m refers to the rational Cherednik algebra Ht,c associated to the

symmetric group Sm. Once again, we work over the field of complex numbers throughout. If V is a

vector space, let T (V ) denote the tensor algebra and S(V ) the symmetric algebra on V .

For a unital associative algebra A, with unit 1A, we denote by A-mod the category of left A-

modules. Given a left A-module M and a left ideal I in A, let M I := {m ∈M | I ·M = 0} be the set

of I-invariants. We will also work with the full subcategory A-fpmod of A-mod consisting of finitely

presented modules, i.e., modules M such that there exists a short exact sequence Ak → Al →M → 0

for some k, l ≥ 0. If B is another algebra, let (A,B)-nmod be the full subcategory of A ⊗ B-mod

consisting of modules M with the property that the action of B normalizes the action of A, i.e.,

[A,B] ⊆ A in the endomorphism ring of M .

Given a subalgebra B ⊂ A, let ZA(B) denote the centralizer of B in A. In particular, Z(A) :=

ZA(A) is the centre of A. Recall that the centre Z(C) of an additive category C is the endomorphism

ring of the identity functor idC . We can naturally identify Z(A) ∼= Z(A-mod), z 7→ {zM |M ∈ A-mod},
where zM is the endomorphism of M given by the left action of z.
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Suppose that A is a commutative algebra and M is an A-module. Let AnnA(M) := {a ∈ A |
a ·M = 0} be the annihilator of M in A. The affine variety suppA(M) := SpecA/AnnA(M) is called

the support of M in SpecA.

4.2.2. Combinatorics. We will now introduce some combinatorics. We remark that in the present

chapter we follow slightly different notational conventions from those introduced in §2.2.1. Let l ≥ 1.

We say that ν = (ν1, . . . , νl) ∈ Zl+ is a composition of m of length l if ν1 + . . . + νl = m. Let Cl(m)

denote the set of all such compositions. Set ν≤i = ν1 + . . . + νi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ l with ν≤0 = 0 by

convention.

The symmetric group Sm on m letters acts naturally on h = Cm by permuting the coordinates.

If a ∈ h, let Sm(a) denote its stabilizer in Sm. We abbreviate si := si,i+1. Given ν ∈ Cl(m), let

Sν := Sν1
× . . . × Sνl denote the parabolic subgroup of Sm generated by the simple transpositions

s1, . . . , sm−1 with the omission of sν≤1
, sν≤2

, . . . , sν≤l−1
.

A sequence λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Zn≥0 is a partition if λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn. Let Pn(m) denote the set of

all partitions of m of length n. We call λ = (λ1, . . . , λl) ∈
∏l
i=1 Pni(mi) an l-multipartition of m if∑l

i=1mi = m and each mi 6= 0. We say that λ has length n if
∑l
i=1 ni = n, and length type µ if

(n1, . . . , nl) = µ ∈ Cl(n). We say that λ is of size type ν if (m1, . . . ,ml) = ν ∈ Cl(m). Let Pµ(m) denote

the set of multipartitions of m of length type µ and let Pn(ν) denote the set of all multipartitions of

length n of size type ν (where we let l vary over all positive integers). Set

Pµ(ν) := Pµ(m) ∩ Pn(ν), Pµ :=
⊔
m≥0

Pµ(m), P(ν) :=
⋃
n≥0

Pn(ν).

In the union on the RHS we identify l-multipartitions λ and χ whenever each pair of partitions λi and

χi differ only by the number of parts equal to zero.

If λ ∈ Pn(m), let Sp(λ) denote the corresponding Specht module. Given ν ∈ Cl(m) and λ ∈ Pn(ν),

set Sp(λ) := Sp(λ1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ Sp(λl). It is a Sν-module. Let Spν(λ) := CSm ⊗CSν Sp(λ) be the

corresponding Sm-module obtained by induction.

4.2.3. Lie algebras. Given a Lie algebra a, let U(a) denote its universal enveloping algebra, with

unit 1a := 1U(a) and augmentation ideal U+(a). If M is an a-module and k ≥ 0, let Hk(a,M) denote

the k-th homology group of a with coefficients in M . In particular, H0(a,M) = M/U+(a).M =

M/a.M . Given a Lie subalgebra c ⊂ a and a c-module N , let Inda
c N := U(a) ⊗U(c) N be the

induced module. For a surjective Lie algebra homomorphism d� c, let Infdc N denote N regarded as

a d-module.

Let G = GLn(C) be the general linear group and g = gln(C) its Lie algebra. Let ekl be the

(k, l)-matrix unit and let id denote the identity matrix. We use the standard triangular decomposition

g = n− ⊕ t ⊕ n+ with respect to the strictly lower triangular, diagonal and strictly upper triangular

matrices, and abbreviate b+ := t ⊕ n+. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let εk ∈ t∗ be the function defined by

εk(ell) = δk,l.

Given µ ∈ Cl(n), let lµ :=
∏l
i=1 glµi ⊆ g be the corresponding standard Levi subalgebra. We

next recall the connection between multipartitions and weights. A weight λ =
∑
i λiεi ∈ t∗ is called

µ-dominant and integral if each λi ∈ Z and λi − λw(i) ∈ Z≥0 whenever w(i) > i, for all w ∈ Sµ. Let

Π+
µ denote the set of µ-dominant integral weights with the property that each λi ∈ Z≥0. If µ = (n),
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we abbreviate Π+
µ = Π+. There is a natural bijection

Π+
µ
∼= Pµ, λ 7→ (λ1, . . . , λl), (4.6)

where λi := (λµ≤i−1+1, . . . , λµ≤i). From now on we will implicitly identify weights with partitions

using this bijection.

4.2.4. Schur-Weyl duality. Given λ ∈ Π+
µ , let L(λ) be the corresponding simple lµ-module of

highest weight λ. Let V ∼= L(ε1) be the standard representation of g, with standard basis {ei | 1 ≤
i ≤ n} and the corresponding dual basis {e∗i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} of V∗. If n = m, set e∗id := e∗1 ⊗ . . .⊗ e∗n and,

for w ∈ Sn,

e∗w := e∗w−1(1) ⊗ . . .⊗ e
∗
w−1(n) ∈ (V∗)⊗n. (4.7)

Given µ ∈ Cl(n) and ν ∈ Cl(m), let V∗i be the subspace of V spanned by e∗µ≤i−1+1, . . . , e
∗
µ≤i

and

(V∗)⊗m(µ,ν) :=

l⊗
i=1

(V∗i )
⊗νi ⊆ (V∗)⊗m.

There is an analogue of classical Schur-Weyl duality (see, e.g., [107, Proposition 9.1.2]) for lµ and

Sm nZml - their actions on V⊗m centralize each other (see, e.g., [91, Theorem 6.1]). We will need the

following application, whose proof can be found in [138, Proposition 3.8(a)].

Proposition 4.2.1. Let λ ∈ t∗. Then

a) H0(lµ, (V
∗)⊗m ⊗ L(λ)) = 0 unless λ ∈ Pµ(m).

b) If ν ∈ Cl(m) and λ ∈ Pµ(ν) then

H0(lµ, (V
∗)⊗m(µ,ν) ⊗ L(λ)) ∼= Sp(λ), H0(lµ, (V

∗)⊗m ⊗ L(λ)) ∼= Spν(λ) (4.8)

as CSν- resp. CSm-modules.

In the case µ = (n), classical Schur-Weyl duality also implies the following.

Corollary 4.2.2. Let λ ∈ t∗. Then:

a) H0(b+, (V
∗)⊗m ⊗ Cλ) = 0 unless λ ∈ Pn(m).

b) If λ ∈ Pn(m) then there is a natural CSm-module isomorphism

H0(b+, (V
∗)⊗m ⊗ Cλ) ∼= Sp(λ). (4.9)

Proof. The space H0(b+, (V
∗)⊗m ⊗ Cλ) can be identified with the space of lowest weight vectors of

weight λ∗ = (λn, . . . , λ1) in (V∗)⊗m. By Schur-Weyl duality, (V∗)⊗m =
⊕

ξ∈Pn(m) L(ξ) ⊗ Sp(ξ).

Hence the space of lowest weight vectors of weight λ∗ is isomorphic to Sp(λ) if λ ∈ Pn(m) and is zero

otherwise.

4.2.5. The affine Lie algebra. We recall the definition of the affine Lie algebra associated to g.

Definition 4.2.3. Let κ ∈ C. The affine Lie algebra ĝκ is the central extension

0→ C1→ ĝκ → g((t))→ 0 (4.10)
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associated to the cocycle (X ⊗ f, Y ⊗ g) 7→ 〈X,Y 〉κ Rest=0(g∂tf), where

〈−,−〉κ :=

{
κTrg if κ 6= −n,
− 1

2 Kilg if κ = −n

and Trg and Kilg are the trace form and the Killing form on g, respectively. Note that, if we restrict

to sln, we have an equality −nTr = − 1
2 Kil. In the gln case, we use the trace form when κ 6= −n to

ensure that the centre of the completed universal enveloping algebra (see (4.12)) is trivial. We use the

Killing form when κ = −n so that shifts of the identity matrix are in the aforementioned centre - this

has the advantage of simplifying many formulas.

Explicitly, the Lie bracket in ĝκ is given by:

[X ⊗ f, Y ⊗ g] = [X,Y ]⊗ fg + 〈X,Y 〉κ Rest=0(g∂tf)1, [X ⊗ f,1] = [1,1] = 0

for X,Y ∈ g and f, g ∈ C((t)).

We will also use the central extension g̃κ obtained by replacing g((t)) with g[t±1] in (4.10). Given

X ∈ g and k ∈ Z, set

X[k] := X ⊗ tk ∈ ĝκ, g[k] := g⊗ tk ⊂ ĝκ.

We next introduce notation for the following Lie subalgebras of ĝκ:

ĝ− := g⊗ t−1C[t−1], ĝ+ := g[[t]]⊕ C1, ĝ≥r := g⊗ trC[[t]], ĝ≤−r := g⊗ t−rC[t−1],

where r ≥ 0. Moreover, we abbreviate

b̂+ := n̂+ ⊕ t⊕ C1, t̂+ := t⊕ ĝ≥1 ⊕ C1.

Let g̃+, g̃≥r, etc., denote the corresponding Lie subalgebras of g̃κ.

4.2.6. The completed universal enveloping algebra. We are interested in modules on which

1 acts as the identity endomorphism. Therefore we consider the quotient algebra

Uκ(ĝ) := U(ĝκ)/〈1− 1ĝκ〉.

Definition 4.2.4. The parameter κ is called the level. The value c := −n is called the critical level.

We next recall the definition of a certain completion of Uκ(ĝ) (see, e.g., [54, §2.1.2]). There is a

topology on Uκ(ĝ) defined by declaring the left ideals Ir := Uκ(ĝ).ĝ≥r (r ≥ 0) to be a basis of open

neighbourhoods of zero. Let Ûκ be the completion of Uκ(ĝ) with respect to this topology. Equivalently,

we can write

Ûκ = lim←−Uκ(ĝ)/Ir. (4.11)

It is a complete topological algebra with a basis of open neighbourhoods of zero given by the left ideals

Îr := Ûκ.ĝ≥r. The following proposition illustrates the special nature of the critical level.

Proposition 4.2.5 ( [54, Proposition 4.3.9]). Z(Ûκ) = C if and only if κ 6= c.

We abbreviate

Z := Z(Ûc). (4.12)
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4.2.7. Smooth modules. We will mostly deal with smooth Ûκ-modules. Let us recall their defi-

nition (see, e.g., [54, §1.3.6] or [84, §1.9]).

Definition 4.2.6. A Ûκ-module M is called smooth if M =
⋃
r≥0M

Îr . Let Cκ denote the full

subcategory of Ûκ-mod whose objects are smooth modules. Let Cκ(r) denote the full subcategory of

Cκ consisting of all modules M generated by M Îr .

One can analogously define smooth Uκ(ĝ)- and Uκ(g̃)-modules. It is easy to see that the cor-

responding categories of smooth modules coincide with Cκ. The following lemma, whose proof is

standard, shows that the concept of smoothness defined above is analogous to that familiar from the

representation theory of p-adic groups.

Lemma 4.2.7. Let M be a Ûκ-module. The following are equivalent:

a) M is smooth,

b) M , endowed with the discrete topology, is a topological Ûκ-module,

c) AnnÛκ
(v) is an open left ideal in Ûκ for all v ∈M .

Proof. Assume (a). Then for every v ∈ M , AnnÛκ
(v) contains the open ideal Îr for some r ≥ 0.

Hence, by [75, Lemma 2.15], AnnÛκ
(v) is also an open ideal. Conversely, assume (c). Since AnnÛκ

(v)

is an open neighbourhood of zero, and the ideals Îr form a neighbourhood basis of zero, there exists

r ≥ 0 such that Îr ⊆ AnnÛκ
(v).

Now assume (b). The singleton {0} is open in the discrete topology on M . For each v ∈ M , the

action map av : Ûκ × {v} → M is continuous, so a−1
v ({0}) = AnnÛκ

(v) is open. Conversely, assume

(c) and consider the action map a : Ûκ×M →M . It suffices to check that a−1({0}) is open. But this

holds because a−1({0}) is a disjoint union of the open sets AnnÛκ
(v)× {v} (v ∈M).

4.3 Recollections on vertex algebras

In this section we recall the definition of the vertex algebra associated to the vacuum module

Vacκ := U(ĝκ)/U(ĝκ).ĝ+. We also recall the main results about the centre of this vertex algebra and

its connection to Z.

4.3.1. Vertex algebras. Given an algebraR, let f(z) =
∑
r∈Z f(−r−1)z

r and g(z) =
∑
r∈Z g(−r−1)z

r

be formal power series in R[[z, z−1]]. Their normally ordered product :f(z)g(z): is defined to be the

formal power series

:f(z)g(z): = f+(z)g(z) + g(z)f−(z), f+(z) =
∑
r≥0

f(−r−1)z
r, f−(z) =

∑
r<0

f(−r−1)z
r.

Given f1(z), . . . , fl(z) ∈ R[[z, z−1]], set

:f1(z) · · · fl(z): = :f1(z) · · · (:fl−2(z)(:fl−1(z)fl(z):):):

Let W be a vector space. A series f(z) =
∑
r∈Z f(−r−1)z

r ∈ (EndCW )[[z, z−1]] is called a field

on W if for every v ∈ W there exists an integer k ≥ 0 such that f(r).v = 0 for all r ≥ k. Fields are

preserved by the normally ordered product.

A vertex algebra is a quadruple (W, |0〉,Y, T ) consisting of a complex vector spaceW , a distinguished
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element |0〉 ∈W , called the vacuum vector, a linear map

Y : W → (EndCW )[[z, z−1]], a 7→ Y(a, z) =
∑
r∈Z

a(−r−1)z
r

sending vectors to fields on W , called the state-field correspondence, and a linear map T : W → W

called the translation operator. These data must satisfy a list of axioms, see, e.g., [13, Definition 1.3.1].

Let us briefly recall the construction of a functor

Ũ : {Z-graded vertex algebras} → {complete topological associative algebras}.

Given a Z-graded vertex algebra W , one considers a completion of the Lie algebra of Fourier coefficients

associated to W , and takes its universal enveloping algebra. To obtain Ũ(W ), one again needs to form a

completion and take a quotient by certain relations. The precise definition can be found in [13, §4.3.1].

4.3.2. The affine vertex algebra. Let κ ∈ C. The vacuum module Vacκ can be endowed with

the structure of a vertex algebra, as in [13, §2.4]. Let us explicitly recall the state-field correspondence.

Let ρ : Uκ(ĝ)→ EndC(Vacκ) be the representation of ĝκ on Vacκ. The state-field correspondence Y is

given by Y(|0〉, z) = id and

X(z) := Y(X[−1], z) =
∑
r∈Z

ρ(X[r])z−r−1, (4.13)

Y(X1[k1] . . . Xl[kl], z) =
1

(−k1 − 1)!
. . .

1

(−kl − 1)!
:∂−k1−1
z X1(z) . . . ∂−kl−1

z Xl(z): (4.14)

for X,X1, . . . , Xl ∈ g and k1, . . . , kl ≤ −1. Given X ∈ g we also define a power series

X〈z〉 := Y〈X[−1], z〉 :=
∑
r∈Z

X[r]z−r−1.

Applying formula (4.14) with each Xi(z) replaced by Xi〈z〉 we can associate a power series Y〈A, z〉 =∑
r∈ZA〈−r−1〉z

r ∈ Ûκ[[z, z−1]] to an arbitrary element A ∈ Vacκ.

4.3.3. The Feigin-Frenkel centre. Let Z(Vacκ) denote the centre of the vertex algebra Vacκ. It

is a commutative vertex algebra, which is also a commutative ring. A precise definition can be found

in [54, §3.3.1].

Proposition 4.3.1 ( [54, Proposition 3.3.3]). Z(Vacκ) = C|0〉 if and only if κ 6= c.

The commutative vertex algebra z(ĝ) := Z(Vacc) is known as the Feigin-Frenkel centre. Elements

of z(ĝ) are called Segal-Sugawara vectors. We are now going to recall an explicit description of z(ĝ) due

to Chervov and Molev. Identify U(ĝ−)
∼−→ Vacc, X 7→ X · |0〉 as vector spaces and consider the maps

S(g)
i
↪→ S(ĝ−)

σ← U(ĝ−),

where i(X) = X[−1] for X ∈ g and σ is the principal symbol map with respect to the PBW filtration.

Definition 4.3.2 ( [32, §2.2]). One calls A1, . . . , An ∈ z(ĝ) ⊂ U(ĝ−) a complete set of Segal-Sugawara

vectors if there exist algebraically independent generators B1, . . . , Bn of the algebra S(g)g such that

i(B1) = σ(A1), . . . , i(Bn) = σ(An).
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Theorem 4.3.3 ( [55, Theorem 9.6]). If A1, . . . , An are a complete set of Segal-Sugawara vectors then

z(ĝ) = C[T kAr | r = 1, . . . , n, k ≥ 0], (4.15)

where T is the translation operator.

Example 4.3.4. Let ˆ̂gκ be the extension 0→ ĝκ → ˆ̂gκ → Cτ → 0 defined by the relations [τ,X⊗f ] =

−X ⊗ ∂tf and [τ,1] = [τ, τ ] = 0. The subspace ˆ̂g− := ĝ− ⊕Cτ is a Lie subalgebra of ˆ̂gκ. Consider the

matrix Eτ ∈ Matn×n(U(ˆ̂g−)) defined as

Eτ :=


τ + e11[−1] e12[−1] · · · e1n[−1]

e21[−1] τ + e22[−1] · · · e2n[−1]
...

...
. . .

...

en1[−1] en2[−1] · · · τ + enn[−1]

 .

The traces Tr(Ekτ ) are elements of U(ˆ̂g−). In light of the canonical vector space isomorphism U(ˆ̂g−) ∼=
U(ĝ−) ⊗ C[τ ], we can regard Tr(Ekτ ) as polynomials in τ with coefficients in U(ĝ−) ∼= Vacc. Define

Tk;l (0 ≤ l ≤ k ≤ n) to be the coefficients of the polynomial

Tr(Ekτ ) = Tk;0τ
k + Tk;1τ

k−1 + . . .+ Tk;k−1τ + Tk;k

and set Tk := Tk;k. By [32, Theorem 3.1], the set {Tk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n} is a complete set of Segal-Sugawara

vectors in z(ĝ).

4.3.4. The centre of the enveloping algebra. If A is a Segal-Sugawara vector, the coefficients

A〈r〉 of the power series Y〈A, z〉 are called Segal-Sugawara operators. Given a complete set of Segal-

Sugawara vectors A1, . . . , An such that degAi = − i, let

Z := C[Ai,〈l〉]
l∈Z
i=1,...,n. (4.16)

be the free polynomial algebra generated by the corresponding Segal-Sugawara operators. For k > 0,

let Jk be the ideal in Z generated by the Ai,〈l〉 with l ≥ ik.

Theorem 4.3.5. There exist natural algebra isomorphisms

Ũ(Vacc) ∼= Ûc, Ũ(z(ĝ)) ∼= Z. (4.17)

Moreover, Z = lim←− (Z /Jk) .

Proof. For the isomorphisms (4.17), see [54, Lemma 3.2.2, Proposition 4.3.4]. For the second statement,

see [54, §4.3.2] or [55, §12.2].

4.3.5. Quadratic Segal-Sugawara operators. Let κ ∈ C. An important role is played by the

vector
κL =

1

2

∑
1≤k,l≤n

ekl[−1]elk[−1] ∈ Vacκ. (4.18)
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Writing Y〈κL, z〉 =
∑
r∈Z

κL〈r〉z
−r−1, we have the formula

κLr := κL〈r+1〉 =
1

2

∑
1≤k,l≤n

∑
i≤−1

ekl[i]elk[r − i] +
∑
i≥0

elk[r − i]ekl[i]

 ∈ Ûκ(ĝ). (4.19)

Proposition 4.3.6. If κ = c then cL ∈ z(ĝ) and cLr ∈ Z for each r ∈ Z. Moreover,

[κL−1, X ⊗ f ] = −(κ+ n)X ⊗ ∂tf

for all X ∈ g and f ∈ C((t)).

Proof. The proposition follows from a direct calculation using operator product expansions. This

calculation can be found in, e.g., [54, §3.1.1].

4.4 Suzuki functor for all levels

In [132], Suzuki defined a functor Fκ : Cκ → Hκ+n-mod for κ 6= c. In this section we generalize his

construction to the κ = c case. Throughout this section assume that m,n are any positive integers

and κ ∈ C unless stated otherwise.

We first need to introduce some notation. Define

C[h]o := C[h] oCSm, C[h∗]o := CSm nC[h∗].

Set δ :=
∏

1≤i<j≤m(xi − xj) and δz =
∏m
j=1(z − xj). Let hreg ⊂ h be the open subset on which Sm

acts freely. Define

R := C[hreg] = C[x1, . . . , xm][δ−1], Ro := RoCSm, Rz := R[z][δ−1
z ].

4.4.1. Simultaneous affinization. Let V∗κ := Indĝκ
ĝ+
◦ Inf

ĝ+

g⊕C1 V∗, where 1 acts on V∗ as the

identity endomorphism. We start by recalling (see e.g. [85, §9.9, 9.11]) the construction of a g ⊗Rz-
action on

Tκ(M) := R⊗ (V∗κ)⊗m ⊗M, (4.20)

for any module M in Cκ. For that purpose we first recall the definition of an auxiliary Lie algebra GR.

Let R be a commutative unital algebra. We fix formal variables t1, . . . , tm, t∞. Set g(i)R :=

g⊗R((ti)), g(i) := g(i)C. Consider the R-Lie algebra

GR :=

m⊕
i=1

g(i)R ⊕ g(∞)R = g⊗ (

m⊕
i=1

R((ti))⊕R((t∞))). (4.21)

We denote a pure tensor on the RHS of (4.21) by X ⊗ (fi), where X ∈ g and fi ∈ R((ti)) for

i = 1, . . . ,m,∞. Define ĜR,κ to be the central extension

0→ R1→ ĜR,κ → GR → 0 (4.22)

associated to the cocycle (X ⊗ (fi), Y ⊗ (gi)) 7→ 〈X,Y 〉κ
∑
i∈{1,...,m,∞}Resti=0(gidfi). If R = C we

abbreviate Ĝκ := ĜC,κ. Set

Uκ(ĜR) := U(ĜR,κ)/〈1− 1ĜR,κ〉.
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A Uκ(ĜR)-module M is called smooth if for every vector v ∈ M there exists a positive integer

k such that g ⊗ (
⊕m

i=1 t
k
iR((ti)) ⊕ tk∞R((t∞))).v = 0. Suppose that M1, . . . ,Mm,M∞ are smooth

Uκ(ĝ)-modules. Then R⊗
⊗m

i=1Mi ⊗M∞ is a smooth Uκ(ĜR)-module with the action of the dense

subalgebra R⊗Uκ(Ĝ) given by the formula

r ⊗X ⊗ (fi) 7→
∑

i=1,...,m,∞
r ⊗ (X ⊗ fi)(i), (4.23)

where (X ⊗ fi)(i) := idi−1⊗(X ⊗ fi)⊗ idm−i. Note that if R were an infinite-dimensional algebra and

the modules Mi were not smooth, the action of R⊗Uκ(Ĝ) would not necessarily extend to an action

of Uκ(ĜR).

4.4.2. Conformal coinvariants. We next recall the connection between the Lie algebras GR and

g⊗Rz. Consider Rz as an R-subalgebra of R(z). We thus view elements of Rz as rational functions

which may have poles at x1, . . . , xm and ∞. Set zi := z − xi.

Definition 4.4.1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, let ιR,i : Rz → R((zi)) (resp. ιR,∞ : Rz → R((z−1))) be the

R-algebra homomorphism sending a function in Rz to its Laurent series expansion at xi (resp. ∞).

Let

ιR : Rz ↪→
m⊕
i=1

R((ti))⊕R((t∞)) (4.24)

be the injective R-algebra homomorphism given by (ιR,1, ..., ιR,m, ιR,∞) followed by the assignment

zi 7→ ti, z
−1 7→ t∞.

The map (4.24) induces the Lie algebra homomorphism

g⊗Rz ↪→ GR, X ⊗ f 7→ X ⊗ ιR(f), (4.25)

which, by the residue theorem, lifts to an injective Lie algebra homomorphism

g⊗Rz ↪→ ĜR,κ. (4.26)

Let M be a smooth Uκ(ĝ)-module. The vector space Tκ(M) is a smooth Uκ(ĜR)-module (with

the action given by (4.23)). We consider it as a U(g⊗Rz)-module via (4.26). It also carries a natural

Ro-action: R acts by multiplication and Sm acts by permuting the factors of the tensor product

(V∗κ)⊗m and the xi’s. The next lemma follows directly from the definitions.

Lemma 4.4.2. The Ro-action on Tκ(M) normalizes the U(g⊗Rz)-action. Therefore we have func-

tors

Tκ : Cκ → (U(g⊗Rz),Ro)-nmod, M 7→ Tκ(M), (4.27)

Fκ : Cκ → Ro-mod, M 7→ H0(g⊗Rz,Tκ(M)). (4.28)

4.4.3. The Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection. We are going to extend the Ro-action on

Tκ(M) and Fκ(M) to an action of Hκ+n.

Definition 4.4.3. Let κ ∈ C. The deformed Weyl algebra Dκ is the algebra generated by x1, . . . , xm

and q1, . . . , qm subject to the relations

[xi, xj ] = [qi, qj ] = 0, [qi, xj ] = (κ+ n)δij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ m).
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Note that Dc = C[x1, . . . , xm, q1, . . . , qm] (where c := −n). Set

Do
κ := Dκ oCSm, Do

κ,reg := Do
κ [δ−1].

Suppose that M is a C[h]o- (resp. Ro-) module. A good connection on M is a representation of Do
κ

(resp. Do
κ,reg) on M extending the given C[h]o- (resp. Ro-) module structure.

Lemma 4.4.4. Let M be a C[h]o-module. If ρ : Do
κ → EndC(M) is a good connection on M , then ρ′,

defined as

ρ′(qi) := ρ(qi) +
∑
j 6=i

1

xi − xj
,

is a good connection on the Ro-module Mreg := R⊗C[h] M .

Proof. The lemma follows by a direct calculation, as in [138, Proposition 1.8].

Let M be a smooth Uκ(ĝ)-module. Consider the Ro-module Tκ(M) and the operators

κ∇∇i := (κ+ n)∂xi + κL
(i)
−1 (1 ≤ i ≤ m)

on Tκ(M). The following proposition extends [13, Lemma 13.3.7] to the critical level case.

Proposition 4.4.5. Let κ ∈ C.

a) The assignment
κ∇∇ : Do

κ,reg → EndC(Tκ(M)), qi 7→ κ∇∇i

defines a good connection (known as the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov connection) on Tκ(M).

b) The operators κ∇∇i normalize the g⊗Rz-action on Tκ(M), i.e., [κ∇∇i, g⊗Rz] ⊂ g⊗Rz. Hence
κ∇∇ descends to a good connection on Fκ(M).

Proof. It suffices to consider the case κ = c. The operators c∇∇i = cL
(i)
−1 act on different factors V∗c

of the tensor product Tc(M) = R ⊗ (V∗c)⊗m ⊗ M , so they commute. Moreover, the operators xj

act only on the first factor R and so they commute with the operators c∇∇i as well. Hence c∇∇ is a

representation of Dc, which clearly extends to a representation of Do
c,reg. The second statement follows

immediately from the fact that cL−1 ∈ Z.

To obtain representations of the rational Cherednik algebra on Tκ(M) and Fκ(M), we are going to

compose the connection κ∇∇′ with the Dunkl embedding, whose definition we now recall.

Proposition 4.4.6 ( [48, Proposition 4.5]). There is an injective algebra homomorphism, called the

Dunkl embedding,

Hκ+n ↪→ Do
κ,reg, xi 7→ xi, w 7→ w, yi 7→ Di := qi +

∑
j 6=i

1

xi − xj
(si,j − 1), (4.29)

with 1 ≤ i ≤ m and w ∈ Sm.

Proposition 4.4.7. Composing (4.29) with κ∇∇′ yields representations of Hκ+n on Tκ(M) and Fκ(M).

Moreover, the functors (4.27) and (4.28) extend to functors

Tκ : Cκ → (U(g⊗Rz), Hκ+n)-nmod, Fκ : Cκ → Hκ+n-mod.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.4.4 and Proposition 4.4.5, κ∇∇′ is a good connection on Tκ(M), which descends

to a good connection on Fκ(M). It therefore yields representations of Do
κ,reg on Tκ(M) and Fκ(M),

which become representations of Hκ+n via the Dunkl embedding.

Let us check that Tκ and Fκ are functors. Let f : M → N be a morphism in Cκ. It induces a map

Tκ(f) : Tκ(M) → Tκ(N). Since the Hκ+n-action doesn’t affect the last factor (as in (4.20)) in these

tensor products, Tκ(f) commutes with the Hκ+n-action. The fact that f is a ĝκ-module homomorphism

also implies that Tκ(f) commutes with the g⊗Rz-action on Tκ(M) and Tκ(N). Hence Tκ(f) descends

to a Hκ+n-module homomorphism Fκ(f) : Fκ(M)→ Fκ(N).

4.4.4. The current Lie algebra action. Given a smooth Uκ(ĝ)-module M , set

Tκ(M) := C[h]⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M, Tloc
κ (M) := R⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M.

We will show that the functors Tκ and Tloc
κ fit into the following commutative diagram

(U(g[t]), Hκ+n)-nmod Hκ+n-mod

Cκ (U(g[t]), Hκ+n)-nmod Hκ+n-mod

(U(g⊗Rz), Hκ+n)-nmod

H0(g[t],−)

loc loc

Tκ

Tκ

Tloc
κ H0(g[t],−)

H0(g⊗Rz,−)

where loc is the localization functor sending N to Nreg := R ⊗C[h] N . The Suzuki functor is the

composition of Tκ with H0(g[t],−). Let us explain this diagram in more detail. The current Lie

algebra g[t] acts on Tloc
κ (M) by the rule

Y [k] 7→
m∑
i=1

xki ⊗ Y (i) + 1⊗ (Y [−k])(∞) (Y ∈ g, k ≥ 0). (4.30)

The Ro-action on Tloc
κ (M) is analogous to that on Tκ(M). It follows directly from the definitions that

the g[t]-action and the Ro-action commute. We next recall how the Ro-action can be extended to an

Hκ+n-action on Tloc
κ (M).

Definition 4.4.8. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m and p ≥ 0. Consider

Ω(i,j) :=
∑

1≤k,l≤n

e
(i)
kl e

(j)
lk , Ω

(i,∞)
[p+1] :=

∑
1≤k,l≤n

e
(i)
kl elk[p+ 1](∞),

L(i) := −
∑

1≤j 6=i≤m

Ω(i,j)

xi − xj
+
∑
p≥0

xpiΩ
(i,∞)
[p+1] ,

κ∇i := (κ+ n)∂xi + L(i).

as operators on Tloc
κ (M). They are well-defined because M is smooth.

Lemma 4.4.9. The assignment

κ∇ : Do
κ → EndC(Tloc

κ (M)), qi 7→ κ∇i

defines a good connection on Tloc
κ (M).
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Proof. One needs to check that κ∇ is a well-defined ring homomorphisms, i.e., show that [κ∇i, κ∇j ] = 0

and [κ∇i, xj ] = (κ+ n)δij . These commutation relations are calculated in [87, Lemma 3.2-3.3].

Proposition 4.4.10. Composing (4.29) with κ∇′ yields a representation of Hκ+n on Tloc
κ (M). The

element yi acts as the operator

κȳi = (κ+ n)∂xi +
∑

1≤j 6=i≤m

Ω(i,j)

xi − xj
(si,j − 1) +

∑
p≥0

xpiΩ
(i,∞)
[p+1] , (4.31)

where si,j acts by permuting the xi’s but not the factors of the tensor product. Moreover, Tκ(M) is a

subrepresentation.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4.4 and Lemma 4.4.9, κ∇′ is a good connection, which implies the first statement.

For the second part, observe that

κ∇′(Di) = κ∇i +
∑
j 6=i

1

xi − xj
si,j = (κ+ n)∂xi +

∑
j 6=i

1

xi − xj
(si,j − Ω(i,j)) +

∑
p≥0

xpiΩ
(i,∞)
[p+1] .

The equality of operators si,j = Ω(i,j)si,j implies (4.31). The third statement follows from the fact

that the operators
−1+si,j

xi−xj and ∂xi preserve C[h] ⊂ R.

4.4.5. Suzuki functor. We next consider the relationship between the functors Tloc
κ and Tκ. Both

Tloc
κ (M) and Tκ(M) carry representations of Do

κ given by κ∇′ and κ∇∇′, respectively. The following

result is well known (see, e.g., [138, Proposition 2.18]).

Proposition 4.4.11. The connection κ∇′ normalizes the g[t]-action on Tloc
κ (M) and descends to a

good connection on H0(g[t],Tloc
κ (M)). Moreover, there is a Do

κ -module isomorphism

H0(g⊗Rz,Tκ(M)) ∼= H0(g[t],Tloc
κ (M)). (4.32)

Proof. A detailed proof of the first statement can be found in [87, §3.2], and of the second statement

in [138, Proposition 3.6]).

By Proposition (4.4.10), composing the Dunkl embedding with the connection κ∇′ yields a rep-

resentation of Hκ+n on Tκ(M). Proposition 4.4.11 implies that this representation descends to a

representation on H0(g[t],Tκ(M)).

Corollary 4.4.12. For all κ ∈ C, we have functors

Tκ : Cκ → (U(g[t]), Hκ+n)-nmod, M 7→ Tκ(M), (4.33)

Fκ : Cκ → Hκ+n-mod, M 7→ H0(g[t],Tκ(M)). (4.34)

Moreover, (4.32) is an Hκ+n-module isomorphism and the functors Fκ and loc ◦ Fκ are naturally iso-

morphic.

Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 4.4.10 and Proposition 4.4.11 as explained above.

The second statement follows directly from (4.32).

Definition 4.4.13. Given κ ∈ C, we call

Fκ : Cκ → Hκ+n-mod, M 7→ H0(g[t],C[h]⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M) (4.35)
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the Suzuki functor (of level κ).

The functor (4.35) extends Suzuki’s construction from [132] to the critical level case. Indeed, setting

κ = c, we get the functor

Fc : Cc → H0-mod

relating the affine Lie algebra at the critical level to the rational Cherednik algebra at t = 0.

Remark 4.4.14. In [138] Varagnolo and Vasserot constructed functors from Cκ (κ 6= c) to the category

of modules over the rational Cherednik algebra (t 6= 0) associated to the wreath product (Z/lZ) o Sm.

We expect that our approach to extending the Suzuki functor to the κ = c, t = 0 case can also be

applied to their functors.

4.5 Suzuki functor - further generalizations

The Suzuki functor has so far been defined on smooth Ûκ-modules. We now extend its definition

to all Ûκ-modules using a certain inverse limit construction. Let κ ∈ C and t = κ+ n throughout this

section.

4.5.1. Pro-smooth modules. We are going to define the category of pro-smooth modules and

the pro-smooth completion functor. If I is an inverse system in some category, we write lim I or

limMi∈I Mi, where the Mi run over the objects in I , for its inverse limit. We start with the following

auxiliary lemma.

Lemma 4.5.1. Let M be any Ûκ-module, N a smooth module and f : M → N a Ûκ-module homo-

morphism. Then M/ ker f is a smooth module.

Proof. Let v ∈M and let v̄ be the image of v in M/ ker f . Since N is smooth, there exists r ≥ 0 such

that Îr · f(v) = 0. Hence f(Îr · v) = 0, Îr · v ⊆ ker f and so Îr · v̄ = 0.

Definition 4.5.2. A Ûκ-module M is called pro-smooth if M is the inverse limit of an inverse system

of smooth Ûκ-modules. Let C̃κ denote the full subcategory of Ûκ-mod whose objects are pro-smooth

modules.

Definition 4.5.3. Let M be a Ûκ-module. The smooth quotients of M form an inverse system IM

partially ordered by projections. Let

M̃ := lim IM .

Proposition 4.5.4. There exists a ”pro-smooth completion” functor

Ûκ-mod→ C̃κ, M 7→ M̃, f 7→ f̃ (4.36)

left adjoint to the inclusion functor C̃κ ↪→ Ûκ-mod.

Proof. We first construct f̃ explicitly. Let f : M → N be a homomorphism of Ûκ-modules. Given a

smooth quotient Ni of N , let fi be the map M
f−→ N � Ni. By Lemma 4.5.1, Mi := M/ ker fi is a

smooth module. Hence, there is a canonical map M̃ →Mi as part of the inverse limit data. Consider

the diagram on the LHS below, where Nj is another smooth quotient of N and all the unnamed maps

are part of the inverse system or inverse limit data. Since the outer pentagon commutes, the universal
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property of the inverse limit Ñ implies that there exists a unique map f̃ making the diagram commute.

M̃

Mi Ñ Mj

Ni Nj

f̃

fi fj

M̃

Mi K Mj

Ki Kj

g′

gi gj

M

M̃

Mi Mj

ιM

Next we construct the adjunction. Let g : M → K be a homomorphism of Ûκ-modules, and assume

that K is the inverse limit of an inverse system of smooth modules. Given such a smooth module Ki,

let gi be the composition of g with the canonical map K → Ki. By Lemma 4.5.1, g factors through

the smooth module Mi := M/ ker gi. An analogous argument to the one above shows that there exists

a unique map g′ making the middle diagram above commute. The universal property of the inverse

limit M̃ also yields a unique map ιM making the diagram on the RHS above commute.

It is easy to check that the maps

HomC̃κ
(M̃,K) ∼= HomÛκ

(M,K), h 7→ h ◦ ιM , g′ ←[ g (4.37)

are mutually inverse bijections. This gives the adjunction.

Proposition 4.5.5. The restriction of (4.36) to Cκ or Ûκ-fpmod is naturally isomorphic to the iden-

tity functor.

Proof. If M is smooth then M is the greatest element in the inverse system IM , so M̃ = M . Next

suppose that M is finitely presented with presentation

(Ûκ)⊕a
f−→ (Ûκ)⊕b →M → 0.

We first show that (Ûκ)̃ = Ûκ. The inverse system I ′ := {Ûκ/Îr | r ≥ 0} is a subsystem of

I := IÛκ
. Suppose that N = Ûκ/J is a smooth quotient and let 1̄ be the image of 1 in N . Then, by

smoothness, Îr.1̄ = 0 for some r ≥ 0. Hence Îr ⊆ J and N is a quotient of Ûκ/Îr. Therefore I ′ is a

cofinal subsystem of I and

(Ûκ)̃ := lim I = lim I ′ = Ûκ.

The fact that limits commute with finite direct sums implies that the pro-smooth completion functor

sends (Ûκ)⊕a to itself. Hence ι(Ûκ)⊕a = id and f̃ = f ′, using the notation from (4.37). The adjunction

(4.37), therefore, implies that f̃ = f . By Proposition 4.5.4, the pro-smooth completion functor is left

adjoint and, hence, right exact. Hence (coker f )̃ = coker f̃ = coker f = M .

We will also need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5.6. Let M and N be Ûκ-modules. Then

HomC̃κ
(M̃, Ñ) = lim

Ni∈IN
colim
Mj∈IM

HomÛκ
(Mj , Ni).

Proof. The equality HomC̃κ
(M̃, Ñ) = limNi∈IN HomÛκ

(M̃,Ni) follows from the general properties of

limits. Therefore it suffices to show that, for each Ni ∈ IN ,

HomÛκ
(M̃,Ni) = colim

Mj∈IM
HomÛκ

(Mj , Ni). (4.38)
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Let us check that the LHS of (4.38) satisfies the universal property of the colimit. Suppose that we are

given a vector space X and linear functions χMj
: HomÛκ

(Mj , Ni) → X, for each Mj ∈ IM , which

commute with the natural inclusions between the Hom-spaces. We are now going to define a map

χ : HomÛκ
(M̃,Ni)→ X. If f ∈ HomÛκ

(M̃,Ni), then, by Lemma 4.5.1, the module M := M̃/ ker f is

smooth. Let f̄ : M → Ni be the homomorphism induced by f . We define χ by setting χ(f) := χM (f̄).

One can easily see that χ is the unique map making the diagram below commute (where Mk is another

smooth quotient of M and all the unnamed maps are the canonical ones).

HomÛκ
(Mj , Ni) HomÛκ

(Mk, Ni)

X

HomÛκ
(M̃,Ni)

χMj χMk

χ

4.5.2. Extension to all modules. We start by extending the Suzuki functor from Definition

(4.4.13) to the category Ûκ-fpmod. Suppose that M is a finitely presented Ûκ-module. By Proposition

4.5.5, we have M = M̃ := lim JM . Set

Fκ(M) := lim
Mi∈IM

Fκ(Mi), (4.39)

where the limit is taken in the category Ht-mod. If M is smooth then M is the maximal element in

the inverse system IM , so (4.39) is compatible with the previous definition of Fκ.

Proposition 4.5.7. The functor (4.34) extends to a right exact functor

Fκ : Ûκ-fpmod→ Ht-mod. (4.40)

Proof. We need to construct maps between Hom-sets. Suppose that N = Ñ is another finitely pre-

sented Ûκ-module. Let Ni ∈ IN . For all Mj ∈JM , we have maps

φj : HomÛκ
(Mj , Ni)

Fκ−→ HomHt(Fκ(Mj),Fκ(Ni))→ HomHt(Fκ(M),Fκ(Ni))

compatible with the transition maps of the direct system {HomÛκ
(Mj , Ni) |Mj ∈JM}. The universal

property of the colimit and (4.38) yield a canonical map

ψi : HomÛκ
(M,Ni) = colim

Mj∈IM
HomÛκ

(Mj , Ni)→ HomHt(Fκ(M),Fκ(Ni)).

The maps ψi are compatible with the transition maps of the inverse system

{HomHt(Fκ(M),Fκ(Ni)) | Ni ∈ IN}. Hence the universal property of the limit yields a canonical

map

HomÛκ
(M,N) = lim

Ni∈IN
HomÛκ

(M,Ni)→ HomHt(Fκ(M),Fκ(N)). (4.41)

Therefore (4.40) is in fact a functor.

We now prove right exactness. Suppose that we have a short exact sequence

0→ A→ B → C → 0 (4.42)

in Ûκ-fpmod. By Proposition 4.5.5, these modules are pro-smooth, and there exists a short exact
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sequence of inverse systems of smooth quotients

{0→ Ai → Bi → Ci → 0 | i ∈ Z≥0}

whose limit is (4.42). Since we are dealing with inverse systems of smooth quotients, the structure

maps are all epimorphisms. Next, note that the functor Fκ is right exact on smooth modules since Tκ

is exact and taking coinvariants is right exact. Hence, after applying Fκ, we get a short exact sequence

of inverse systems of Ht-modules

{Fκ(Ai)→ Fκ(Bi)→ Fκ(Ci)→ 0 | i ∈ Z≥0},

where the structure maps are still epimorphisms. By [133, Lemma 10.86.1], after taking the inverse

limit, we get the sequence

Fκ(A)→ Fκ(B)→ Fκ(C)→ 0,

proving right-exactness.

Corollary 4.5.8. The space Fκ(Ûκ) is a (Ht, Ûκ)-bimodule. There exists a natural isomorphism of

functors

Fκ(−) ∼= Fκ(Ûκ)⊗Ûκ
− : Ûκ-fpmod→ Ht-mod. (4.43)

Proof. If we take M = N = Ûκ then (4.41) is an algebra homomorphism

Ûop
κ → EndHt(Fκ(Ûκ),Fκ(Ûκ))

giving the right Ûκ-module structure.

The second statement is proven in the same way as the Eilenberg-Watts theorem (see, e.g., [112,

Theorem 5.45]). Let us briefly summarize the argument. One first uses the fact that Fκ preserves

finite direct sums to show that the isomorphism (4.43) holds for the category of finitely generated free

Ûκ-modules. One then concludes that (4.43) holds for arbitrary finitely presented modules by using

the right exactness of Fκ together with the five lemma.

We now introduce the final and most general definition of the Suzuki functor.

Definition 4.5.9. The functor (4.40), in the realization (4.43), extends to the functor

Fκ(−) := Fκ(Ûκ)⊗Ûκ
− : Ûκ-mod→ Ht-mod. (4.44)

From now on we will refer to (4.44) as the Suzuki functor.

Remark 4.5.10. In Corollary 4.5.8 we had to restrict ourselves to the category Ûκ-fpmod because

inverse limits do not commute with infinite coproducts. However, the functor (4.44) preserves all

colimits because it is left adjoint to the functor N 7→ HomHt(Fκ(Ûκ), N).

4.5.3. A generic functor. Considering t as an indeterminate, one obtains flat C[t]-algebras ÛC[t]

and HC[t] such that

ÛC[t]/(t− ξ)ÛC[t]
∼= Ûξ−n, HC[t]/(t− ξ)HC[t]

∼= Hξ
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for all ξ ∈ C. More details on the algebra HC[t], often called the generic rational Cherednik algebra,

can be found in [19, §3]. We have specialization functors

spect=ξ : ÛC[t]-mod→ Ûξ−n-mod, M 7→ M/(t− ξ) ·M,

spect=ξ : HC[t]-mod→ Hξ-mod, M 7→ M/(t− ξ) ·M.

One can easily verify that our construction of the functor Fκ still makes sense if we treat t as a variable

throughout. Therefore, we obtain the generic Suzuki functor

FC[t] : ÛC[t]-mod→ HC[t]-mod,

which commutes with the specialization functors, i.e., spect=ξ ◦ FC[t] = Fξ−n ◦ spect=ξ.

4.6 Computation of the Suzuki functor

In this section we compute the Suzuki functor on certain induced Uκ(ĝ)-modules, showing that

the regular module Ht as well as certain generalized Verma modules (Definition 4.6.6) are in the image

of Fκ. Let κ ∈ C and t = κ+ n throughout.

4.6.1. Induced modules. We start by recalling the definition of Verma modules for the affine Lie

algebra.

Definition 4.6.1. Let λ ∈ t∗ and let Cλ,1 be the one-dimensional t⊕C1-module of weight (λ, 1). The

corresponding Verma module is

Mκ(λ) := Indĝκ
b̂+
◦ Inf

b̂+

t⊕C1 Cλ,1.

We next define certain induced modules which generalize the Weyl modules from [84, §2.4] (see

also [54, §9.6]). Given l ≥ 1 and µ ∈ Cl(n), define

l̂+µ := lµ ⊕ ĝ≥1 ⊕ C1 ⊆ ĝ+, l̄µ := l̂+µ /jµ, (4.45)

where jµ := n−[1]⊕ n+[1]⊕ (t[1] ∩ [lµ, lµ][1])⊕ ĝ≥2.

Lemma 4.6.2. The subspace jµ is an ideal in the Lie algebra l̂+µ . Moreover, there is a Lie algebra

isomorphism l̄µ ∼= lµ ⊕ zµ[1]⊕ C1, where zµ denotes the centre of lµ.

Proof. Since jµ ⊂ ĝ≥1, we have [ĝ≥1, jµ] ⊆ ĝ≥2 ⊂ jµ. Therefore it suffices to show that [lµ, jµ] ⊆ jµ.

This follows from the fact that jµ = [lµ, lµ][1] ⊕ r[1] ⊕ ĝ≥2, where r is the direct sum of the nilradical

of the standard parabolic containing lµ and the nilradical of the opposite parabolic, together with the

following three inclusions. Firstly, we have [lµ, ĝ≥2] ⊆ ĝ≥2 ⊂ jµ. Secondly, [lµ, lµ[1]] ⊆ [lµ, lµ][1] ⊂ jµ.

Thirdly, [lµ, r[1]] ⊆ r[1] ⊂ jµ. The second statement of the lemma follows immediately.

Let U1(̄lµ) := U(̄lµ)/〈1− 1〉. Consider the functor

Indµ,κ = Indĝκ
l̂+µ
◦ Inf

l̂+µ
l̄µ

: U1(̄lµ)-mod→ Cκ. (4.46)

In the case µ = (1n) we abbreviate Indκ := Ind(1n),κ. Note that l̂+(1n) = t̂+. Set i := j(1n) = n−[1] ⊕
n+[1]⊕ ĝ≥2 and t̄ := t̂+/i. By Lemma 4.6.2, we have t̄ ∼= t⊕ t[1].
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Definition 4.6.3. Let µ ∈ Cl(n), λ ∈ Π+
µ and a ∈ (t[1])∗ with Sn(a) = Sµ (with respect to the usual

Weyl group action). Extend L(λ) to an U1(̄lµ)-module L(a, λ) by letting zµ[1] act via the weight a.

We define the Weyl module of type (a, λ, κ) to be

Wκ(a, λ) := Indµ,κ(L(a, λ)).

Remark 4.6.4. As a special case, when a = 0, we obtain modules Wκ(λ) := Wκ(0, λ) which coincide

with the Weyl modules from [84, §2.4].

Definition 4.6.5. Assume that n = m. Let Iκ be the left ideal in U(ĝκ) generated by eii − 1ĝκ (1 ≤
i ≤ n), 1− 1ĝκ and i := n−[1]⊕ n+[1]⊕ ĝ≥2. Define

Hκ := U(ĝκ)/Iκ = Indκ(I),

where I := Indt̄
t⊕C1 C(1n,1)

∼= S(t[1]).

The module Hκ is cyclic, generated by the image 1H of 1ĝκ ∈ U(ĝκ). From now on, whenever

n = m, let us identify

I ∼= S(t[1])→ C[h∗], eii[1] 7→ −yi. (4.47)

4.6.2. Generalized Verma modules for rational Cherednik algebras. We will now recall

the definition of generalized Verma modules for the rational Cherednik algebra Ht from [7]. Let l ≥ 1,

ν ∈ Cl(m), λ ∈ Pm(ν) and a ∈ h∗ with Sm(a) = Sν . Extend the CSν-module Sp(λ) to a CSν nC[h∗]-

module Sp(a, λ) by letting each yi act on Sp(λ) by the scalar ai := a(yi).

Definition 4.6.6 ( [7, §1.3]). The generalized Verma module of type (a, λ) is

∆t(a, λ) := Ht ⊗CSνnC[h∗] Sp(a, λ).

We abbreviate ∆t(λ) := ∆t(0, λ).

Remark 4.6.7. When t 6= 0, the modules ∆t(λ) play the role of standard modules in the category

O(Ht) defined in [61]. Using the results of [12], Bonnafé and Rouquier [19] also defined a highest weight

category for H0 with graded shifts of ∆0(λ) as the standard modules.

Theorem 4.6.8 ( [7, Theorem 2]). The following hold.

a) The canonical map Z→ EndH0(∆0(a, λ)) is surjective.

b) The ring EndH0(∆0(a, λ)) is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in m variables.

c) The EndH0(∆0(a, λ))-module e∆(a, λ) is free of rank one.

Theorem 4.6.8 allows us to construct simple H0-modules as quotients of generalized Verma modules.

Lemma 4.6.9. Let L be a simple H0-module. Then there exist l ≥ 1, ν ∈ Cl(m), λ ∈ Pm(ν) and a ∈ h∗

with Sm(a) = Sν such that L ∼= ∆0(a, λ)/I ·∆0(a, λ) for some maximal ideal I � EndH0
(∆0(a, λ)).

Proof. The commuting operators y1, . . . , ym have a simultaneous eigenvector v ∈ L. Let a ∈ h∗ be

the corresponding eigenvalue. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Sm(a) = Sν for some

ν ∈ Cl(m). The subspace Sν · v ⊂ L is C[h∗]-stable and decomposes as a sum of simple Sν-modules.

Suppose that this sum contains a simple module isomorphic to Sp(λ). Then there is a surjective

homomorphism ∆0(a, λ)� L. Let K denote its kernel.

We abbreviate E(a, λ) := EndH0
(∆0(a, λ)). Since, by part a) of Theorem 4.6.8, Z surjects onto

E(a, λ), all endomorphisms in E(a, λ) preserve eK. Hence eK is an E(a, λ)-submodule of e∆0(a, λ).
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But, by part c) of Theorem 4.6.8, e∆0(a, λ) is a free E(a, λ)-module of rank one. Hence eK =

I · e∆0(a, λ) = eI ·∆0(a, λ) for some ideal I � E(a, λ).

By the definition of K and part d) of Theorem 2.1.4, there is a short exact sequence

0→ eI ·∆0(a, λ)→ e∆0(a, λ)→ eL→ 0.

Since, by part e) of Theorem 2.1.4, eL ∼= C, it follows that I is a maximal ideal. The fact that (2.3)

is an equivalence implies that the sequence

0→ I ·∆0(a, λ)→ ∆0(a, λ)→ L→ 0

is exact as well. Hence K = I ·∆0(a, λ).

By [8, §1.1], the support of the module ∆0(a, λ) only depends on a := $(a), where $ : h∗ → h∗/Sm

is the canonical map. Therefore we can define

Ωa,λ := suppZ(∆0(a, λ)).

Let

π : Spec Z→ h∗/Sm (4.48)

be the morphism of affine varieties induced by the inclusion C[h∗]Sm ↪→ Z.

Proposition 4.6.10. We have

π−1(a)red =
⊔

λ∈P(ν)

Ωa,λ

with Ωa,λ
∼= Spec EndH0

(∆0(a, λ)) ∼= Am.

Proof. The first statement follows from [8, Proposition 4.9] and the second statement from Theorem

4.6.8.b).

4.6.3. Statement of the results. We state the three main results of this section. The first one

implies that the regular module appears in the image of the Suzuki functor.

Theorem 4.6.11. Let n = m. The map

Υ: Ht
∼−→ Fκ(Hκ), (4.49)

f(x1, . . . , xn)wg(y1, . . . , yn) 7→ [f(x1, . . . , xn)⊗ e∗w ⊗ g(−e11[1], . . . ,−enn[1])1H] (4.50)

is an isomorphism of Ht-modules.

The next theorem states that the Suzuki functor sends generalized Weyl modules to generalized

Verma modules.

Theorem 4.6.12. Let n = m. Take l ≥ 1, µ ∈ Cl(n), λ ∈ Pµ(µ) and a ∈ h∗ ∼= (t[1])∗ with Sn(a) = Sµ.

There is an Ht-module isomorphism

Fκ(Wκ(a, λ)) ∼= ∆t(a, λ).

We remark that the a = 0 case of the preceding theorem also follows from [138, Proposition 6.3].

Our third theorem shows that the Suzuki functor sends Verma modules to Verma modules.
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Theorem 4.6.13. Let m,n ∈ Z≥0 and λ ∈ t∗. Then Fκ(Mκ(λ)) 6= 0 if and only if λ ∈ Pn(m). If

λ ∈ Pn(m) then there is an Ht-module isomorphism

Fκ(Mκ(λ)) ∼= ∆t(λ).

4.6.4. Partial Suzuki functors. The proof of Theorems 4.6.11-4.6.13 requires some preparation.

We start by recalling a few facts about induction.

Lemma 4.6.14. Let d ⊂ a be Lie algebras, M a d-module and N an a-module.

a) There exists a linear isomorphism H0(a, Inda
dM) ∼= H0(d,M).

b) There is an a-module isomorphism

Inda
d(N ⊗M)

∼−→ N ⊗ Inda
dM, a⊗ n⊗m 7→

∑
a1n⊗ a2 ⊗m,

called the tensor identity, where
∑
a1⊗a2 is the coproduct of a ∈ U(a). It restricts to the linear

isomorphism

C1a ⊗ (N ⊗M)
∼−→ N ⊗ (C1a ⊗M), 1a ⊗ n⊗m 7→ n⊗ 1a ⊗m.

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows directly from the definitions. For the proof of the second

part see, e.g., [89, Proposition 6.5].

We next define “partial Suzuki functors”. Let l ≥ 1 and µ ∈ Cl(n). Suppose that M ∈ U1(̄lµ)-mod.

The diagonal g-action on

T(M) := (V∗)⊗m ⊗M

restricts to an action of the Lie subalgebra lµ. The symmetric group acts on T(M), as usual, by

permuting the factors of the tensor product. We extend this action to an action of C[h∗]o by letting

each yi act as the operator

yi 7→
∑

1≤k≤n

e
(i)
kkekk[1](∞). (4.51)

Lemma 4.6.15. The lµ-action and the C[h∗]o-action on T(M) commute.

Proof. The fact that the Sm-action commutes with the lµ-action follows from Schur-Weyl duality.

Therefore we only need to show that the operators (4.51) commute with the lµ-action. Let ers ∈ lµ.

We have an equality of operators on T(M):

yi
∑

j=1,...,n,∞
e(j)
rs =

∑
j 6=i,∞

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kke

(j)
rs ekk[1](∞) (4.52)

+

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kke

(i)
rs ekk[1](∞) +

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kkekk[1](∞)e(∞)

rs . (4.53)

Consider the first summand in (4.53):

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kke

(i)
rs ekk[1](∞) =

n∑
k=1

e(i)
rs e

(i)
kkekk[1](∞) + e(i)

rs (err[1](∞) − ess[1](∞)). (4.54)

Since M is an l̄µ-module, err[1]− ess[1] = 0 as operators on M and the second summand on the RHS
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of (4.54) vanishes. Next consider the second summand in (4.53):

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kkekk[1](∞)e(∞)

rs =

n∑
k=1

e
(i)
kke

(∞)
rs ekk[1](∞) + (e(i)

rr − e(i)
ss )ers[1](∞). (4.55)

If r = s then the second summand on the RHS of (4.55) vanishes. If r 6= s it vanishes as well since M

is an l̄µ-module and ers[1] acts trivially on M .

By Lemma 4.6.15, there is an induced C[h∗]o-representation on H0(lµ,T(M)) and, therefore, a

functor

F
µ

: U1(̄lµ)-mod→ C[h∗]o-mod, M 7→ H0(lµ,T(M)),

which we call a partial Suzuki functor. For µ = (1n) we also write F := F
µ
. Set

Hindt : C[h∗]o-mod→ Ht-mod, N 7→ Ht ⊗C[h∗]o N.

Proposition 4.6.16. The diagram

Cκ Ht-mod

U1(̄lµ)-mod C[h∗]o-mod

Fκ

Indµ,κ

F
µ

Hindt

commutes, i.e., there exists a natural isomorphism of functors Fκ ◦ Indµ,κ ∼= Hindt ◦ F
µ

. Explicitly, for

each M ∈ U1(̄lµ)-mod, this isomorphism is given by

φ : Hindt(F
µ
(M)) = C[h]⊗H0(lµ,T(M))

∼−→ Fκ(Indµ,κ(M)) (4.56)

f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ [v ⊗ u] 7→ [f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ v ⊗ i(u)], (4.57)

where v ∈ (V∗)⊗m, u ∈M and i : M ↪→ Indĝκ
l̂+µ
M is the natural inclusion.

Proof. We first show that (4.56) is an isomorphism of C[h]o-modules. Since the first equality in (4.56)

follows directly from the PBW theorem (2.1), we only need to prove the second isomorphism. Consider

Indĝκ
l̂+µ
M as a g[t]-module using the Lie algebra homomorphism

g[t]
∼−→ g[t−1] ↪→ ĝκ, X[k] 7→ X[−k]. (4.58)

The map (4.58) induces a g[t]-module isomorphism Indĝκ
l̂+µ
M

∼−→ Ind
g[t]
lµ

M. Hence, by Lemma 4.6.14.b),

we have a g[t]-module isomorphism

Ind
g[t]
lµ

(C[h]⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M)
∼−→ C[h]⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗ (Ind

g[t]
lµ

M), (4.59)

where g[t] acts on the LHS as in (4.30), sending

1g[t] ⊗ f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ v ⊗ u 7→ f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ v ⊗ 1g[t] ⊗ u. (4.60)

Next notice that, by Lemma 4.6.14.a), we have linear isomorphisms

H0(g[t], Ind
g[t]
lµ

(C[h]⊗T(M)))
∼−→ H0(lµ,C[h]⊗T(M))

∼−→ C[h]⊗H0(lµ,T(M)). (4.61)
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Applying H0(g[t],−) to the inverse of (4.59) and composing with (4.61), we obtain an isomorphism

Fκ(Indĝκ
l̂+µ
M)

∼−→ C[h]⊗H0(lµ,T(M)). (4.62)

It is clear from (4.60) that (4.62) sends the equivalence class [f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗v⊗i(u)] to f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗
[v ⊗ u]. This implies, in particular, that (4.62) is C[h]o-equivariant.

We next prove that (4.56) is an isomorphism of Ht-modules. Since Ht is generated as a C-algebra by

C[h]o and C[h∗], it suffices to show that φ intertwines the C[h∗]-actions. Moreover, since the subspace

W := 1C[h]⊗H0(lµ,T(M)) generates Hindt(F
µ
(M)) as a C[h]o-module, it is enough to check that φ|W

intertwines the C[h∗]-actions.

Consider the subspace U := 1C[h]⊗(V∗)⊗m⊗M ⊂ Tκ(Indµ,κ(M)) and its image U in Fκ(Indµ,κ(M)).

By (4.57), φ restricts to a linear isomorphism φ|W : W
∼−→ U . The element yi ∈ Ht acts on Fκ(Indµ,κ(M))

as the operator κyi (see (4.31)). The operators ∂xi and (1− si,j) vanish on the subspace U . Moreover,

Ω
(i,∞)
[p+1] (p ≥ 1) and ekl[1](∞) (k 6= l) act trivially on all of Fκ(Indµ,κ(M)). Therefore

κyi = Ω
(i,∞)
[1] =

∑
1≤k≤m

e
(i)
kkekk[1](∞) (4.63)

as operators on U . On the other hand, the action of yi on W is given by (4.51). It now follows directly

from (4.57) that φ is C[h∗]-equivariant.

4.6.5. Proofs of Theorems 4.6.11-4.6.13 We now prove the theorems from §4.6.3.

Proof of Theorem 4.6.11. Combining the left CSn-module isomorphism

CSn
∼−→ ((V∗)⊗n)(−1,...,−1), w 7→ e∗w (4.64)

with (4.47) allows us to identify

Υ: F(I) ∼= ((V∗)⊗n)(−1,...,−1) ⊗ I ∼= CSn nC[h∗] (4.65)

as CSn-modules. We claim that (4.65) also intertwines the C[h∗]-actions.

Let us prove the claim. Consider the subspace U := e∗id⊗I ⊂ (V∗)⊗n⊗I and its image U in F(I).

The map Υ restricts to a linear isomorphism Υ
′
: U ∼= C[h∗]. Since C[h∗] generates CSn nC[h∗] as an

Sn-module, it suffices to show that Υ
′
is C[h∗]-equivariant. The action of yi on F(I) is given by formula

(4.51). Observe that e
(i)
kk .e

∗
id = −δk,ie∗id and ekk[1] acts as multiplication by ekk[1] on I ∼= Sym(t[1]).

Hence yi acts on U as multiplication by −eii[1]. On the other hand, yi acts on C[h∗] ⊂ CSn n C[h∗]

as multiplication by yi. It is clear from (4.47) that Υ
′

intertwines these two actions, which completes

the proof of the claim.

We now prove the theorem. By definition, Fκ(Hκ) = Fκ(Indκ(I)) and, by Proposition 4.6.16,

Fκ(Indκ(I)) ∼= Hindt(F(I)). The claim above implies that Hindt(F(I)) ∼= Hindt(CSn n C[h∗]) = Ht.

Formula (4.50) also follows from Proposition 4.6.16.

Proof of Theorem 4.6.12. Set Pj(µ) = {µ≤j−1, . . . , µ≤j} so that {1, . . . , n} =
⊔l
j=1 Pj(µ). Write r ∼ s

if and only if there exists j such that both r, s ∈ Pj(µ). By Proposition 4.2.1, there is a natural

CSn-module isomorphism

Υµ,a : F
µ
(L(a, λ)) ∼= C[h∗]o ⊗CSµnC[h∗] Sp(a, λ) =: Spµ(a, λ). (4.66)
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We claim that (4.66) is an isomorphism of C[h∗]o-modules.

It suffices to show that Υµ,a is an isomorphism of C[h∗]-modules. Consider the subspace U :=

(V∗)⊗n(µ,µ) ⊗ L(a, λ) ⊂ (V∗)⊗n ⊗ L(a, λ) and its image U in F
µ
(L(a, λ)). The map Υµ,a restricts to a

CSµ-module isomorphism Υ
′
µ,a : U ∼= Sp(a, λ). Since Sp(a, λ) generates Spµ(a, λ) as an Sn-module, it

suffices to show that Υ
′
µ,a is C[h∗]-equivariant. The action of yi on F

µ
(L(a, λ)) is given by formula

(4.51). Let v = v1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ vn ∈ (V∗)⊗n(µ,µ). Suppose that i ∈ Pj(µ). Observe that e
(i)
kk .v = 0 unless

k ∼ i and
∑
k∈Pj(µ) e

(i)
kk .v = −v. Moreover, the elements ekk[1] (k ∈ Pj(µ)) act on L(a, λ) by the same

scalar −ai := −a(yi). Hence yi acts on U as multiplication by ai. This agrees with the definition of

the yi-action on Sp(a, λ), completing the proof of the claim.

We now prove the theorem. By definition, Fκ(Wκ(a, λ)) = Fκ(Indµ,κ(L(a, λ))) and, by Proposition

4.6.16, Fκ(Indµ,κ(L(a, λ))) ∼= Hindt(F
µ
(L(a, λ))). The claim above implies that Hindt(F

µ
(L(a, λ))) ∼=

Hindt(Spµ(a, λ)) = ∆t(a, λ).

Proof of Theorem 4.6.13. In analogy to Proposition 4.6.16, one can show that, for each λ ∈ t∗, there

is a C[h]o-module isomorphism

C[h]⊗H0(b+,T(Cλ))
∼−→ Fκ(Indĝκ

b̂+
Cλ,1) = Fκ(Mκ(λ)) (4.67)

f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ [v ⊗ u] 7→ [f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ v ⊗ i(u)], (4.68)

where v ∈ (V∗)⊗m, u ∈ Cλ and i : Cλ ↪→ Indĝκ
b̂+

Cλ,1 is the natural inclusion.

The first statement of the theorem now follows directly from (4.67) and Corollary 4.2.2. So consider

the second statement. Let λ ∈ Pn(m). By Corollary 4.2.2 and (2.1), we can identify ∆t(λ) ∼=
C[h]⊗H0(b+,T(Cλ)) as C[h]o-modules. Let Υλ be the composition of this isomorphism with (4.67).

We need to check that Υλ intertwines the C[h∗]-actions. Observe that, by (4.68), Υλ restricts to a

linear isomorphism Sp(λ) → U , where U is the image of U := 1C[h] ⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗ Cλ,1 in Fκ(Mκ(λ)).

Since Sp(λ) generates ∆t(λ) as a C[h]o-module, it suffices to show that Υλ|Sp(λ) intertwines the C[h∗]-

actions. By definition, each yi acts trivially on Sp(λ). On the other hand, since each ekk[1] acts trivially

on Cλ,1, the operator κȳi also vanishes on U .

4.7 Relationship between the centres

Assume that n = m throughout this section. The fact that the algebras Ûc and H0 have large

centres has many implications for their representation theory. For example, Verma-type modules have

large endomorphism and extension rings (see §4.10 for a more detailed discussion). To understand

how these behave under the Suzuki functor, we must, therefore, understand the relationship between

the centres of the categories Ûc-mod and H0-mod. In general, a functor of additive categories does not

induce a homomorphism between their centres. In §4.7.1 below we propose two ways to get around

this problem. In §4.7.2 and §4.7.3, we apply them to the Suzuki functor, and construct a map Z→ Z

between the two centres.

4.7.1. Centres of categories. Suppose F : A → B is an additive functor between additive cat-

egories. Recall that the centre Z(A) of Z is the ring of endomorphisms of the identity functor idA.

An element of z ∈ Z(A) is thus a collection of endomorphisms {zM ∈ EndA(M) | M ∈ A} such that

f ◦ zM = zN ◦ f for all f ∈ HomA(M,N).
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The functor F does not necessarily induce a ring homomorphism Z(A) → Z(B). For example, if

F is not essentially surjective, then the collection {F (zM ) ∈ EndB(F (M)) |M ∈ A} does not contain

an endomorphism for every object of B. If F is not full, then the endomorphisms F (zM ) may fail

to commute with some of the morphisms in B. Hence {F (zM ) ∈ EndB(F (M)) | M ∈ A} is not

necessarily an endomorphism of the identity functor idB. We remark that some sufficient conditions

for the existence of a canonical homomorphism Z(A)→ Z(B) are known - for instance F being a Serre

quotient functor (see [111, Lemma 4.3]).

We therefore pursue a different approach to construct a sensible ring homomorphism Z(A)→ Z(B)

encoding information about the functor F . There are canonical ring homomorphisms

Z(A)
α−→ End(F )

β←− Z(B)

with α taking {zM | M ∈ A} to {F (zM ) | M ∈ A} and β taking {zK | K ∈ B} to {zF (M) | M ∈ A}.
We assume that β is injective, and identify Z(B) with a subring of End(F ).

Definition 4.7.1. We call ZF (A) := α−1(Z(B)) ⊂ Z(A) the F -centre of A. If A = A-mod is the

category of modules over some algebra A, we will also write ZF (A) := ZF (A).

Restricting α to ZF (A) gives a natural algebra homomorphism from the F -centre of A to the centre

of B:

Z(F ) := α|ZF (A) : ZF (A) −→ Z(B). (4.69)

For any object M ∈ A, the homomorphism Z(F ) fits into the following commutative diagram

ZF (A) Z(B)

EndA(M) EndB(F (M))

Z(F )

can can

F

(4.70)

Therefore, Z(F ) contains partial information about all the maps between endomorphism rings induced

by the functor F .

In general, ZF (A) 6= Z(A). In that case, we would like to extend Z(F ) to a homomorphism

Z(A) → Z(B). Of course, there is a price to pay - such a homomorphism cannot make the diagram

(4.70) commute for all objects M ∈ A. Instead, we impose the condition that the diagram should

commute for all M from some subcategory of A.

Given a full additive subcategory A′, let F ′ : A′ → B be the restricted functor. Restriction to

objects in A′ yields canonical homomorphisms q : Z(A)→ Z(A′) and End(F )→ End(F ′). We assume

that the canonical map β′ : Z(B)→ End(F ′) is injective, and identify Z(B) with a subring of End(F ′).

The following commutative diagram illustrates all the maps we have just defined:

Z(A) End(F ) Z(B)

Z(A′) End(F ′) Z(B)

α

q

β

α′ β′

(4.71)

Definition 4.7.2. We say that a full subcategory A′ of A is F -central if Im(α′ ◦ q) ⊆ Z(B).

If A′ is F -central, then there is a natural algebra homomorphism

ZA′(F ) := α′ ◦ q : Z(A) −→ Z(B)
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extending (4.69), and making the diagram

Z(A) Z(B)

EndA(M) EndB(F (M))

ZA′ (F )

can can

F

commute for all M ∈ A′. The homomorphism ZA′(F ) contains partial information about all the maps

between endomorphism rings induced by the restricted functor F ′.

4.7.2. The Fc-centre. For the rest of this section, we will use the canonical identifications

Z ∼= Z(Ûc-mod), Z ∼= Z(H0-mod), Ûop
κ
∼= EndÛκ

(Ûκ).

Let us apply the framework developed in §4.7.1 to the functor Fc : Ûc-mod → H0-mod. We have

canonical maps

Z
α−→ End(Fc)

β←− Z.

By Theorem 4.6.11, the regular module H0 is in the image of Fc. The fact that Z acts faithfully on H0

implies that β is injective.

Our first goal is to give a partial description of the Fc-centre of Ûc-mod. For any κ ∈ C, define

Lκ := 〈κLr+1, id[r] | r ≤ 0〉 ⊂ Ûκ. (4.72)

When κ = c, it follows from Theorem 4.3.3 and §4.3.4 that the generators on the RHS of (4.72) are

algebraically independent. Hence

Lc = C[cLr+1, id[r]]r≤0. (4.73)

We will show that Lc is a subalgebra of the Fc-centre of Ûc-mod. The proof requires some preparations.

Let κ be arbitrary and set t = κ+n. Let 1ĝ denote the unit in Ûκ. Consider the image [1⊗e∗id⊗1ĝ]

of 1⊗ e∗id⊗ 1ĝ ∈ Tκ(Ûκ) in Fκ(Ûκ). Let Kt be the Ht-submodule of Fκ(Ûκ) generated by [1⊗ e∗id⊗ 1ĝ].

Lemma 4.7.3. There is an Ht-module isomorphism Kt
∼= Ht.

Proof. Since Fκ is right exact, it induces an epimorphism

Fκ(Ûκ)� Fκ(Hκ) ∼= Ht, [1⊗ e∗id ⊗ 1ĝ] 7→ [1⊗ e∗id ⊗ 1H] = 1H,

which restricts to an isomorphism Kt
∼= Ht.

Let Nt be the subalgebra of EndHt(Fκ(Ûκ)) consisting of endomorphisms which preserve the sub-

module Kt. Let ρt : Nt → EndHt(Kt) ∼= H
op
t be the map given by restriction of endomorphisms of

Fκ(Ûκ) to those of Kt.

Lemma 4.7.4. The following hold.

a) The image of L op
κ under EndÛκ

(Ûκ)
Fκ−→ EndHt(Fκ(Ûκ)) is contained in Nt.
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b) The map ρt ◦ Fκ|L op
κ

is given by:

id[r] 7→
n∑
i=1

x−ri (r ≤ 0), (4.74)

κLr 7→ −
n∑
i=1

x1−r
i yi +

∑
i<j

c−r(xi, xj)si,j +
n(1− r)

2

n∑
i=1

x−ri (r ≤ 1), (4.75)

where c−r(xi, xj) is the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree −r in xi and xj,

if r ≤ 0, and c−1(xi, xj) = 0.

c) When κ = c, the image of Fc|Lc lies in the image of Z in EndH0(Fc(Ûc)).

Proof. A homomorphism from Kt to Fκ(Ûκ) is determined by where it sends the generator [1⊗e∗id⊗1ĝ].

Let z be any of our distinguished generators (see (4.72)) of Lκ. The corresponding endomorphism of

Fκ(Ûκ) sends [1⊗ e∗id ⊗ 1ĝ] to [1⊗ e∗id ⊗ z · 1ĝ]. We are going to use the g[t]-action (4.30) to show that

1 ⊗ e∗id ⊗ z · 1ĝ is in the same equivalence class in Fκ(Ûκ) as an element of the form (4.74) or (4.75).

First take z = id[r] with r ≤ 0. By (4.30), we have

[1⊗ e∗id ⊗ id[r] · 1ĝ] =

n∑
i=1

[x−ri ⊗ e
∗
id ⊗ 1ĝ].

This yields formula (4.74). Secondly, take z = κLr with r ≤ 1. By (4.30), we have the following

equalities of operators on Fc(Ûc) evaluated at [1⊗ e∗id ⊗ 1ĝ]:∑
s≥1

∑
k,l

(ekl[r − s]elk[s])(∞) =
∑
s≥1

∑
i

xs−ri

∑
k,l

e
(i)
kl elk[s](∞) = −

∑
i

x1−r
i yi,

∑
r≤s≤0

∑
k,l

(ekl[s]elk[r − s])(∞) =
∑
r≤s≤0

∑
i,j

x−si xs−rj Ω(i,j) = 2
∑
i<j

c−r(xi, xj)si,j + n(1− r)
n∑
i=1

x−ri ,

yielding formula (4.75). We have thus shown that the endomorphisms in Fκ(L op
κ ) send the generator

[1 ⊗ e∗id ⊗ 1ĝ] of Kt to other elements of Kt. Hence Fκ(L op
κ ) ⊆ Nt, proving parts a) and b) of the

lemma. Part c) can be checked by a direct calculation - it suffices to compute that the elements on

the RHS of (4.74) and (4.75) lie in Z. It also follows from Theorem 4.7.9, which has a more conceptual

proof.

Theorem 4.7.5. We have Lc ⊆ ZFc(Ûc). Moreover, Z(Fc) is given by formulae (4.74) and (4.75).

Proof. We need to check that, for any M ∈ Ûc-mod and z ∈ Lc, the endomorphism Fc(zM ) lies in

the image of Z in EndH0
(Fc(M)). By Definition 4.5.9, Fc(M) = Fc(Ûc) ⊗Ûc

M . The corresponding

endomorphism Fc(zM ) of Fc(M) sends r⊗m 7→ r⊗z ·m = r ·z⊗m, for m ∈M and r ∈ Fκ(Ûc). Hence

Fc(zM ) = Fc(zÛc
) ⊗ id. But Fc(zÛc

) lies in the image of Z in EndH0
(Fc(Ûc)) by part c) of Lemma

4.7.4. Hence Fc(zM ) lies in the image of Z in EndH0
(Fc(M)), proving the first statement. The second

statement follows directly from part b) of Lemma 4.7.4.

4.7.3. An Fc-central subcategory. The following lemma shows that the Fc-centre of Ûc-mod is

a proper subalgebra of Z.

Lemma 4.7.6. We have ZFc(Ûc) 6= Z.
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Proof. Consider the element id[1] ∈ Z. It follows from (4.50) that −α(id[1])Fc(Hc) is the endomorphism

of Fc(Hc) ∼= H0 given by multiplication with y1 + . . . + yn. On the other hand, take, for example, the

quotient M of Uc(ĝ) by the left ideal generated by ĝ≥3. One sees easily from (4.31) that −α(id[1])Fc(M)

does not coincide with the endomorphism of Fc(M) induced by y1 + . . .+ yn.

Our next goal is to find a reasonable Fc-central subcategory of Ûc-mod.

Definition 4.7.7. Let CH be the full subcategory of Ûc-mod containing precisely the quotients of

direct sums of Hc. Let FH be the restriction of Fc to CH.

As the lemma below shows, category CH contains interesting objects such as Verma and Weyl

modules.

Lemma 4.7.8. The following hold.

a) If λ ∈ Pn(n), then the Verma module Mc(λ) is an object of CH.

b) Let l ≥ 1, µ ∈ Cl(n), λ ∈ Pµ(µ) and a ∈ Cn with Sn(a) = Sµ. Then the Weyl module Wc(a, λ)

is an object of CH.

Proof. Let us prove b). The definition of Hc implies that

HomÛc
(Hc,Wc(a, λ)) ∼= Wc(a, λ)i(1,...,1),

where i = n−[1]⊕ n+[1]⊕ ĝ≥2. The subspace L(a, λ) ⊂Wc(a, λ) is annihilated by i. It is easy to check

that, since λ ∈ Pµ(µ), the difference λ − (1, . . . , 1) is a sum of positive roots of lµ. Since (1, . . . , 1)

is a dominant weight, it follows that L(a, λ)(1,...,1) 6= {0}. Since L(a, λ) is simple as an lµ-module,

any non-zero vector generates Wc(a, λ) as a Ûc-module. It follows that there exists an epimorphism

Hc �Wc(a, λ). Hence Wc(a, λ) ∈ CH. The proof of a) is analogous.

To state the next theorem, we need to introduce some notation:

Φ: Z→EndÛc
(Hc), z 7→ zHc ,

Ψ: EndÛc
(Hc)→EndH0

(H0) ∼= H
op
0 , φ 7→ Fc(φ),

Θ := Ψ ◦ Φ.

These maps fit into the following commutative diagram.

Z Z(CH) End(FH) Z

Z EndÛc
(Hc) H

op
0 Z

q α′

Φ Ψ

(4.76)

where the vertical arrows send an endomorphism of the identity functor (resp. FH) to the corresponding

endomorphism of Hc (resp. H0).

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.7.9. The subcategory CH is Fc-central and ZCH(Fc) = Θ.

The proof of Theorem 4.7.9 will be presented in §4.7.4. We note the following corollary, which will

be useful later.

Corollary 4.7.10. Let M ∈ CH and z ∈ Z. Then Θ(z)Fc(M) = Fc(zM ). In particular, Θ(AnnZ(M)) ⊆
AnnZ(Fc(M)).
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Proof. By Theorem 4.7.9, we have Fc(zM ) = (α′ ◦ q(z))M = Θ(z)M . If z ∈ AnnZ(M), then zM = 0

and so Θ(z)Fc(M) = Fc(zM ) = 0.

4.7.4. Proof of Theorem 4.7.9. The proof of Theorem 4.7.9 requires some preperations. We

first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.7.11. The two vertical arrows in (4.76) are injective.

Proof. Let M be an object of CH. Since M is a quotient of HIc (direct sum over some index set I),

there exists an epimorphism p : HIc � M . Suppose that z ∈ Z(CH). Then zM ◦ p = p ◦ zHIc and it

follows that zM is uniquely determined by zHIc . But zHIc = ⊕IzHc , so zM is in fact uniquely determined

by zHc . This proves the injectivity of the left vertical arrow.

Now suppose that φ ∈ End(FH). Let φM be the corresponding endomorphism of Fc(M). Since Fc

is right exact, Fc(p) : HI0 → Fc(M) is also an epimorphism. Since φ is a natural transformation, we

have Fc(p) ◦ φHIc = φM ◦ Fc(p). It follows that φM is determined uniquely by φHIc . But φHIc = ⊕IφHc ,
so φM is uniquely determined by φHc . This proves the injectivity of the right vertical arrow.

Theorem 4.7.9 states that CH is Fc-central, i.e., Imα′ ◦ q ⊆ Z. By Lemma 4.7.11, this is equivalent

to showing that Im Θ ⊆ Z. The rest of this subsection is dedicated to this goal. The main idea is to

establish the following two facts: Im Θ ⊆ ZH
op
0

(C[h∗]o) and ZH
op
0

(C[h∗]o) = Z.

We start by recalling some information about the G((t))-action on Ûc. There is an adjoint action

G((t))× g((t))→ g((t)), (g,X) 7→ g(X) := gXg−1

of G((t)) on its Lie algebra g((t)). It extends to an action on ĝc if we let G((t)) act trivially on 1. This

action induces an action on the universal enveloping algebra Uc(ĝ) and its completion Ûc.

Proposition 4.7.12 ( [54, Proposition 4.3.8]). The G((t))-action on Z ⊆ Ûc is trivial.

The G((t))-action restricts to an Sn-action on Ûc, where we identify the symmetric group Sn with

the subgroup of permutation matrices in G ⊂ G((t)). The Sn-action preserves the ideal Ic ⊂ U(ĝc)

and, hence, induces an action on the module Hc.
We now define an induced action on Fc(Hc). Let Sn act on (V∗)⊗n by the rule e∗i1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ e

∗
in
7→

e∗w(iw−1(1))
⊗. . .⊗e∗w(iw−1(n))

. One easily checks that w·e∗τ = e∗wτw−1 , where e∗τ is as in (4.64). Combining

the Sn-actions on Hc and (V∗)⊗n defined above with the natural permutation action on C[h] we obtain

an action

Sn × Tc(Hc)→ Tc(Hc), (w, f ⊗ u⊗ h) 7→ w · f ⊗ w · u⊗ w · h. (4.77)

It is easy to check that if X[k] ∈ g[t] and w ∈ Sn then w ◦X[k] = w(X)[k] ◦w as operators on Tc(Hc).
Hence the subspace g[t].Tc(Hc) is Sn-stable, and (4.77) descends to an action

? : Sn × Fc(Hc)→ Fc(Hc). (4.78)

Note that this action is different from the Sn-action defined in §4.4.4.

There is also a natural conjugation action

Sn × H0 → H0, (w, h) 7→ whw−1. (4.79)

In the next lemma we compare the induced actions on endomorphism algebras.

Lemma 4.7.13. The map Θ is Sn-equivariant.
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Proof. We factor Θ as a product of the maps Φ, EndÛc
(Hc) → EndH0

(Fc(Hc)) and the isomorphism

EndH0
(Fc(Hc)) ∼= EndH0

(H0) induced by Υ from (4.49). The first two maps are Sn-equivariant by con-

struction. So we only need to check that Υ intertwines the two actions (4.78) and (4.79). Abbreviating

ek := ekk, we have

Υ(wf(x1, . . . , xn)ug(y1, . . . , yn)w−1) = Υ(f(xw(1), . . . , xw(n))wuw
−1g(yw(1), . . . , yw(n)))

= [f(xw(1), . . . , xw(n))⊗ e∗wuw−1 ⊗ g(−ew(1)[1], . . . ,−ew(n)[1]).1H]

and

w ?Υ(f(x1, . . . , xn)ug(y1, . . . , yn)) = w ? [f(x1, . . . , xn)⊗ e∗u ⊗ g(−e1[1], . . . ,−en[1]).1H]

= [f(xw(1), . . . , xw(n))⊗ e∗wuw−1 ⊗ g(−ew(1)[1], . . . ,−ew(n)[1]).1H],

as required.

Proposition 4.7.14. We have ZH0(C[h∗]o) = Z.

Proof. Write Hreg := C[hreg × h∗] oCSn. We first prove that

ZHreg (C[h∗] oCSn) = Z(Hreg) = C[hreg × h∗]Sn .

We only need to show that ZHreg (C[h∗] o CSn) ⊆ Z(Hreg), the other inclusion being obvious. Let

z ∈ ZHreg (C[h∗] o CSn). We can uniquely write z =
∑
w∈Sn fww with fw ∈ C[hreg × h∗]. Since,

by assumption, z commutes with CSn, for any u ∈ Sn we have z = uzu−1 =
∑
w∈Sn ufwwu

−1 =∑
w∈Sn f

u
u−1wuw, where fu(a) = f(u−1 · a). Hence f1 = fu1 for all u ∈ Sn, i.e., f1 ∈ C[hreg × h∗]Sn .

Next, since z commutes with C[h∗], 0 = [z, g] =
∑
w∈Sn fw(gw − g)w for all g ∈ C[h∗]. But Sn acts

faithfully on h ⊂ C[h∗], so for each w ∈ Sn there exists a ∈ h such that w−1(a) 6= a. This forces fw = 0

for each w 6= 1.

Using the Dunkl embedding (see (4.29)), we view H0 as a subalgebra of Hreg. The following are

obvious:

ZH0
(C[h∗] oCSn) = ZHreg (C[h∗] oCSn) ∩ H0, Z(Hreg) ∩ H0 ⊆ Z.

Since Hreg = H0[δ−1] and δ−1 is central in Hreg, we also have Z ⊆ Z(Hreg) ∩ H0.

Remark 4.7.15. Proposition 4.7.14 generalizes to rational Cherednik algebras at t = 0 associated to

any complex reflection group.

Proposition 4.7.16. We have Im Θ ⊆ Z.

Proof. Lemma 4.7.13 and Proposition 4.7.12 imply that Im Θ ⊆ ZH
op
0

(CSn). Therefore, it suffices to

show that Im Θ ⊆ ZH
op
0

(C[h∗]), because then Proposition 4.7.14 implies that Im Θ ⊆ ZH
op
0

(C[h∗]o) = Z.

By the definition of Hc, there is a natural isomorphism

EndÛc
(Hc)

∼−→ (Hc)i(1,...,1). (4.80)

Observe that Sym(t[1]).1H ⊂ (Hc)i(1,...,1). Indeed, Sym(t[1]).1H has t-weight (1, . . . , 1), and since i is

an ideal in t̂+ and 1H is annihilated by i, so is Sym(t[1]).1H. Hence elements of Sym(t[1]).1H define

endomorphisms of Hc.
By construction, Im Φ ⊆ Z(EndÛc

(Hc)), and so Im Φ commutes with the endomorphisms defined by

Sym(t[1]).1H. Hence Im Θ = Ψ(Im Φ) must commute with the image of these endomorphisms under Ψ.
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But Theorem 4.6.11 implies that they are mapped to C[h∗] ⊂ Hop. It follows that Im Θ ⊆ ZH
op
0

(C[h∗]),

as required.

We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 4.7.9.

Proof of Theorem 4.7.9. By Proposition 4.7.16, Im Θ ⊆ Z. Lemma 4.7.11 and the commutativity of

diagram (4.76), therefore, imply Im(α′ ◦ q) ⊆ Z. The second statement of the theorem also follows

directly from the commutativity of the diagram.

4.8 Filtered and graded versions of the Suzuki functor

Our next goal is to show that Im Θ = Z. The proof in §4.9 relies on a filtered version of the Suzuki

functor, which we construct in this section. We also introduce a graded version. Assume that κ ∈ C
and m,n are arbitrary unless indicated otherwise.

4.8.1. Background from filtered and graded algebra. We refer the reader to [5] and [129] for

basic definitions from filtered and graded algebra. All filtrations we consider are increasing, exhaustive

and separated. If M is a graded vector space (or module or algebra) we denote the i-th graded piece

by Mi. If M is a filtered vector space (or module or algebra), we denote the i-th filtered piece by M≤i.

Now suppose that A is a filtered algebra and M,N are two filtered A-modules. An A-module

homomorphism f : M → N is called filtered of degree i if f(M≤r) ⊆ N≤r+i for all r ∈ Z. We say that

f is a filtered isomorphism if f is an isomorphism of A-modules and f(M≤r) = N≤r for all r ∈ Z. Let

HomA(M,N)≤i denote the vector space of filtered homomorphisms of degree i and set Homfil
A(M,N) :=⋃

i∈Z HomA(M,N)≤i. If M is finitely generated as an A-module then HomA(M,N) = Homfil
A(M,N).

Observe that Homfil
A(M,N) is a filtered vector space and Homfil

A(M,M) is also a filtered algebra.

We next define two categories whose objects are filtered (left) A-modules. The first category,

denoted A-fmod, has Hom-sets of the form Homfil
A(M,N). The second category, denoted A-fmod0,

has Hom-sets of the form HomA(M,N)0. We regard A-fmod as a category enriched in the category

C-fmod0 of filtered vector spaces (where C is endowed with the trivial filtration).

Analogous definitions make sense in the graded setting. In particular, if A is a Z-graded algebra

then we have two categories of graded modules A-gmod and A-gmod0. We regard A-gmod as a category

enriched in the category C-gmod0 of graded vector spaces.

If A is a filtered algebra, with associated graded grA, let σ : A → grA be the principal symbol

map. For v ∈ A, set deg v := deg σ(v). If f : A → B is a degree zero filtered algebra homomorphism,

let gr f : grA→ grB be the associated graded algebra homomorphism.

4.8.2. Filtrations and gradings. We consider two filtrations and a grading on Uκ(g̃).

Definition 4.8.1. Suppose that l ≥ 0, X1, . . . , Xl ∈ g and j1, . . . , jl ∈ Z. An expression of the form

m = X1[j1] . . . Xl[jl] ∈ Uκ(g̃) is called a monomial of length l, height j1 + . . .+ jl and absolute height

|j1|+ . . .+ |jl|. For r ∈ Z, define:

(a) Uκ(g̃)r = 〈 monomials of height r 〉,

(b) Upbw
κ (g̃)≤r = 〈 monomials of length ≤ r 〉,

(c) Uabs
κ (g̃)≤r = 〈 monomials of absolute height ≤ r 〉,
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where the brackets denote C-span. Observe that (a) defines a grading while (b) and (c) define filtrations

on Uκ(g̃). Filtration (b) is the usual PBW filtration. We call filtration (c) the absolute height filtration.

Denote by Upbw
κ (g̃) and Uabs

κ (g̃) the corresponding filtered algebras.

Definition 4.8.2. Let C abs
κ (resp. C abs

κ (r)) be the full subcategory of Uabs
κ (g̃)-fmod whose objects are

filtered modules with the property that the underlying unfiltered module is an object of Cκ (resp.

Cκ(r)). Similarly, let C gr
κ be the full subcategory of Uκ(g̃)-gmod whose objects are graded modules

with the property that the underlying ungraded module is an object of Cκ.

Remark 4.8.3. Consider the associated graded algebra grUabs
κ (g̃). It is easy to see that the relation

[σ(X ⊗ tr), σ(Y ⊗ tl)] = δ|r|+|l|,|r+l|σ([X,Y ]⊗ tr+l)

holds in grUabs
κ (g̃). Hence

grUabs(g̃≥0) ∼= Uabs(g̃≥0), grUabs(g̃≤0) ∼= Uabs(g̃≤0).

Moreover, we have [grUabs(g̃≥1), grUabs(g̃≤−1)] = 0.

We next consider a family of filtrations and a grading on rational Cherednik algebras.

Definition 4.8.4. Setting deg xi = −1, deg yi = 1 and degSm = 0 defines a grading on Ht. We denote

the corresponding graded algebra simply by Ht. For each k ≥ 1, setting deg xi = 1, deg yi = k and

degSm = 0 yields a filtration on Ht, and we denote the corresponding filtered algebra by H
(k)
t . When

k = 1, the resulting filtration is known as the PBW filtration, and we abbreviate Ht := H
(1)
t . We

consider C[h], C[h]o and C[h∗] as graded (resp. filtered) subalgebras of Ht.

4.8.3. Filtered lift of the Suzuki functor Let M be a filtered module in C abs
κ . We equip (V∗)⊗m

with the trivial filtration and Tκ(M) with the tensor product filtration. Explicitly,

Tκ(M)≤r =
∑
k+l=r

C[h]≤k ⊗ (V∗)⊗m ⊗M≤l. (4.81)

Consider the quotient map

ψ : Tκ(M)� Fκ(M). (4.82)

We endow Fκ(M) with the quotient filtration given by Fκ(M)≤r := ψ(Tκ(M)≤r). The following

proposition connects the absolute height filtration on Uκ(g̃) with the filtrations on Hκ+n.

Proposition 4.8.5. For each r ≥ 2, the functor Fκ lifts to a functor

F(r)
κ : C abs

κ (r)→ H
(2r−3)
κ+n -fmod

enriched in C-fmod0.

Proof. Let M ∈ C abs
κ (r). We first show that Fκ(M) is a filtered H

(2r−3)
κ+n -module. The only non-trivial

thing to show is that yiFκ(M)≤s ⊆ Fκ(M)≤s+2r−3 for s ∈ Z and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Recall that the action

of yi is given by (4.31). Clearly each of ∂xi and Ω(i,j)(xi − xj)−1(1 − si,j) either vanishes or lowers

degree by one. Hence it is enough to show that for each p ≥ 0, the operator xpiΩ
(i,∞)
[p+1] raises degree by

at most 2r − 3. Observe that xp raises degree by p and e
(i)
kl doesn’t change degree. Therefore it is in

fact enough to show that each elk[p+ 1](∞) changes degree by at most −p+ 2r − 3.
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If p ≤ r − 2 then the fact that M is a filtered module implies that elk[p + 1] raises degree by at

most r− 1. But r− 1 ≤ (r− 1) + (r− 2− p) = −p+ 2r− 3. So assume p > r− 2. Let v ∈M . Because

M ∈ C abs
κ (r), we can assume without loss of generality that v = X1[a1] . . . Xz[az].u, with u satisfying

ĝ≥r.u = 0, X1, . . . , Xz ∈ g and a1 ≤ . . . ≤ az < r. We argue by induction on z (i.e. by induction on

the PBW filtration). If z = 1 then

elk[p+ 1].v = X1[a1]elk[p+ 1].u+ [elk, X1][p+ 1 + a1].u = [elk, X1][p+ 1 + a1].u. (4.83)

Note that [elk, X1][p + 1 + a1].u = 0 unless a1 ≤ −p + r − 2. Let us now calculate the difference in

degree between v and (4.83). First assume a1 ≤ −p−1. Then |p+1+a1|− |a1| = −(p+1+a1)+a1 =

−p − 1. But −p − 1 ≤ −p + 2r − 3 since r ≥ 2. Next assume −p ≤ a1 ≤ −p + r − 2 < 0. Then

|p+1+a1|−|a1| = p+2a1 +1 ≤ −p+2r−3. Hence elk[p+1](∞) changes degree by at most −p+2r−3,

as required.

Now let z > 1. We have

elk[p+ 1].v = X1[a1]elk[p+ 1].v′ + [elk, X1][p+ 1 + a1].v′,

where v′ = X2[a2] . . . Xz[az].u. By induction we know that elk[p+1] changes the degree of v′ by at most

−p+2r−3. Hence degX1[a1]elk[p+1].v′ ≤ deg v′+a1−p+2r−3 ≤ deg v−p+2r−3. Moreover, since

M is a filtered module, [elk, X1][p+1+a1] changes the degree of v′ by at most |p+1+a1|. By triangle

inequality, |p+1+a1|−|a1| ≤ |p+1| = p+1, so deg[elk, X1][p+1+a1].v′ ≤ deg v−p−1 < deg v−p+2r−3.

It follows that elk[p+ 1](∞) changes degree by at most −p+ 2r − 3, as required.

We now show that F
(r)
κ is an enriched functor. Suppose that M and N are two filtered modules

in C abs
κ (r). Let h : M → N be a filtered homomorphism of degree i. We need to show that Fκ(h) is

also a filtered homomorphism of degree i. So let v ∈ Fκ(M)≤s. Recall the projection (4.82). Since

Fκ(M) is endowed with the quotient filtration, we can choose ṽ ∈ Tκ(M)≤s with ψ(ṽ) = v. We can

assume without loss of generality that ṽ = f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗u⊗ z with u ∈ (V∗)⊗m, z ∈M and f some

polynomial. Since h is filtered of degree i, we have Tκ(h)(ṽ) = f(x1, . . . , xm)⊗ u⊗h(z) ∈ Tκ(N)≤s+i.

However, ψ′ ◦ Tκ(h)(ṽ) = Fκ(h)(v), where ψ′ is the projection ψ′ : Tκ(N) � Fκ(N). It follows that

Fκ(h)(v) ∈ Fκ(N)≤s+i, as required.

In the following proposition assume that κ = c, m = n and consider the module Hc = Uabs
c (g̃)/(Ic∩

Uabs
c (g̃)) as a filtered Uabs

c (g̃)-module endowed with the quotient filtration.

Proposition 4.8.6. The isomorphism Υ: H0
∼−→ Fc(Hc) from (4.49) lifts to an isomorphism in the

category H0-fmod0. Moreover, the map Ψ: EndÛc
(Hc) → EndH0(H0) is a filtered algebra homomor-

phism.

Proof. Since it is difficult to work with quotient filtrations, we first show that Fc(Hc) is isomorphic

to another module with a more explicit filtration. Consider the H0-module Tc(Hc). One easily checks

that the subspace M = C[h]⊗((V∗)⊗n)(−1,...,−1)⊗I is a H0-submodule of Tc(Hc). Moreover, it follows

from Theorem 4.6.11 that Tc(Hc) = M ⊕ g[t] · Tc(Hc) and Fc(Hc) ∼= M . The latter isomorphism is

filtered if we endow Fc(Hc) with the quotient filtration and M with the subspace filtration. It follows

from (4.50) that composing Υ with Fc(Hc) ∼= M yields an H0-module isomorphism H0
∼= M given by

f(x1, . . . , xn)wg(y1, . . . , yn) 7→ f(x1, . . . , xn)⊗ e∗w ⊗ g(−e11[1], . . . ,−enn[1])1H.

This formula together with the definition of the filtration on H0 and (4.81) imply that the isomorphism
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H0
∼= M is in fact filtered. This proves the first part of the proposition.

The filtered isomorphism Υ−1 induces a filtered isomorphism of endomorphism rings EndH0
(Fc(Hc)) ∼=

EndH0
(H0). But Ψ is a composition of the latter with the homomorphism Fc : EndÛc

(Hc)→ EndH0
(Fc(Hc)),

which is filtered by Proposition 4.8.5.

4.8.4. Graded lift of the Suzuki functor. Suppose that M is a graded module in C gr
κ . Consider

(V∗)⊗m as a graded vector space concentrated in degree zero. Endow Tκ(M) with the tensor product

grading in analogy to (4.81). It follows immediately from (4.30) that Fκ(M) is a quotient of Tκ(M)

by a graded subspace. Hence the grading on Tκ(M) descends to a grading on Fκ(M).

Proposition 4.8.7. The functor Fκ lifts to a functor

Fgr
κ : C gr

κ → Hκ+n-gmod

enriched in C-gmod0.

Proof. Let M ∈ C gr
κ . We first prove that Fκ(M) is a graded Hκ+n-module. It suffices to show that

yiFκ(M)s ⊆ Fκ(M)s for s ∈ Z and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Recall that the action of yi is given by (4.31). Clearly

∂xi and Ω(i,j)(xi − xj)−1(1 − si,j) either vanish or raise degree by one. Since M is a graded Uκ(g̃)-

module, the same holds for xpiΩ
(i,∞)
[p+1] for each p ≥ 0, as required. The proof of the fact that Fgr

κ is an

enriched functor is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.8.5.

4.9 Surjectivity of Θ

In this section we show that Im Θ = Z. Assume that n = m and κ = c throughout.

4.9.1. The associated graded map. Consider the following commutative diagram in the category

of vector spaces.

HIc
c Hc Tc(Hc) Fc(Hc)

EndÛc
(Hc) EndH0

(H0)∼=H0

Im Φ Z

v 7→1C[h]⊗e∗id⊗v

Υ−1oo

Ψ

Ψ

(4.84)

Note that the fact that Ψ(Im Φ) ⊆ Z follows from Proposition 4.7.16. We endow each of the vector

spaces above with a filtration:

• Hc = Uabs
c (g̃)/(Ic ∩ Uabs

c (g̃)) carries the quotient filtration and HIc
c ⊂ Hc has the subspace

filtration,

• EndÛc
(Hc) carries the filtration induced by the one on Hc and Im Θ ⊂ EndÛc

(Hc) has the

subspace filtration,

• Tc(Hc) has the filtration from (4.81) and Fc(Hc) has the corresponding quotient filtration,

• H0 has the PBW filtration, EndH0(H0) carries the induced filtration and Z ⊂ H0 the subspace

filtration.
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Lemma 4.9.1. Each map in the diagram (4.84) is filtered.

Proof. Every map is filtered by definition except for Ψ and Υ−1. The fact that the latter two are

filtered follows from Proposition 4.8.6.

We will show that Im Θ = Z by computing the associated graded algebra homomorphism

grΨ: gr Im Φ→ gr Z. (4.85)

We split the task of computing (4.85) into two parts. We first compute the principal symbols of

the images of Segal-Sugawara operators in Hc. We then compute the images of these principal symbols

under the associated graded of the map Hc → H0 arising from the upper right corner of the diagram

(4.84).

4.9.2. Calculation of principal symbols. The ideal (U(ĝ−)(n+⊗tC[t−1]))∩U(ĝ−)ad t in U(ĝ−)ad t

is two-sided (see e.g. [100]). Hence the corresponding projection

AHC : U(ĝ−)ad t � U(t⊗ tC[t−1])

is an algebra homomorphism, often called the affine Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Note that AHC

is, moreover, a filtered homomorphism with respect to the PBW filtrations.

Lemma 4.9.2. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The Segal-Sugawara vector Tk from Example 4.3.4 can be written as

Tk = Pk +Qk +Q′k,

where Pk := (e11[−1])k + . . .+ (enn[−1])k,

Qk ∈ (U(g̃−)−k ∩Upbw(g̃−)≤k−1)ad t, Q′k ∈ (U(g̃−)−k ∩Upbw(g̃−)≤k)ad t

and Q′k ∈ kerAHC.

Proof. Consider the algebra U(ˆ̂g−) from Example 4.3.4 equipped with a modified PBW filtration in

which τ has degree zero. One easily sees that the principal symbol of Tr(Ekτ ) equals Tr(E(−1))k, where

E(−1) := (eij [−1])ni,j=1 is a matrix with coefficients in S(ĝ−). But gr AHC(Tr(E(−1))k) = Pk.

Definition 4.9.3. Suppose that A ∈ U(ĝ−). We write Al := A〈−l−1〉 so that Y〈A, z〉 =
∑
l∈ZAlz

l

(note that the same notation was used with a different meaning in (4.19)). In particular, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

we write Tk,l := Tk,〈−l−1〉 (not to be confused with Tk;l from Example 4.3.4 ). We also write

Âl := Φ̂(Al), Al := σabs(Âl),

where σabs : Hc → grHc is the principal symbol map with respect to the absolute height filtration and

Φ̂ : Ûc � Ûc/Ûc.Ic = Hc is the canonical map. If v ∈ Hc, set deg v := deg σabs(v).

The proof of the following key proposition is rather technical and has been relegated to the appendix.

Proposition 4.9.4. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then:

T̂k,l = 0 (l < −2k), T̂k,−2k = P̂k,−2k =

n∑
i=1

(eii[1])k.1H,
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Tk,−2k+2+b = Pk,−2k+2+b = k

n∑
i=1

eii[−b− 1](eii[1])k−1.1H + (Hc)≤k+b−1 (b ≥ 0).

Proof. See Appendix A.

4.9.3. The main result. Recall from Theorem 2.1.4 that gr Z = C[h⊕h∗]Sn . The latter is known as

the ring of diagonal invariants or multisymmetric polynomials. Given a, b ∈ Z≥0, the multisymmetric

power-sum polynomial of degree (a, b) is defined as pa,b := xa1y
b
1 + . . .+ xany

b
n. We call a+ b the total

degree of pa,b.

Proposition 4.9.5. The polynomials pa,b with a+ b ≤ n generate C[h⊕ h∗]Sn .

Proof. See, e.g., [116, Corollary 8.4].

We are ready to prove our main result: the surjectivity of Θ. We also partially describe the kernel

of Θ, compute Θ on Segal-Sugawara operators corresponding to T1 and T2, and compute the principal

symbols of the images of “higher-order” Segal-Sugawara operators under Θ.

Theorem 4.9.6. The map Θ: Z→ Z is surjective with

(i) Θ(Tk,l) = 0 (l < −2k),

(ii) Θ(T1,l) = pl+1,0 (l ≥ 0),

(iii) Θ(T2,l) = −2pl+3,1 +
∑
i<j 2cl+2(xi, xj)si,j + ((n+ 1)l + 3n+ 1)

∑n
i=1 x

l+2
i (l ≥ −2),

(iv) Θ(Tk,−2k) = (−1)kp0,k,

(v) σ(Θ(Tk,−2k+2+b)) = (−1)k−1kpb+1,k−1 (b ≥ 0),

where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, cr(xi, xj) is the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial of degree r in xi and

xj, and σ : Z→ gr Z is the principal symbol map.

Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Proposition 4.9.4, while (ii)-(iii) follow from Lemma 4.7.4 and the

fact that T2 = 2 · cL + id[−2]. Proposition 4.9.4 together with (4.50) implies that Υ−1 sends

[1C[h] ⊗ e∗id ⊗ T̂k,−2k] = [1C[h] ⊗ e∗id ⊗
n∑
i=1

(eii[1])k.1H] 7→ (−1)kp0,k,

which proves (iv). Moreover, Proposition 4.9.4 together with (4.30) and (4.50) implies that grΥ−1

sends

[1C[h] ⊗ e∗id ⊗Tk,−2k+2+b] = k

n∑
i=1

xb+1
i ⊗ e∗id ⊗ (eii[1])k−1.1H 7→ (−1)k−1kpb+1,k−1,

which proves (v) because grΨ(Tk,r) = σ(Θ(Tk,r)) for r ≥ −2k + 2.

It follows from (iv) and (v) that the multisymmetric power-sum polynomials of total degree ≤ n

all lie in the image of grΨ. But, by Proposition 4.9.5, these polynomials generate C[h⊕ h∗]Sn = gr Z.

Hence the map grΨ: gr Im Φ → gr Z is surjective. By [129, Lemma 1(e)], the map Ψ: Im Θ → Z is

surjective as well because the filtration on Z is exhaustive and discrete. The surjectivity of Θ = Ψ ◦Φ

follows.
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4.10 Applications and connections to other topics

We present several applications of Theorem 4.9.6. Assume that n = m throughout.

4.10.1. Endomorphism rings and simple modules. We prove that the homomorphisms be-

tween endomorphism rings of Weyl and Verma modules induced by the Suzuki functor are surjective

and use this fact to show that every simple H0-module is in the image of Fc.

Corollary 4.10.1. The functor Fc induces surjective ring homomorphisms:

Fc : EndÛc
(Wc(a, λ))→ EndH0(∆0(a, λ)), (4.86)

for l ≥ 1, ν ∈ Cl(n), λ ∈ Pn(ν) and a ∈ h∗ with Sn(a) = Sν ; and

Fc : EndÛc
(Mc(λ))→ EndH0

(∆0(λ)), (4.87)

for λ ∈ P(n). Moreover, the homomorphisms (4.87) are graded.

Proof. The existence of the ring homomorphisms (4.86) and (4.87) follows from the fact that Fc(Wc(a, λ)) ∼=
∆0(a, λ) (Theorem 4.6.12) and Fc(Mc(λ)) ∼= ∆0(λ) (Theorem 4.6.13). Let us prove their surjectivity.

Corollary 4.7.10 implies that we have a commutative diagram

Z Z

EndÛc
(Wc(a, λ)) EndH0

(∆0(a, λ))

Θ

can can

Fc

By Theorem 4.9.6, Θ is surjective, and, by Theorem 4.6.8.b), the right vertical map is surjective as

well. Hence the lower horizontal map must be surjective, too. The proof in the case of the Verma

modules Mc(λ) is analogous. The fact that (4.87) is a graded homomorphism follows from Proposition

4.8.7.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.10.2. Let M be a Ûc-module and A ⊆ EndÛc
(M) be a vector subspace. Then

Fc(M/AM) = Fc(M)/Fc(A)Fc(M).

Proof. Let B be a basis of A. By definition, M/AM = M/
∑
f∈B Im f . Consider the exact sequence

⊕
f∈B

M
⊕f∈Bf−−−−→M →M/

∑
f∈B

Im f → 0.

By Remark 4.5.10, the functor Fc preserves colimits. In particular, it preserves (possibly infinite) direct

sums and cokernels. Hence

Fc(M/
∑
f∈B Im f) = Fc(coker(⊕f∈Bf))

= coker(⊕f∈BFc(f)) = Fc(M)/
∑
f∈B ImFc(f).

But
∑
f∈B ImFc(f) = Fc(A)Fc(M).
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Corollary 4.10.3. Every simple H0-module is in the image of the functor Fc.

Proof. Let L be a simple H0-module. By Lemma 4.6.9, there exists a generalized Verma module

∆0(a, λ) such that L ∼= ∆0(a, λ)/I ·∆0(a, λ) for some ideal I ⊂ EndH0
(∆0(a, λ)). Let J := F−1

c (I) ⊂
EndÛc

(Wc(a, λ)). Corollary 4.10.1 implies that Fc(J) = I. Hence, by Lemma 4.10.2,

Fc(Wc(a, λ)/J ·Wc(a, λ)) = ∆0(a, λ)/I ·∆0(a, λ) ∼= L.

Remark 4.10.4. When κ 6= c, it has been shown (see [132, Theorem 4.3] and [138, Theorem A.5.1])

that, under some mild assumptions, every simple Hκ+n-module in category O(Hκ+n) is in the image

of Fκ. It is noteworthy that the proofs in [132] and [138] employ very different techniques from those

used by us in the κ = c case.

4.10.2. Restricted Verma and Weyl modules. We are going to compute the Suzuki functor

on restricted Verma and Weyl modules as well as the simple modules in category O.

Consider the algebra Z from (4.16) equipped with the natural Z-grading induced from Uc(ĝ).

In [2, §3.2], Arakawa and Fiebig consider the restriction functor

Cc → Cc, M 7→M := M/
∑

06=i∈Z
Zi ·M. (4.88)

This functor is right exact because it is left adjoint to the invariants functor M 7→ M := {m ∈ M |
z ·m = 0 for all z ∈ Zi, i 6= 0}. Given µ ∈ t∗, in [2, §3.5], Arakawa and Fiebig define the corresponding

restricted Verma module as Mc(µ). By [2, Lemma 3.5],

Mc(µ) = Mc(µ)/Z− ·Mc(µ),

where Z− =
⊕

i<0 Zi.

Consider Mc(µ) as a graded ĝc-module with the subspace Cλ,1 ⊂ Indĝκ
b̂+

Cλ,1 lying in degree zero,

or, equivalently, as a module over the Kac-Moody algebra ĝcoCcL0, with the Segal-Sugawara operator
cL0 (see (4.19)) acting by zero on Cλ,1. It is known (see, e.g., [79, Proposition 9.2.c)] that Mc(µ) has

a unique graded simple quotient L(µ).

Lemma 4.10.5. If µ /∈ P(n) ⊂ t∗ then Fc(L(µ)) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 4.6.13, the module Mc(µ) is killed by Fc. Since Fc is right exact, its quotient L(µ)

is killed as well.

We also consider ∆0(λ), for λ ∈ P(n), as a graded H0-module. It follows from [63, Proposition 4.3]

that ∆0(λ) has a unique graded simple quotient Lλ (not to be confused with L(λ) from §4.2.4).

Corollary 4.10.6. Let λ ∈ P(n). Then Fc(Mc(λ)) ∼= Fc(L(λ)) ∼= Lλ.

Proof. Consider the short exact sequence

0→ K →Mc(λ)→ L(λ)→ 0.

By [1, Lemma 4.2(5)], K has a (possibly infinite) filtration with each subquotient isomorphic to a graded

shift of a simple module of the form L(w ·λ), where e 6= w ∈ Sn and w ·λ = w(λ+ρ)−ρ. In particular,

none of the weights w · λ are dominant. Therefore, there exists a surjective homomorphism from a

direct sum of graded shifts of Verma modules of the form Mc(w · λ), one for each subquotient in the
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filtration, to K. By Theorem 4.6.13, this direct sum of Verma modules is killed by Fc. Right exactness

implies that Fc(K) = 0. Hence, by another application of right exactness, Fc(Mc(λ)) ∼= Fc(L(λ)).

We next prove that Fc(Mc(λ)) ∼= Lλ. Abbreviate Eλ := Im Z ⊂ EndÛc
(Mc(λ)) and Eλ :=

EndH0
(∆0(λ)). These rings are Z≤0-graded. Let E−λ � Eλ and E−λ � Eλ denote their maximal graded

ideals. It follows from the proof of Corollary 4.10.1 that the restriction of (4.87) to Eλ is surjective (in

fact, by [54, Theorem 9.5.3], Eλ = EndÛc
(Mc(λ)), but we do not need to use this fact). Since (4.87)

is a graded homomorphism, it follows that Fc(E−λ ) = E−λ . Therefore, Lemma 4.10.2 implies that

Fc(Mc(λ)) = Fc(Mc(λ)/E−λ ·Mc(λ)) = ∆0(λ)/E−λ ·∆0(λ).

Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.6.9, one concludes that ∆0(λ)/Eλ ·∆0(λ) = Lλ.

Given λ ∈ P(n), we define the corresponding restricted Weyl module to be Wc(λ). Since Z+ =⊕
i>0 Zi annihilates Wc(λ), we have

Wc(λ) = Wc(λ)/Z− ·Wc(λ).

Corollary 4.10.7. Let λ ∈ P(n). Then Fc(Wc(λ)) ∼= Lλ.

Proof. Let M(λ) denote the Verma module over g with highest weight λ. The canonical surjection

M(λ) � L(λ) induces a surjection Mc(λ) = Indĝκ
ĝ+
L(λ) � Indĝκ

ĝ+
M(λ) = Wc(λ). Let K denote its

kernel. The functor Fc sends the exact sequence 0→ K →Mc(λ)→Wc(λ)→ 0 to the exact sequence

Fc(K) → ∆0(λ)
f−→ ∆0(λ) → 0. But ∆0(λ) is a cyclic H0-module, so f must be an isomorphism. It

follows that Fc(K) = 0. Moreover, Fc(K) = 0 because K is a quotient of K.

Since the restriction functor (4.88) is right exact, we also have an exact sequence K → Mc(λ) →
Wc(λ)→ 0. The functor Fc sends it to the exact sequence 0 = Fc(K)→ Lλ → Fc(Wc(λ))→ 0 because

Fc(Mc(λ)) ∼= Lλ, by Corollary 4.10.6. It follows that Fc(Wc(λ)) ∼= Lλ.

4.10.3. Poisson brackets. Suppose that A is an algebraic deformation of an associative algebra

A0, i.e., A is a free C[~]-algebra such that A/~A = A0. Then there is a canonical Poisson bracket on

Z(A0), called the Hayashi bracket, given by

{a, b} :=
1

~
[ã, b̃] mod ~,

where ã, b̃ are arbitrary lifts of a and b, respectively. This Poisson bracket was introduced by Hayashi

in [71]. Applying this construction to Ûc and Ht, we get Poisson brackets on Z and Z.

Lemma 4.10.8. The vector space spanned by 1, id[r] and cLr is, under the Poisson bracket, a Lie

subalgebra of Z isomorphic to the semidirect product of the Heisenberg algebra with the Virasoro algebra.

Moreover, the subspace spanned by id[r] and cLr+1 (r ≤ 0) is a Lie subalgebra.

Proof. This follows from, e.g., [54, (3.1.3)].

By Lemma 4.10.8, the algebra Lc from (4.72) is a Poisson subalgebra of Z. Since the generators
κLr+1, id[r] (r ≤ 0) of Lκ are defined for any κ, they have canonical lifts to ÛC[t]. Let LC[t] be the

C[t]-subalgebra of ÛC[t] generated by them. The map ρt ◦Fκ|L op
κ

from Lemma 4.7.4 also lifts to a map

ρC[t] ◦ FC[t]|L op
C[t]

: L op
C[t] → H

op
C[t].

Theorem 4.10.9. The map Θ: Lc → Z is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.7.4.c), Theorem 4.7.5 and Theorem 4.7.9 that we can identify Θ|Lc

with ρ0 ◦Fc|Lc
. Since Θ is an algebra homomorphism, it suffices to check that Θ preserves the Poisson

bracket on multiplicative generators of Lc. Let ac, bc be any two of the generators cLr+1, id[r] (r ≤ 0)

and let a and b be their canonical lifts to L op
C[t]. Let us interpret ac and bc as endomorphisms of Ûc.

Then

Θ({ac, bc}) = ρ0 ◦ Fc({ac, bc})

=− ρ0 ◦ Fc
(
spect=0

(
1

t
[a, b]

))
= − spect=0

(
1

t
[ρC[t] ◦ FC[t](a), ρC[t] ◦ FC[t](b)]

)
= {ρ0 ◦ Fc(ac), ρ0 ◦ Fc(bc)} = {Θ(ac),Θ(bc)}

The second equality follows from the definition of the Poisson bracket. The third equality follows

from the easily verifiable fact that spect=0 ◦ ρC[t] ◦ FC[t] = ρ0 ◦ Fc ◦ spect=0. The fourth equality follows

from part b) of Lemma 4.7.4, which implies that ρC[t] ◦ FC[t](a) and ρC[t] ◦ FC[t](b) are, respectively,

lifts of ρ0 ◦ Fc(a) and ρ0 ◦ Fc(b) to H
op
C[t]. The minus signs in the second and third lines arise because

we work with lifts in the opposite algebras.

Remark 4.10.10. It would be interesting to know whether there exists a bigger subalgebra Lc ⊂
A ⊂ Z such that Θ|A is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras.

Remark 4.10.11. The image of the “grading element” cL0 under Θ is the so-called Euler element eu

in Z. Moreover, since cL1,−2cL0,−cL−1 form an sl2-triple under the Poisson bracket, we obtain an

sl2-action on Z. This action is not integrable, in contrast to the well-studied ( [11, 15]) action of the

sl2-triple
∑
i x

2
i , eu,

∑
i y

2
i . For example, the subspace of Z spanned by

∑
i x

r
i (r ≥ 0) is isomorphic

to the contragredient Verma module of weight zero while the subspace spanned by Θ(cLr) (r ≤ 1)

is isomorphic to the contragredient Verma module of weight two. It would be interesting to know in

more detail how Z decomposes under our sl2-action.

4.10.4. A description of Θ in terms of opers We are going to show that Θ induces an embed-

ding of the Calogero-Moser space into the space of opers on the punctured disc and describe some of

its properties. Let us first introduce some notation. Set D := SpecC[[t]] and D× := SpecC((t)). Let

B ⊂ G be the standard Borel subgroup and N := [B,B].

The notion of a G-oper on D× was introduced by Drinfeld and Sokolov in [41]. It was later

generalized by Beilinson and Drinfeld in [6] for arbitrary smooth curves. Roughly speaking, a G-oper

is a triple consisting of a principal G-bundle, a connection as well as a reduction of the structure group

to B, satisfying a certain transversality condition.

We will work with an explicit description ofG-opers on D× from [41, §3] in terms of certain operators

(see also [54, §4.2.2]), which we now recall. Let Loc′G(D×) be the space of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t + u(t), u(t) ∈ g((t)).

There is an action of G((t)) on LocG(D×) by the rule g ·(∂t+A(t)) = ∂t+gA(t)g−1−g−1∂tg. Elements

of the orbit space LocG(D×) = Loc′G(D×)/G((t)) are called G-local systems on D×. Let OpG(D×) be

the space of N((t))-equivalence classes of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t + p−1 + v(t), v(t) ∈ b((t)),
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where p−1 = e2,1 + . . . + en,n−1 ∈ g. Elements of OpG(D×) are called G-opers on D×. There is a

natural map OpG(D×)→ LocG(D×) sending an N((t))-equivalence class to a G((t))-equivalence class.

An oper has trivial monodromy if it is in the G((t))-orbit of the local system ∂t. Let OpG(D×)0 denote

the subspace of opers with trivial monodromy.

A G-oper on D with singularity of order at most r (see [6, §3.8.8]), where r ≥ 1, is an N [[t]]-

equivalence class of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t + t−r(p−1 + v(t)), v(t) ∈ b[[t]]. (4.89)

Let Op6rG (D) be the space of all such G-opers. By [6, Proposition 3.8.9], the natural map Op6rG (D)→
OpG(D×) sending an N [[t]]-equivalence class of operators to their N((t))-equivalence class is injective.

The space Op6rG (D) can be endowed with the structure of a scheme and OpG(D×) with the structure

of an ind-scheme (see, e.g., [6, §3.1.11]).

For an operator (4.89), its r-th residue (r ≥ 1) is defined in [51, §4.3] as Resr(∇) := p−1 + v(0).

Under conjugation by an element A(t) ∈ N [[t]], Resr(∇) is conjugated by A(0). Hence the projection

of Resr(∇) onto g/G ∼= t/Sn (identified via the Chevalley isomorphism) is well defined, and we have a

map

Resr : Op6rG (D)→ t/Sn.

For each z ∈ t/Sn, let Op6rG (D)z := Res−1
r (z).

Let Ǧ denote the Langlands dual of G. Let OpǦ(D×) be the space obtained by replacing all the

algebraic groups and Lie algebras by their Langlands duals in the definitions above. Noting that ť = t∗,

let

$ : t∗ → t∗/Sn = ť/Sn, ϑ : g∗ → g∗/G ∼= t∗/Sn = ť/Sn

be the canonical projections. For λ ∈ Π+, we abbreviate

OpλǦ(D) := Op61

Ǧ
(D)0

$(−λ−ρ).

We are next going to recall the connection between opers and the algebra Z. Consider Z as a

graded algebra, with the grading induced by the grading on Ûc, and, moreover, as a filtered algebra,

with the filtration induced by the PBW filtration on Ûc. Let Z6r(ĝ) be the quotient of Z by the ideal

topologically generated by elements of graded degree i and PBW degree j, satisfying −i < j(1− r).

Theorem 4.10.12. The following hold.

a) There is a canonical algebra isomorphism

Z ∼= C[OpǦ(D×)]. (4.90)

b) The isomorphism (4.90) induces, for each r ≥ 0, isomorphisms

Z6r(ĝ) ∼= C[Op6r
Ǧ

(D)]

c) For each λ ∈ Π+, the canonical map Z→ EndÛc
(Wc(λ)) is surjective. Moreover,

EndÛc
(Wc(λ)) ∼= C[OpλǦ(D)].

Proof. Part a) is [54, Theorem 4.3.6], part b) is [6, Proposition 3.8.6] and part c) is [54, Theorem

9.6.1].
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For χ ∈ g∗ ∼= g[r−1]∗, let Ir,χ := Indĝc
ĝ≥r−1⊕C1 Cχ, with ĝ≥r−1 acting on Cχ via ĝ≥r−1 � g[r−1]

χ−→
C and 1 acting as the identity. Set Ur := Ir+1,0.

Theorem 4.10.13 ( [51, Theorem 5.6.(1)-(2)]). We have

suppZ Ur ⊆ Op6r
Ǧ

(D), suppZ Ir,χ ⊆ Op6r
Ǧ

(D)ϑ(χ).

Let us identify t∗ ∼= h∗ via (4.47) and t ∼= t[1], z 7→ z[1]. Recall the map π and the varieties Ωa,λ

from §4.6.2. The following corollary gives a partial description of Θ in terms of opers.

Corollary 4.10.14. The following hold.

a) The map Θ: Z→ Z induces a closed embedding

Θ∗ : Spec Z ↪→ OpǦ(D)62.

b) Let l ≥ 1, ν ∈ Cl(n), λ ∈ Pn(ν), a ∈ h∗ with Sn(a) = Sν and a = $(a). We have

Θ∗(Ωa,λ) ⊆ Op62

Ǧ
(D)a.

Hence the following diagram commutes:

Spec Z OpǦ(D)62

h∗/Sn t∗/Sn

π

Θ∗

Res2

∼

(4.91)

c) If a = 0 then

Θ∗(Ωλ) ⊆ OpλǦ(D). (4.92)

Proof. By Theorem (4.9.6), Θ is surjective, so it induces a closed embedding Θ∗ : Spec Z ↪→ OpǦ(D×).

Corollary 4.7.10 implies that

Θ∗(Spec Z) = Θ∗(suppZ(H0)) ⊆ suppZ Hc.

Since Hc is a quotient of U2, it follows from Theorem 4.10.13 that

suppZ Hc ⊆ suppZ U2 ⊆ Op62

Ǧ
(D).

This proves part a). Let us prove part b). Corollary 4.7.10 implies that

Θ∗(suppZ(∆0(a, λ)) ⊆ suppZ Wc(a, λ). (4.93)

If we take χ ∈ g[1]∗ with χ|n−[1]⊕n+[1] = 0 and χ|t[1] = a then Wc(a, λ) is a quotient of I2,χ. Hence

Theorem 4.10.13 implies that

suppZ Wc(a, λ) ⊆ suppZ I2,χ ⊆ Op62

Ǧ
(D)a.

The commutativity of the diagram (4.91) now follows directly from Proposition 4.6.10. Let us next

prove part c). As a special case of (4.93), we have Θ∗(suppZ(∆0(λ)) ⊆ suppZ Wc(λ). Theorem
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4.10.12.c) implies that

suppZ Wc(λ) = OpλǦ(D),

completing the proof.

4.10.5. Extensions and differential forms. Let κ ∈ C. We are going to show that the first

derived functor of Fκ vanishes on modules which admit a filtration by Weyl modules. We also formulate

a conjecture that Fc induces a map between certain extension algebras.

We say that a Ûκ-module has a ∆-filtration if it has a finite filtration with each subquotient

isomorphic to Wκ(λ) for some λ ∈ P(n). Let Ûκ-mod∆ be the full subcategory of Ûκ-mod consisting

of modules with a ∆-filtration.

Proposition 4.10.15. We have L1Fκ(M) = 0 for all M ∈ Ûκ-mod∆. Hence Fκ is exact on Ûκ-mod∆.

Proof. Consider the augmentation map ε : U(g)→ C. Tensoring with C over U(sln) we obtain a map

ε′ : U(g) ⊗U(sln) C → C. Let K := ker ε′. By [72, Proposition VI.16.1], adapted to the Lie algebra

homology setting, we have a long exact sequence

H1(sln, N)
cores−−−→ H1(g, N)→ N ⊗U(g) K → H0(sln, N)

cores−−−→ H0(g, N)→ 0 (4.94)

for any U(g)-module N , where cores is the corestriction map. If N is finite-dimensional then, by White-

head’s first lemma (see e.g. [72, Proposition VII.6.1]), H1(sln, N) = 0. If, moreover, the corestriction

map H0(sln, N)→ H0(g, N) is an isomorphism, the long exact sequence (4.94) forces H1(g, N) = 0.

Now let λ ∈ P(n) and take N = (V∗)⊗n ⊗ L(λ). We claim that the corestriction map is an

isomorphism. We need to show that sln · N = g · N , which is equivalent to showing that any trivial

sln-submodule of N is also trivial as a g-module. If µ =
∑
i aiεi is a weight of (V∗)⊗n then φ(µ) :=∑

i ai = −n. Similarly, if µ is a weight of L(λ), then φ(µ) = n. Hence, for any weight µ of N , we must

have φ(µ) = 0. But a non-trivial g-module which is trivial when restricted to sln must have weights

of the form χ = a
∑
i εi for 0 6= a ∈ Z, which implies that φ(χ) 6= 0. This proves the claim. It follows

that

H1(g, (V∗)⊗n ⊗ L(λ)) = 0. (4.95)

Since homology commutes with induction, using the tensor identity and arguing as in the proof of

Proposition 4.6.16, one shows that

LiFκ(Wκ(λ)) = Hi(g[t],Tκ(Wκ(λ))) = C[h]⊗Hi(g, (V
∗)⊗n ⊗ L(λ)).

Together with (4.95), this implies that L1Fκ(Wκ(λ)) = 0. One shows that L1Fκ(M) = 0 for all

M ∈ Ûκ-mod∆ by induction on the length of the ∆-filtration.

Corollary 4.10.16. The functor Fκ induces a linear map

Ext1
Ûκ

(M,M)→ Ext1
Hκ+n

(Fκ(M),Fκ(M))

for all M in Ûκ-mod∆.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.10.15 because the category Ûκ-mod∆ is closed under one-step

extensions.
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Corollary 4.10.16 admits, at least conjecturally, a geometric interpretation when κ = c. Frenkel

and Teleman consider in [57] the category of (Ûc, G[[t]])-bimodules. They conjecture, for µ ∈ Π+

(and prove for µ = 0), that Ext•
Ûc,G[[t]]

(Wc(µ),Wc(µ)) is isomorphic to the algebra of differential

forms on Opµ
Ǧ

(D). Note that if this conjecture holds, the algebra of self-extensions is generated by

Ext1. An analogous result for rational Cherednik algebras is proven in [8, Corollary 4.2], stating that

Ext•H0
(∆0(λ),∆0(λ)) is isomorphic to the algebra of differential forms on Ωλ, for λ ∈ P(n).

Conjecture 4.10.17. Let λ ∈ P(n). The functor Fc induces a surjective algebra homomorphism

Ext•
Ûc,G[[t]]

(Wc(λ),Wc(λ))→ Ext•H0
(∆0(λ),∆0(λ)),

which is given by the restriction of differential forms via the inclusion (4.92).

4.11 Conclusion and open problems

As noted in Remark 4.4.14, Varagnolo and Vasserot [138] constructed a generalization of the Suzuki

functor, relating a certain (non-critical) parabolic version of category O for the affine Lie algebra to

category O for the rational Cherednik algebra H1,h(Γn) of type G(l, 1, n) (for t 6= 0). We expect that

this functor can also be extended to the κ = c, t = 0 case. Depending on the choice of parameters,

SpecZ(H0,h(Γn)) is not necessarily smooth. In that case, H0,h(Γn) is not Morita equivalent to its centre.

In particular, baby Verma modules ∆̄(λ) for H0,h(Γn) may have non-isomorphic simple modules L(µ) as

composition factors. The (graded) multiplicities [∆̄(λ) : L(µ)] are in general still unknown. It would be

interesting to investigate whether this problem can be solved using the Suzuki functor. Unfortunately,

there are two major obstacles this approach faces. Firstly, parabolic category O at the critical level is

presently not very well understood. Secondly, there is no reason to expect that the restriction of the

Suzuki functor to this category is an exact functor. Indeed, even when the level is not critical, the

functor from [138] fails to be exact (see [138, Remark 7.11.a]).



Chapter 5

Quiver Schur algebras and

cohomological Hall algebras

5.1 Introduction

Our goal in this chapter is to establish a connection between two algebras, which, historically,

appeared in very different mathematical contexts and were introduced with rather different motivations

in mind, namely: quiver Schur algebras and cohomological Hall algebras.

Quiver Schur algebras are a generalization of Khovanov and Lauda’s [88] and Rouquier’s [114]

quiver Hecke algebras, nowadays also known as KLR algebras. The latter can be described alge-

braically by generators and relations, or in terms of a certain diagrammatic calculus. However, the

passage from KLR algebras to quiver Schur algebras is easiest to understand from a geometric point

of view. Varagnolo and Vasserot [137] (and later Kang, Kashiwara and Park [81], in a somewhat more

general setting) constructed KLR algebras as extension algebras of a certain semisimple complex of

constructible sheaves on the moduli stack of representations of a quiver. These extension algebras

can also be described as convolution algebras in the equivariant Borel-Moore homology of a certain

variety of triples, reminiscent of the classical Steinberg variety. The triples consist of a pair of full flags

together with a compatible quiver representation. By incorporating partial flags into this construction,

Stroppel and Webster [131] arrived at the definition of a quiver Schur algebra. Later, these algebras

were studied from a more algebraic point of view in [99].

One of the main motivations for introducing KLR algebras was to construct a categorification

of quantum groups and their canonical bases. For results in this direction, we refer the reader to,

e.g., [80,88,113,137]. Quiver Schur algebras also play an important role in this context. For example,

quiver Schur algebras associated to the cyclic quiver provide a categorification of the generic nilpotent

Hall algebra [131, Proposition 2.12], and their higher level versions categorify a higher level q-Fock

space [131, Theorem C].

The second protagonist of our story, the cohomological Hall algebra (CoHA), was introduced by

Kontsevich and Soibelman [90] as a categorification of Donaldson-Thomas invariants of three dimen-

sional Calabi-Yau categories. One of the primary original motivations for studying the CoHA was to

provide a rigorous mathematical definition of the algebra of BPS states from string theory. CoHAs

and their generalizations have found numerous applications in representation theory, including a new

proof of the Kac positivity conjecture [36], as well as new realizations of the elliptic Hall algebra [124]

and Yangians [38,125,144].
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We restrict ourselves to the relatively simple case of CoHAs associated to quivers with the trivial

potential. For more information about this special case, including explicit examples, we refer the reader

to, e.g., [43, 53, 110]. One of our main results, described in more detail below, says that the relations

between algebra and coalgebra structures on the CoHA can be understood in terms of actions of quiver

Schur algebras. It would be interesting to know whether one can associate KLR-type algebras to more

general categories than those of quiver representations, and whether the connection between quiver

Schur algebras and the CoHA described by us could be extended to such categories.

We also remark that similar connections arise in other settings. For example, Nakajima’s original

proposal [102, §7] for the mathematical definition of Coulomb branches in terms of the vanishing cycle

associated to the Chern-Simons functional was inspired by Donaldson-Thomas theory. On the other

hand, the ultimate definition of Coulomb branches from [20] involves a convolution algebra which can

be viewed as an infinite dimensional example of Sauter’s generalized quiver Hecke algebras from [119]

(see [20, Remark 3.9.4]).

5.1.1. Main results. We will now describe our results in more detail. Given a quiver Q and a

dimension vector c, we consider the space Qc of flagged representations of Q with dimension vector c,

together with the forgetful map onto the space Rc of unflagged representations. In contrast to KLR

algebras, we allow arbitrary partial flags instead of full flags only. The quiver Schur algebra Zc is the

equivariant Borel-Moore homology of the corresponding Steinberg-type variety

Zc = HGc
∗ (Qc ×Rc Qc),

equipped with the convolution product as in [35]. We remark that our construction differs slightly from

the construction of Stroppel and Webster [131] - they impose the additional condition on the space Qc

that each flagged quiver representation is nilpotent and its associated graded must be semisimple. To

distinguish the two constructions, we refer to their convolution algebra ZSWc as the Stroppel-Webster

quiver Schur algebra, and reserve the simpler name “quiver Schur algebra” for Zc.

Our first result deals with the basic structural properties of quiver Schur algebras. It is well known

that KLR algebras are generated by certain distinguished elements, called idempotents, polynomials

and crossings, and that they admit a PBW-type basis. We prove an analogous result for quiver Schur

algebras, with crossings replaced by fundamental classes called (elementary) merges and splits (see

Definition 5.3.4).

Theorem A (Theorem 5.3.25, Corollary 5.3.27). The following hold:

a) The quiver Schur algebra Zc has a “Bott-Samelson” basis consisting of pushforwards of funda-

mental classes of certain vector bundles on diagonal Bott-Samelson varieties.

b) Elementary merges, elementary splits and polynomials generate Zc as an algebra.

The quiver Schur algebra Zc has a natural faithful representation Qc, called the “polynomial rep-

resentation”, on the direct sum of rings of partial invariants. We give an explicit description of this

representation (Theorem 5.4.7) and interpret it in terms of Demazure operators (Proposition 5.4.9).

In the special cases of the A1 quiver (i.e., the quiver with one vertex and no arrows) and the Jordan

quiver, we give a complete list of defining relations for the associated reduced quiver Schur algebra (see

Theorems 5.4.14 and 5.4.17, as well as [127]), which is defined as the subalgebra of Zc generated by

merges and splits, without the polynomials. The reduced quiver Schur algebra of the A1 quiver turns

out to be related to the green web category from [27,135] (see Corollary 5.4.16), which arises naturally

in the context of skew Howe duality.
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Our next result establishes a connection between quiver Schur algebras and the CoHA associated to

the same quiver Q. We first need to introduce some notation. Let Z =
⊕

cZc be the direct sum of all

the quiver Schur algebras associated to Q (summing over all dimension vectors c) and let Q =
⊕

cQc

be the direct sum of their polynomial representations. We call Z the total quiver Schur algebra. Let us

now briefly recall a few facts about the CoHA. It is defined as the direct sum of equivariant cohomology

groups

H =
⊕
c

H•Gc
(Rc),

equipped with multiplication via a certain pullback-pushforward construction. The CoHA can also be

endowed with a coalgebra structure. However, the natural coproduct on the CoHA (see [90, §2.9]) is

not compatible with the multiplication in the sense that H is not a bialgebra. This problem can be

remedied at the cost of passing to a localization ofH and working with a localized version of the natural

coproduct (see [37]). We do not pursue this approach here. Instead, we are interested in gaining a

better understanding of the relations between the natural coalgebra and algebra structures on H. The

following theorem shows that these relations are controlled by the total quiver Schur algebra Z.

Theorem B (Theorem 5.6.6). The faithful polynomial representation Q of the total quiver Schur

algebra Z can be naturally identified with the tensor algebra T (H+) on the augmentation ideal H+ of

the CoHA. This identification induces an injective algebra homomorphism

Z ↪→ End(T (H+))

sending elementary merges in Z to CoHA multiplication operators and elementary splits in Z to CoHA

comultiplication operators.

The CoHA admits a description as a shuffle algebra [90, Theorem 2] in the sense of Feigin and

Odesskii [52]. We interpret this description in terms of Demazure operators (Proposition 5.6.8), con-

necting it to our description of the polynomial representation Q of the quiver Schur algebra Z. We

expect that the relationship between shuffle algebras and Demazure operators carries over to more gen-

eral settings. For example, we expect that multiplication in the formal version of the CoHA, defined

by Yang and Zhao [143] for any equivariant oriented Borel-Moore homology theory, can be rephrased

in terms of the formal Demazure operators from [73].

5.1.2. Geometric realization of the modified quiver Schur algebra. One of the exciting

features of KLR algebras (associated to finite and affine type A quivers) is that, after passing to

suitable completions or cyclotomic quotients, they are isomorphic to affine Hecke algebras [25, 114],

and endow the latter with interesting gradings. This isomorphism, known in the literature as the

Brundan-Kleshchev-Rouquier isomorphism, was later generalized to Schur algebras in [97,99,131] (see

also [141]).

The main result of [99] says that the convolution algebra ZSWc from [131] is, after completion,

isomorphic to the affine q-Schur algebra appearing naturally in the representation theory of p-adic

general linear groups. The proof of this result relies on the fact that both of these algebras are

isomorphic to a certain intermediate algebra ZMS
c , called the modified quiver Schur algebra, which

is defined in purely algebraic terms. We show that the modified quiver Schur algebra also admits a

geometric realization as a convolution algebra.

Theorem C (Theorem 5.4.10). There is a natural algebra isomorphism Zc
∼= ZMS

c between our quiver

Schur algebra Zc and the modified quiver Schur algebra ZMS
c .
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As an application, we deduce that our quiver Schur algebra Zc is also isomorphic to the Stroppel-

Webster quiver Schur algebra ZSWc (Theorem 5.4.12).

5.1.3. Mixed quiver Schur algebras. As we have already mentioned, KLR and quiver Schur

algebras can be realized as convolution algebras, or, equivalently, extension algebras of a certain

semisimple complex of sheaves on the moduli stack of representations of a quiver. If the quiver

admits a contravariant involution θ, this construction can be generalized by replacing the stack of

representations of the quiver with the stack of its self-dual representations.

This idea was pursued by Varagnolo and Vasserot in [136]. They obtained generalized KLR algebras

which are Morita equivalent to affine Hecke algebras of type B, and provide a categorification of highest

weight modules over Bθ(gQ), the algebra introduced by Enomoto and Kashiwara [45,46] in the context

of symmetric crystals. The type D case is considered in [83,128].

Sauter [119–121] took the idea of generalizing KLR algebras further, and replaced the stack of

self-dual representations of a quiver with the stack of generalized quiver representations in the sense

of Derksen and Weyman [39]. In this generalization, the gauge group acting on the space of quiver

representations is no longer a classical group, but an arbitrary reductive group.

We define a generalization of quiver Schur algebras which is close in spirit to the above-mentioned

generalizations of KLR algebras. Given a quiver Q with a contravariant involution θ and an extra da-

tum, called a duality structure (see Definition 5.5.1), we consider the stack of a certain type of self-dual

representations of Q, introduced by Zubkov [147] under the name of supermixed quiver representations.

We refer to the resulting Ext-algebra as the mixed quiver Schur algebra and denote it by θZc. The

mixed quiver Schur algebra has similar structural properties to the ordinary quiver Schur algebra: it

has a Bott-Samelson basis (Theorem 5.5.21) and is generated by elementary merges, elementary splits

and polynomials (Corollary 5.5.22).

The idea of replacing ordinary quiver representations by self-dual representations has also been ex-

ploited in the representation theory of Hall algebras (in the finite field setting) [145] and cohomological

Hall algebras [146] by Young. In the finite field case, Young defined a “Hall module” over the Hall

algebra of Q, and showed that it carries a natural action of the aforementioned Enomoto-Kashiwara

algebra Bθ(gQ). In the cohomological case, he introduced a “cohomological Hall module” θM over

the cohomological Hall algebra H associated to the same quiver Q without the involution θ. The

module θM is defined as the direct sum of equivariant cohomology groups

θM =
⊕
c

H•θGc
(θRc)

of the spaces θRc of self-dual quiver representations, equipped with an H-module structure via certain

geometric correspondences. The module θM also carries a naturalH-comodule structure, but it fails to

be a Hopf module. Our next result shows that the relations between multiplication and comultiplication

in the CoHA, as well as its action and coaction on the cohomological Hall module, are controlled by

the total mixed quiver Schur algebra θZ =
⊕

c
θZc.

Theorem D (Theorem 5.6.12). There is an injective algebra homomorphism

θZ ↪→ End(T (H+)⊗ θM)

sending elementary merges in θZ to CoHA multiplication and action operators and elementary splits

in θZ to CoHA comultiplication and coaction operators.
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As an application of Theorem D, we obtain an explicit description of the faithful polynomial repre-

sentation of a mixed quiver Schur algebra (Theorem 5.6.15). Moreover, we reinterpret the description

of the CoHM as a shuffle module [146, Theorem 3.3] in terms of Demazure operators of types A-D

(Corollary 5.6.19).

Mixed quiver Schur algebras are also related to the Hall modules defined in the finite field setting.

The direct sum θZ- pmod of the categories of finitely generated graded projective modules over all

the mixed quiver Schur algebras carries a natural action of the monoidal category Z- pmod, and

its Grothendieck group K0(θZ) is a module as well as a comodule over K0(Z) (Proposition 5.5.25).

We expect that, via the standard technique of sending the class of a semisimple perverse sheaf to the

function given by the super-trace of the Frobenius on its stalks (see, e.g., [122]), K0(Z) can be identified

with a subalgebra of the Hall algebra of Q. For example, in the special case of a Dynkin or cyclic quiver,

K0(Z)op is naturally isomorphic to the generic nilpotent Hall algebra (Proposition 5.5.23). We also

expect that K0(θZ) can be identified with a subspace of the Hall module associated to the category of

self-dual representations of Q, and that K0(θZ) is a semisimple module over the Enomoto-Kashiwara

algebra Bθ(gQ).

5.1.4. Structure of the chapter. Let us summarize the contents of the chapter. In section 2,

we recall some basic material about combinatorial and geometric objects associated to quivers. In

section 3, we define the quiver Schur algebra, and prove Theorem A about its basis and generators.

In section 4, we describe the faithful polynomial representation, prove Theorem C, and give explicit

relations for the quiver Schur algebra for the A1 and Jordan quivers. In section 5, we define mixed

quiver Schur algebras. In section 6, we establish a connection between quiver Schur algebras and

CoHA’s, and prove Theorems B and D.

5.2 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce notation and basic definitions which will be used throughout the

chapter. We begin by setting up the notation for quivers and associated combinatorial objects such

as dimension vectors and their compositions. We then recall the definitions of some geometric objects

associated to quivers, such as quiver flag varieties and the corresponding Steinberg-type varieties. We

finish by recalling a few facts about equivariant cohomology and convolution algebras.

5.2.1. Quivers and associated combinatorics. Let us fix for the rest of this section a quiver

Q with a finite set of vertices Q0 and a finite set of arrows Q1. In particular, we allow multiple edges

and edge loops.

If a ∈ Q1 is an arrow, let s(a) be its source and t(a) its target. Let aij denote the number of arrows

from vertex i to j. Let Γ := Z≥0Q0 denote the free commutative monoid of dimension vectors for Q

and let Γ+ := Γ\{0}. If c =
∑
i∈Q0

c(i) · i ∈ Γ, write |c| =
∑
i∈Q0

c(i) ∈ Z. Given a Q0-graded vector

space V , let dimQ0 V ∈ Γ denote its Q0-graded dimension.

Let n be a positive integer. We say that β = (β1, . . . , β`β ) ∈ (Z≥1)`β is a composition of n if∑
j βj = n. Let Com(n) denote the set of compositions of n. Given β ∈ Com(n), let β̊j = β1 + . . .+βj

for 1 ≤ j ≤ `β , with β̊0 = 0.

Definition 5.2.1. Let c ∈ Γ+. We say that d = (d1, . . . ,d`d) ∈ Γ
`d
+ is a vector composition of c,

denoted d3 c, if 〈d〉 :=
∑`d
j=1 dj = c. We call `d the length of d. Let Comc denote the set of vector

compositions of c and let Comn
c denote the subset of vector compositions of length n. The symmetric
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group Symn acts naturally on Comn
c from the right by permutations. For each i ∈ Q0, we have a map

Comc → Com(c(i)), d 7→ d(i) := (d1(i), . . . ,d`d(i)).

Given two vector compositions d3 a and e3 b, let d ∪ e = (d1, . . . ,d`d , e1, . . . , e`e)3 a + b be their

concatenation.

Definition 5.2.2. Suppose that β ∈ Com(`d). Define

∨jβ(d) := (dβ̊j−1+1, . . . ,dβ̊j ), ∧β(d) := (〈∨1
β(d)〉, . . . , 〈∨`ββ (d)〉).

In particular, if β = (1k−1, 2, 1`d−k−1) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ `d − 1, then we abbreviate ∧k(d) := ∧β(d).

We define a partial order on Comc by setting

d < e ⇐⇒ e = ∧β(d)

for some β ∈ Com(`d). If d < e, we call d a refinement of e, and e a coarsening of d.

Example 5.2.3. Consider the A3 quiver

•
i1

•
i2

•
i3

Let c = 4i1 +3i2 +3i3 and d = (i1 + i3, 2i1 + i2, 2i3, i1 + i2, i2)3c so that `d = 5. We have ∧(5)(d) = c

and ∧(1,1,1,1,1)(d) = d. Moreover,

∧(2,3)(d) = (3i1 + i2 + i3, i1 + 2i2 + 2i3)

∧(2,1,2)(d) = (3i1 + i2 + i3, 2i3, i1 + 2i2)

∧1(d) = ∧(2,1,1,1)(d) = (3i1 + i2 + i3, 2i1 + i2, 2i3, i1 + i2, i2),

∧3(d) = ∧(1,1,2,1)(d) = (i1 + i3, 2i1 + i2, i1 + i2 + 2i3, i2).

Next we assign some products of symmetric groups to the combinatorics developed above. Given

a positive integer n and α ∈ Com(n), let Symα =
∏`α
j=1 Symαj . Furthermore, set

Wc :=
∏
i∈Q0

Symc(i), Wd :=
∏
i∈Q0

Symd(i) ⊆ Symc.

We consider the groups Wc and Wd as Coxeter groups in the usual way. In particular, they are endowed

with a length function ` and a Bruhat order. Let sj(i) (i ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ j ≤ c(i) − 1) be the standard

generators of Wc. Given e, f � d3 c, let

e

d

Df := [We\Wd/Wf ]
min

denote the set of minimal length double coset representatives. If d = (c), we write e

c

Df := e

d

Df . When

We is trivial, we abbreviate D
d
f := e

d

Df .

5.2.2. Quiver representations and flag varieties. Let c ∈ Γ+. Fix a Q0-graded C-vector space

Vc =
⊕

i∈Q0
Vc(i) with dim Vc(i) = c(i). Let us fix a basis {vk(i) | 1 ≤ k ≤ c(i)} of Vc(i) for each
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i ∈ Q0. Let

Rc :=
⊕
a∈Q1

HomC(Vc(s(a)),Vc(t(a))), Gc :=
∏
i∈Q0

GL(Vc(i)).

The group Gc acts naturally on Rc by conjugation. Let Tc be the standard maximal torus in Gc, with

fundamental weights ωj(i) (for i ∈ Q0, 1 ≤ j ≤ c(i)), and let Bc be the standard Borel subgroup.

Let R+
c ⊂ Rc be the associated (positive) root system. We identify the associated Weyl group with

Wc. Given w ∈ Wc, let Rc(w) = {α ∈ R+
c | w(α) ∈ −R+

c }. If α ∈ Rc, let Uα be the corresponding

unipotent subgroup of Gc, and set Uw =
∏
α∈Rc(w) Uα.

We call a sequence V• of Q0-graded subspaces

{0} = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V`d = Vc

a flag of type d ∈ Comc if dimQ0 Vj/Vj−1 = dj . We refer to the flag Vd = (Vj
d)
`d
j=0, where Vj

d :=

〈vk(i) | 1 ≤ k ≤ d1(i) + . . .+ dj(i), i ∈ Q0〉, as the standard flag of type d. Let

Pd := StabGc(Vd), Ld :=
∏`d
j=1 Gdj .

be the parabolic and Levi subgroups, respectively, associated to d, and let R+
d ⊆ R+

c be the corre-

sponding subset of positive roots. Let Fd
∼= Gc/Pd be the projective variety parametrizing flags of

type d.

Definition 5.2.4. Let ρ = (ρa) ∈ Rc. We say that a flag V• is:

• ρ-stable if ρa(Vj(s(a))) ⊆ Vj(t(a)),

• strictly ρ-stable if ρa(Vj(s(a))) ⊆ Vj−1(t(a)),

for all a ∈ Q1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ `d.

Given d < e and V•, a flag of type d, let V•|e denote its coarsening to a flag of type e. Let

Qd,e := {(V•, ρ) ∈ Fd ×Rc | V•|e is ρ-stable}, Qd := Qd,d. (5.1)

be the space of flags of type d together with suitably compatible quiver representations. There is a

canonical Gc-equivariant isomorphism

Gc ×Pd Re
∼= Qd,e, (g, ρ) 7→ (g ·Vd, g · ρ), (5.2)

where Rd := {ρ ∈ Rc | Vd is ρ-stable}. Let

Fd
τd←− Qd

πd−→ Rc

be the canonical projections. The first one, τd, is a vector bundle while the second one, πd, is a proper

map. We abbreviate

Fc :=
⊔
d3c

Fd, Qc :=
⊔
d3c

Qd, πc := tπd : Qc → Rc.

Definition 5.2.5. Let Qs
d and Rs

d be the varieties obtained by replacing “ρ-stable” with “strictly

ρ-stable” in the definitions of Qd and Rd, respectively. Set Qs
c =

⊔
d3c Q

s
d.

Remark 5.2.6. We make a few remarks about the relationship between Qd and Qs
d.
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(i) The variety Qd is isomorphic to the variety of representations φ of Q with dimension vector c

together with a filtration by subrepresentations φ1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ φ`d such that the dimension vectors

of the subquotients form the vector composition d. If we impose the additional condition that

the subquotients in a filtration are nilpotent and semisimple, we obtain Qs
d.

(ii) If the quiver Q has no edge loops and each dimension vector d1, . . . ,d`d in the vector composition

d is supported only at one vertex, then Qd = Qs
d.

(iii) The variety Qd is a generalization of the universal quiver Grassmannian defined in [126].

5.2.3. The Steinberg variety. Given d, e3 c, set

Ze,d := Qe ×Rc Qd, Zc := Qc ×Rc Qc =
⊔

d,e3c

Ze,d,

where the fibred product is taken with respect to πc. We call Zc the quiver Steinberg variety. Let

Zse,d := Qs
e ×Rc Q

s
d and Zsc := Qs

c ×Rc Q
s
c be the corresponding strictly stable versions.

Example 5.2.7. Let Q be the Jordan quiver, c = n and d = (1n). Then Rs
c = N is the nilpotent

cone, Qs
d = Ñ = T ∗(GLn/B) is the cotangent bundle to the flag variety, πd : Ñ → N is the Springer

resolution and Zsd,d is the usual Steinberg variety. On the other hand, Rc = g = gln, Qd = g̃ =

GLn ×B b and πd : g̃→ g is the Grothendieck-Springer resolution.

We next define a relative position stratification on Zc. Consider the projection

τe,d : Ze,d → Fe × Fd

remembering the flags and forgetting the quiver representation. Given w ∈ e

c

Dd, let O∆
w := Gc ·

(ePe, wPd) ⊂ Fe × Fd be the diagonal Gc-orbit corresponding to w, and set

Zwe,d := τ−1
e,d(O∆

w ), Z6we,d :=
⊔

e

c
Dd3u6w

Zue,d, Z<we,d = Z6we,d\Z
w
e,d, (5.3)

where u 6 w stands for the Bruhat order.

Lemma 5.2.8. For each w ∈ e

c

Dd, the subvariety Z6we,d is closed in Ze,d, and the inclusion Zwe,d ↪→ Z6we,d

is an open immersion.

Proof. By the usual Bruhat decomposition, we have O∆
w =

⊔
e

c
Dd3u6w

O∆
u . Hence Z6we,d = τ−1

e,d(O∆
w ) is

closed in Ze,d. Since O∆
w is open in O∆

w , the preimage Zwe,d = τ−1
e,d(O∆

w ) is also open in Z6we,d .

5.2.4. Cohomology. Below we will always deal with complex algebraic varieties which are also

smooth manifolds or admit closed embeddings into smooth manifolds. Let X be a complex algebraic

variety with an action of a complex linear algebraic group G. We denote by EG the universal bundle

and by BG the classifying space associated to G. The quotient XG := EG ×G X = (EG × X)/G

by the diagonal G-action is called the homotopy quotient of X by G. Let H•G(X) := H•(XG) denote

the G-equivariant cohomology ring and HG
• (X) := H•(XG) the G-equivariant Borel-Moore homology

of X, with coefficients in C. If Y ⊆ X is a closed G-stable subvariety, let [Y ] ∈ HG
• (X) denote its

G-equivariant fundamental class. Given a G-equivariant complex vector bundle V on X, let euG(V ) =

eu(EG ×G V ) ∈ H•G(X) denote its top G-equivariant Chern class, i.e., the equivariant Euler class of
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the underlying real vector bundle. More information about equivariant homology and cohomology may

be found in, e.g., [21,22].

We will now introduce notation for various equivariant cohomology groups. Define

Pc := H•(BTc) =
⊗
i∈Q0

C[x1(i), . . . , xc(i)(i)],

where xj(i) := eu(Vj(i)) is the first Chern class of the line bundle

Vj(i) := ETc ×ωj(i) C. (5.4)

For each d3 c, set

Λd := PWd
c , Λc :=

⊕
d3c

Λd.

The canonical map BTc � BPd induces an injective algebra homomorphism

H•(BPd) ↪→ H•(BTc)

whose image is Λd. Given any d < e, we use the homotopy equivalence Qd,e ' Fd and the fact that

(Fd)Gc = BPd to identify

H•Gc
(Qd,e) ∼= H•Gc

(Fd) = Λd.

We next introduce notation for various equivariant Borel-Moore homology groups. Set

Qd := HGc
• (Qd), Qc := HGc

• (Qc), Ze,d := HGc
• (Ze,d), Zc := HGc

• (Zc). (5.5)

Since the varieties Qd and Qc are smooth, Poincaré duality yields isomorphisms

Qd
∼= H•Gc

(Qd) ∼= Λd, Qc
∼= H•Gc

(Qc) ∼= Λc. (5.6)

Moreover, set

Zwe,d := HGc
• (Zwe,d), Zec :=

⊕
d3c

Zed,d. (5.7)

5.2.5. Convolution. We recall the definition of the convolution product from [35]. Let G be a

complex Lie group, X1, X2, X3 be smooth complex G-manifolds, and let Z12 ⊂ X1 × X2 and Z23 ⊂
X2×X3 be closed G-stable subsets. Let pij : X1×X2×X3 → Xi×Xj be the projection onto the i-th

and j-th factors. Assume that the restriction of p13 to Z12 ×X2
Z23 is proper. Set Z13 = Z12 ◦ Z23 =

p13(Z12 ×X2
Z23). Given c12 ∈ HG

• (Z12) and c23 ∈ HG
• (Z23), their convolution is defined as

c12 ? c23 := (p13)∗((p
∗
12c12) ∩ (p∗23c23)) ∈ HG

• (Z13),

where ∩ denotes the intersection pairing. We will often need to compute the convolution of fundamental

classes in the following special case.

Lemma 5.2.9. Assume that Z12 ⊂ X1 ×X2 and Z23 ⊂ X2 ×X3 are complex submanifolds. Further,

suppose that either of the canonical projections Z12 → X2 ← Z23 is a submersion, and that the map

p13 : Z12 ×X2
Z23 → Z13 is an isomorphism. Then [Z12] ? [Z23] = [Z13].

Proof. The submersion assumption implies that the intersection of p−1
12 (Z12) and p−1

23 (Z23) is transverse
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(see [35, Remark 2.7.27.(ii)]). Hence, by [35, Proposition 2.6.47], we have p∗12[Z12]∩p∗23[Z23] = [Z12×X2

Z23]. Since p13, restricted to Z12 ×X2
Z23, is an isomorphism onto Z13, we get (p13)∗[Z12 ×X2

Z23] =

[Z13].

Let X be a smooth complex G-manifold, let Y be a possibly singular complex G-variety and

let π : X → Y be a G-equivariant proper map. Set X1 = X2 = X3 = X, Z = Z12 = Z23 =

X ×Y X. Convolution yields a product HG
• (Z)×HG

• (Z)→ HG
• (Z), which, by [35, Corollary 2.7.41],

makes HG
• (Z) into a unital associative H•(BG)-algebra. The unit is given by [X∆], the G-equivariant

fundamental class of X diagonally embedded into Z. Next, let X1 = X2 = X and X3 = {pt}. Then

convolution yields an action HG
• (Z) × HG

• (X) → HG
• (X), which makes HG

• (X) into a left HG
• (Z)-

module.

5.3 Quiver Schur algebras

In this section we define the quiver Schur algebra Zc and construct a “Bott-Samelson basis” for Zc.

We deduce that Zc is generated by certain special elements called merges, splits and polynomials.

5.3.1. The quiver Schur algebra. Fix c ∈ Γ. We apply the framework of §5.2.5 to the vector

bundle X = Qc on the quiver flag variety Fc, the space of quiver representations Y = Rc and the

projection π = πc. Then Z = Zc is the quiver Steinberg variety, and we obtain a convolution algebra

structure on its Borel-Moore homology Zc = HGc
• (Zc) and a Zc-module structure on Qc = HGc

• (Qc).

By (5.6), Qc can be identified with the direct sum Λc of rings of invariant polynomials.

Definition 5.3.1. We call Zc the quiver Schur algebra associated to (Q, c), and Qc its polynomial

representation.

Remark 5.3.2. Our quiver Schur algebra can be seen as a modification of the quiver Schur algebra

introduced by Stroppel and Webster in [131, §2.2]. There are two differences between our construction

and theirs. Firstly, Stroppel and Webster only consider cyclic quivers with at least two vertices, while

we work with arbitrary finite quivers. Secondly, we use the quiver Steinberg variety Zc while they use

its strictly stable version Zsc. We will refer to the algebra from [131] as the “Stroppel-Webster quiver

Schur algebra” and denote it by ZSWc .

The following standard result follows from the general theory of convolution algebras (see, e.g., [35,

Proposition 8.6.35]).

Proposition 5.3.3. There are canonical isomorphisms

Zc
∼= Ext•Gc

((πc)∗CQc , (πc)∗CQc), Qc
∼= Ext•Gc

(CRc , (πc)∗CQc) (5.8)

intertwining the convolution product with the Yoneda product, and the convolution action with the

Yoneda action, respectively.

5.3.2. Merges, splits and polynomials. We will now introduce notation and a diagrammatic

calculus for certain special fundamental classes in Zc. We begin by observing that Zec ⊂ Zc is a

subalgebra and that there is an algebra isomorphism

Zec ∼= H•Gc
(Qc) ∼= Λc. (5.9)
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For this reason, we refer to Zec as “the polynomials” in Zc. Next, observe that the fundamental classes

ed := [Zed,d] form a complete set of mutually orthogonal idempotents in Zc. The definition below

introduces two other kinds of fundamental classes, which, following [131], we call “merges” and “splits”.

Definition 5.3.4. Given d � e3 c, we call

•
ce

d := [Zee,d] ∈ Ze,d a merge,

•
bd

e := [Zed,e] ∈ Zd,e a split.

We say that a merge or split is elementary if e = ∧k(d) (see Definition 5.2.2) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ `d−1.

We will depict elementary merges and splits diagrammatically in the following way. To the elementary

merge
c∧k(d)

d we associate the diagram

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

:=

d1

d1

· · ·

dk−1

dk−1

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

dk+2

dk+2

· · ·

d`d

d`d

and to the elementary split
bd

∧k(d)
the diagram

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

:=

d1

d1

· · ·

dk−1

dk−1

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

dk+2

dk+2

· · ·

d`d

d`d

The diagram on the LHS should be understood as shorthand notation for the full diagram on the RHS.

Multiplication of elementary merges and splits is depicted through a vertical composition of diagrams.

We always read diagrams from the bottom to the top.

We call

gf
k

d
:=

dk dk+1

dk+1 dk

a crossing.

Proposition 5.3.5. We list several basic relations which hold in Zc.

a) Let d � e � f 3 c. Merges and splits satisfy the following transitivity relations:

cf
e ?

ce
d =

cf
d,

bd
e ?

be
f =

bd
f .

b) Let d3 c and 1 ≤ k ≤ `d − 2. Elementary merges satisfy the following associativity relation:

dk dk+1 dk+2

dk + dk+1 + dk+2

=

dk dk+1 dk+2

dk + dk+1 + dk+2

(R1)
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Elementary splits satisfy the following coassociativity relation:

dk dk+1 dk+2

dk + dk+1 + dk+2

=

dk dk+1 dk+2

dk + dk+1 + dk+2

(R2)

Proof. Part a) follows via an easy calculation from Lemma 5.2.9. Part b) follows immediately from

part a).

5.3.3. Relation to KLR algebras. We would like to connect the quiver Schur algebra to the well

known quiver Hecke (or KLR) algebra (associated to the same quiver Q), defined diagrammatically by

Khovanov and Lauda [88], and algebraically by Rouquier [114]. Let us recall its geometric construction

and some generalizations. Define

QKLR
c :=

⊔
d∈Com

|c|
c

Qd, ZKLR
c := QKLR

c ×Rc Q
KLR
c , ZKLR

c := HGc
• (ZKLR

c ). (5.10)

Note that the set Com|c|c contains precisely the vector compositions of c of maximal length, i.e., those

parametrizing the types of complete quiver flags. Let ZKLR,s
c be the strictly stable version of ZKLR

c ,

obtained by replacing each Qd with Qs
d in (5.10).

In the case when the quiver Q has no edge loops, it was proven by Varagnolo and Vasserot [137] that

the convolution algebra ZKLR
c gives a geometric realization of the KLR algebra associated to (Q, c).

Note that in this case Remark 5.2.6(ii) implies that ZKLR,s
c coincides with ZKLR

c .

The case when Q may contain edge loops was studied by Kang, Kashiwara and Park [81]. They

showed that the convolution algebra ZKLR,s
c gives a geometric realization of the generalized KLR algebra

from [82] associated to a symmetrizable Borcherds-Cartan datum.

Let Q be an arbitrary quiver. The following proposition describes ZKLR
c as a subalgebra of Zc.

Proposition 5.3.6. The convolution algebra ZKLR
c is a subalgebra of Zc. It is generated by the poly-

nomials Zed,d and the crossings gf
k

d (for d ∈ Com|c|c and 1 ≤ k ≤ |c| − 1).

Proof. The natural inclusion ZKLR
c ↪→ Zc is an inclusion of connected components, and hence induces

an inclusion of the corresponding convolution algebras. This proves the first claim. Given d ∈ Com|c|c ,

let us identify Wc with the subgroup of Sym|c| preserving d. It follows easily from Lemma 5.2.9 that

gf
k

d = [Zesk(d),d] if sk(d) 6= d and gf
k

d = [Zskd,d] if sk(d) = d. But these fundamental classes, together

with the polynomials Zed,d ∼= Λd, generate ZKLR
c by (a straightforward generalization of) [137, Theorem

3.6].

5.3.4. The combinatorics of refinements. Our next goal is to construct a basis for the quiver

Schur algebra which is natural both from algebraic and geometric points of view. Algebraically, the

basis elements are certain products of merges, splits and polynomials. Geometrically, they will be

realized as pushforwards of vector bundles on diagonal Bott-Samelson varieties. In §5.3.4 we develop

the combinatorial tools needed to define the basis. We state the basis theorem in §5.3.5, and prove it

in §5.3.6.

Definition 5.3.7. Given i ∈ Q0, let Nc(i) := {(1, i), . . . , (c(i), i)}, and set Nc :=
⊔
i∈Q0

Nc(i). By

a partitioning of c of length n = `λ we mean a function λ : Nc → Z≥1 such that Imλ = [1, n] :=
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{1, . . . , n}. Let λi be the restriction of λ to Nc(i). Let Parnc denote the set of all partitionings of c of

length n and let Parc :=
⊔

1≤n≤|c|Parnc . The following lemma follows directly from the definitions.

Lemma 5.3.8. There is a bijection between Parc and the set of coordinate flags in Vc, sending λ to

the flag V• with Vr = 〈vk(i) | (k, i) ∈ λ−1([1, r])〉.

Partitionings are related to vector compositions of c through functions

Parc Comc

C

P

defined in the following way. If λ ∈ Parc, then C(λ) = (d1, . . . ,d|λ|) is given by dk(i) = |λ−1
i (k)|. If

e ∈ Comc, then P (e) = λ is given by λ−1
i (k) = {(̊ek−1(i) + 1, i), . . . , (̊ek(i), i)}.

Example 5.3.9. Consider Q, c and d ∈ Com5
c from Example 5.2.3. Let λ = P (d). Then

λ−1(1) = {(1, i1), (1, i3)}, λ−1(2) = {(2, i1), (3, i1), (1, i2)}, λ−1(3) = {(2, i3), (3, i3)},

λ−1(4) = {(4, i1), (2, i2)}, λ−1(5) = {(3, i2)}.

Next, let µ ∈ Par4
c be given by

µ−1(1) = {(2, i2), (3, i2), (2, i3)}, µ−1(2) = {(4, i1)},

µ−1(3) = {(2, i1), (1, i2), (1, i3), (3, i3)}, µ−1(4) = {(1, i1), (3, i1)}.

Then C(µ) = (2i2 + i3, i1, i1 + i2 + 2i3, 2i1).

We let Wc act on Nc from the left and Symn act on [1, n] from the right. This means that Symn acts

by permuting places rather than numbers. We get induced actions on Fun(Nc, [1, n]), which preserve

Parnc , viewed as the subset of Fun(Nc, [1, n]) consisting of surjective functions. Note that the resulting

Symn-action on Parnc is free. The following lemma follows directly from the definitions.

Lemma 5.3.10. The functions C and P have the following properties:

a) The function C is surjective and C ◦ P = id.

b) We have `C(λ) = `λ and `P (d) = `d, for all λ ∈ Parc and d ∈ Comc.

c) The fibres of C are precisely the Wc-orbits in Parc. Hence C induces a set isomorphism

Parc/Wc
∼= Comc.

d) We have StabWc(P (d)) = Wd for any d ∈ Comc.

e) The map C|Parnc is Symn-equivariant, for each 1 ≤ n ≤ |c|.
f) We have sj ·P (d) = s̃j ·P (sj ·d) with s̃j being the longest element in D

∧j(d)
sj ·d , for any d ∈ Comc

and 1 ≤ j ≤ `d − 1 (note that sj ∈ Sym`d
while s̃j ∈Wc).

Next, we define a binary operation � on Parc.

Definition 5.3.11. Given λ, µ ∈ Parc, let Rk,l = λ−1(k) ∩ µ−1(l) and Sλ,µ = {Rk,l 6= ∅ | 1 ≤ k ≤
|λ|, 1 ≤ l ≤ |µ|}. We define a total order on the set Sλ,µ by declaring that Rk,l < Rr,s if and only if

r > k or r = k and l < s. We then define the ordered intersection λ � µ = ν of partitionings λ and µ

by setting

ν−1(m) =

{
m-th element of Sλ,µ in the total order defined above, if 1 ≤ m ≤ |Sλ,µ|,
∅, if m > |Sλ,µ|.
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One can immediately see that ν is in fact a partitioning of c. The operation � is not symmetric.

However, the following holds.

Lemma 5.3.12. Let λ, µ ∈ Parc. Then:

a) λ � µ and µ � λ are of the same length and lie in the same orbit of Sym`λ�µ
.

b) C(λ � µ) < C(λ) (but in general C(λ � µ) 6< C(µ)).

c) StabWc(λ � µ) = StabWc(λ) ∩ StabWc(µ).

d) w · (λ � µ) = (w · λ) � (w · µ) for all w ∈Wc.

Proof. Part a) follows immediately from the fact that the sets Sλ,µ and Sµ,λ are the same if we

forget their orderings. Part b) is obvious. For part c), observe that if ν ∈ Parc then StabWc(ν) =⋂
1≤r≤`ν StabWc(ν−1(r)), where StabWc(ν−1(r)) is the subgroup of Wc fixing ν−1(r) setwise. If x ∈Wc

stabilizes all the subsets λ−1(k) and µ−1(l) then x also stabilizes all their intersections Rk,l. Hence it

stabilizes λ � µ. Conversely, note that Sλ,µ is a partition of the set Nc, which refines the partitions

Sλ,λ and Sµ,µ. Hence, if x stabilizes all the sets Rk,l in Sλ,µ, then it must also stabilize all the preimages

λ−1(k) and µ−1(l). Part d) is clear.

Example 5.3.13. Suppose that Q0 is a singleton. We can then identify Γ with Z≥0. Let c = 8 and

take λ = [1, 2, 3][4, 5][6, 7, 8] and µ = [1, 2, 4, 5][6, 7][3, 8]. This notation means that, e.g., µ−1(1) =

{1, 2, 4, 5} and µ−1(2) = {6, 7} and µ−1(3) = {3, 8}. Then

λ � µ = [1, 2][3][4, 5][6, 7][8], µ � λ = [1, 2][4, 5][6, 7][3][8].

Again suppose that Q0 is a singleton, and take c = 10, λ = [3, 5, 6][1, 4][2, 8][7, 9, 10] and µ =

[1, 5, 9, 10][2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8]. Then

λ � µ = [5][3, 6][1][4][2, 8][9, 10][7], µ � λ = [5][1][9, 10][3, 6][4][2, 8][7].

We see that λ � µ and µ � λ are of the same length and differ only by a permutation.

Example 5.3.14. Suppose that Q is the A3 quiver from Example 5.2.3 and c = 5i1 + 4i2 + 3i3.

Let λ be given by λ−1(1) = {(1, i1), (2, i1), (3, i1), (1, i3), (2, i3)}, λ−1(2) = {(1, i2), (2, i2), (3, i3)} and

λ−1(3) = {(4, i1), (5, i1), (3, i2), (4, i2)}. We assign the colour black to vertex i1, blue to i2 and red to

i3 and rewrite λ in the following more readable notation: λ = [1, 2, 3, 1, 2][1, 2, 3][4, 5, 3, 4]. Let µ be a

second partitioning given by µ = [1, 4, 1, 3, 4, 3][2, 3, 5, 2, 1, 2]. Then

λ � µ = [1][2, 3, 1, 2][1, 3][2][4, 3, 4][5], µ � λ = [1][1, 3][4, 3, 4][2, 3, 1, 2][2][5].

Definition 5.3.15. We call a triple (e,d, w), consisting of e,d ∈ Comc and w ∈ e

c

Dd, an orbit

datum. This name is motivated by the fact that orbit data naturally label the Gc-orbits in Fc × Fc.

Abbreviating λ = P (e) and µ = w · P (d), we also define

ê := C(λ � µ), d̂ := C(µ � λ).

By Lemma 5.3.12.b), ê is a refinement of e and d̂ is a refinement of d. By Lemma 5.3.12.a), the

partitionings µ � λ and λ � µ are of the same length n and lie in the same orbit of Symn. Since the

Symn-action on Parnc is free, there exists a unique permutation u ∈ Symn which sends λ � µ to µ � λ.

We call the triple (ê, d̂, u) the refinement datum corresponding to (e,d, w).
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Example 5.3.16. Let Q0 be a singleton, c = 8, e = (3, 2, 3), d = (4, 2, 2) and w = s3s4s5s6. Then

λ = P (e) = [1, 2, 3][4, 5][6, 7, 8] and µ = w · P (d) = [1, 2, 4, 5][6, 7][3, 8], i.e., λ and µ are as in the first

case considered in Example 5.3.13. Hence ê = (2, 1, 2, 2, 1), d̂ = (2, 2, 2, 1, 1) and u = s3s2 ∈ Sym5.

Example 5.3.17. Let Q be the A3 quiver, c = 5i1 + 4i2 + 3i3, e = (3i1 + 2i3, 2i2 + i3, 2i1, 2i2),

d = (2i1, 3i2 + i3, 3i1 + i2 + 2i3) and w = (s3s2)(s2s3)(s2s1) ∈Wc = Sym5 × Sym4 × Sym3. Then λ =

P (e) = [1, 2, 3, 1, 2][1, 2, 3][4, 5, 3, 4] and µ = w ·P (d) = [1, 4, 2, 3, 4, 3][2, 3, 5, 1, 1, 2], i.e., λ and µ are as

in Example 5.3.14. Hence ê = (i1, 2i1+2i3, i2+i3, i2, i1+2i2, i1), d̂ = (i1, i2+i3, i1+2i2, 2i1+2i3, i2, i1)

and u = s3s2s4 ∈ Sym6. We rewrite the vector compositions ê and d̂ in the following more readable

notation

ê = (1, 2 + 2, 1 + 1, 1, 1 + 2, 1), d̂ = (1, 1 + 1, 1 + 2, 2 + 2, 1, 1).

Again, we see that ê and d̂ are of the same length and differ only by a permutation.

Lemma 5.3.18. Let λ = P (e) and µ = w · P (d) as in Definition 5.3.15. Then P (ê) = λ � µ.

Proof. A partitioning ν is in the image of P if and only if for all 1 ≤ r ≤ `ν − 1, i ∈ Q0 and

(x, i) ∈ ν−1
i (r), (y, i) ∈ ν−1(r + 1), we have x < y. Since λ is in the image of P , and w is a shortest

coset representative, λ � µ satisfies this condition. Hence λ � µ = P (f) for some f ∈ Comc. But

then P (ê) = P ◦ C(λ � µ) = P ◦ C ◦ P (f) = P (f) = λ � µ.

Definition 5.3.19. Given a refinement datum (ê, d̂, u), let us choose a reduced expression u = sjk ·
. . . · sj1 , where k = `(u). Set ul = sjl · . . . · sj1 and let e2l = ul(ê), e2l−1 = ∧jl(e2l−2), for 1 ≤ l ≤ k,

with e0 = ê. Observe that e2k = d̂. We call (e0, . . . , e2k) a crossing datum associated to (ê, d̂, u).

The following diagram illustrates the relationships between the different vector compositions in a

crossing datum. Vector compositions in the same row (possibly except for e and d) are of the same

length.

e e1 e3 . . . e2k−1 d

e0 e2 e2k

� � � � � �

Example 5.3.20. Consider the first case from Example 5.3.16. Given the reduced expression u =

s3s2 ∈ Sym5, we have e1 = (2, 3, 2, 1), e2 = (2, 2, 1, 2, 1), e3 = (2, 2, 3, 1). Next, consider Example

5.3.17. Given the reduced expression u = s3s2s4 ∈ Sym6, we have e1 = (1, 2 + 2, 1 + 1, 1 + 3, 1),

e2 = (1, 2 + 2, 1 + 1, 1 + 2, 1, 1), e3 = (1, 2 + 1 + 3, 1 + 2, 1, 1), e4 = (1, 1 + 1, 2 + 2, 1 + 2, 1, 1) and

e5 = (1, 1 + 1, 3 + 2 + 2, 1, 1).

We will now explain the connection between w ∈ Wc and u = sjk · . . . · sj1 ∈ Symn. Let wl denote

the longest element in D
e2l−1

e2l and let ũ = w1 · . . . · wk.

Proposition 5.3.21. The following hold:

a) `(ũ) = `(w1) + . . .+ `(wk) and w1 · . . . · wl ∈ Dc
e2l , for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k.

b) ũ = w.

c) We0 = We ∩ (wWdw
−1).

Proof. We start by proving the first statement in part a). To simplify notation, we assume (without

loss of generality) that Q0 is a singleton. We divide the interval [1, c] into blocks (i.e. subintervals) of

size ê1, . . . , ên. Let B1, . . . , Bn be the blocks. The permutation u acts by permuting these blocks. Let

Inv = {(i, j) ∈ [1, c]2 | i < j, ũ(i) > ũ(j)} and InvB = {(i, j) ∈ [1, n]2 | Bi < Bj , u(Bi) > u(Bj)}.
The length of ũ equals the number of inversions, i.e., `(ũ) = |Inv|. Since ũ permutes blocks but does

not change the order inside blocks, we have |Inv| =
∑

(i,j)∈InvB
êi · êj . We can identify each inversion
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(i, j) in InvB with some simple transposition sjl in the reduced expression u = sjk · . . . · sj1 . But then

êi · êj = `(wl), proving the statement. For the second statement in part a), note that w1 · . . . · wl also

permutes blocks but does not change the order inside blocks. But any x ∈ We2l permutes numbers

within blocks, increasing the number of inversions. Hence `(w1 · . . . · wl · x) > `(w1 · . . . · wl), which

implies that w1 · . . . · wl ∈ Dc
e2l .

Let us prove part b). We have the following chain of equalities

w · P (d̂) = w · P (d) � P (e) = u · P (ê) = ũ · P (u · ê) = ũ · P (d̂). (5.11)

For the first equality, note that d̂ = C(w · P (d) � P (e)) = C(P (d) � w−1 · P (e)). Hence, switching

the roles of e and d in Lemma 5.3.18, we get P (d̂) = P (d) � w−1 · P (e). After acting on both sides

by w we get the first equality. The second equality follows directly from the definition of u, while the

third equality follows from a repeated application of Lemma 5.3.10.f). The final equality holds since

u · ê = u · C(P (e) � w · P (d)) = C(u(·P (e) � w · P (d))) = C(w · P (d) � P (e)) = d̂. The claim that

ũ = w now follows from (5.11), the fact that StabWc(P (d̂)) = Wd̂ and that both w and ũ are in Dc
d̂
.

Part c) follows from the following chain of equalities

We0 = StabWc(P ◦ C(λ � µ)) = StabWc(λ � µ) = We ∩ (wWdw
−1),

where λ = P (e) and µ = w · P (d). The first equality follows from the fact that, by definition,

e0 = ê = C(λ � µ), and Lemma 5.3.10.d). The second equality follows from Lemma 5.3.18 while the

third equality follows from Lemma 5.3.12.c) and Lemma 5.3.10.d).

We have so far treated the ordered intersection operation � on partitionings as a combinatorial

device. However, as indicated in Lemma 5.3.8, partitionings also have a geometric meaning since they

correspond to coordinate flags in Vc. Based on this observation, we will extend the operation � to all

flags in Fc.

Definition 5.3.22. Let F = (Fi)
`e
i=0 ∈ Fe and F ′ = (Fj)

`d
j=0 ∈ Fd be two flags. Let Ri,j = Fi ∩ F ′j

and SF,F ′ = {Ri,j | 0 ≤ i ≤ `e, 0 ≤ j ≤ `d}. We put a total order on the set SF,F ′ by declaring that

Ri,j < Rr,s if and only if r > i or r = i and j < s. We then define the ordered intersection F � F ′ of

flags F and F ′ by setting (F � F ′)m to be the m-th element of SF,F ′ with respect to the total order

defined above, and deleting all the repeated occurrences of subspaces.

It is clear that F � F ′ is a flag in Fc. Moreover, if (F, F ′) ∈ O∆
w then F � F ′ ∈ Fê.

Lemma 5.3.23. Let ρ ∈ Rc. If F ∈ Fe and F ′ ∈ Fd are ρ-stable, then so are F � F ′ and F ′ � F .

Proof. Since F and F ′ are ρ-stable, each intersection Ri,j = Fi ∩ F ′j is preserved by ρ, which implies

that F � F ′ and F ′ � F are also ρ-stable.

5.3.5. Basis and generators. In this section we state a basis theorem for the quiver Schur algebra

and use it to find a convenient generating set for our algebra.

Definition 5.3.24. Let (e,d, w) be an orbit datum with the corresponding refinement datum (ê, d̂, u).

Let us fix a reduced decomposition u = sjk ·. . .·sj1 , which determines the corresponding crossing datum

(e0, . . . , e2k). Define

d =⇒
w

e :=
ce

e0 ?
gf
j1
e2 ? . . . ?gf

jk
e2k ?

be2k

d ∈ Ze,d.
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Given c ∈ Zee2k,e2k
∼= Λe2k , also define

d
c

=⇒
w

e :=
ce

e0 ?
gf
j1
e2 ? . . . ?gf

jk
e2k ? c ?

be2k

d ∈ Ze,d. (5.12)

We now state the basis theorem for the quiver Schur algebra.

Theorem 5.3.25. If we let (e,d, w) range over all orbit data and c range over a basis of Λe2k , then

the elements d
c

=⇒
w

e form a basis of Zc.

Remark 5.3.26. We make a few remarks regarding the theorem.

(i) The basis in Theorem 5.3.25 depends on the choice of a crossing datum, i.e., the choice of a

reduced expression for u. One would also obtain other bases by letting c range over a basis of

Zee2l,e2l , for any 1 ≤ l ≤ k, and redefining the elements (5.12) appropriately.

(ii) The basis in Theorem 5.3.25 is natural from a geometric point of view. As we will see in §5.3.6,

it is related to certain generalizations of Bott-Samelson varieties. For this reason, we call it a

Bott-Samelson basis of the quiver Schur algebra. Our basis also admits a natural interpretation

in terms of cohomological Hall algebras (see Theorem 5.6.6).

(iii) Theorem 5.3.25 is analogous to the basis theorem [131, Theorem 3.13] for the Stroppel-Webster

quiver Schur algebra. However, the combinatorics of residue sequences developed in [131] is not

sufficient to correctly characterize the refined vector compositions used in the definition of the

basis. Our combinatorics of partitionings (§5.3.4) fixes this problem.

Using Theorem 5.3.25, we can find a generating set for the quiver Schur algebra.

Corollary 5.3.27. Elementary merges, elementary splits and the polynomials Zec generate Zc as an

algebra.

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 5.3.25 and Proposition 5.3.5.

5.3.6. Proof of the basis theorem. We begin by proving four technical lemmas. Set Ow :=

PewPd/Pd. Consider the following parabolic analogue of the Bott-Samelson variety:

BSe,d,w := Pe ×Pe0 Pe1 ×Pe2 . . .×P
e2k−2

Pe2k−1 ×P
e2k

Pd/Pd.

We have a commutative diagram

Pe × Pe1 × Pe3 × . . .× Pe2k−1 × Pd Gc

BSe,d,w Fd

m

can1 can2

φ

(5.13)

where m is the multiplication map and φ is the induced map.

Lemma 5.3.28. The map φ is proper, its image equals Ow, and it restricts to an isomorphism

over Ow.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for the usual Bott-Samelson resolution, where the parabolics

Pe and Pd are replaced with a Borel subgroup. Since we could not find an explicit reference, and since

the proof relies on the combinatorics from §5.3.4, we sketch it below.

It is clear that can1 and can2 are proper. The multiplication map (Gc)k+2 → Gc is proper and

hence its restriction to the closed submanifold Pe×Pe1× . . .×Pe2k−1×Pd is proper as well. Since can1
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is a locally trivial fibration, and properness is a local property, it follows that φ is proper, as required.

This proves the first statement in the lemma.

By the Bruhat decomposition, we have

Pe2l−1 =
⊔

x∈D
e2l−1

e2l

BcxPe2l .

Proposition 5.3.21.a) implies that

Pe2l−1 · Pe2l+1 =
⋃

x∈D
e2l−1

e2l

BcxPe2l+1 =
⊔

x≤wlwl+1∈Dc

e2l+2

BcxPe2l+2 .

By induction and Proposition 5.3.21.b), we get

Pe · Pe1 · . . . · Pe2k−1 · Pd =
⊔

x≤w∈e

c
Dd

PexPd. (5.14)

This implies that the image of can2 ◦m is Ow. Since can1 is surjective, this is also the image of φ.

This proves the second statement of the lemma.

Next, we claim that

PewPd =
⋃
y∈We

BcywPd =
⊔

y∈D
e

e0

BcywPd. (5.15)

Let us first show that the union on the RHS of (5.15) is disjoint. Suppose that y1w = y2wx for

some y1, y2 ∈ D
e
e0 and x ∈ Wd. Then y−1

2 y1 = wxw−1, which, by Proposition 5.3.21.c), implies that

y−1
2 y1 ∈ We ∩ wWdw

−1 = We0 . Hence y1 = y2, so the union is indeed disjoint. The first equality in

(5.15) follows from the Bruhat decomposition of Pe and the fact that w ∈ e

c

Dd. Next, if y ∈ We, we

can write it as y = ab with a ∈ D
e
e0 and b ∈ We0 . But then ywPd = awPd, which yields the second

equality in (5.15).

Given y ∈ D
e
e0 , let Ũy := Uy−1y × Uw−1

1
w1 × . . .× Uw−1

k
wk. Set Ũ =

⊔
y∈D

e

e0
Ũy and U = can1(Ũ).

It is easy to check that m maps Ũy isomorphically onto U(yw)−1yw. It is also well known that the map

U(yw)−1 × Pd → BcywPd, (v, p) 7→ v(yw)p,

is an isomorphism. Hence can2 ◦ m maps Ũ isomorphically onto Ow. By the commutativity of the

diagram (5.13), φ|U is also an isomorphism onto Ow. An easy argument again based on the Bruhat

decomposition also shows that U = φ−1(Ow). This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let O∆
w := Gc · (ePe, wPd) be the diagonal Gc-orbit corresponding to w and define

BS∆
e,d,w := Fe0 ×Fe1 Fe2 ×Fe3 . . .×F

e2k−1
Fe2k .

Let p : BS∆
e,d,w → Fe0 → Fe and q : BS∆

e,d,w → Fe2k → Fd be the canonical maps. Set ψ := p × q.
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Consider the following diagram of Gc-equivariant maps.

BS∆
e,d,w Fe × Fd

Fe

ψ

p can

Lemma 5.3.29. The map ψ is proper, its image equals O∆
w , and it restricts to an isomorphism

over O∆
w .

Proof. It is easy to check that p is a locally trivial fibration with fibre BSe,d,w. Let Fe = p−1(ePe/Pe).

Lemma 5.3.28 implies that ψ|Fe is proper, ψ(Fe) = {(ePe/Pe, x) | x ∈ Ow} and that the restriction of

ψ to Fe ∩ ψ−1(O∆
w ) is an isomorphism onto {(ePe/Pe, x) | x ∈ Ow}. The lemma now follows from the

fact that ψ is Gc-equivariant.

Next consider the following iterated fibre product

B̃S
∆

e,d,w := Qe0 ×Qe1 Qe2 ×Qe3 . . .×Q
e2k−1

Qe2k .

The closed points of B̃S
∆

e,d,w correspond to sequences of flags F 0, F 2, . . . , F 2k (satisfying appropriate

conditions) together with a quiver representation ρ with respect to which each flag is stable. This

implies that ψ lifts to a map ψ̃ : B̃S
∆

e,d,w → Ze,d (sending (F 0, . . . , F 2k, ρ) 7→ (F 0|e, F 2k|d, ρ)), i.e.,

there is a commutative diagram

B̃S
∆

e,d,w Ze,d

BS∆
e,d,w Fe × Fd

ψ̃

π̃e,d πe,d

ψ

(5.16)

where π̃e,d is the map forgetting the quiver representation.

Lemma 5.3.30. The map ψ̃ is proper, its image is contained in Z6we,d , and it restricts to an isomor-

phism over Zwe,d.

Proof. It is easy to see that B̃S
∆

e,d,w is a closed subset inside the fibre product of BS∆
e,d,w and Ze,d

over Fe × Fd. So ψ̃ is the restriction of a base change of a proper map to a closed subset, and is

therefore proper. By Lemma 5.3.29, Imψ = O∆
w , so Im ψ̃ ⊆ π−1

e,d(O∆
w ) = Z6we,d .

It remains to prove the third statement. Let (F, F ′, ρ) ∈ Zwe,d. By Lemma 5.3.29, we know

that there exists a unique sequence of flags (F 0, F 2, . . . , F 2k) ∈ BS∆
e,d,w such that F = F 0|e and

F ′ = F 2k|d. Since F 0 = F � F ′ and F 2k = F ′ � F , Lemma 5.3.23 implies that F 0 and F 2k are

ρ-stable. Let 1 ≤ l ≤ k−1. Since F 2l is in relative position w1 · . . . ·wl to F 0, F 2k is in relative position

wl+1 · . . . · wk to F 2l and, by Proposition 5.3.21, `(w) = `(w1 · . . . · wl) + `(wl+1 · . . . · wk), F 2l is also

ρ-stable. Hence (F 0, F 2, . . . , F 2k, ρ) ∈ B̃S
∆

e,d,w and so ψ̃ is surjective. This clearly implies that ψ̃ is

an isomorphism.
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We have the following Cartesian diagram.

Zwe,d Z6we,d

ψ̃−1(Zwe,d) B̃S
∆

e,d,w

ι1

ι2

o ψ̃

Let q0 : Qe0 ×Qe2 × . . .×Qe2k → Qe2k be the canonical map.

Lemma 5.3.31. Let B(Λd0) be a basis of Λd0 ∼= HGc
• (Qd0) and c ∈ B(Λd0). Then:

a) ψ̃∗(q
∗
0c ∩ [B̃S

∆

e,d,w]) = d
c

=⇒
w

e.

b) {ι∗1(d
c

=⇒
w

e) | c ∈ B(Λd0)} is a basis of Zwe,d.

Proof. The first part of the lemma follows directly from Lemma 5.2.9 and the fact that

B̃S
∆

e,d,w
∼= Zee,e0 ×Qe0 Zee0,e1 ×Qe1 Zee1,e2 ×Qe2 . . .×Q

e2k−1
Zee2k−1,e2k ×Q

e2k
Zee2k,d.

For the second part, we have

ι∗1(d
c

=⇒
w

e) = ι∗1ψ̃∗(q
∗
0c ∩ [B̃S

∆

e,d,w]) = ψ̃∗ι
∗
2(q∗0c ∩ [B̃S

∆

e,d,w]) = ψ̃∗(q
∗
0c ∩ [ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)]),

where the second equality follows by proper base change. It now suffices to check that q∗0c∩ [ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)]

form a basis ofH•Gc
(ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)). Since the variety ψ̃−1(Zwe,d) is an affine bundle overO∆

w
∼= Gc/(w

−1Pew∩
Pd), which itself is an affine bundle over Fd0 , the restriction of q0 to ψ̃−1(Zwe,d) is a homotopy equiv-

alence. Hence the map Λd0 → H•Gc
(ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)) sending c 7→ q∗0c ∩ [ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)] is an isomorphism, and

sends the basis B(Λd0) to a basis of H•Gc
(ψ̃−1(Zwe,d)), as required.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.3.25.

Proof of Theorem 5.3.25. Refine the Bruhat order on e

c

Dd to a linear order, which we denote by E.

Given w ∈ e

c

Dd, let ZEwe,d :=
⊔

e

c
Dd3uEw

Zue,d and Z/we,d = ZEwe,d\Zwe,d. Consider the inclusions

Zwe,d
i
↪→ ZEwe,d

j
←↩ Z/we,d. (5.17)

It follows from Lemma 5.2.8 that i is an open embedding and j is a closed embedding. Since the

odd cohomology of Zwe,d and Z/we,d vanishes, the long exact sequence in Gc-equivariant Borel-Moore

homology associated to (5.17) becomes a short exact sequence of H•Gc
(pt)-modules

0→ HGc
• (Z/we,d)→ HGc

• (ZEwe,d )→ HGc
• (Zwe,d)→ 0.

Since, by equivariant formality, the H•Gc
(pt)-module HGc

• (Zwe,d) is free, the short exact sequence splits.

Arguing by induction on the refined Bruhat order, we conclude that

Ze,d =
⊕
w∈e

c
Dd

Zwe,d. (5.18)

By Lemma 5.3.31, the elements d
c

=⇒
w

e ∈ Ze,d (c ∈ B(Λd0)) pull back to a basis of Zwe,d. Therefore,

(5.18) implies that, if we let (e,d, w) range over all orbit data, the elements d
c

=⇒
w

e indeed form a
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basis of Zc.

5.4 The polynomial representation

In this section we compute the polynomial representation of the quiver Schur algebra Zc, and use it

to show that Zc gives a geometric realization of the “modified quiver Schur algebra” from [99], thereby

connecting Zc to the affine q-Schur algebra. We also give a complete list of relations for the quiver

Schur algebra associated to the A1 and Jordan quivers.

5.4.1. Tc-equivariant cohomology and localization. We first recall some facts about Tc-

equivariant cohomology of flag varieties. By [134, Theorem 3], there is a ring isomorphism

Φd : H•(BTc)⊗H•(BGc) H
•
Gc

(Fd) ∼= H•Tc
(Fd), a⊗ b 7→ (γ∗1a)(γ∗2b),

where γ1 is the projection of Fd onto a point and γ2 is the canonical map (Fd)Tc � (Fd)Gc . Let us write

a polynomial f in variables xj(i) as f(~x). We abbreviate xj(i) := Φd(xj(i)⊗1) and f(~y) := Φd(1⊗f(~x))

(we substitute variables yj(i) for xj(i)).

Definition 5.4.1. For d � e, we define the following polynomials in Λd:

Sd :=
∏
i∈Q0

`d−1∏
r=1

◦
dr(i)∏

k=
◦
dr−1(i)+1

c(i)∏
l=
◦
dr(i)+1

(xl(i)− xk(i)), S
e
d :=

Sd

Se
. (5.19)

Note that Sd is indeed Wd-invariant and S
e
d is a polynomial. Explicit examples of these polynomials

for specific quivers and dimension vectors can be found in [99, §8].

It is well known that the fixed points FTc

d are parametrized by Dc
d. Given w ∈ Dc

d, let iw : {w} ↪→ Fd

be the inclusion of the corresponding fixed point, and let ζw = [w] ∈ HTc
• (Fd) denote the Tc-equivariant

fundamental class of this fixed point.

The theorem below summarizes the key facts about the Tc-equivariant cohomology of flag varieties.

Theorem 5.4.2. The following hold:

a) The Tc-equivariant cohomology of Fd is equal to the quotient

H•Tc
(Fd) = (Pc ⊗ Φd(Λd))/I,

where I is the ideal generated by p(~y) − p(~x) as p ranges over all Wc-invariant polynomials of

positive degree.

b) The pullback i∗w : H∗Tc
(Fd)→ H∗(BTc) is given by

i∗w(xj(i)) = xj(i), i∗w(f(~y)) = f(~x).

c) The Tc-equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to the fixed point w is given by

euTc(T{w}Fd) = w · Sd.

Proof. See, e.g., [134, Theorem 11].

Next, we recall the localization theorem for equivariant cohomology (see, e.g., [22]). Let Kc denote
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the fraction field of Pc = H•(BTc).

Theorem 5.4.3. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective Tc-variety and let Y be the set of connected

components of the fixed point set XTc . Suppose that Y is finite. Then the maps

Kc ⊗Pc H
•
Tc

(X)
i∗−→ Kc ⊗Pc H

•
Tc

(XTc)
i∗−→ Kc ⊗Pc H

•
Tc

(X)

are isomorphisms and

u =
∑
y∈Y

(iy)∗i
∗
y(u)

euTc(TyX)

for all u ∈ H•Tc
(X). Here i : XTc ↪→ X and iy : y ↪→ X are the natural inclusions.

5.4.2. The polynomial representation. In this subsection we describe the polynomial represen-

tation Qc of Zc. The following result is standard.

Proposition 5.4.4. The Zc-module Qc is faithful.

Proof. The proof is standard - similar proofs may be found in, e.g., [138, Lemma 1.8(a)] and [136,

Proposition 3.1]. Therefore we restrict ourselves to summarizing the main idea of the proof. Consider

the following commutative diagram.

Kc ⊗Pc H
Tc
• (Zc) Kc ⊗Pc EndPc(HTc

• (Qc))

HTc
• (Zc) EndPc(HTc

• (Qc))

HGc
• (Zc) EndHGc

• (pt)(H
•
Gc

(Qc))

c

b

a

It is well known (see, e.g., [22, Proposition 1]) that a is injective. Since the Tc-variety Zc is equivariantly

formal, b is injective as well, and the injectivity of c follows from a direct calculation of the convolution

product on the torus fixed points. Since the diagram is commutative, we conclude that the lower

horizontal map must be injective, as required.

We will now calculate the action of the generators of the quiver Schur algebra on its polynomial

representation. As preperation, we first compute the Euler classes of certain normal bundles.

Definition 5.4.5. For d � e3 c, we define the following polynomials in Λd:

Ed :=
∏

i,j∈Q0

`d−1∏
r=1

◦
dr(i)∏

k=
◦
dr−1(i)+1

c(j)∏
l=
◦
dr(j)+1

(xl(j)− xk(i))aij , E
e
d :=

Ed

Ee
, (5.20)

where aij is the number of arrows from vertex i to j.

It is easy to see that Ed is Wd-invariant and E
e
d is a polynomial. Explicit examples of these

polynomials can be found in [99, §8].

Lemma 5.4.6. We have euGc(TQd
Qd,(c)) = Ed.

Proof. We identify TQd
Qd,(c)

∼= Gc×Pd (Rc/Rd) and (Gc×Pd (Rc/Re))Gc = (Rc/Re)Pd
. The pullback

of the latter vector bundle on BPd along the canonical map BTc � BPd equals (Rc/Re)Tc . Observe
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that

(Rc/Re)Tc
∼=
⊕
i,j∈Q0

`d−1⊕
r=1

◦
dr(i)⊕

k=
◦
dr−1(i)+1

c(j)⊕
l=
◦
dr(j)+1

(Vl(j)⊗Vk(i)∗)⊕aij ,

where Vl(j) is the line bundle from (5.4). By definition, the Tc-equivariant Euler class of the bundle

on the RHS equals Ed. Since Euler classes commute with pullbacks, it follows that

euGc(TQd
Qd,(c)) = euTc((Rc/Re)Tc) = Ed,

as desired.

We also need the following “shuffle operator”

te

d :=
∑
w∈D

e
d

w ∈We.

Theorem 5.4.7. Let d � e3 c.

a) The action of
ce

d on Qc
∼= Λc is given by

ce
d : Λd → Λe, f 7→te

d

(
E
e
d

S
e
d

f

)
,

ce
d |Λb

= 0 if b 6= d.

b) The action of
bd

e is given by the inclusion

bd
e : Λe ↪→ Λd, f 7→ f,

bd
e |Λb

= 0 if b 6= e.

c) The action of Zed,d on Λb is trivial unless b = d. In the latter case, if we identify Zed,d ∼= Λd

as in (5.9), then Zed,d acts on Λd by usual multiplication.

Proof. It is obvious that
ce

d |Λb
= 0 unless b = d. In the latter case, we observe that Zee,d ×Qd

Qd =

Zee,d
∼= Qd and that, under this identification, p∗12(

ce
d)∩p∗23f = f (with pij as in §5.2.5). Hence

ce
d ?f

equals the pushforward of f along the canonical map p13 : Qd � Qe, which factors as follows

p13 : Qd
ι
↪→ Qd,e

q
� Qe. (5.21)

We first compute ι∗. By [35, Corollary 2.6.44], we have ι∗f = euGc(TQd
Qd,e)f. The short exact

sequence 0→ TQeQe,(c) → TQd
Qd,(c) → TQd

Qd,e → 0 implies that

euGc(TQd
Qd,e) = euGc(TQd

Qd,(c))/euGc(TQeQe,(c)).

It now follows from Lemma 5.4.6 that

ι∗f = E
e
df. (5.22)

We will next compute q∗h, where h := E
e
df . Since Qd,e = Fd ×Fe Qe, calculating the pushforward

q∗ reduces to calculating the pushforward along q̄ : Fd → Fe. By Theorems 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, we have

h(~y) =
∑
w∈Dc

d

(iw)∗i
∗
w(h(~y))

euTc(TwFd)
=
∑
w∈Dc

d

w · h(~x)

w · Sd
ζw =

∑
u∈Dc

e

1

u · Se
u
∑
v∈D

e
d

v · h(~x)

v · Sed
ζuv
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since v · Se = Se. Let g(~y) := q̄∗(h(~y)). Since q̄∗ζuv = ζu, we have

g(~y) =
∑
u∈Dc

e

1

u · Se
u
∑
v∈D

e
d

v · h(~x)

v · Sed
ζu.

On the other hand, Theorem 5.4.2 implies that

g(~y) =
∑
u∈Dc

e

(iu)∗i
∗
u(g(~y))

euTc(TuFe)
=
∑
u∈Dc

e

u · g(~x)

u · Se
ζu.

Hence

g(~x) =
∑
v∈D

e
d

v · h(~x)

S
e
d

. (5.23)

Combining (5.22) with (5.23) yields the first part of the theorem.

An argument analogous to the one at the beginning of the proof shows that
bd

e |Λb
= 0 unless

b = e, and that convolving
bd

e with a function f ∈ Λe is the same as taking the pullback with respect

to (5.21). A calculation using the localization theorem, similar to the one above, shows that q∗ is given

by the inclusion of the invariants Λe ↪→ Λd, while the second pullback ι∗ is just an isomorphism. This

yields the second part of the theorem. The third part is standard - see, e.g., [35, Example 2.7.10(i)].

We will now relate the action of the merges to Demazure operators.

Definition 5.4.8. Given sj(i) ∈Wc, let

∆j(i) =
1− sj(i)

xj(i)− xj+1(i)

be the corresponding Demazure operator. Given d � e 3 c, let w
e
d be the longest element in D

e
d.

Choose a reduced expression w
e
d = sj1(i1) · . . . · sjk(ik) and define

∆
e
d = ∆j1(i1) ◦ . . . ◦∆jk(ik).

It is well known that ∆
e
d does not depend on the choice of reduced expression for w

e
d. Let r

e
d = |R+

e −R+
d |

and rd = |R+
c −R+

d |.

Proposition 5.4.9. We have an equality of operators

ted(S
e
d)−1 = (−1)r

e
d∆

e
d.

Proof. See [99, Proposition 8.13].

5.4.3. Application: geometric realization of the modified quiver Schur algebra. We now

deduce some consequences from Theorem 5.4.7 in the special case when Q is the cyclic quiver with

at least two vertices or the infinite (in both directions) linear quiver A∞, connecting our quiver Schur

algebra Zc to exisiting constructions.

Miemietz and Stroppel introduced in [99, Definition 8.4] a modified quiver Schur algebra. Let us

denote it by ZMS
c (in [99] the notation Ci is used). It is defined, purely algebraically, as the subalgebra

of EndC(Λc) generated by certain linear operators, called idempotents, polynomials, splits and merges.

These operators are defined by explicit formulas. We will refer to them as “algebraic”, in order to

distinguish them from the fundamental classes in Definition 5.3.4.
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We must first deal with a minor technical issue. The algebraic merges are defined using “reversed

Euler classes”, denoted in [99] by EuJ , and “symmetrisers”, denoted by SuJ (see [99, (8.1-2)]). Both

of them are given by certain product formulas. We define sign-corrected algebraic merges to be the

operators obtained by multiplying EuJ and SuJ by −1 if number of factors in the corresponding product

is odd.

The main result of [99] says that the geometrically defined Stroppel-Webster quiver Schur algebra

ZSWc is, after completion, isomorphic to the affine q-Schur algebra [66], which naturally appears in

the representation theory of p-adic general linear groups. The proof of this result relies on the fact

that both of these algebras are isomorphic to the modified quiver Schur algebra ZMS
c . The following

theorem shows that ZMS
c also admits a geometric realization as a convolution algebra, and that this

realization is afforded by our quiver Schur algebra Zc.

Theorem 5.4.10. There is an algebra isomorphism Zc
∼= ZMS

c . Explicitly, this isomorphism sends
bd

e ,
ce

d, ed and a polynomial in Zed,d (where d � e 3 c) to the corresponding algebraic split, sign-

corrected merge, idempotent and polynomial, respectively.

Proof. Corollary 5.3.27 says that
bd

e ,
ce

d and Zed,d generate Zc. In fact, the corollary makes the

stronger statement that it is enough to take polynomials together with elementary splits and merges

to get a generating set. However, since the definition of ZMS
c involves arbitrary algebraic splits and

merges, we only need the weaker form of Corollary 5.3.27 here. By Proposition 5.4.4, the polynomial

representation Qc
∼= Λc of Zc is faithful. Hence Zc is isomorphic to the subalgebra of EndC(Λc)

generated by the linear operators representing splits, merges and polynomials. To complete the proof,

one only has to compare the description of these operators from Theorem 5.4.7 with the definition of

their algebraic counterparts in [99, Definition 8.4].

Corollary 5.3.27 and Theorem 5.4.10 directly imply the following statement about the generators

of the modified quiver Schur algebra ZMS
c , which is not obvious from its algebraic definition.

Theorem 5.4.11. The modified quiver Schur algebra ZMS
c is generated by algebraic polynomials and

elementary algebraic splits and merges.

Note that combining Theorems 5.3.25 and 5.4.10 also gives us a basis of ZMS
c .

Moreover, we can relate Zc to the Stroppel-Webster quiver Schur algebra.

Theorem 5.4.12. Let Q be an arbitrary quiver. Then our quiver Schur algebra Zc is isomorphic to

the Stroppel-Webster quiver Schur algebra ZSWc = HGc
• (Zsc).

Proof. The definition of the modified quiver Schur algebra ZMS
c , together with Theorem 5.4.10, gen-

eralize straightforwardly to arbitrary quivers. We also observe that the proofs of [99, Propositions 9.4,

9.6] do not depend on the choice of cyclic quiver, and hence generalize to arbitrary quivers, yielding

the desired isomorphism.

5.4.4. Examples: the A1 and Jordan quivers. In this subsection we discuss the examples

of the A1 quiver (i.e. one vertex with no arrows) and the Jordan quiver. It is well known (see,

e.g., [88,114,121]) that the corresponding KLR algebras are isomorphic to the affine Nil-Hecke algebra

and the degenerate affine Hecke algebra, respectively. While it is quite hard to give a presentation by

generators and relations for the entire quiver Schur algebra, even for the A1 and the Jordan quiver,

we are able to give a complete list of relations for the following subalgebra.

Definition 5.4.13. Let Z ′c be the subalgebra of Zc generated by all merges and splits. We call it the

reduced quiver Schur algebra.
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We first consider the case where Q is the A1 quiver. Let d � e3 c. Note that since the quiver has

only one vertex, c is just a positive integer and d and e are compositions of this integer. Since the

quiver has no arrows, E
e
d = 1 and

ce
d = ted(S

e
d)−1. Therefore, by Lemma 5.4.9, we have

ce
d = ∆

e
d,

i.e., merges coincide with Demazure operators. Let us look at the special case when d = (m,n) and

e = (c) = (m+ n). Then

S
e
d = Sd =

m∏
k=1

m+n∏
l=m+1

(xl − xk),
ce

d =
∑
w∈Dc

d

m∏
k=1

m+n∏
l=m+1

w · (xl − xk)−1. (5.24)

We will now give a complete list of defining relations in the reduced quiver Schur algebra. We call

dk + dk+1

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

= 0 (R3)

the hole removal relation, and

dk + dk+1

dk + dk+1 dk+2 dk+3

dk+2 + dk+3

dk + dk+1 + dk+2 dk+3

dk + dk+2 dk+1 dk+3

dk + dk+2 dk+1 + dk+3

=

dk+2 + dk+3

dk+2 + dk+3dk+1dk

dk + dk+1

dk+1 + dk+2 + dk+3dk

dk+1 + dk+3dk+2dk

dk+1 + dk+3dk + dk+2

(R4)

the ladder relation.

Theorem 5.4.14. The reduced quiver Schur algebra Z ′c associated to the A1 quiver is generated by

elementary merges and splits, subject to the relations (R1), (R2), (R3) and (R4).

A detailed proof of Theorem 5.4.14 can be found in [127]. Below we will sketch the main ideas of

the proof. We first need to recall some material about the green web category ∞-Webg from [135].

Definition 5.4.15. We define a certain full subcategory Cc of the green web category ∞-Webg.

a) One first defines the free web category C f
c . Its objects are compositions of c and its morphism

spaces HomC f
c

(d, e) are generated by elementary merge and split diagrams (which we denote

by
ce

d and
bd

e , respectively) via vertical composition.

b) We define a filtration on the morphism spaces by setting deg
ce

d = deg
bd

e = dk + dk+1 if

d � e3 c and e = ∧k(d) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ `d.

c) The category Cc is the quotient of C f
c obtained by imposing certain relations on morphisms,

called the associativity, coassociativity, digon removal and square switch relations [135, (2-6)-

(2-8)].
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We remark that ∞-Webg is defined in [135] as a C(q)-linear category. For our purposes, however, it

is enough to work with the C-linear category obtained by setting q = 1.

Consider the filtered algebra

Mor(C f
c ) =

⊕
d,e∈Comc

HomC f
c

(d, e).

Let ICc be the kernel of the canonical map Mor(C f
c ) � Mor(Cc). We endow ICc with the subspace

filtration and Mor(Cc) with the quotient filtration. Then the sequence 0 → ICc → Mor(C f
c ) →

Mor(Cc) → 0 is strict exact and so, after taking the associated graded, we obtain the short exact

sequence

0→ gr ICc → grMor(C f
c )→ grMor(Cc)→ 0. (5.25)

Note that the rule in Definition 5.4.15.b) also defines a grading on Mor(C f
c ), so Mor(C f

c ) is isomorphic

as an algebra to its associated graded grMor(C f
c ).

Proof of Theorem 5.4.14. Firstly, we need to check that the relations (R1)-(R4) hold in Z ′c. By Propo-

sition 5.3.5, the relations (R1) and (R2) hold in any quiver Schur algebra (associated to any quiver).

Relations (R3) and (R4) follow easily from the properties of Demazure operators.

Secondly, we need to check that the relations (R1)-(R4) generate all the relations in Z ′c. Let Z̃ ′c
be the quotient of the free algebra f Z̃ ′c, generated by elementary merges and splits, by the ideal Ic

generated by the relations (R1)-(R4) so that we have a short exact sequence

0→ Ic → f Z̃c → Z̃ ′c → 0. (5.26)

It follows from the definitions that grMor(C f
c ) ∼= Mor(C f

c ) ∼= f Z̃ ′c. One also easily sees that after

taking the associated graded the relations (2-6)-(2-8) from [135] become the relations (R1)-(R4). Hence

Ic ∼= gr ICc . Comparing (5.25) with (5.26) now implies that Z̃ ′c ∼= grMor(Cc).

Next, [135, Theorem 3.20] implies that there is a vector space isomorphism

HomCc(d, e) ∼= Homgl∞(

d∧
C∞,

e∧
C∞),

where
∧d C∞ =

∧d1 C∞ ⊗ . . .⊗
∧d`d C∞. Hence

dim Z̃ ′d,e = dim Homgl∞(
∧d C∞,

∧e C∞) = |d
c

De| = dimZd,e,

where the second equality can be deduced from Schur-Weyl duality and the last equality follows from

Theorem 5.3.25. We conclude that the natural map Z̃ ′c � Zc is an isomorphism.

Let us record the following corollary of the proof of Theorem 5.4.14.

Corollary 5.4.16. If Q is the A1 quiver, then there is an algebra isomorphism Z ′c ∼= grMor(Cc).

Next suppose that Q is the Jordan quiver. We can interpret merges as symmetrization operators

between rings of invariants. Indeed, S
e
d = E

e
d and so

ce
d = ted. (5.27)

We will now describe the relations in the reduced quiver Schur algebra. We use the following modifi-
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cation of (R3) (with e = ∧k(d)):

dk + dk+1

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

=
∣∣∣De

d

∣∣∣ · 1. (R3’)

Theorem 5.4.17. The following hold:

a) The reduced quiver Schur algebra algebra Z ′c associated to the Jordan quiver is generated by

elementary merges and splits, subject to the relations (R1), (R2), (R3’) and (R4).

b) The algebra Z ′c is isomorphic to the convolution algebra
⊕

(P,P′) C[P\Gc/P
′] of complex valued

functions on double cosets, where (P,P′) runs over all pairs of standard parabolic subgroups

of Gc.

Proof. The fact that the relations (R3’) and (R4) hold in Z ′c follows easily from the properties of

symmetrization operators. One can define a filtration on Z̃ ′c analogous to the filtration on Mor(Cc). It is

clear that gr Z̃ ′c ∼= grMor(Cc). Hence one can use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.4.14

to show that (R1), (R2), (R3’) and (R4) generate all the relations. This proves the first statement of

the theorem. The second statement follows from the description of Z ′c as the algebra of symmetrization

operators in (5.27).

5.5 Mixed quiver Schur algebras

In this section we define and study a generalization of quiver Schur algebras, depending on a quiver

together with a contravariant involution and a duality structure. We call these new algebras mixed

quiver Schur algebras. From a geometric point of view, our generalization arises by replacing the

stack of representations of a quiver with the stack of its supermixed representations in the sense of

Zubkov [147].

5.5.1. Involutions and duality structures. We begin by recalling the notion of a contravariant

involution and a duality structure. These ideas, in the context of quiver representations, were first

studied in [39,147]. We use the formulation from [146].

Definition 5.5.1. A (contravariant) involution of a quiver Q is a pair of involutions θ : Q0 → Q0 and

θ : Q1 → Q1 such that:

a) s(θ(a)) = θ(t(a)) and t(θ(a)) = θ(s(a)) for all a ∈ Q1,

b) if t(a) = θ(s(a)) then a = θ(a).

A duality structure on (Q, θ) is a pair of functions σ : Q0 → {±1} and ς : Q1 → {±1} such that

σ(θ(i)) = σ(i) for all i ∈ Q0 and ς(a) · ς(θ(a)) = σ(s(a)) · σ(t(a)) for all a ∈ Q1.

Example 5.5.2. Let n ≥ 1 and suppose that Q is the An quiver

•
i1

•
i2

. . . •
in

a1 a2 an−1
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There is a unique involution θ on Q. We have θ(ik) = in−k+1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n and θ(al) = an−l for

1 ≤ l ≤ n−1. If n is even then Qθ0 = ∅ and Qθ1 = {an/2}. If n is odd then Qθ1 = ∅ and Qθ0 = {i(n+1)/2}.
There are two inequivalent duality structures: σ = 1 and ς = −1 or σ = −1 and ς = −1.

Example 5.5.3. Suppose that Q is the quiver with one vertex and m ≥ 0 loops. There is a unique

involution on Q. It fixes the vertex and fixes all the loops as well. A duality structure is given by

a choice of sign σ and a choice of sign ς(a) for each arrow a. Hence there are 2m+1 possible duality

structures.

For the rest of this section let us fix a quiver Q together with an involution θ and a duality structure

(σ, ς). We will now introduce some combinatorics necessary to describe isotropic flag varieties. Let us

fix partitions

Q0 = Q−0 tQθ0 tQ
+
0 , Q1 = Q−1 tQθ1 tQ

+
1

such that θ(Q+
0 ) = Q−0 and θ(Q+

1 ) = Q−1 . The involution θ induces an involution θ : Γ → Γ on the

monoid of dimension vectors. Let Γθ be the submonoid of θ-fixed points. We consider Γθ as a Γ-module

via the monoid homomorphism

D: Γ→ Γθ, c 7→ c + θ(c).

Definition 5.5.4. Let c ∈ Γθ. We call a sequence d = (d1, . . . ,d`d ,d∞) ∈ Γ
`d
+ × Γθ (where `d may

equal zero) an isotropic vector composition of c, denoted d 3− c, if 〈d〉θ := d∞ +
∑
j D(dj) = c. We

call `d the length of d. Let θComc denote the set of all isotropic vector compositions of c, and let
θComm

c denote the subset of compositions of length m. Consider Z2 o Symm as the group of signed

permutations of the set {±1, . . . ,±m} with sm changing the sign of m. We endow θComm
c with a

right Z2 o Symm-action so that Symm acts by permuting the first m dimension vectors and sm acts by

changing d`d to θ(d`d). Set

D(d) := (d1, . . . ,d`d ,d∞, θ(d`d), . . . , θ(d1)), df = (d1, . . . ,d`d).

Given β ∈ Com(`d + 1), let

∧θβ(d) := (〈∨1
β(d)〉, . . . , 〈∨`β−1

β (d)〉, 〈∨`ββ (d)〉θ).

In particular, if β = (1k−1, 2, 1`d−k) for some 1 ≤ k ≤ `d, then we abbreviate ∧θk(d) := ∧θβ(d).

Example 5.5.5. Consider the A3 quiver together with its unique involution. Let c = 4i1 + 3i2 +

4i3 ∈ Γθ and d = (i1 + i2, i3, 2i1 + i2 + 2i3) 3− c. Then ∧θ1 = (i1 + i2 + i3, 2i1 + i2 + 2i3) and

∧θ2 = (i1 + i2, 3i1 + i2 + 3i3).

In analogy to Definition 5.2.2, we define a partial order on θComc by setting

d < e ⇐⇒ e = ∧θβ(d)

for some β ∈ Com(`d + 1). If e∞ = d∞, then we write d <f e. If d = d′ ∪ d′′ and 〈d′′〉θ = e∞, we

write d <∞ e.

5.5.2. Isotropic flag varieties. In this subsection we introduce the notation for isotropic flag

varieties, isotropic Steinberg varieties and related objects.

Definition 5.5.6. Let c ∈ Γθ. If i ∈ Qθ0 and σ(i) = −1, we assume that c(i) is even. Fix a Q0-

graded C-vector space Vc =
⊕

i∈Q0
Vc(i) with dim Vc(i) = c(i) and a nondegenerate bilinear form
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〈·, ·〉 : Vc ×Vc → C such that:

a) Vc(i) and Vc(j) are orthogonal unless i = θ(j),

b) the restriction of 〈·, ·〉 to Vc(i) + Vc(θ(i)) satisfies 〈u, v〉 = σ(i)〈v, u〉,

for i, j ∈ Q0 and u, v ∈ Vc(i) + Vc(θ(i)). Set

θRc := {ρ ∈ Rc | 〈ρa(u), v〉 = ς(a)〈u, ρθ(a)(v)〉 ∀a ∈ Q1, u ∈ Vc(s(a)), v ∈ Vc(t(a))}.

There is a vector space isomorphism

θRc
∼=
⊕
a∈Q+

1

HomC(Vc(s(a)),Vc(t(a)))⊕
⊕
a∈Qθ1

Bilσ(s(a))·ς(a)(Vc(s(a))),

where Bilε(Vc(s(a))) is the vector space of symmetric (ε = 1) or skew-symmetric (ε = −1) bilinear

forms on Vc(s(a)).

Definition 5.5.7. Let θG′c be the subgroup of Gc which preserves the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉. We have

θG′c
∼=
∏
i∈Q+

0

GL(Vc(i))×
∏
i∈Qθ0,
σ(i)=1

O(Vc(i))×
∏
i∈Qθ0,
σ(i)=−1

Sp(Vc(i)). (5.28)

The group θG′c acts naturally on θRc by conjugation. Let θGc ⊆ θG′c be the subgroup obtained from

(5.28) by replacing O(Vc(i)) with SO(Vc(i)) whenever c(i) is odd.

Example 5.5.8. Let Q be the Jordan quiver and c = 2n. Let σ = 1 so that θGc = O2n. If ς = −1

then θRc = so2n, while if ς = 1 then θRc = Sym2 C2n as O2n-modules. Next, let σ = −1 so that
θGc = Sp2n. If ς = −1 then θRc = sp2n, while if ς = 1 then θRc =

∧2 C2n as Sp2n-modules.

Definition 5.5.9. Let θTc ⊂ θBc ⊂ θGc be the standard maximal torus (with fundamental weights

ωj(i)) and Borel subgroup in θGc. Let θWc = NθGc
(θTc)/θTc be the corresponding Weyl group. There

is an isomorphism
θWc

∼=
∏
i∈Q+

0

Symc(i) ×
∏
i∈Qθ0

Z2 o Symbc(i)/2c.

Given d ∈ θComc, let θWd = Wdf × θWd∞ ⊂ θWc. If e,d ∈ θComc, let θ
e

c

Dd denote the set of the

shortest representatives in θWc of the double cosets θWe\θWc/
θWd.

Definition 5.5.10. Given d ∈ θComc, we call a sequence V• of Q0-graded isotropic subspaces

{0} = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ V`d ⊂ Vc

an isotropic flag of type d if dimQ0
Vj/Vj−1 = dj and dimQ0

V ⊥`d/V`d = d∞. Any isotropic flag V•

can be extended to a flag D(V•) ∈ FD(d) of length 2`d + 1 by setting V2`d−k+1 = V ⊥k for k = 0, . . . , `d

(if d∞ = 0 then V`d+1 = V`d is Lagrangian). Let θVd denote the standard isotropic flag of type d

(consisting of coordinate subspaces with respect to some fixed basis). Define

θRd := {ρ ∈ θRc | D(θVd) is ρ-stable}, θPd := StabθGc
(θVd), θLd :=

∏ld
j=1 Gdj × θGd∞ .

Let θFd
∼= θGc/

θPd be the projective variety parametrizing isotropic flags of type d. Given d < e 3− c,

define
θQd := {(V•, ρ) ∈ θFd × θRc | D(V•) is ρ-stable}.
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Let
θFd

θτd←−− θQd

θπd−−→ θRc

be the canonical projections. Note that θτd is a vector bundle while θπd is proper. We abbreviate

θFc :=
⊔
d3−c

θFd,
θQc :=

⊔
d3−c

θQd,
θπc := tθπd : θQc → θRc.

Definition 5.5.11. Given d, e 3− c, set

θZd,e := θQd ×θRc

θQe,
θZc := θQc ×θRc

θQc =
⊔

d,e3−c

θZd,e,

where the fibred product is taken with respect to θπc. We call θZc the isotropic quiver Steinberg

variety. We define the θGc-equivariant Borel-Moore homology groups θQd,
θQc,

θZd,e,
θZc in analogy

to (5.5), and θZed,d,
θZec :=

⊕
d3−c

θZed,d in analogy to (5.3) and (5.7), respectively.

Furthermore, define

θPc := H•(BθTc) =
⊗
i∈Q+

0

C[x1(i), . . . , xc(i)(i)]⊗
⊗
i∈Qθ0

C[x1(i), . . . , xb c(i)
2 c

(i)],

where xj(i) := c1(θVj(i)) is the first Chern class of the line bundle θVj(i) := EθTc×ωj(i) C. For each

d 3− c, set
θΛd := θP

θWd
c , θΛc :=

⊕
d3−c

θΛd.

As in (5.6) and (5.9), we can identify θZed,d ∼= θQd
∼= θΛd and θZec ∼= θQc

∼= θΛc.

5.5.3. Quiver Schur algebras for quivers with an involution. We apply the framework of

§5.2.5 to the vector bundleX = θQc on the isotropic quiver flag variety θFc, the space of self-dual quiver

representations Y = θRc and the projection π = θπc. Then Z = θZc is the isotropic quiver Steinberg

variety, and we obtain a convolution algebra structure on its Borel-Moore homology θZc = H
θGc
• (θZc)

and a θZc-module structure on θQc = H
θGc
• (θQc).

Definition 5.5.12. We call θZc the mixed quiver Schur algebra associated to (Q, θ, σ, ς, c), and θQc

its polynomial representation.

Remark 5.5.13. We would like to remark on the connection between our mixed quiver Schur algebra
θZc and existing constructions.

(i) In the case when Q is a loopless quiver and θ is an involution with no fixed vertices, the KLR

analogue of θZc, associated to complete (rather than partial) isotropic flags, was defined and

studied by Varagnolo and Vasserot in [136].

(ii) Our algebra θZc is also related to the parabolic Steinberg algebras defined by Sauter [119–121].

On the one hand, Sauter’s construction is somewhat more general since she also works with

non-classical gauge groups. On the other hand, Sauter’s construction is different from ours since

she only allows parabolic flags of a certain fixed type, while we consider all the possible types at

once. In effect, special cases of Sauter’s parabolic Steinberg algebras appear as subalgebras in
θZc.

The following result carries over, with analogous proof, from the no-involution case.
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Proposition 5.5.14. The θZc-module θQc is faithful. There are canonical isomorphisms

θZc
∼= Ext•θGc

((θπc)∗CθQc
, (θπc)∗CθQc

), θQc
∼= Ext•θGc

(CθRc
, (θπc)∗CθQc

) (5.29)

intertwining the convolution product with the Yoneda product, and the convolution action with the

Yoneda action.

Definition 5.5.15. We have the following analogues of merges, splits, idempotents and crossings from

Definition 5.3.4 in θZc:

θ
ce

d := [θZee,d], θ
bd

e := [θZed,e], θed := [θZed,d],
θgf

k

d := θ
bsk(d)

∧θk(d)
? θ

c∧θk(d)
d

for d < e 3− c and 1 ≤ k ≤ `d. We say that a merge or split is elementary if e = ∧θk(d). If

1 ≤ k ≤ `d−1, we depict elementary merges and splits diagrammatically in analogy to the elementary

merges and splits in Definition 5.3.4. More precisely, to the elementary merge θ
c∧k(d)

d we associate

the diagram

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

:=

d1

d1

· · ·

dk−1

dk−1

dk dk+1

dk + dk+1

dk+2

dk+2

· · ·

d`d

d`d

d∞

d∞

and to the elementary split θ
bd

∧k(d)
the vertically reflected diagram.

If k = `d, we associate to the elementary merge θ
c∧k(d)

d the new diagram

d`d

D(d`d) + d∞

d∞

:=

d1

d1

· · ·

d`d−1

d`d−1

d`d

D(d`d) + d∞

d∞

and to the elementary split θ
bd

∧k(d)
the vertically reflected diagram.

We have the following analogue of Proposition 5.3.5, which also follows directly from Lemma 5.2.9.

Proposition 5.5.16. We list several basic relations which hold in θZc.

a) Let d � e � f 3− c. Merges and splits satisfy the following transitivity relations:

θ
cf

e ? θ
ce

d = θ
cf

d,
θ
bd

e ? θ
be

f = θ
bd

f .

b) Let d 3− c. Elementary merges satisfy the relations (R1) and the following new relation

d`d−1 d`d

•

d∞

D(d`d−1 + d`d) + d∞

=

D(d`d−1 + d`d) + d∞

d`d

•

d`d−1

•

d∞

(θR1)
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Elementary splits satisfy the relations (R2) and the following new relation

d`d−1 d`d

•

d∞

D(d`d−1 + d`d) + d∞

=

D(d`d−1 + d`d) + d∞

d`d

•

d`d−1

•

d∞

(θR2)

5.5.4. Basis and generators. We want to construct a basis for θZc analogous to the Bott-

Samelson basis of Zc from Theorem 5.3.25. We begin by adapting the combinatorics of refinements

(see §5.3.4) to the present setting.

Let θ : Nc → Nc be the involution defined by

(k, i) 7→

{
(k, θ(i)) if i ∈ Q+

0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ c(i),

(c(i)− k + 1, i) if i ∈ Qθ0 and 1 ≤ k ≤ c(i).

If λ ∈ Parnc , we say that λ is an isotropic partitioning of c of length θ`λ = bn/2c if λ−1(k) =

θ(λ−1(n− k + 1)) for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. Let θParc ⊂ Parc denote the set of isotropic partitionings of c, and

let θParmc denote the subset of those isotropic partitionings which have length m.

Let θC and θP be the unique functions making the following diagram commute

Parc Comc

θParc
θComc

C

P

θC

D

θP

The set θParmc is endowed with natural Z2 o Symm- and θWc-actions. It is easy to check that Lemma

5.3.10 still holds if we replace Parc, Comc, C, P , Symn, Wc and Wd by their isotropic analogues.

The following lemma follows directly from the definitions.

Lemma 5.5.17. If λ, µ ∈ θParc then λ � µ ∈ θParc.

Definition 5.5.18. We call a triple (e,d, w), consisting of e,d ∈ θComc and w ∈ θ
e

c

Dd, an isotropic

orbit datum. This name is motivated by the fact that orbit data naturally label the θGc-orbits in
θFc × θFc. We define the corresponding refinement datum (ê, d̂, u) in analogy to Definition 5.3.15.

More precisely, if we abbreviate λ = θP (e) and µ = w · θP (d), then

ê := θC(λ � µ), d̂ := θC(µ � λ)

and u ∈ Z2 o Symθ`λ�µ
is the unique permutation sending λ � µ to µ � λ. We also choose a reduced

expression u = sjk · . . . · sj1 and define the associated crossing datum (e0, . . . , e2k) in the same way as

in Definition 5.3.19.

Example 5.5.19. Let Q by a quiver such that Q0 is a singleton. Then there is a unique involution

on Q. Let c = 14 and choose any duality structure on Q. We identify 7 + k = −k for 1 ≤ k ≤ 7 so

that Nc = {±1, . . . ,±7}. Let s7 ∈ θWc = Z2 o Sym7 be the element swapping 7 and −7. Suppose that
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e = (3, 2, 4), d = (4, 2, 2) and w = s5s6s7s6s5s3s4s5s6. Then

λ = [1, 2, 3][4, 5][±6,±7][-5, -4][-3, -2, -1], µ = [1, 2, 4, -5][6, 7][±3][-7, -6][5, -4, -2, -1],

λ � µ = [1, 2][3][4][5][6, 7][-7, -6][-5][-4][-3][-2, -1], µ � λ = [1, 2][4][-5][6, 7][3][-7, -6][-3][5][-4][-2, -1].

Hence

ê = (2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0), d̂ = (2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0), u = s4s3s2s4s5s4 ∈ Z2 o Sym5.

Definition 5.5.20. Given an isotropic orbit datum (e,d, w), the corresponding refinement and cross-

ing data, and c ∈ θΛe2k , we define elements d
c

=⇒
w

e in analogy to Definition 5.3.24, i.e.,

d
c

=⇒
w

e := θ
ce

e0 ? θ gf
j1
e2 ? . . . ? θ gf

jk
e2k ? c ? θ

be2k

d ∈ θZe,d.

We have the following analogue of Theorem 5.3.25.

Theorem 5.5.21. If we let (e,d, w) range over all isotropic orbit data and c range over a basis

of θΛe2k , then the elements d
c

=⇒
w

e form a basis of θZc.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.3.25 uses only three ingredients: the Bruhat decomposition, Proposition

5.3.21 and Lemma 5.3.23. The Bruhat decomposition of course generalizes to reductive groups of type

B, C and D. Lemma 5.3.23 also generalizes straightforwardly. To generalize Proposition 5.3.21, one

only needs to modify its proof by replacing inversions associated to the symmetric group by inversions

associated to the Weyl group of type B (see, e.g., [17, Proposition 8.1.1]).

Theorem 5.5.21 and Proposition 5.5.16 directly imply the following analogue of Corollary 5.3.27.

Corollary 5.5.22. Elementary merges, elementary splits and the polynomials θZec generate θZc as an

algebra.

5.5.5. Monoidal structure and categorification. We now consider the relationship between

the categories of modules over θZc and Zc. In this subsection we view θZc and Zc as graded algebras,

with the gradings imported from the gradings on the corresponding Ext-algebras via the isomorphisms

(5.8) and (5.29). We begin by recalling the monoidal structure on the direct sum Z- pmod of the

categories of finitely generated graded projective modules over quiver Schur algebras Zc for all dimen-

sion vectors c ∈ Γ. We then show that the monoidal category Z- pmod acts on the corresponding

category θZ- pmod of modules over the algebras θZc. Passing to Grothendieck groups, we obtain a

K0(Z)-module and -comodule structure on K0(θZ), which we relate to the Hall module of the category

of self-dual representations of the quiver Q introduced by Young in [145].

One can easily show (as in, e.g., [131, §2.4] or [88, §2.6]) that there are canonical (non-unital)

injective graded ring homomorphisms

ic,c′ : Zc ⊗Zc′ ↪→ Zc+c′ , (5.30)

for all c, c′ ∈ Γ, induced by inclusions of the corresponding polynomial representations

Qc ⊗Qc′ ↪→ Qc+c′ . (5.31)

Diagrammatically, these inclusions are depicted by a horizontal composition of diagrams. They define

an associative algebra structure on the direct sums Z =
⊕

c∈ΓZc and Q =
⊕

c∈ΓQc, which is referred
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to as the horizontal multiplication. The inclusions (5.30) also give rise to induction and restriction

functors

Indc,c′ : Zc ⊗Zc′ - mod→ Zc+c′ - mod, Resc,c′ : Zc+c′- mod→ Zc ⊗Zc′ - mod, (5.32)

where by, e.g., Zc- mod, we mean the category of finitely generated graded left Zc-modules. These

functors restrict to subcategories of projective modules. Setting

M ⊗N = Zc+c′ ⊗Zc⊗Zc′ M �N

for M ∈ Zc- pmod and N ∈ Zc′ - pmod, and 1 = Z0 defines a monoidal structure on the direct sum of

categories

Z-pmod =
⊕
c∈Γ

Zc-pmod.

Let K0(Z) = K0(Z-pmod) be its Grothendieck group, considered as a Z[q±1]-module. The functors

(5.32) induce maps

K0(Z)⊗K0(Z)→ K0(Z), K0(Z)→ K0(Z)⊗K0(Z),

which turn K0(Z) into a Γ-graded Z[q±1]-bialgebra. For special choices of the quiver Q, the bialgebra

K0(Z) can be identified with (the opposite of) the generic nilpotent Hall algebra associated to the

category of representations of Q over finite fields. For more information about this algebra we refer

the reader to, e.g., [123].

Proposition 5.5.23. Let Q be one of the following quivers: a Dynkin quiver, the A∞ quiver, the

Jordan quiver or a cyclic quiver. Then K0(Z)op is canonically isomorphic to the integral form of the

generic nilpotent Hall algebra of the quiver Q.

Proof. By Theorem 5.4.12, there is an isomorphism of algebras Zc
∼= ZSWc for each c ∈ Γ. The explicit

description of this isomorphism from [99, Proposition 9.4, 9.6] implies that there is a commutative

diagram of ring homomorphisms

ZSWc′ ⊗ZSWc ZSWc+c′

ZSWc ⊗ZSWc′

Zc ⊗Zc′ Zc+c′

o flip

o

o

Passing to Grothendieck groups, we see that K0(Z)op ∼= K0(ZSW ) as algebras. The proposition now

follows from [131, Proposition 5.12].

We now bring the mixed quiver Schur algebras θZc into the picture.

Lemma 5.5.24. If a ∈ Γ, b ∈ Γθ satisfy D(a) + b = c, then there is an injective (non-unital) ring

homomorphism

ia,b : Za ⊗ θZb ↪→ θZc,
ce

d ⊗ θ
ce′

d′ 7→
θ
ce′′

d′′ ,
bd

e ⊗ θ
ce′

d′ 7→
θ
bd′′

e′′ , (5.33)

sending a polynomial f ⊗ g ∈ Λd ⊗ θΛd′ to f · g ∈ θΛd′′ , where d′′ = d ∪ d′ and d′′ � e′′ 3− c.
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Proof. Let θZa,b :=
⊔
θZd′′,e′′ , where the disjoint union ranges over all d′′, e′′ 3− c which can be

expressed as a concatenation d∪d′, for some d3a and d′ 3− b (and analogously for e′′). Clearly θZa,b :=

H
θGc
• (θZa,b) is a convolution subalgebra of θZc. The forgetful maps θQd′′ → Qd (remembering only

the first `d steps in an isotropic flag) and θQd′′ → θQd′ (remembering only the last `d′ + 1 steps)

induce a map θZa,b → Za × θZb. The pullback Za ⊗ θZb → θZc with respect to the latter is injective,

and it is easy to check that it is compatible with the convolution product and that, explicitly, it is

given by (5.33).

As before, the inclusions (5.33) are depicted diagrammatically via a horizontal composition of

diagrams. They give rise to functors

Inda,b : Za ⊗ θZb- pmod→ θZD(a)+b- pmod, Resa,b : θZD(a)+b- pmod→ Za ⊗ θZb-pmod. (5.34)

Let θZ-pmod be the direct sum of categories

θZ-pmod =
⊕
c∈Γθ

θZc-pmod

and let K0(θZ) = K0(θZ-pmod) be its Grothendieck group. The following proposition, whose proof

is standard, summarizes the relation between the categories Z-pmod and θZ-pmod.

Proposition 5.5.25. The following hold.

a) The monoidal category Z- pmod acts (see, e.g., [70]) on θZ- pmod via

M ∗N = θZD(a)+b ⊗Za⊗θZb
M �N,

for M ∈ Za- pmod and N ∈ θZb- pmod.

b) The functors (5.34) induce maps

K0(Z)⊗K0(θZ)→ K0(θZ), K0(θZ)→ K0(Z)⊗K0(θZ),

which turn K0(θZ) into a Γθ-graded K0(Z)-module and -comodule.

Remark 5.5.26. In [145], Young defined a Hall module associated to the category of self-dual repre-

sentations of a quiver with an involution. The Hall module is a module as well as a comodule over the

Hall algebra associated to the same quiver. We expect that, for a general quiver Q with an involution

θ, K0(Z) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the Hall algebra of Q and K0(θZ) is isomorphic to a subspace

of the Hall module of (Q, θ) stable under the action and coaction of K0(Z). Since K0(Z) contains

the composition subalgebra associated to Q, [145, Theorem 3.5] implies that K0(θZ) is also a module

over Bθ(gQ), the algebra introduced by Enomoto and Kashiwara [45, 46] in the context of symmetric

crystals. The KLR analogue of K0(θZ) was studied by Varagnolo and Vasserot [136], who showed that

it is isomorphic to a certain highest weight module over Bθ(gQ).

5.6 Connection to cohomological Hall algebras

In this section we relate quiver Schur algebras to the cohomological Hall algebra (CoHA) of a quiver

Q (without potential) introduced by Kontsevich and Soibelman [90]. More specifically, we interpret

merges and splits as iterated multiplication and comultiplication in the CoHA. This gives an action of

quiver Schur algebras on the tensor algebra of the CoHA, which we identify with the direct sum of the
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polynomial representations of all the quiver Schur algebras associated to Q. In the case of a quiver

endowed with an involution and a duality structure, we relate mixed quiver Schur algebras to the

cohomological Hall module (CoHM) introduced by Young [146], realizing merges and splits as action

and coaction operators. An algebraic manifestation of these connections is a new interpretation of the

shuffle description of the CoHA and the CoHM in terms of Demazure operators.

5.6.1. The cohomological Hall algebra. We start by recalling the definition of the CoHA from

[90, §2.2]. Let Q be a finite quiver. Given c ∈ Γ and d3 c, set

Hc := H•Gc
(Rc), Hd :=

⊗`d
j=1Hdj , H :=

⊕
c∈ΓHc.

The Künneth map and the homotopy equivalences Rd �
∏
j Rdj and Pd � Ld yield canonical

isomorphisms

Hd
∼= H•Ld

(
∏`d
j Rdj )

∼= H•Pd
(Rd). (5.35)

Definition 5.6.1. Given d � e, we have a closed embedding (Rd)Pd

i
↪→ (Re)Pd

and a fibration

(Re)Pd

p
� (Re)Pe with smooth and compact fibre. Using the identification (5.35), we get operators

m
e
d : Hd

p∗◦i∗−−−→ He, com
d
e : He

i∗◦p∗−−−→ Hd. (5.36)

We abbreviate mc
d = m

(c)
d , etc. Let m : H ⊗H → H and com : H → H ⊗H be the operators defined

by the condition that m|Hd
= mc

d, and that the projection of com|Hc onto Hd equals com
d
c , for all

dimension vectors c ∈ Γ and vector compositions d ∈ Com2
c of length two.

Definition 5.6.2. The cohomological Hall algebra associated to the quiver Q is the Γ-graded vector

space H together with multiplication given by m. By [90, Theorem 1], (H,m) is indeed an associative

algebra. The operation com also makes H into a coassociative coalgebra. However, the multiplication

and comultiplication are in general not compatible, i.e., (H,m, com) is not a bialgebra.

In light of Definition 5.6.2, the operators (5.36) can be viewed as multifactor versions of multipli-

cation and comultiplication in H.

Definition 5.6.3. Let T(H) := T (H+) be the tensor algebra of H+ :=
⊕

c∈Γ+
Hc. We regard it as a

Γ-graded vector space in the following way:

T(H) =
⊕

c∈Γ Tc(H), Tc(H) :=
⊕

d3cHd. (5.37)

We consider m
e
d and com

d
e as operators on Tc(H). Given γ ∈ Hd, let ∪γ = γ ∪ - : Hd → Hd be the

operator given by taking the cup product with γ.

5.6.2. The CoHA and quiver Schur algebras. We will now explain the connection between

the cohomological Hall algebra H and quiver Schur algebras associated to the same quiver Q.

Lemma 5.6.4. For each c ∈ Γ, there is a vector space isomorphism

Tc(H)
∼−→ Qc. (5.38)

Proof. It is easy to see that the Borel constructions (Rd)Pd
and (Qd)Gc are naturally isomorphic. Com-

posing (5.35) with the induced isomorphism of equivariant cohomology groups H•Pd
(Rd) ∼= H•Gc

(Qd)

yields an isomorphism Hd
∼−→ Qd. The lemma follows by summing over all d3 c.
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Remark 5.6.5. If we sum over all dimension vectors c ∈ Γ, the identification (5.38) gives rise to

an isomorphism between the entire tensor algebra T(H) and the direct sum Q =
⊕

c∈ΓQc of the

polynomial representations of all the quiver Schur algebras associated to the quiver Q. Under this

isomorphism, multiplication in the tensor algebra corresponds to the horizontal multiplication on Q
defined by the inclusions (5.31).

Since, by Proposition 5.4.4, the Zc-module Qc is faithful, (5.38) induces an injective algebra ho-

momorphism

Zc ↪→ EndC(Tc(H)). (5.39)

The following theorem gives an explicit description of this homomorphism.

Theorem 5.6.6. The algebra homomorphism (5.39) is given by

ce
d 7→ m

e
d,

bd
e 7→ com

d
e , γ 7→ ∪γ ,

where d � e3 c and γ ∈ Qd
∼= Hd.

Proof. By Corollary 5.3.27, Zc is generated by merges, splits and polynomials. Therefore, it suffices

to describe the image of these elements. We have a commutative diagram

(Rd)Pd
(Re)Pd

(Re)Pe

(Qd)Gc (Qd,e)Gc (Qe)Gc

i

∼=

p
∼= ∼=

ι q
(5.40)

where ι and q are as in (5.21). As explained in the proof of Theorem 5.4.7, the action of
ce

d is given by

the pushforward along the two lower horizontal maps in (5.40). But this is the same as the pushforward

along the two upper horizontal maps, which is, by definition, m
e
d. Similarly, the action of

bd
e is given

by the pullback along the two lower horizontal maps in (5.40), and this is the same as the pullback

along the two upper horizontal maps, which is, by definition, com
d
e . The third statement is clear.

Remark 5.6.7. We make several remarks about Theorem 5.6.6.

(i) In light of Theorem 5.6.6, the associativity of the merges (R1) and the coassociativity of the

splits (R2) relations in the quiver Schur algebra express the fact that H is an associative algebra

and a coassociative coalgebra, respectively.

(ii) When Q is the A1 quiver, H is isomorphic to the exterior algebra in infinitely many variables

(see [90, §2.5]). This fact explains the connection between quiver Schur algebras associated to

the A1 quiver and web categories, discussed in §5.4.4.

Next, we interpret multiplication in the cohomological Hall algebra in terms of Demazure operators.

Proposition 5.6.8. Let a,b ∈ Γ, c = a + b and d = (a,b). Given f ∈ Ha and g ∈ Hb, the

multiplication of f and g is given by

m(f, g) = (−1)rd ·∆c
d(f · g · Ed),

where · stands for polynomial multiplication (i.e., the cup product).

Proof. The proposition follows directly from Proposition 5.4.9 and the shuffle formula for multiplication

in H from [90, Theorem 2].
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Remark 5.6.9. Yang and Zhao defined in [143] a formal version of the CoHA associated to any

equivariant oriented Borel-Moore homology theory and described multiplication in the formal CoHA

in terms of a shuffle formula depending on a formal group law. We expect this formula can be rephrased

in terms of the formal Demazure operators from [73].

5.6.3. Cohomological Hall modules. We recall the definition of the cohomological Hall module

from [146, §3.1]. Suppose that Q admits an involution θ and a duality structure (σ, ς). Given c ∈ Γθ

and d 3− c, let

θMc := H•θGc
(θRc), θMd :=

⊗`d
j=1Hdj ⊗ θMd∞ ,

θM :=
⊕

c∈Γθ
θMc.

In analogy to (5.35), we have canonical isomorphisms

θMd
∼= H•θLd

(
∏`d
j=1 Rdj × θRd∞) ∼= H•θPd

(θRd). (5.41)

Definition 5.6.10. Given d � e, we have a closed embedding θi : (θRd)θPd
↪→ (θRe)θPd

and a

fibration θp : (θRe)θPd
� (θRe)θPe

. Using the identification (5.41), we get operators

θm
e
d : θMd

θp∗◦θi∗−−−−−→ θMe,
θcom

d
e : θMe

θi∗◦θp∗−−−−−→ θMd. (5.42)

Let act : H ⊗ θM → θM and coact : θM → H⊗ θM be the operators defined by the condition that

act|θMd
= mc

d, and that the projection of coact|θMc
onto θMd equals com

d
c , for all c ∈ Γθ and

d ∈ θCom1
c.

Definition 5.6.11. The cohomological Hall module associated to (Q, θ, σ, ς) is the Γθ-graded vector

space θM together with the H-action given by act. By [146, Theorem 3.1], (θM, act) is indeed an

H-module. The operation coact also makes θM into an H-comodule. However, the action and the

coaction are in general not compatible, i.e., (θM, act, coact) is not a Hopf module.

Let us interpret the operators (5.42) in the two special cases when d �f e or d �∞ e. If d �f e

then θm
e
d and θcom

d
e are multifactor multiplication and comultiplication operators, respectively. On

the other hand, if d �∞ e then θm
e
d and θcom

d
e can be interpreted as iterated action and coaction

operators, respectively.

5.6.4. The CoHM and mixed quiver Schur algebras. Let T(θM) := T(H)⊗ θM. We regard

it as a Γθ-graded vector space as follows:

T(θM) =
⊕

c∈Γθ Tc(θM), Tc(θM) :=
⊕

d3−c
θMd.

In analogy to Lemma 5.6.4, one easily shows that there is a vector space isomorphism

Tc(θM)
∼−→ θQc. (5.43)

Since the Zc-module Qc is faithful, (5.43) induces an injective algebra homomorphism

θZc ↪→ EndC(Tc(θM)). (5.44)

Theorem 5.6.6 carries over, with analogous proof (using Corollary 5.5.22), to our current setting,

yielding an explicit description of this homomorphism.
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Theorem 5.6.12. The algebra homomorphism (5.44) is given by

θ
ce

d 7→ θm
e
d,

θ
bd

e 7→ θcom
d
e , γ 7→ ∪γ ,

where d 3− c and γ ∈ θQd
∼= θMd.

Remark 5.6.13. Summing over all c ∈ Γθ, (5.43) gives an identification of T(H) ⊗ θM with the

direct sum of the polynomial representations of all the mixed quiver Schur algebras associated to

(Q, θ, σ, ς). Moreover, the relations (θR1)-(θR2) express the fact that θM is an H-module and -

comodule, respectively.

5.6.5. The polynomial representation. We will now use Theorem 5.6.12 to deduce an explicit

description of the polynomial representation θQc of θZc from the corresponding description of the

cohomological Hall module θM as a shuffle module in [146].

Definition 5.6.14. Let d = (a,b) 3− c. We first define an analogue of the classes Sd from (5.19).

If i ∈ Q+
0 , then let

θSd(i) =

a(i)∏
k=1

a(i)+b(i)∏
l=a(i)+1

c(i)∏
m=a(i)+b(i)+1

(xl(i)− xk(i))(xm(i)− xl(i))(xm(i)− xk(i)).

If i ∈ Qθ0 then

θSd(i) = gi(x1(i), . . . , xa(i)(i))
∏

1≤k<l≤a(i)

(−xk(i)− xl(i))
a(i)∏
k=1

bc(i)/2c∏
l=a(i)+1

(xk(i)2 − xl(i)2),

where

gi(x1(i), . . . , xa(i)(i)) =



(−1)a(i)

a(i)∏
k=1

xk(i) if σ(i) = 1 and c(i) is odd,

(−2)a(i)

a(i)∏
k=1

xk(i) if σ(i) = −1,

1 if σ(i) = 1 and c(i) is even.

Next, we define an analogue of the classes Ed from (5.20). To simplify exposition, let us write

xk(θ(i)) = −xa(i)+b(i)+k(i) if i ∈ Q+
0 and xk(θ(i)) = xk(i) if i ∈ Qθ0.

If i
a−→ j ∈ Q+

1 , then let

θEd(a) := θEd(a, i)θEj(a, j)

a(θ(j))∏
m=1

a(i)∏
k=1

(−xm(θ(j))− xk(i)),

where

θEd(a, i) =



a(i)+b(i)∏
l=a(i)+1

a(θ(j))∏
m=1

(−xm(θ(j))− xl(i)) if i /∈ Qθ0,

bc(i)/2c∏
l=a(i)+1

a(θ(j))∏
m=1

(xm(θ(j))2 − xl(i)2)(−xm(j))ε(i) if i ∈ Qθ0,
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θEd(a, j) =



a(i)∏
k=1

a(j)+b(j)∏
l=a(j)+1

(xl(j)− xk(i)) if j /∈ Qθ0,

a(i)∏
k=1

bc(j)/2c∏
l=a(j)+1

(xk(i)2 − xl(j)2)(−xk(i))ε(j) if j ∈ Qθ0,

and ε(i) = 1 if c(i) is odd, and ε(i) = 0 if c(i) is even.

If θ(i)
a−→ i ∈ Qθ1, then let

θEd(a) := θẼd(a)
∏

1≤k≤σ(i)ς(a)l≤a(θ(i))

(−xk(θ(i))− xl(θ(i))),

where ≤1 = ≤ and ≤−1 = <, and

θẼd(a) =



a(i)+b(i)∏
l=a(i)+1

a(θ(i))∏
m=1

(xl(i)− xm(θ(i))) if i /∈ Qθ0,

a(i)∏
m=1

bc(i)/2c∏
l=a(i)+1

(xm(i)2 − xl(j)2)(xl(i))
ε(i) if i ∈ Qθ0.

Finally, define

θSd :=
∏

i∈Q+
0 tQθ0

θSd(i), θEd :=
∏

a∈Q+
1 tQθ1

θEd(a), θtc

d :=
∑

w∈θDc
d

w ∈ θWc.

Theorem 5.6.15. Let d � e 3− c. The action of the generators of θZc on θQc
∼= θΛc admits the

following description.

a) The action of θ
bd

e is given by the inclusion

θ
bd

e : θΛe ↪→ θΛd, f 7→ f, θ
bd

e |θΛf
= 0 if f 6= e.

b) The action of θZed,d on θΛf is trivial unless f = d. In the latter case, if we identify θZed,d ∼= θΛd,

then θZed,d acts on θΛd by usual multiplication.

c) The action of
ce

d on θΛf is trivial unless f = d. In the latter case, if d �f e, then

θ
ce

d |θΛd
=
cef

df
|Λ

df
⊗ 1|θΛd∞

.

If d = (a,b) and e = (c) then

θ
ce

d : θΛd → θΛ(c), f 7→ θtc

d

( θEd
θSd

f

)
.

Proof. Parts a) and b) are proven in the same was as in Theorem 5.4.7. Part c) follows directly from

Theorem 5.6.12 and [146, Theorem 3.3].

We would like to illuminate the formulas from Definition 5.6.14 by relating them to Demazure

operators, generalizing Proposition 5.4.9.

Definition 5.6.16. Let d 3− c. Let θR+
c and θR+

d denote the set of positive roots corresponding to

(θBc,
θGc) and (θBc,

θPd), respectively. We abbreviate θrd = |θR+
c − θR+

d |. Define Nd =
∏
α∈θR+

d
α

and Nc = N(c). Given w ∈ θWc, let θ∆w be the corresponding Demazure operator. Let wd and wc
d be
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the longest elements in θWd and θDc
d, respectively. We set wc = w(c),

θ∆d = θ∆wd
, θ∆c = θ∆wc and

θ∆c
d = θ∆wc

d
.

Lemma 5.6.17. Let d 3− c.

a) The Demazure operator θ∆d is given by the following explicit formula

θ∆d =
∑

w∈θWd

w(N−1
d ). (5.45)

b) There exists some polynomial h ∈ θPc such that θ∆d(h) = 1.

c) If h ∈ θPc and f ∈ θΛd, then θ∆d(fh) = f · θ∆d(h).

d) If d = (a,b), then Nc = (−1)
θrd · Nd · θSd and θSd ∈ θΛd.

Proof. Part a) is proven as in [59, Lemma 12]. The proof of part b) is analogous to the proof of

[99, Lemma 8.12] and requires only the following modification: one needs to replace the equality

∆c(xn−1
1 xn−2

2 · . . . · xn−1 = 1 by −θ∆c(x1x
3
2 · . . . · x2n−1

n ) = (−2)n. The latter can be easily proven by

induction. Part c) is a standard property of Demazure operators. Part d) follows directly from the

observation that θSd =
∏
α∈θR+

c −θR+
d
−α.

Proposition 5.6.18. There is an equality of operators on θΛc:

θ tcd (θSd)−1 = (−1)
θrd · θ∆c

d.

Proof. Let f ∈ θΛd. We claim that

θ∆c
d(f) = θ∆c

d(f · 1) = θ∆c
d(f · θ∆d(h)) = θ∆c

d(θ∆d(fh)) = θ∆c(fh)

for some h ∈ θPc. Indeed, the second equality follows from part b) of Lemma 5.6.17, the third equality

from part c) and the last equality from the fact that wc = wc
dwd and `(wc) = `(wc

d) + `(wd). Next,

(5.45) implies that
θ∆c(fh) =

∑
u∈θDc

d

∑
v∈θWd

uv(fh · N−1
c ).

Since f and θSd are θWd-invariant, part d) of Lemma 5.6.17 implies that

θ∆c(fh) = (−1)
θrd

∑
u∈θDc

d

u(f · (θSd)−1) · u
∑

v∈θWd

v(h · N−1
d ).

By (5.45) and the choice of the polynomial h, we have∑
v∈θWd

v(h · N−1
d ) = θ∆d(h) = 1,

Hence
θ∆c

d(f) = θ∆c(fh) = (−1)
θrd · θ tcd (f · (θSd)−1).

Proposition 5.6.18 yields a new interpretation of the action of the cohomological Hall algebra H on

the cohomological Hall module θM in terms of Demazure operators.

Corollary 5.6.19. Let a ∈ Γ, b ∈ Γθ, c = D(a) + b and d = (a,b). Given f ∈ Ha and g ∈ θMb,
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the action of f on g is given by

act(f, g) = (−1)
θrd · θ∆c

d(f · g · θEd),

where · stands for polynomial multiplication (i.e., the cup product).

Proof. The corollary follows directly from [146, Theorem 3.3] and Proposition 5.6.18.

5.7 Conclusion and open problems

There are several new research directions and open problems arising from our work. Firstly, it would

be interesting to obtain a more comprehensive description of the structure of the quiver Schur algebras

Zc and θZc. In particular, we would like to gain a better understanding of the relations in these

algebras, with view to giving a complete description by generators and relations. Such a description

already exists for KLR algebras. In the case of KLR algebras associated to a quiver with an involution,

a description by generators and relations can be deduced from the work of Sauter [119, Proposition

2]. However, as far as quiver Schur algebras are concerned, we have so far only been able to solve the

same problem only in the special cases of the A1 and Jordan quivers (see Theorem 5.4.14 and 5.4.17).

We expect that, for general quivers, this is a very hard problem.

Secondly, we would like to develop the theory of the mixed quiver Schur algebras θZc. In particular,

it would be interesting to understand their relation to Hecke and Schur algebras associated to p-adic

classical groups other than GLn(Qp).
Thirdly, it is natural to ask whether our results concerning the connection between quiver Schur

algebras and cohomological Hall algebras can be generalized to other settings. At present, the theory

of cohomological Hall algebras appears somewhat richer than the theory of KLR and quiver Schur

algebras. For example, there exist cohomological Hall algebras associated to quivers with potential [90],

preprojective algebras [143], Hilbert schemes [124] and Higgs sheaves on a curve [117]. It would be

interesting to investigate whether one can associate KLR-type algebras to the aforementioned objects,

and whether one could fruitfully use such algebras to categorify existing Hopf algebras or to construct

new ones.
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Appendix A

Proof of Proposition 4.9.4

We work in the following setup. Let 1 ≤ a ≤ k, j1, . . . , ja ≥ 1 and j1 + . . . + ja = k. Consider an

element C = X1[−j1] . . . Xa[−ja] ∈ U(ĝ−), where Xi ∈ {ers | 1 ≤ r, s ≤ n}.

Lemma A.0.1. The following estimates hold:

• Ĉl = 0 if l < −(k + a),

• deg Ĉ−(k+a) ≤ a,

• deg Ĉ−(k+a)+1 ≤ a− 1,

• deg Ĉ−(k+a)+2+p ≤ a+ p (p ≥ 0).

Moreover, if C ∈ kerAHC ⊂ U(ĝ−)ad t then Ĉ−(k+a) = 0 and deg Ĉ−(k+a)+2+p ≤ a+ p− 2.

Proof. We proceed by induction on a.

1. The base case. Let us first tackle the base case a = 1. Then C = X1[−k] and, by definition,

Y〈C, z〉 =
1

(k − 1)!
∂k−1
z Y〈X1[−1], z〉 =

∑
i∈Z

(i+ 1)· · · (i+ k − 1)

(k − 1)!
X1[−i− k]zi.

Hence

Ci =
(i+ 1)· · · (i+ k − 1)

(k − 1)!
X1[−i− k]. (A.1)

In particular,

Ci = 0 if i = −1, . . . ,−k + 1. (A.2)

We now consider the four cases in the lemma. First suppose that i < −(k + 1). Since −i− k > 1 and

X1[b].1H = 0 for b > 1, formula (A.1) implies that Ĉi = Ci.1H = 0.

In the second and third cases we have C−(k+1) = (−1)k−1kX1[1] and C−k = (−1)k−1X1. Hence

deg Ĉ−(k+1) ≤ 1 and deg Ĉ−k ≤ 0. Finally suppose that i = −k + p + 1 with p ≥ 0. Formula (A.1)

implies that Ci is a multiple of X1[−p− 1] and so deg Ĉi ≤ p+ 1.

2. The inductive case - notation. Assume a ≥ 2. Let us set k′ = j2 + . . .+ ja and a′ = a− 1. Set

A = X1[−j1] and B = X2[−j2] . . . Xa[−ja]. By definition of the normally ordered product we have

Cl =
∑
r+s=l,
r≥0

ArBs +
∑
r+s=l,
s<0

BrAs. (A.3)
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Set C+
l =

∑
r+s=l
r≥0

ArBs and C−l =
∑
r+s=l
s<0

BrAs so that Cl = C+
l + C−l . Also set Ĉ+

l := Φ̂(C+
l ) and

Ĉ−l := Φ̂(C−l ).

3. The inductive case - C+
l . First suppose that l < −(k+ a) + 2. Consider any monomial ArBs in

C+
l . Since r ≥ 0, we have s = l − r < −(k + a) + 2 ≤ −(k′ + a′). Therefore, by induction, B̂s = 0.

Hence Ĉ+
l = 0. This takes care of the first three cases.

Now assume that l = −(k+ a) + 2 + p with p ≥ 0. Since r ≥ 0, we can write r = −(j1 + 1) + 2 + p′

with p′ = r + j1 − 1 ≥ 0. Then, by the base case, we know that deg Âr ≤ r + j1. We now estimate

the degree of B̂s. We have s = l − r = −(k′ + a′) + 2 + p− (r + j1 + 1). There are four situations to

consider. Firstly, suppose that p ≥ r + j1 + 1. Then, by induction (the fourth case), we conclude that

deg B̂s ≤ a′+p−(r+j1 +1). Hence deg Φ̂(ArBs) ≤ deg Âr+deg B̂s ≤ (r+j1)+(a′+p−(r+j1 +1)) =

a′+p−1 = a+p−2. Secondly, suppose that p = r+j1. Then s = −(k′+a′)+1 and so, by induction (the

third case), we have deg B̂s ≤ a′−1. Hence deg Φ̂(ArBs) ≤ deg Âr+deg B̂s ≤ (r+j1)+a′−1 = a+p−2.

Thirdly, suppose that p = r + j1 − 1. Then s = −(k′ + a′) and so, by induction (the second case), we

have deg B̂s ≤ a′. Hence deg Φ̂(ArBs) ≤ deg Âr+deg B̂s ≤ (r+j1)+a′ = a+p. Finally, if p < r+j1−1

then s < −(k′ + a′). Hence B̂s = 0 and Φ̂(ArBs) = 0. Overall we conclude that deg Ĉl ≤ a+ p.

4. Auxiliary induction. Let us call an expression of the form MZ[b], with M ∈ Uc(g̃), Z ∈ g and

b > 1, a good word. A good word is thus an element of the left ideal in Uc(g̃) generated by g⊗ t2C[t].

We will now prove the following claim:

(C) Suppose that l < −(k + a). Then Cl vanishes or can be written as a (possibly infinite) sum of

good words.

We proceed by induction on a. The base case a = 1 follows immediately from formula (A.1). So

assume that a ≥ 2. We first consider C+
l . Take any monomial ArBs in C+

l . Since r ≥ 0, we have

s = l − r < −(k + a) + 2 ≤ −(k′ + a′). Therefore, by induction, Bs can be written as a sum of good

words. The same obviously applies to ArBs and, consequently, to C+
l .

We now consider C−l . Take any monomial BrAs in C−l . If −j1 + 1 ≤ s < 0 then As = 0

by (A.2). If s ≤ −j1 − 2 then, by (A.1), As is a scalar multiple of X1[b] with b ≥ 2. Hence

in both of these cases BrAs can be written as a sum of good words. There remain two cases to

consider. First suppose that s = −j1. Then As is a multiple of X1 by (A.1). We also have

r = l−s < −(k+a+s) = −(k′+a′)−1. Hence, by induction, Br can be written as a sum of good words.

Take any such good word MZ[b]. Then MZ[b]X1 = MX1Z[b] +M [Z,X1][b]. Hence BrAs can also be

written as a sum of good words. Secondly, suppose that s = −j1 − 1. Then As is a multiple of X1[1].

We also have r = l− s < −(k + a+ s) = −(k′ + a′). Hence, by induction, Br can be written as a sum

of good words. Take any such good word MZ[b]. Then MZ[b]X1[1] = MX1[1]Z[b] +M [Z,X1][b+ 1].

Hence BrAs can also be written as a sum of good words. This proves (C).

5. The inductive case - C−l . First suppose that l < −(k + a). Then, by (C), C−l vanishes or can

be written as a sum of good words. But every good word annihilates 1H, so Ĉ−l = 0.

We now consider the remaining three cases. Regard C−l as a sum of monomials BrAs as in (A.3).

Given that s < 0, we have Âs 6= 0 only if s = −j1 or s = −j1 − 1, by (A.1) and (A.2). So suppose

that s = −j1. Then As = (−1)j1−1X1 and so deg Âs = 0. Firstly, assume that l = −(k + a).

Then r = l − s = −(k′ + a′) − 1. Hence, by (C), Br can be written as a sum of good words.

Take any such good word MZ[b]. Then MZ[b]X1 = MX1Z[b] + M [Z,X1][b] and so Φ̂(BrAs) = 0.
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Secondly, assume that l = −(k + a) + 1. Then r = l − s = −(k′ + a′). Hence, by induction,

deg B̂r ≤ a′ = a− 1 and so we can conclude that deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r ≤ a− 1. Thirdly, assume that

l = −(k + a) + 2. Then r = l − s = −(k′ + a′) + 1. Hence, by induction, deg B̂r ≤ a′ − 1 = a− 2 and

so deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r ≤ a− 2 < a. Fourthly, assume that l = −(k + a) + 2 + p with p > 0. Then

r = l − s = −(k′ + a′) + 2 + (p − 1). Hence, by induction, deg B̂r ≤ a′ + p − 1 = a + p − 2 and so

deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r ≤ a+ p− 2 < a+ p.

Now suppose that s = −j1 − 1. Then As = (−1)j1−1j1X1[1] and so deg Âs ≤ 1. Firstly, assume

that l = −(k + a). Then r = l − s = −(k′ + a′). Hence, by induction, deg B̂r ≤ a′ = a − 1 and so

deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r + deg Âs ≤ a. Secondly, assume that l = −(k+a) + 1. Then r = l− s = −(k′+

a′) + 1. Hence, by induction, deg B̂r ≤ a′ − 1 = a− 2 and so deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r + deg Âs ≤ a− 1.

Thirdly, assume that l = −(k + a) + 2 + p with p ≥ 0. Then r = l − s = −(k′ + a′) + 2 + p.

Hence, by induction, deg B̂r ≤ a′+ p = a+ p− 1 and so deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r + deg Âs ≤ a+ p. This

proves that Ĉ−l satisfies the required constraints and completes the proof of the first part of the lemma.

6. Another auxiliary induction. We claim that

(C’) If Xi ∈ n+ ⊕ n− for some 1 ≤ i ≤ a then Ĉ−(k+a) = 0.

If a = 1 then Ĉ−(k+1) = (−1)k−1kX1[1].1H = 0 since X1 ∈ n+⊕n−. So suppose a > 1. Then, by part 3

of the proof, Ĉ+
−(k+a) = 0. Let us show that Ĉ−−(k+a) vanishes as well. Part 5 of the proof implies that

it suffices to consider the monomial BrAs in Ĉ−−(k+a) with s = −j1 − 1. Since As = (−1)j1−1j1X1[1],

we have Φ̂(BrAs) = 0 if X1 ∈ n+ ⊕ n−. Otherwise, X1 ∈ t and Xi ∈ n+ ⊕ n− for some 2 ≤ i ≤ a. By

induction, B̂r = 0. Hence Br ∈ Ic and Br can be written as a (finite) sum
∑
p ZpYp with Zp ∈ Uc(g̃)

and Yp ∈ i or Yp = eqq − 1 for some 1 ≤ q ≤ n. In the first case, we use the fact that, by Lemma 4.6.2,

i is an ideal in t̂+. Since As ∈ t[1], we get [Yp, As] ∈ i. In the second case, [Yp, As] = 0. It follows that

[Br, As] ∈ Ic.

7. Second part of the lemma. We now prove the second statament of the lemma. First observe

that in many parts of the proof so far we have established the stronger inequalities in the second

statement of the lemma without even using the assumption that C ∈ kerAHC. Let us consider all

the remaining cases. The first such case appears in part 3 of the proof: l = −(k + a) + 2 + p with

p = r + j1 − 1. In that case s = −(k′ + a′). Since C ∈ kerAHC, Bs satisfies the hypothesis of (C’),

from which we conclude that B̂s = 0 and so Φ̂(ArBs) = 0.

The second case appears in part 5 of the proof: s = −j1 − 1 and l = −(k + a). It follows directly

from (C’) that Φ̂(BrAs) = 0. The third case also appears in part 5 of the proof: s = −j1 − 1 and

l = −(k+a)+2+p with p ≥ 0. In that case As = (−1)j1−1j1X1[1]. There are two possibilities. Either

X1 ∈ n+ ⊕ n− or Br ∈ kerAHC. In the first case Φ̂(BrAs) = 0 and in the second case, by induction,

deg B̂r ≤ a′ + p− 2 = a+ p− 3 and so deg Φ̂(BrAs) ≤ deg B̂r + deg Âs ≤ a+ p− 2. This was the last

case to consider. We have therefore completed the proof of the lemma.

Lemma A.0.1 directly implies the following.

Corollary A.0.2. Suppose that either (i) C ∈ U(g̃−)−k ∩ Upbw(g̃−)≤k−1 or (ii) C ∈ (U(g̃−)−k ∩
Upbw(g̃−)≤k)ad t and C ∈ kerAHC. Then:

Ĉl = 0 (l ≤ −2k), deg Ĉ−2k+2+p ≤ k − 2 + p (p ≥ 0).

Lemma A.0.3. We have:
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• P̂k,l = 0 if l < −2k, • P̂k,−2k =
∑n
i=1(eii[1])k.1H,

• P̂k,−2k+1 = k
∑n
i=1(eii[1])k−1.1H, • if b ≥ 0 then:

Pk,−2k+2+b = k

n∑
i=1

eii[−b− 1](eii[1])k−1.1H + (Hc)≤k+b−1.

Proof. The first case follows directly from Lemma A.0.1. So consider the remaining three cases. Fix

1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let A = eii[−1], B = (eii[−1])k−1 and C = AB. By Lemma A.0.1, we have Bs.1H = 0 for

s < −2k + 2 and As.1H = 0 for s < −2. Hence (A.3) implies that

Ĉ−2k = B−2k+2A−2.1H, Ĉ−2k+1 = B−2k+2A−1.1H +B−2k+3A−2.1H.

By induction we know that B−2k+2 = (eii[1])k−1 and B−2k+3 = (k − 1)(eii[1])k−2 modulo Ûc.ĝ≥2.

Hence Ĉ−2k = A−2B−2k+2.1H = (eii[1])k.1H and

Ĉ−2k+1 = B−2k+2A−1.1H +B−2k+3A−2.1H

= B−2k+2.1H +A−2B−2k+3.1H = k(eii[1])k−1.1H.

This proves the second and third cases. Finally consider the fourth case. We have

Ĉ−2k+2+b =
∑

0≤s≤b

AsB−2k+2+b−s.1H +B−2k+3+bA−1.1H +B−2k+4+bA−2.1H.

Lemma A.0.1 implies that AbB−2k+2.1H + B−2k+4+bA−2.1H is the leading term of Ĉ−2k+2+b. By

induction we know that σabs(B̂−2k+4+b) = (k−1)eii[−b−1](eii[1])k−2.1H and B̂−2k+2 = (eii[1])k−1.1H.

Hence σabs(Ĉ−2k+2+b) = keii[−b− 1](eii[1])k−1.1H. Summing over i = 1, . . . , n yields the lemma.

We can now prove Proposition 4.9.4.

Proof of Proposition 4.9.4. By Lemma 4.9.2, we can write

T̂k,l = Q̂k,l + Q̂′k,l + P̂k,l,

where Qk ∈ (U(g̃−)−k ∩ Upbw(g̃−)≤k−1)ad t, Q′k ∈ (U(g̃−)−k ∩ Upbw(g̃−)≤k)ad t and

AHC(Q′k) = 0. Hence Corollary A.0.2 implies that Q̂k,l = Q̂′k,l = 0 for l ≤ −2k and

deg Q̂k,−2k+2+p = deg Q̂′k,−2k+2+p ≤ k + p− 2

for p ≥ 0. On the other hand, we know from Lemma A.0.3 that P̂k,l = 0 for l < −2k, deg P̂k,−2k = k

and deg P̂k,−2k+2+p = k + p for p ≥ 0. It follows that T̂k,l = 0 if l < −2k, T̂k,−2k = P̂k,−2k and that

P̂k,l is the leading term of T̂k,l if l ≥ −2k + 2, as required.
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